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To my loved ones

“There is pleasure in the pathless woods,
there is rapture in the lonely shore,
there is society where none intrudes,
by the deep sea, and music in its roar;
I love not Man the less, but Nature more.”
“Es wohnt Genuss im dunklen Waldesgrüne,
Entzücken weilt auf unbetretener Düne,
Gesellschaft ist, wo alles menschenleer,
Musik im Wellenschlag am ewigen Meer;
Die Menschen lieb ich, die Natur noch mehr.”

- Lord George Gordon Noel Byron (1788 - 1824)
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Abstract
Floating ice shelves at the boundary between the Antarctic ice sheet and the Southern Ocean play a
crucial role in Antarctica’s mass balance through iceberg calving and basal melting. The latter has strong
implications for coastal Antarctic sea-ice properties through the formation of a sub-ice platelet layer. This
matrix of intertwined individual ice crystals influences sea-ice properties, mass- and energy balance,
and represents an important habitat for a highly productive and uniquely adapted microbial community. Although its potential significance has been recognized already 100 years ago, a comprehensive
understanding of this system and associated processes is still not well established due to logistical and
methodological difficulties. At the same time, snow precipitation over the the coastal margin and its
redistribution through seaward winds may increase the amount of snow deposited on coastal Antarctic sea
ice. The presence of a thick, highly reflective and insulating snow cover has manifold consequences for
sea-ice mass- and energy balance. However, in situ observations of snow on Antarctic sea ice are sparse,
and remote-sensing techniques still lack the ability to infer accurate information about the snow pack.
The aim of this thesis was to overcome these limitations by the detailed investigation of a sea-ice regime
heavily influenced by a nearby ice shelf. An ongoing monitoring program was developed and realized
on the landfast sea ice of Atka Bay, a small embayment in front of the Ekström Ice Shelf in the eastern
Weddell Sea, Antarctica. By combining measurements of sea ice, ocean and atmosphere over a period of
five years, this work revealed important information about the seasonal cycle of the sea ice, its properties,
and how it is influenced by the presence of thick snow on the surface and a several meter thick platelet
layer underneath.
This study showed that ice platelets emerge from the ice-shelf cavity in episodic events, and interact
with the fast ice as early as June. The average annual platelet-layer thickening was 4 m, and the additional
buoyancy partly prevented surface flooding and snow-ice formation despite a high snow load. The highly
reflective snow cover and the thick platelet layer shielded the solid sea ice from increased radiative and
oceanic heat fluxes in summer, respectively. A combination of drillhole measurements, sea-ice temperature
profiles and model studies was used to calculate the ice-volume fraction in the platelet layer, a parameter
necessary to estimate the overall contribution of ice-shelf processes to sea-ice mass balance. Results
yielded ice-volume fractions between 0.18 and 0.35, consistent with earlier studies in other regions of
Antarctica. We found that the contribution of ocean/ice-shelf interaction dominated the total sea-ice
production, effectively accounting for up to 70 % of annual sea-ice growth. The total annual ice-platelet
volume underlying Atka Bay fast ice was equivalent to more than one fifth of the annual basal melt volume
under the Ekström Ice Shelf.

Abstract

v

In addition to the development of a sea-ice monitoring and the scientific outcomes outlined above, this
work contributed to the advance of several innovative methodological approaches, which are expected to
facilitate sea-ice research in the future: thermistor chains with active heating, multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding, and high-resolution X-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery from
satellites.
First, this study applied a comprehensive analysis to sea-ice temperature- and heating profiles over a
period of 15 months in order to infer the seasonal cycle of sea-ice and platelet-layer properties. By doing
so, we were able to show that, in contrast to the established acoustic sounding approach, a thermistor chain
with an active heating of embedded resistors is well suited to derive the fast-ice mass balance in regions
influenced by ocean/ice-shelf interaction. Our results further indicate that the active heating technique is
able to detect the platelet-layer bottom through the steep gradient in current speed, similar to a hot-wire
anemometer.
Second, we used a ground-based, multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding device to quantify
sub-ice platelet-layer properties. The combination of in situ data with theoretical responses yielded bulk
platelet-layer conductivities of 1154 mS m−1 ± 271 mS m−1 , corresponding to ice-volume fractions

between 0.29 and 0.43. Detailed descriptions of calibration routines and measurement uncertainties were
provided to facilitate future sea-ice studies with such an instrument. First results of platelet-layer thickness
retrieval by geophysical inversion of our unique dataset suggest that this method is promising to efficiently
map sub-ice platelet-layer thickness on a larger spatial scale than previously feasible.
Third, we linked the evolution of X-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) backscatter during
spring/summer transition to changes in the seasonal snow pack. Between 75 % and 93 % of the spatiotemporal variations of the recorded backscatter signal were explained by combination of up to four
snow-pack parameters: especially after the onset of early-melt processes and freeze-thaw cycles, the majority of the backscatter variations were influenced by changes primarily in snow/ice-interface temperature,
snow depth and grain size. This study implies a great potential to retrieve snow physical properties from
X-Band SAR backscatter, albeit more research is necessary to achieve this aim.

Chapter 1

Motivation and Thesis Outline
1.1. Motivation
Sea ice is a crucial component in the global climate system. It governs the exchange processes between
the ocean and atmosphere in the polar regions, and represents a sensible indicator of climate change. At
the same time, polar marine ecosystems heavily depend on the properties of the sea-ice cover. While
the Arctic Ocean showed a substantial decline in sea-ice thickness, -extent and -age in recent decades
in response to global warming, the evolution of sea ice in the Southern Hemisphere has been different.
Antarctic sea-ice extent and -area exhibit a positive trend, an observation which is counter-intuitive in a
warming world and currently one of the major puzzles in sea-ice research. Although several hypotheses
have been raised to address this issue, results remain inconclusive.
At the boundary between the continental ice sheet and the Southern Ocean with its vast sea-ice cover,
Antarctic ice shelves have recently been proposed as a potential driver of the observed sea-ice expansion
in the Southern Hemisphere, an issue which has since been controversially discussed. In order to better
understand the complex interplay between ocean, atmosphere, ice sheets and sea ice (Fig. 1.1) on a larger
scale, it is necessary to develop a more detailed process understanding than is currently available. Process
studies based on in situ observations of sea-ice properties are necessary to obtain such knowledge, and
are at the same time crucial for validation of numerical models. However, the remoteness and harsh
environmental conditions of the Antarctic significantly complicate this undertaking. Only few wintering
stations with permanent access to nearby sea ice exist along the Antarctic coastline, and urgently needed
observational (long-term) datasets are sparse.
Although the investigation of interactions among different cryospheric elements (Fig. 1.1, black circle)
is a relatively new research field, one mechanism by which ice shelves heavily affect coastal sea-ice
properties is known since the 1970s: supercooled water originating from ice-shelf cavities may lead to
the formation of ice crystals deep in the water column, which then rise to the surface and accumulate
below nearby landfast sea ice (fast ice) and pack ice to form a several meter thick sub-ice platelet layer.
The properties of such special sea-ice regimes are a direct reflection of ocean/ice-shelf interaction in the
inaccessible cavities, which is in itself a critical aspect of current climate research, especially since the
recent collapse of large ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula. Numerous observations of ice platelets
originating from depth and their accumulation below solid sea ice have been reported from all around the
continent, but year-round investigations of sub-ice platelet layers are currently limited to the Ross Sea. As
a consequence, most aspects of their spatio-temporal variability remain elusive, and their overall role for
sea ice in different regions of Antarctica is currently poorly understood.
The proximity of ice shelves may also lead to the deposition of a substantial amount of snow on coastal
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Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of climate processes and interactions in the Southern Hemisphere (modified
after IPCC, 2013, p. 403). The black circle highlights the elements and interactions under investigation in this
thesis.

sea ice as a result of redistribution by winds. Such a thick snow cover influences sea-ice growth and
surface energy balance by its low thermal conductivity and high albedo. In addition, snow directly
contributes to sea-ice thickness by surface flooding and snow-ice formation, as well as refreezing of
meltwater (superimposed ice). However, the large-scale determination of snow properties on sea ice
remains a major challenge, especially in the Antarctic.

1.2. Aim
The main aim of this thesis is to overcome the described limitations by creating new knowledge on ice-shelf
processes influencing sea ice in the eastern Weddell Sea, Antarctica (Fig. 1.2). Atka Bay, a 440 km2
large embayment in the front of the Ekström Ice Shelf, is seasonally covered with fast ice and exhibits
both, a substantial sub-ice platelet layer and a thick snow cover. Although the German wintering station
Neumayer is just a few kilometers away from the fast ice, only two sea-ice studies were performed here
since its establishment in 1980. An integral part of this thesis is to develop and maintain a continuous
sea-ice monitoring program at Atka Bay, taking advantage of the infrastructure and wintering personnel
present at Neumayer year-round. Although it was unclear at the beginning whether such a monitoring
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program would be generally feasible at Atka Bay, let alone possible, this work aims to lay the foundation
for its permanent establishment.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic diagram linking the applied methods and techniques (non-green boxes) to different
important aspects under investigation in this thesis (green boxes). Red arrows indicate the links that are
developed/enhanced as part of this work.

The monitoring activities (Chapter 4) are designed to yield a better understanding of sea-ice properties at
Atka Bay with a focus on the drivers governing its evolution. In addition, a dedicated field campaign to
Atka Bayhad the additional aim to develop innovative approaches allowing a more efficient determination
of sub-ice platelet layer and snow properties on larger spatio-temporal scales than previously feasible (Fig.
1.2, red arrows).
The following three key hypotheses define the outline of this thesis:
1. Ocean/ice-shelf interaction dominates fast-ice properties, -mass and -energy balance in the
eastern Weddell Sea (Chapters 5 and 6). Sub-ice platelet layers are known to contribute substantially to coastal sea-ice mass balance for example in McMurdo Sound, Ross Sea. In contrast, few
studies exist in the Weddell Sea, and knowledge about the overall role of ocean/ice-shelf interaction
for sea-ice properties in this region is currently limited. In addition to the basal processes associated
with sub-ice platelet layers, high snow accumulations in the Weddell Sea also impact fast-ice massand energy balance in ways that are only poorly understood. A variety of both traditional and
innovative measurements related to atmosphere, ocean, sea ice and snow are applied over a study
period of several years in order to determine the main factors governing sea-ice properties, -mass
and energy balance at Atka Bay.
2. Multi-frequency induction sounding and thermistor chains with active heating are promising

1.3. Thesis outline
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tools to determine sub-ice platelet layer properties on larger spatio-temporal scales (Chapters
6 and 7). Electromagnetic (EM) induction sounding is an established method to derive regional
sea-ice thickness distributions, bridging the gap between drillings and satellite remote sensing.
Compared to the traditional, single-frequency approach, multi-frequency EM sounding provides
additional information about a sea-ice cover. Although its full potential is unclear, we expect that
this approach is generally suitable to detect sub-ice platelet-layer properties. If this expectation
is confirmed, it would be possible to map platelet layer thickness without the need for timeconsuming drillings, with huge implications for coastal Antarctic sea-ice research, oceanography,
glaciology and biology. In addition, there is currently no single feasible method which is able to
autonomously monitor platelet-layer evolution at a fixed site. Thermistor chains with active heating
are in principle able to detect gradients in flow velocity of a liquid medium, a situation expected in
the presence of a sub-ice platelet layer. This approach therefore bears the potential to complement
EM measurements in the temporal dimension. However, there is currently no single study available
which has investigated this issue.
3. X-Band radar backscatter reveals detailed information about physical and stratigraphic snow
properties (Chapter 8). Interactions between snow on sea ice and microwave radiation emitted by
a space-borne synthetic aperture radar hold the potential to estimate snow physical properties from
space. Studies in the Antarctic are sparse, and the detailed interrelation between local processes in
the snow and their microwave response yet needs to be identified. One aim of this study was to
fill this gap and identify potential links between snow properties from direct measurements and
high-resolution X-Band radar imagery.

1.3. Thesis outline
Section 2.1 gives a short introduction to sea ice and briefly summarizes its significance for the global
climate and polar marine ecosystems. Typical sea-ice formation processes in the Southern Hemispheres
are described in more detail in order to understand the peculiarities of ice-platelet formation at depth
introduced later. Section 2.2 is dedicated to the puzzle of Southern Hemisphere sea-ice evolution under
climate change, before Section 2.3 introduces fast ice as an important feature of the Antarctic coastline.
Section 2.4 reviews aspects of the Antarctic ice sheet, and introduces ice shelves as an important boundary
between the ice sheet and the Southern Ocean.
The core of this thesis is represented by 3 manuscripts/publications (Publication I to III), represented
by Chapters 3, 5 and 6, respectively.
Chapter 3 (Publication I) presents a comprehensive overview of the current state of knowledge regarding
sub-ice platelet layers around Antarctica. Since such an overview is entirely missing in the literature, albeit
urgently needed, the intention is to publish the compiled information as a review paper after completion.
Chapter 4 summarizes the fast-ice monitoring between 2010 and 2014, along with field measurements
from an additional expedition performed in the framework of this study. These served as the main data
sources for all of the presented publications. A more detailed description is given in annual field reports
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published in AWI’s online repository EPIC.
Publications II and III, represented by Chapters 5 and 6, are the most important scientific outcomes
of this research, and describe in detail the fast-ice properties, -mass and -energy balance in the eastern
Weddell Sea, with special emphasis on ocean/ice-shelf interaction.
Publications IV to VI are summarized in Chapter 7. These were prepared in collaboration with another
PhD student, Priska A. Hunkeler, and aim to lay the foundation for an alternative approach on sub-ice
platelet layer detection with multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding. The publications are
provided in the appendix.
Publications VII and VIII, summarized in Chapter 8, were prepared in collaboration with the Earth
Observing Systems (EOS) group and the University of Trier. They highlight the potential of X-band radar
for cryospheric research, and contribute to a better understanding of linkages between snow properties
and X-Band radar backscatter in order to facilitate large-scale investigation of snow on sea ice. Both
publications are provided in the appendix.
Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the main outcomes of this thesis and provides an outlook on the potential
for future research.
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Chapter 2

Introduction
2.1. Sea ice - a general overview
2.1.1. What is sea ice?
Sea ice is a thin layer of frozen seawater, which floats atop the polar oceans due to its lower density. When
sea ice starts to form as the temperature of the high-latitude surface oceans drops below the freezing point
at approximately -1.8◦ C, a major part of the Arctic and Southern Oceans is covered under a vast white
blanket. This blanket shrinks again in spring and summer, due to higher air and ocean temperatures as
well as increased solar radiation. The seasonal cycle of sea-ice formation and decay in the polar oceans is
thereby one of the most profound alterations of the earth’s surface. Salt is rejected during growth, and
becomes trapped in millimeter to centimeter scale enclosures and tubes between the crystals to form
pockets of brine (Malmgren, 1927). These may connect to a complex net of channels, and provide a route
for dense brine to leave the ice (e.g., Niedrauer and Martin, 1979). The small brine inclusions in sea ice
determine many of its physical and mechanical properties (Pringle et al., 2007; Weeks, 2010), provide
nutrients necessary for biological activity (Vancoppenolle et al., 2010; Arrigo, 2014), and give rise to
a number of chemical and biogeochemical characteristics and processes fundamentally different from
freshwater ice.

2.1.2. The significance of sea ice for the climate- and ecosystem
Sea ice, ocean and atmosphere form a complex and interactive system. Although only a few meters
thick, sea ice provides a substantial “barrier” between the ocean and atmosphere, the two most essential
elements of the global climate system. Sea ice significantly modifies the fluxes of heat, gases, moisture
and momentum across the ocean/atmosphere interface. Due to its higher albedo, a sea-ice cover reflects
far more sunlight relative to an uncovered ocean, thus affecting the planetary energy budget (Perovich,
1996). As salt is expelled during sea-ice growth and brine is released into the underlying ocean, salinity
and density of the surface ocean are increased (Toggweiler and Samuels, 1995), driving production of
dense shelf water. During sea-ice melt, freshwater is released with implications for ocean stratification
and -circulation by forming a stable low-salinity ocean surface layer. In addition to its important physical
role, sea ice governs the biogeochemical seasonal dynamics of the high-latitude oceans. Gases released
during sea-ice growth affect the composition of the atmosphere and the deposition of chemical compounds
such as mercury. Finally, sea ice has a crucial significance for biological productivity by influencing the
light and nutrient regimes of the upper ocean, and impacts polar marine ecosystems by providing habitat,
refuge, and a source of food or nutrients for many species (Thomas and Dieckmann, 2002; Dieckmann
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and Hellmer, 2010; Arrigo, 2014)
The sea-ice cover is exceptionally vulnerable to small perturbations within the polar ocean and atmosphere, which in turn may significantly alter the areal extent and thickness. At the same time, sea-ice
properties may also play a vital, albeit poorly-understood role in modulating climatic changes and variabilities.
It is because of these intertwined relations between key elements of the earth’s climate system, that
sea ice has become one, if not the most important, subject in the research of the past, present and future
climate (Dieckmann and Hellmer, 2010). Although the efforts to study sea ice were intensified in recent
decades, and many technological advances such as numerical modeling and remote sensing now facilitate
the understanding of the climate system, the processes controlling the mass, properties, distribution and
seasonality of sea ice still remain poorly understood.
This is especially owed to the fact that in-situ observations are very limited, particularly in winter, and
key properties, such as sea-ice thickness, essentially remain unobserved.

2.1.3. Snow on sea ice
“A thick coating of snow has a most distinct effect in retarding the growth of sea ice in the early
stages, for it acts as a blanket, and largely prevents the exchange of heat between the mass of the
ice and the water beneath it and the air above.”
Wright, C. and Priestley, R. (1922). Glaciology - British (Terra Nova) Antarctic Expedition
1910-1913, Harrison and Sons, London, UK (p. 333)

The impacts of sea ice on exchange processes between the ocean and atmosphere are further enhanced
by the accumulation of snow on sea ice, which therefore also has a critical role in Earth’s climate system. A
thick snow cover, as often found on Antarctic sea ice, influences sea-ice growth and surface energy balance
in various ways (Massom et al., 2001a). Through its low thermal conductivity, snow acts as a barrier
for the heat transport from the sea ice to the atmosphere, effectively reducing ice growth at the bottom.
On the other hand, snow contributes to sea-ice thickening at the surface through two distinct processes,
snow-ice and superimposed-ice formation. High snow load leads to the depression of the sea-ice surface
below the water surface (negative freeboard) and causes surface flooding of floes in large areas of the
Southern Ocean. Refreezing of the snow/seawater mixture (slush) results in snow-ice formation, a layer
of very saline ice on the surface of a floe. In addition, the formation of superimposed ice from snow melt
water refreezing is a characteristic feature of Antarctic sea ice and adds to ice thickening from the top.
These processes lead to a significant contribution of a snow cover to the total sea-ice mass balance in
many regions around Antarctica (Lange et al., 1990; Eicken et al., 1994a; Eicken, 1998; Jeffries et al.,
1994, 1997, 1998, 2001; Haas et al., 2001b; Kawamura et al., 2004; Nicolaus, 2006).
One of the most important feedback processes related to snow and sea ice results from the ability of
these surfaces to reflect most short-wave irradiance back to the atmosphere (Perovich, 1996) and the
relationship between this ability and temperature, also known as the ice-albedo feedback (Curry et al.,
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1995; Morassutti, 1991). Furthermore, optical properties of snow and sea ice dominate the seasonal
timing of biological processes and biogeochemical fluxes into and through sea ice, but their implications
for these processes in sea-ice environments are much less known in the Antarctic compared to the Arctic.
Hence, most biological studies and numerical models are based on rough estimates from few observations.
In general, the number of direct observations and measurements of snow are very limited for both polar
regions (e.g., Yackel and Barber, 2007; Massom et al., 2001a; Barber and Thomas, 1998)). At the same
time, snow on sea ice accumulates and redistributes in different rates and snow properties are highly
variable even on small spatial and temporal scales (Massom et al., 2001a).
Overcoming the difficulties to obtain reliable measurements of snow depth and physical snow properties
by remote sensing techniques remains one of the big challenges of polar research. In addition, this research
field is of ever-increasing importance since the impact of snow on sea-ice freeboard is the major source of
uncertainty for sea-ice thickness retrieval from space (Ricker et al., 2014), especially in the Antarctic.
Finally, the enhanced coverage and instrumentation of modern satellites bears great potential and is the
only means to derive surface properties on an ocean-wide scale, especially in the polar regions. This study
contributes to this important research field by identification of potential linkages between the physical
properties of snow on Antarctic sea ice and the backscatter of X-band synthetic aperture radar, with a
focus on the transition between spring and summer (Chapter 8).

2.1.4. Sea-ice formation in the Southern Ocean
The initial growth of sea ice starts with the formation of tiny ice crystals in the upper few millimeters of the
ocean, so-called “frazil ice” (Weeks, 2010). If moderate wind and wave action leaves the ocean relatively
undisturbed, a soupy layer of slush is created on the sea surface, also known as “grease ice” (WMO, 1970).
When grease ice consolidates, flexible sheets of several centimeters in thickness are formed, commonly
referred to as nilas (Petrich and Eicken, 2010).
Under the high turbulence levels of the Southern Ocean, the initial sea-ice formation process is slightly
different. Persisting turbulent wind and wave motion results in the predominance of the so-called pancake
cycle (Fig. 2.1; Doble et al., 2003), where aggregation of frazil crystals leads to the formation of centimetersized floes (“shuga”) in their earliest agglomerations, which later stick together to form decimeter-sized
pans of ice (Fig. 2.1a, b,c).
Under the damped agitation of wind and ocean swell that penetrate from higher latitudes deep into
the southern sea-ice zone, these pancakes collide and grind against one another. This process leads to
a semi-consolidated cover composed of larger ice discs with raised edges, which eventually congeal
into larger units reaching diameters of up to 5 m diameter (Figure 2.1d,e). When these larger pancakes
subsequently freeze together, a continuous, solid sea-ice cover may form (“consolidated pancake ice”,
Figure 2.1f). When snow finally accumulates on top, it is nearly impossible to visually distinguish it from
other sea ice formed under quiet conditions. Only stratigraphic analysis of sea-ice cores reveals that the
sea-ice cover is largely composed of individual pancakes stacked on top of each other, with the interstices
consolidated through a combination of frazil and congelation ice. This process may account for rapid
sea-ice thickening of up to 0.5 m in a matter of days (Wadhams et al., 1987; Worby et al., 1998), even in
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 2.1: The Southern Ocean “pancake cycle”. The photographs show different stages of initial sea-ice
growth, as observed during the Polarstern expedition ANT-XXIX/6 to the Weddell Sea. The hand-size pancakes
(a) consequently freeze together to form large discs of several meters in diameter (b-e), before they finally
freeze together to form a closed sheet (f). After they are covered under snow, as is typical for Antarctic sea ice,
this evolution is no longer apparent from visual inspection alone.
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the presence of a high oceanic heat flux (Squire, 1998). In the Southern Ocean, the pancake cycle thereby
has a significant influence on sea-ice mass balance (Weeks, 1998). Textural investigations of sea ice in the
central Weddell Sea for example have shown that pancake ice growth is in fact the dominant mechanism
for pack-ice formation in this area (Lange et al., 1989; Lange and Eicken, 1991; Clarke and Ackley, 1984;
Gow et al., 1987), whereas the oceanic heat flux almost balances the heat loss by conduction upwards
through the ice (Gordon and Huber, 1990).

2.2. Antarctic sea ice in the climate system
In recent years, an increasing number of headlines have highlighted dramatic changes in the high latitudes
(e.g., Gille, 2002; Comiso, 2002; Scambos et al., 2003; Atkinson et al., 2004; Nicol et al., 2008; Stroeve
et al., 2012; IPCC, 2013). The extraordinary retreat in northern annual sea-ice extent of 3.5 - 4.1 % per
decade (95% confidence level) for the period 1979 - 2012 (IPCC, 2013) is probably the most dramatic
example of climate change anywhere on Earth (Perovich, 2011). In 2012, the Arctic experienced a record
minimum of summer sea-ice extent since the beginning of the satellite era in 1979 (Simmonds and Rudeva,
2012). But climate change is not only manifested in a declining sea-ice area and extent: the ongoing
decrease of Northern Hemisphere sea-ice thickness (Haas et al., 2008a) and age (e.g., Kwok et al., 2009)
additionally contributed to the strong focus of sea-ice research on the Arctic Ocean in the last decades.
The profoundly different distribution of land and ice masses of the Antarctic continent and the associated
atmospheric and oceanographic conditions in the Southern Ocean lead to significant differences in northern
and southern sea ice. For example, Antarctic sea ice has a more complex structure and growth history
(Section 2.1.4), and many properties and key processes cannot be transferred directly from Arctic to
Antarctic sea ice (e.g., Haas et al., 2001b; Willmes et al., 2006; Nicolaus et al., 2006). In addition,
logistical challenges contribute to the fact that Antarctic sea ice is much less studied and understood than
its northern counterpart.

2.2.1. Historical observations
The earliest observations of sea ice around Antarctica were documented in the logbooks of vessels as
early as the 18th century. Parkinson (1990) used records from the expeditions of Cook, Bellingshausen,
Wilkes, and Ross in the late 18th and early 19th centuries to compare them with the location of the
1973-1976 ice edge as determined from satellite data. Although the study revealed some differences
between the datasets, no indications for the present-day ice edge being much different to that of 200 years
ago were found. Mackintosh and Herdman (1940) and Mackintosh (1972) used data from several cruises
to the Southern Ocean by the UK Discovery Committee to compile a circumpolar map of the monthly
variation of the average position of the ice edge. Comparisons between these early ice-edge charts and
satellite observations, as well as limited regional observations (Murphy et al., 1995), suggest that sea-ice
extent in the 1970s was less than during the 1930s. However, due to the limited spatial and temporal
scope of the early records, these observations have been regarded as inconclusive (Zwally et al., 1983).
De la Mare (1997) used whalecatch data as a proxy for the ice-edge location, revealing a 25 % decline
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in summer (January) Antarctic sea ice between the mid-1950s and early 1970s. Although these results
are supported by ice core records of methanesulphonic acid (MSA) concentrations (Curran et al., 2003;
Abram et al., 2010), they are contradictory to ship-based ice edges observed in the 1920s and 1930s when
corrected for a typical offset of 1 and 2 degrees of latitude during the summer months (Ackley et al., 2003;
Worby and Comiso, 2004). In contrast to the questionable results obtained when comparing the early ship
observations to modern satellite measurements, the monitoring of the sea-ice extent over the last 40 years
from satellite remote sensing alone is very reliable.

2.2.2. Sea-ice expansion in the Antarctic: The paradoxon
Although the oceanographic conditions around Antarctica have previously been found to isolate the
continent (Kennett, 1977; Martinson, 2012), the ongoing changes particularly related to ice-shelf stability
(Section 2.5) are an undeniable indication of climate change starting to affect the Southern Ocean. These
changes were not foreseen only a few decades ago. But in contrast to the melting Antarctic glaciers,
and the retreating sea ice in the Arctic, the Southern Hemisphere sea-ice cover responds differently to a
changing climate.
Passive-microwave data revealed that the frozen ocean around Antarctica ranges in size from approximately 3 x 106 km2 in February to about 19 x 106 km2 in September (Gloersen et al., 1993; Parkinson and
Cavalieri, 2012). The size of the Antarctic land mass is approximately 14 x 106 km2 (Convey et al., 2009),
so that the maximum extent of sea ice effectively more than doubles the size of the Antarctic continent. In
the Arctic, the ocean is surrounded by land, and sea ice therefore does not exhibit such a large variation.

Figure 2.2: Southern Hemisphere sea-ice extent anomaly for September. Figure provided by the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC).

In recent decades (1979-2006/07), annual average Antarctic sea-ice area and extent showed a small,
but statistically significant positive trend of around 1.2 ± 0.5 % and 1 ± 0.4 % per decade, respectively

(Cavalieri and Parkinson, 2008; Turner et al., 2009). This trend even increased to around 1.8 ± 0.4 % and

1.5 ± 0.4 % respectively per decade when considering the period until 2010 (Parkinson and Cavalieri,
2012). Furthermore, the extent of Antarctic sea ice reached consecutive maxima over the 1979 to 2014
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modern satellite record in 2012 (Turner et al., 2013b), 2013 (Reid et al., 2014) and again in 2014 (Figs.
2.2 and 2.3).

C (%)

March 2014

September 2014

Figure 2.3: Southern Hemisphere sea-ice concentration in 2014. Data provided by University Bremen.

In addition, sea-ice extent in the Southern Ocean has also been highly variable. For example, austral
summer minimum sea-ice extents have varied by as much as 25 % since 1979 (Parkinson and Cavalieri,
2012). This variability is further confirmed by a recent study of early satellite images (Nimbus program,
late 1960s, Gallaher et al., 2014). Mapping of the September 1964 ice edge, typically the austral winter
sea ice maximum, reveals that 1964 likely exceeded both the 2012 and 2013 record monthly-average
maxima, followed in August 1966 by an extent considerably smaller than the record low August monthly
extent set in 1986. It hence appears that Antarctica’s sea ice variability may be greater than the 35-year
modern satellite record would indicate, and that the current growth trend, while important, is not yet
reaching unprecedented levels seen within the past century. Finally, model studies indicate that, by the
end of the century, annual mean Antarctic sea ice extent and volume might reduce by 24% and 34%,
respectively (Arzel et al., 2006). There is no question that such dramatic changes will have far-reaching
effects on global climate and marine ecosystems.

2.2.3. Antarctic sea-ice thickness determination: the problem
In addition to sea-ice area and -extent, sea-ice thickness is another fundamental parameter in the Earth’s
climate system and needed to calculate total sea-ice volume as a measure of climate change (Kwok and
Rothrock, 2009). Sea-ice thickness in Antarctica has been measured with a number of different field
techniques including surface drilling (e.g., Wadhams et al., 1987; Jeffries et al., 1998; Perovich et al., 2004;
Ozsoy-Cicek et al., 2013), ground-based and airborne electromagnetic induction soundings (Haas et al.,
1997, 2009), airborne laser altimetry (e.g., Wang et al., 2013), and ship-based observations (Worby et al.,
2008a; Ozsoy-Cicek et al., 2011). However, there is still no single measurement technique of Antarctic
sea-ice thickness available, that provides global, daily coverage in a way comparable to passive microwave
satellite imagery providing sea-ice area and extent. As a consequence, important changes in Antarctic
sea-ice thickness and -volume may currently be going unnoticed.
More recently, satellite altimetry has been used to study Antarctic sea-ice thickness. Radar altimeters
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have long been used to estimate sea-ice thickness in the Arctic. Antarctic sea ice, however, is often covered
with thick snow, which significantly complicates the freeboard to thickness conversion (Giles et al., 2008;
Willatt et al., 2010). Independent estimates of snow depth, as well as of snow and sea-ice density can be
used for this conversion (Markus et al., 2011; Zwally et al., 2008), and recent studies even demonstrated
that a reasonable level of accuracy is achieved using the assumption that the snow-ice interface is at sea
level (Kurtz and Markus, 2012; Ozsoy-Cicek et al., 2013).
The available data are currently limited to the 5 year operational lifetime of the Ice, Cloud, and Land
Elevation Satellite (ICESat) mission and airborne operations, such as NASA’s Operation IceBridge, and
is therefore not suited to provide reliable trends in sea-ice thickness. Zwally et al. (2008) and Yi et al.
(2011) used a combination of satellite laser altimetry data from ICESat with snow depth retrievals from
passive microwave data to estimate sea-ice thickness in the Weddell Sea, revealing a near-zero trend in
sea-ice volume in that area. Kurtz and Markus (2012) used laser altimetry data from ICESat to investigate
Antarctic-wide sea-ice thickness, covering from one to three 1-month-long periods per year for 2003-08.
Their approach had a reasonable agreement with in-situ observations (Kurtz and Markus, 2012; OzsoyCicek et al., 2013; Worby et al., 2008a), and revealed a very slight decrease in spring sea-ice thickness.
However, these data are very limited in temporal coverage, and therefore unable to provide reliable trends
in sea-ice thickness. Sea-ice thickness products, derived from satellites such as ESA’s ongoing CryoSat-2
mission, are currently under development, with the ultimate aim to generate consistent time series similar
to those of sea-ice extent. These are expected to provide a vital component for understanding long-term
changes in Antarctic sea ice and its impact on the climate (McMillan et al., 2014).

2.2.4. West versus East: local variabilities and seasonality
Sea-ice variability around Antarctica is spatially heterogeneous, and only considering the overall seaice extent is misleading. The observed increase in overall Antarctic sea-ice cover masks pronounced,
regionally-contrasting changes, occurring in both the extent and seasonality of sea ice, which almost
compensate each other (Comiso et al., 2011; Stammerjohn et al., 2012; Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012;
Simpkins et al., 2013). The trend in sea-ice extent has been positive in all sectors except the Bellingshausen/Amundsen Seas, where a major decrease has occurred at a rate of -5.1 ± 1.6 % per decade

(Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012). In contrast, sea-ice extent in the Ross Sea has increased by 5.2 ±

1.4 % per decade (Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012). Since trends in the remaining Antarctic sectors are

comparable to the overall circumpolar situation, the observed increased Antarctic sea-ice extent is the sum
of similar trends in East Antarctica and much larger and opposing trends in West Antarctica. Changes in
the latter are of the same magnitude as those observed in the Arctic (Holland et al., 2014). However, the
Arctic Ocean does not feature comparable regions of sea-ice expansion that offset the regions of loss, like
it is the case in the Antarctic.
Another crucial parameter to potentially deduce ongoing climatic changes in a certain region is the
duration of the sea-ice season (Massom and Stammerjohn, 2010; Maksym et al., 2012). The ice-free
summer duration governs solar heat input and wind-mixing of the upper ocean layer (Perovich et al.,
2008), which in turn affect sea surface temperatures (Meredith and King, 2005) and ocean upwelling
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(Martinson, 2012). Since the life cycles of many polar marine organisms are adapted to specific seasonal
rhythms, serious consequences may arise when these are altered too quickly. A specific sea-ice duration
is usually determined from the timings of annual sea-ice advance and retreat. In the Antarctic, patterns
of regional-scale change in sea-ice seasonality similar to the evolution of sea-ice extent are observed
(Maksym et al., 2012). The most pronounced changes are occurring along the Antarctic Peninsula and in
the Bellingshausen Sea, where the length of the sea-ice season has been shortening by more than three
months in the period between 1979/80 and 2010/11 (Stammerjohn et al., 2012). This rate of change is
even greater than that occurring in regions of greatest sea-ice loss in the Arctic (Stammerjohn et al., 2012),
where most regions exhibit trends towards a shorter sea-ice season. This development is entirely opposed
by the western Ross Sea, where the sea-ice season persists for two months longer.
Considering the rate of change in sea-ice extent, and in particular its seasonality, further complicates
the matter. In this approach, the Ross, Weddell and Amundsen-Bellingshausen Sea trends show different
patterns (Simpkins et al., 2013; Holland, 2014), and all regions seem to contribute equally to the overall
trend at different times of the year (Holland, 2014).
The ultimate causes and processes underlying the regional patterns that add to an overall increase in
sea-ice cover still remain elusive.

2.2.5. The explanations of southern sea-ice expanse
The response of Antarctic sea ice to climate change and -variability seems far from simple, and several
hypotheses have been proposed to drive the observed evolution (Holland et al., 2014; Raphael and Hobbs,
2014): changes in atmospheric temperature and wind stress (Liu et al., 2004; Lefebvre and Goosse, 2005,
2008; Turner et al., 2009), increased precipitation leading to reduced upward ocean heat transport (Liu
and Curry, 2010), increased ocean temperature in West Antarctica (Jacobs and Comiso, 1997; Meredith
and King, 2005), atmosphere and ocean feedbacks (Zhang, 2007; Stammerjohn et al., 2012), changes in
storminess and wave climate (Kohout et al., 2014), trends in ice drift caused by changes in near-surface
winds (Holland and Kwok, 2012), and an increased freshwater flux through melting of the Antarctic Ice
Sheet (Bintanja et al., 2013, 2014).
The most likely contributor to the observed changes in the sea-ice cover is the strengthening of the
dominant circumpolar westerly wind belt over the Southern Ocean by 15-20 % (Korhonen et al., 2010;
Turner, 2011), as well as its poleward shift by 1-2◦ of latitude since the late 1970s. These changes in
large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns are related to changes in various climate modes, such as
the the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) and the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (e.g., Renwick,
2002; Yuan and Li, 2008; Pezza et al., 2012; Simpkins et al., 2012). The atmospheric pressure gradient
in the Southern Hemisphere has changed in such a way that pressure has increased at mid-latitudes and
decreased around the Antarctic coast over the past 50 years in austral summer and autumn (Thompson
et al., 2011, and references therein). This corresponds to a more positive phase of the SAM, which is
a measure of this gradient and is the dominant mode of variability in atmospheric circulation at high
southern latitudes (Simmonds, 2003; Lieser et al., 2013). This change is likely associated with ozone
depletion (Gillett et al., 2009; Turner et al., 2009; Thompson et al., 2011) and increased greenhouse gas
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concentrations in the atmosphere (Marshall et al., 2004), although other studies suggest that the loss of
ozone would result in a decrease of sea ice extent (Sigmond and Fyfe, 2010).
Furthermore, the dramatic evolution of the West Antarctic sea-ice cover is very likely tied to a deepening
of the Amundsen Sea Low (ASL), a recurrent low atmospheric pressure anomaly in the South Pacific
(Turner et al., 2013c). This change in pressure is a direct cause of the increased intensity of westerly winds
and the geographical configuration of the Antarctic continent (Turner et al., 2013a). It is probably part of
a trend which started in the early 1900s (Abram et al., 2010), and has also been attributed to increasing
greenhouse gas concentrations and stratospheric ozone depletion (Turner et al., 2014). Persistent southerly
(colder) winds along the west of the low over the Ross Ice Shelf are thereby responsible for a more
extensive and longer sea-ice cover in the Ross Sea, while northerly (warmer) winds brought south by
the Amundsen Sea Low reduce the sea-ice cover in the Bellingshausen Sea and impede the advance of
the sea ice to the west of the peninsula (Turner et al., 2014). In addition, recent studies on the record
sea-ice extents of 2012 and 2013 (Turner et al., 2013a; Reid et al., 2014) revealed unusual short-term
wind patterns that enhanced sea-ice growth and drift, which were related to the size and strength of the
Amundsen Sea low pressure area late in the growth season. For a more detailed treatment of atmospheric
circulations around Antarctica, refer to Turner et al. (2013c), Lieser et al. (2013), and Turner et al. (2014).
Since the rate of sea-ice formation and melt is sensitive to oceanic heat flux, and hence to the stratification
of the upper ocean, there may also be an important link to the Antarctic ice sheet, which is however the
subject of a lively debate. Bintanja et al. (2013) and Bintanja et al. (2014) suggested that enhanced input
of melt water from basal melting of Antarctic ice shelves into the upper ocean leads to the formation of a
relatively cool and fresh surface layer that shields the surface ocean from the warmer deeper waters. These
surface layers can then freeze more easily, which could explain why observed overall Antarctic sea-ice
extent trends peak in autumn and early winter. The extra ice-shelf melting potentially also results from
the changing wind patterns, which act to draw deep warm ocean water towards the continent to replace
surface water and sea ice that is pushed northward and eastward by the stronger westerlies. By thickening,
spreading, and stabilizing the polar surface ocean layer (which is comprised of cool, near-freezing water)
the increased melt from the ice sheet edges potentially helps sea ice grow around the Antarctic continent.
This effect would be most pronounced in the western Pacific, because most of the increased freshwater
discharge from the Antarctic Ice Sheet has entered the Amundsen Sea (Shepherd et al., 2012) and followed
the coastal current westward into the Ross Sea, causing a significant freshening (Jacobs and Giulivi, 2010).
However, other modeling studies suggested that an increased Antarctic Ice Sheet freshwater flux has no
significant influence on the sea-ice cover (Swart and Fyfe, 2013).
As a summary, the reasons for the overall increase in Antarctic sea-ice extent over the last 30 years
are still heavily debated and no comprehensive explanation has yet emerged. The changes in large-scale
atmospheric circulations, especially the deepening of the Amundsen Sea Low and resulting changes
in wind patterns around Antarctica, seem to be a widely accepted explanation at least for the opposing
behavior in West Antarctica and the Ross Sea. In other regions, a variety of factors may influence the
sea-ice cover to different degrees, and individual contributions may vary depending on the sea-ice season
(Raphael and Hobbs, 2014). The influence of ice-sheet melt water is under debate, and more research into
ice-shelf/sea-ice interactions, such as provided in this thesis, is urgently needed.
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Figure 2.4: Average fast-ice coverage on the coast of East Antarctica from March 2000 to December 2008. A
value of 100% corresponds to thick, persisting fast ice (modified after Fraser et al., 2012).

2.3. Land-fast sea ice
The highly dynamic aggregations of sea-ice floes floating in the oceans are referred to as pack ice. But
not all sea ice is moving under the influence of winds and ocean currents. Around the coastal margin of
Antarctica, a narrow band of sea ice rarely exceeding 150 km (for East Antarctica) is held in place by
features like promontories, embayments and grounded icebergs (Giles et al., 2008; Fraser et al., 2012).
Since it is fastened (attached) to coasts, ice bergs and ice shelves, it is known under the term “landfast sea
ice”, or just “fast ice”.
According to the World Meteorological Organization WMO (1970), landfast sea ice is defined as

“Sea ice which forms and remains fast along the coast, where it is attached to the shore, to
an ice wall, to an ice front, between shoals and grounded icebergs. Vertical fluctuations may
be observed during changes of sea-level. Fast ice may be formed in situ from sea water or
by freezing of pack ice of any age to the shore, and it may extend a few meters or several
hundred kilometres from the coast.”

Again, there are strong contrasts in fast-ice extent and persistence in the Arctic and Antarctic. The
lack of grounded icebergs in the Arctic often leads to fast ice grounding in shallow waters, with the
seaward fast-ice edge usually located around the 20-30 m isobath (e.g., Mahoney et al., 2007). In the
Antarctic, where icebergs ground in water depths of up to several hundred meters (Massom et al., 2001b),
extensive fast-ice growth occurs over deeper water. The two main processes for fast-ice formation are either
thermodynamic growth (Kawamura et al., 1997; Tison et al., 1998) or dynamic thickening and attachment
of floes through winds and ocean currents (Massom et al., 2001b). Certain geographic locations, such as
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embayments or the lee-side of coastal features, may be favorable for recurrent fast-ice formation (Giles
et al., 2008).
Fast ice around Antarctica is usually seasonal and reaches thicknesses around 2 meters (Jeffries et al.,
1998), although it may attain greater ages and thicknesses in some regions (Massom et al., 2010). Fast
ice mostly forms and breaks out annually as a response to environmental conditions (Divine et al., 2003;
Heil, 2006; Fraser et al., 2012). Although fast-ice area only varies between 5 % and 35 % of overall
sea-ice area in winter and summer for East Antarctica respectively (Fig. 2.4), an improved understanding
of its properties and interaction with the environment is of crucial importance for a number of reasons
(modified after Fraser, 2011):
1. Fast ice may contribute significantly to the overall volume of Antarctic sea ice, especially in spring
(Giles et al., 2008).
2. fast ice is an important boundary between the Antarctic ice sheet and the pack ice/ocean. In addition
to potentially prolonging the residence times of icebergs (Massom et al., 2003), it mechanically
stabilizes floating glacier tongues and ice shelves, delaying their calving and ultimately affecting
ice-sheet mass balance (Massom et al., 2010).
3. Fast-ice features are often associated with coastal polynyas, regions of high sea-ice production
(Massom et al., 2001b). It thereby has important implications for Antarctic Bottom Water formation
(Rintoul, 1985; Tamura et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2008; Tamura et al., 2012).
4. Fast ice responds quickly to atmospheric and oceanic forcing (Heil, 2006; Mahoney et al., 2007) and
is likely a sensitive indicator of climate change (Murphy et al., 1995; Divine et al., 2003; Mahoney
et al., 2007a).
5. Fast ice provides a stable habitat for micro-organisms (McMinn et al., 2000; Arrigo et al., 1993b;
Günther and Dieckmann, 2001), and serves as a breeding ground for larger animals such as Weddell
seals (Leptonychotes weddellii) (Reijnders et al., 1990) and Emperor penguins (Aptenodytes forsteri)
(Massom et al., 2009).
6. The thickness and extent of fast ice has significant consequences for polar marine navigation and
logistics, as its presence can both impede and facilitate access to Antarctic bases.
7. Finally, fast ice is currently not represented in global climate models.
The main study area of this thesis is a fast-ice regime attached to the Ekström Ice Shelf in the eastern
Weddell Sea (Fig. 2.4, top left). It is one of the very few sea-ice sites in the Southern Ocean which is
accessible nearly year-round through the presence of the German wintering station Neumayer III. The
field setting is described in detail in Section 4.2.
Especially near the Antarctic coastline, sea-ice formation and -properties are likely governed by nearby
ice shelves. Current patterns in ice-shelf cavities may give rise to the formation of sea ice deep in the
ocean, a process which is profoundly different from usual sea-ice formation at the ocean surface. The
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following sections provide a brief overview about Antarctic ice shelves and serve as an introduction to
Chapter 3, which reviews the current state of knowledge about the implications of ice shelves for sea ice.

2.4. The Antarctic ice sheet
2.4.1. Geography
Antarctica is a continent of superlatives: it is renowned as the highest, driest, windiest and coldest
continent, with the lowest recorded temperature on Earth, -89.28◦ C, at Russia’s Vostok Station on the
Polar Plateau (Turner and Overland, 2009). The continent covers an area of approximately 14 x 106 km2 ,
which is about 10 % of the land surface of the Earth (Convey et al., 2009). It is dominated by the Antarctic
Ice Sheet, a giant mass of glacial ice that rests on the bedrock and surrounding seas, which contains around
30 x 106 km3 of ice or 70 % of the Earth’s freshwater and covers over 99.6 % of the continent (Convey
et al., 2009). The entire ice sheet (IS) corresponds to a sea level equivalent of 58 m (Fretwell et al., 2013),
and consists of three distinct glaciological zones, the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS, covering an area of
10.35 x 106 km2 ), the West Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS, 1.97 x 106 km2 ) and the Antarctic Peninsula Ice
Sheet (APIS, 0.52 x 106 km2 ) (Convey et al., 2009). The EAIS, which includes the high Polar Plateau,
and the WAIS are separated by the Transantarctic Mountains, which extend from Victoria Land to the
Ronne Ice Shelf. The summits rise above the surrounding ice sheet to a maximum height of 4528 m. The
Antarctic Peninsula, a narrow mountainous region with an average width of 70 km and a mean height
of 1500 m, extends a significant way northwards from the main ice sheet. Since the northern tip of the
Peninsula nearly reaches 63◦ S, it acts as a geographic barrier that exerts a major influence on the oceanic
and atmospheric circulations of the high southern latitudes (Convey et al., 2009). While the WAIS (e.g.,
Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers) exhibits increasing volume loss in recent decades, a thickening occurs
in regions of East Antarctica (Helm et al., 2014) mainly through distinct, large-scale accumulation events
in 2009 and 2011 (Lenaerts et al., 2013).

2.4.2. Ice shelves
The mass balance of the Antarctic Ice Sheet is a complex combination of multiple interactions (Fig. 1.1).
The Antarctic Ice Sheet slowly gains mass at its surface by deposition of snow and frost over the continent,
especially around the Central Plateau. The weight of the overlying newer snow pack compresses the snow
and leads to the formation of firn. When a density threshold of around 800 kg m−3 is reached, bubbles
are formed and the firn is transformed into glacial ice, capturing a chemical record of past climates and
environments. Under the influence of gravity the ice mass slowly moves down towards the coastline, being
heavily deformed near the ice-bedrock interface. When passing the coastal mountain ranges, the ice parts
into individual ice streams, eventually merging again further downstream. As soon as these individual
streams reach the ocean, they start floating due to their lower density, and may spread over the ocean’s
surface due to the lack of friction. When some of those ice tongues later merge in the ocean, they form a
floating ice shelf. The two largest ice shelves are the Filchner-Ronne Ice Shelf in the Weddell Sea and the
Ross Ice Shelf in the Ross Sea (0.53 x 106 km2 and 0.54 x 106 km2 , respectively; Convey et al., 2009).
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More than 50 % of the continent’s coastline is fringed with ice shelves and floating ice tongues (Le Brocq
et al., 2010), which cover an area of >1.56 x 106 km2 , or 11% of the total area, comparable in size to the
Greenland Ice Sheet (Barkov, 1985; Swithinbank, 1988). Ice shelves exert considerable control on glacier
stability and Antarctic Ice Sheet mass balance (Jacobs et al., 1992; Hooke, 2005; Cuffey and Paterson,
2010) and play important roles in ocean stratification and bottom water formation (Hellmer, 2004).
The area where the ice flow ungrounds is referred to as grounding line. Topographical features such
as islands or ice rises may exert back stresses on the ice flow, leading to a decrease in velocity due to
frictional losses. However, when these back stresses are minimal, the ice shelves may expand even further.
As a result, vertical fractures and larger rifts may form near the front, finally leading to the break up of
icebergs. These usually drift into the open ocean with the currents, where they eventually melt in lower
latitudes. This process of iceberg formation is generally referred to as calving, and is one of the main
mechanisms which regulate the flow of continental ice towards the ocean. This process is a main factor
governing the amount of freshwater added to the ocean, and indirectly contributes to global sea-level rise.
An even more important mechanism of ice sheet mass loss is bottom melt at the base of an ice shelf due
to the seawater temperature being above the in situ freezing point.

2.5. Ocean/ice-shelf interaction
The 19 x 106 km2 large ocean beneath Antarctic sea ice, and especially below ice shelves (referred to
as “ice-shelf cavity”), is probably the least well observed physical system on earth. This “black box”
represents one of the major impediments to our understanding of Southern Hemisphere climate processes.
Since surface melt rates of the Antarctic ice sheet are considered low (Joughin et al., 2012), oceanic heat
fluxes melting floating ice shelves from below (Robin, 1979) are the most critical aspect of Antarctica’s
mass balance. Increased basal melt, driven by transport of warm Circumpolar Deep Water onto the
continental shelves, thereby results in a thinning (or more dramatically, a collapse) of Antarctic ice shelves.
At the same time, increased calving rates also result in higher rates of ice loss (Rignot et al., 2011). Despite
large uncertainties, basal melt has been identified as the largest contributor to mass loss of the Antarctic
ice sheet (∼55 %), with iceberg calving accounting for the remainder (Rignot et al., 2013; Depoorter et al.,
2013, see also Fig. 3.6). Both processes lead to a reduction of the ice-shelves’ buttressing effect (Dupont
and Alley, 2005) and a subsequent acceleration of glacier flow. The more rapid discharge of ice from
the continent contributes to an increase in sea level (De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003; Rignot et al., 2011;
Pritchard et al., 2012; Joughin et al., 2014).
The main processes which are responsible for basal melt are:
1. Relatively warm Circumpolar Deep Water intrudes onto the continental shelf and into the cavity.
This water is well above the local surface freezing point and is able to enhance basal melt rates by
tens of meters per year or more (Joughin et al., 2012).
2. Tidal and wind mixing that moves warmer surface waters beneath the ice shelf (Hattermann et al.,
2012).
3. The formation of dense High Salinity Shelf Water in polynyas close to the ice-shelf front.
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Warming atmospheric temperatures and oceanographic change have already resulted in large scale iceshelf collapse along the Antarctic Peninsula (Larsen A and B) (Scambos et al., 2003; Cook and Vaughan,
2010), leading to a reduced buttressing effect and enhanced glacier flow. The giant Ross, Filchner and
Ronne IS only account for 15% of net melt, whereas ten southeast Pacific ice shelves and six East Antarctic
ice shelves have high melt/area ratios, suggesting large oceanic heat fluxes at their grounding lines (Rignot
et al., 2013). The collapse of the Thwaites and Pine Island glaciers (West Antarctica) through melt-induced
thinning has already begun, whith strong implications for sea-level rise (Pritchard et al., 2012; Joughin
et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014; Favier et al., 2014). For comparison, the entire marine-based West
Antarctic Ice Sheet would correspond to a global sea-level rise of 3.3 m (Bamber et al., 2000). In addition,
large parts of the East Antarctic ice sheet are marine-based, and hence are potentially subject to the marine
ice shelf instability (Fretwell et al., 2013). The Totten Glacier for example has recently lost mass at a
rate comparable to the Pine Island Glacier, which is likely linked to nearby polynya activity (Khazendar
et al., 2013). Finally, a recent modeling study suggested that a thinning of sea ice in the Weddell Sea in
the latter half of this century potentially enhances the surface stress on the underlying ocean and causes
a re-routing of the warm coastal current into the Filchner-Ronne IS cavity (Hellmer et al., 2012). The
resulting basal melt would increase by an order of magnitude, to values equivalent to 80 % of the current
Antarctic surface mass balance.
Apparently, sea ice is a major factor in modulating ocean/ice-shelf interaction in the Southern Hemisphere. The other way around, ice shelves may strongly impact sea ice, especially if it is attached to their
edges. One of the mechanisms relevant for this work is the so-called “ice pump” (Section 3.3), in which
a particular circulation pattern beneath a floating ice shelf impacts nearby sea ice by the formation of a
sub-ice platelet layer. The following chapter provides a review of sub-ice platelet layers in Antarctica
and their role for sea-ice properties and -ecology. Chapter 4 then describes the measurements performed
at our main study site in the eastern Weddell Sea, before Chapters 5 and 6 present the new knowledge
gained on this phenomenon in the framework of this thesis.
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Publication I: Sub-ice platelet layers and
their role for sea-ice properties and
-ecology

By Mario HOPPMANN, Inga J. SMITH, Patricia J. LANGHORNE and Gerhard S. DIECKMANN

This chapter is an early version of a manuscript which is intended to be submitted to Progress in Oceanography in 2015. The aim of this manuscript is to give a comprehensive overview of the impacts of ice
platelets on sea ice and the associated ecosystem. Such a review is currently missing from the literature.
My contribution is that I completely rewrote and restructured an existing manuscript by G. S. Dieckmann,
and included newer literature (2000-now). Please note that the order of authors, including the first author,
is still subject to change depending on the individual contributions to the manuscript at submission stage.
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3.1. Introduction
Basal melt of ice shelves has recently been identified as the major source of Antarctica’s ice sheet mass
loss (Section 2.5). Although this process has also been hypothesized to contribute to the recent sea-ice
expanse in the Southern Ocean (Bintanja et al., 2013, 2014), its overall significance for sea-ice formation
is not well understood.
In the presence of a heat sink deep in a water body, tiny ice crystals, similar to those formed at the
ocean’s surface during initial sea-ice growth, may form at depth. Ice shelves fringing around 50 % of the
Antarctic coastline are such a heat sink. The frazil crystals nucleate on impurities in the water column
when in situ supercooling from ice-shelf basal melt is relieved during adiabatic rise of a cold plume
(Foldvik and Kvinge, 1974). During further growth, their buoyancy increases and these crystals may float
upwards. When they accumulate below a solid sea-ice cover, a semi-consolidated layer is formed, which
is consequently incorporated into the solid sea ice by the advancing freezing interface (Fig. 3.1).
Reports of such crystals grown at depth date back as far as the Discovery Expedition of 1901-1904 near
Winter Quarters Bay, McMurdo Sound (Hodgson, 1907). They reported ice crystals forming on lines
and nets used for the collection of biological samples. Probably the earliest references on the potential
significance of this phenomenon in the coastal regions of Antarctica were made by Wright and Priestley
(1922) during the Terra Nova Expedition 1910-1913. They observed similar growth on ropes (Fig. 3.2)
and loose “frazil” below sea ice in McMurdo Sound. They reported that
“In the early part of the winter all additions to the thickness of the sea ice are due to conduction
by the cold air above, but there is every reason to believe that later in the winter the sea ice grows
to its great thickness of 8 and 9 feet largely by the deposition of frazil crystals from below.”
More recent studies confirmed that processes inside the inaccessible ice-shelf cavities may have a huge
impact on coastal Antarctic sea-ice mass balance and -properties (Lange et al., 1989; Gough et al., 2012b).
Being the most porous among all sea-ice habitats, these layers of loose ice crystals provide a large surface
area and at the same time enable free nutrient exchange with the underlying seawater (Bunt, 1964a; Arrigo
and Thomas, 2004). Although light availability is generally limited below (snow-covered) sea ice, this
special habitat has been found to host some of the largest microbial accumulations among all sea-ice types
(Arrigo et al., 1993b), forming the physical basis of an entirely own ecosystem (Günther and Dieckmann,
1999).
Owing to its significance throughout various disciplines, this special sea-ice type has been given many
different names in the literature, mostly depending on the context of observation and field of research
of the authors (Smith et al., 1999, 2001). There is for example inconsistency in the ways that the terms
“frazil ice”, “platelet ice”, “anchor ice” and even “marine ice” are used, often interchangeably (Smith et al.,
1999; Mager et al., 2013). As a result, the terminology for this special sea-ice type is confusing, and a
comprehensive overview is still missing albeit urgently needed. The terminology used here is summarized
in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of a typical Antarctic sea-ice cover in late winter, close to an ice shelf.
Both, surface (atmospheric) and bottom (oceanic) processes, contribute to sea-ice growth. The consolidation
of frazil crystals on the sea surface during freezing conditions leads to the formation of granular ice at the top
of the sea-ice cover (1). Upward heat transport then results in the growth of columnar ice (2). In the course
of winter, small ice platelets start to nucleate in the water column (3) and rise up to accumulate beneath the
solid sea ice to form a sub-ice platelet layer (4). As the freezing interface advances into the porous matrix of
disordered platelet crystals, platelet ice is formed (5). At the same time, snowfall and -drift above the sea ice
result in a (partly thick) snow cover (6). Due to the heavy snow load, the sea ice surface is eventually flooded
through cracks, and refreezing of slush results in snow-ice formation (7). Please note that dynamic sea-ice
thickening, such as rafting or ridging, is not accounted for in this scheme.
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Figure 3.2: Frazil crystals deposited on a rope (Wright and Priestley, 1922, Plate LXVIII). A person is
standing in the background, holding a long rope with an agglomerate of ice crystals (white object in the front)
attached to it. This photograph was taken during the Terra Nova Expedition 1910-1913 and is one of the
earliest evidences of sea-ice growth deep in the water column.

Table 3.1: Definitions of different ice types associated with supercooled water (after Mager et al., 2013).

Ice type

Definition

References

Sea ice

Ice formed in or on the surface of the sea by seawater
freezing

Weeks (2010)

Frazil (ice)

Fine spicules or plates of ice suspended in water

WMO (1970)

Ice platelets

Single, dendritic crystals suspended in the water column, Moretskii (1965), Jeflarger than frazil
fries et al. (1993)

Sub-ice platelet
layer

Layer of dendritic crystals accumulated beneath an overGow et al. (1998)
lying sea-ice cover

Platelet ice

Structural component of a solid sea-ice cover modified
by incorporation of ice platelets

Anchor ice

Ice that is attached to, or anchored to, a substrate, e.g. Modified from WMO
the bed of a river or sea floor
(1970)

Marine ice

Layer of dendritic crystals accumulated beneath an ice
shelf

Dempsey et al. (2010),
Gough et al. (2012b)

Souchez et al. (1991),
Tison et al. (1993)
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3.2. Supercooling
Supercooled water is in the metastable state of exhibiting a temperature below its in situ freezing point. It
is essential for the formation and growth of ice crystals at depth in the water column, a process which
would otherwise not occur. In the polar oceans, frazil ice forms under several conditions where the ocean
becomes supercooled (Martin, 1981; Daly, 1994; Mager et al., 2013): (i) in surface layers of leads and
polynyas; (ii) at the interface between two fluid layers, each at their freezing point and with different
salinities and (iii) in the water column adjacent to ice shelves.
(i) Surface cooling: Low atmospheric temperatures above regions of open seawater result in massive
heat transport from the ocean into the atmosphere. Seawater density increases as a result of cooling
and salt rejection, and convection within the mixed layer kicks in. Strong winds generate turbulence
in the mixed layer, bringing cold, relatively dense water back to the surface where it can lose even
more heat. Under persisting stormy conditions, the entire mixed layer may become supercooled.
(ii) Interface of two fluid layers: Fluid bodies of different salinities and temperatures in close proximity
to each other may be generated by a number of mechanisms. Although these processes may be
spatially isolated or episodic in nature, they are all based on the different diffusivities of heat and
salt (Mager et al., 2013).
For example, where rivers flow into the ocean, fresh melt water at 0◦ C may be situated above
seawater at -1.8◦ C. Since heat transfer from the upper freshwater layer to the colder seawater occurs
about 100 times faster than the mass transfer of salts in the other direction (Martin, 1981), the
upper layer becomes supercooled because it is cooled faster than its freezing point temperature is
depressed by the introduction of salts.
As another example, the brine rejected episodically during sea-ice growth has a higher density and
lower freezing point than the surrounding water. It sinks and mixes with less saline water, resulting
in supercooling of the water parcel. As much as 50 % of the sea ice formed from the cold brine flow
develops into frazil crystals (Dayton and Martin, 1971). Under calm conditions, the supercooled
brine may form pipes of ice protruding from the sea-ice bottom, a phenomenon termed “brine
icicle”, “brinicle” or “ice stalactite” (Fig. 3.3, Dayton and Martin, 1971; Martin, 1974, 1981).
Finally, when fresh ground- or meltwater is periodically discharged to the near-shore zone below
sea level, or when freshwater is ejected from the base of ice streams through sub-glacial drainage
channels (e.g. Horgan et al., 2012), the latent heat released by the freezing freshwater is absorbed
by the colder seawater, allowing frazil crystals to grow.
(iii) Adjacent to ice shelves: Water at its in situ freezing point at depth will become supercooled
if raised adiabatically, because the freezing point decreases with depth. This physical law has
important implications for the formation of supercooled water near ice shelves, and is described in
detail in Section 3.3. Although this process my also apply to water adjacent to large icebergs, we
do not consider this case here.
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Figure 3.3: Brinicle, as shown in the BBC series “Frozen Planet” in 2011

3.3. The ice pump
The main mechanism for ice crystal formation at depth in Antarctica is a special case of thermohaline
convection below and in front of an ice shelf (Foldvik and Kvinge, 1977), mainly driven by the pressure
dependence of seawater’s freezing point temperature (Foldvik and Kvinge, 1974). This process was first
utilized by Robin (1979) to explain the deposition of marine ice at the base of the Amery Ice Shelf. Lewis
and Perkin (1986) later coined the term “ice pump”, which is essentially a heat engine melting ice at depth
in the ocean and depositing it at a shallower location (Fig. 3.4).
Growing sea ice in front of an ice shelf produces cold and saline surface water due to salt rejection when
changing into the solid phase. This process is further enhanced by seaward katabatic winds continuously
driving the new sea ice offshore, leading to the formation of coastal polynyas. These areas of rapid sea-ice
growth are major sources of High Salinity Shelf Water, dense water which sinks down and either flows
towards the continental shelf slope, or inland into the ice-shelf cavities where the continental shelf deepens.
It may penetrate as far as the grounding line, several hundred meters below the surface. Since this transfer
is mainly adiabatic (without heat exchange), the temperature of that water mass is still close to the freezing
point at surface pressure. Due to the 7.5 x 10−4◦ C dbar−1 decrease in seawater freezing temperature
with increasing depth, the water temperature may be lower than the in-situ melting point by as much as
1◦ C (Jacobs et al., 1992). This extra latent heat is used up to melt the meteoric (glacial) ice at depth.
The melting leads to a cooling and freshening of the ambient water, producing a less dense Ice Shelf
Water plume with temperatures below the sea-surface freezing point, that rises at the slope of the ice shelf
towards its front.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of ice pump process in an ice-shelf cavity. High Salinity Shelf Water
(HSSW) enters the cavity and melts the base of the ice shelf. Basal melting leads to the formation of very cold,
less saline Ice Shelf Water (ISW). The ISW rises and the plume becomes supercooled since the freezing point
depends on pressure. Supercooling is relieved through formation of ice platelets. The crystals float upwards,
eventually grow further, and accumulate below the ice shelf as marine ice, or beneath coastal sea ice, where
they are later incorporated into the fabric to form platelet ice (modified after Hughes, 2013). See text for further
details. Sea-ice and platelet-layer thickness are not to scale.

During adiabatic rise-up, the water eventually reaches a critical (shallower) depth where the temperature
of the plume is lower than its in-situ freezing point. That water is then supercooled, and thermodynamic
re-adjustment takes place through the release of latent heat by generation of individual ice crystals in the
water column. This is only possible in the presence of suspended condensation nuclei, such as biogenic
and sediment particles. These small frazil crystals may further grow during suspension, rise up due to
their buoyancy, and eventually accumulate in depressions of the basal ice-shelf topography. These marine
ice layers have been observed to exceed 100 m thickness in certain locations (Section 3.6, Craven et al.,
2009).
Depending on oceanographic conditions, especially the local density contrasts, it is possible that Ice
Shelf Water emerges from the ice-shelf cavity (Robinson et al., 2014). It may even be transported some
distance away into the open ocean, eventually leading to the formation of stationary clouds of ice crystals
at depth (Dieckmann et al., 1986b). Early models of this type of thermohaline circulation and associated
frazil ice production (Hellmer and Olbers, 1989, 1991; Jenkins and Doake, 1991) are constantly in the
process of refinement (Determan and Gerdes, 1994; Jenkins and Bombosch, 1995; Bombosch and Jenkins,
1995; Williams et al., 1998; Smedsrud and Jenkins, 2004; Hattermann et al., 2014; Hughes et al., in press,
and references therein). Measurements and models further suggest that, if ISW continues beyond the ice
shelf edge, it can substantially enhance sea-ice growth (Hellmer, 2004; Purdie et al., 2006; Gough et al.,
2012b).
According to Jacobs et al. (1992) there are two other modes of melting beneath ice shelves. The second
mode is linked to intermediate depth inflow of warm Circumpolar Deep Water into the cavity. The warm
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water either fills most of the ice-shelf cavity, resulting in greater melting (Potter and Paren, 1985), or the
inflows are restricted to shallower depths and have much of their heat re-circulated to the ocean. The
third mode is characterized by high basal loss rates within 100 km of the ice fronts, where melting is high
due to tidal pumping and the seasonally warmer surface waters of the coastal currents. While the first
circulation mode dominates the basal melt of the larger Filchner-Ronne and Ross Ice Shelves, smaller ice
shelves (e.g. Amery and George IV Ice Shelves) rather exhibit other circulation types.
The buoyant uprise of Ice Shelf Water and suspended ice crystals ultimately leads to an accumulation
of larger ice platelets below a closed fast-ice cover, where platelets may attach and grow further at the
sea-ice underside (Smith et al., 2001; Dempsey et al., 2010). This phenomenon has been reported from
various locations around Antarctica.

3.4. Characteristics and occurrence of ice platelets
Ice platelets are large, plate-like dendritic single crystals without inclusions (Moretskii, 1965; Jeffries
et al., 1993). They are larger than frazil crystals, may grow up to 200 mm in diameter, and are up to about
3 mm thick (Fig. 3.5; McGuinness et al., 2009). An accumulation of such platelets fused together in
a porous matrix below sea ice is referred to as a sub-ice platelet layer. The water filling the interstices
between the platelets is referred to as interstitial water (Fig. 3.1). This additional sea-ice mass is highly
variable in time and space, and difficult to sample due to its residence below a several meter thick, solid
sea-ice cover.
This porous layer is essentially similar to the layers of marine ice observed below ice shelves (Section
3.6; Craven et al., 2009). However, the physical conditions below a relatively thin sea-ice cover and a
deep ice shelf are substantially different, resulting in different consolidation mechanisms and different ice
fabrics (Tison et al., 1998). A crucial parameter to assess the contribution of ocean/ice-shelf interaction
to total sea-ice mass balance is the solid- or ice-volume fraction (IVF, β) in the platelet layer. Since it
is nearly impossible to directly measure this property, a variety of methods have been used to give an
estimate. The determination of this crucial parameter was one of the key outcomes of this study, and is
covered in more detail in Chapters 5 and 6.
The presence of a sub-ice platelet layer under a growing sea-ice cover leaves a signature in the overlying
sea ice (Gough et al., 2012b; Hoppmann et al., 2015a). When heat is transferred from the ocean upwards
through the sea ice during regular congelation growth, the upper part of the sub-ice platelet layer slowly
consolidates. While the interstitial water freezes, ice platelets are subsequently incorporated into the
sea-ice fabric. Through this process, the lower part of sea-ice cores taken in areas of ocean/ice-shelf
interaction displays a characteristic texture, with blade-shaped crystals of a range of sizes and random
orientations of their c-axes. This part of a core is referred to as platelet ice (Fig. 3.1). The additional
thickness provided by the platelets modifies the overall sea-ice properties, energy- and mass balance.
Chapters 5 and 6 provide a case study of these processes in the Eastern Weddell Sea.
Manifestations of ocean/ice-shelf interaction and associated phenomena have been observed in many
locations around Antarctica (Fig. 3.6). Sub-ice platelet layers and associated platelet ice in sea-ice cores
have been observed by Eicken and Lange (1989) and Lange et al. (1989) 35 km off the southeastern
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Figure 3.5: Photos of ice platelets in its various forms. a) Small ice platelets recovered from 250 m water
depth (Dieckmann et al., 1986b); b,c) larger ice platelet recovered from a sea-ice corehole at Atka Bay in 2012;
d-g) screenshots of the sub-ice platelet layer recorded from an under-ice camera in 2012; h) brown-colored
seawater emerging from a corehole at Atka Bay in 2012; i-k) sea-ice core retrieved at Atka Bay in 2012,
showing consolidated platelet ice and the skeletal layer. The brown color originates from a sea-ice algae bloom
in November/December
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Figure 3.6: Map of Antarctica including ice shelves and their basal melt rate, color coded from < -5 m a−1
(freezing) to > +5 m a−1 (melting), and overlaid on a 2009 Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) mosaic of Antarctica (modified after Rignot et al., 2013). Observations of ice platelets and platelet
ice are indicated by colored circles.
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Table 3.2: Observations of ice-platelet/sea-ice interactions and a list of associated studies. The numbering
corresponds to the respective location on the map (Fig. 3.6). Abbreviations: WS: Weddell Sea; EWIS: Eastern
Weddell Ice Shelves; IS: Ice Shelf; IT: Ice Tongue.

Location

Study

1. Southern WS

Dieckmann et al. (1986b) (at depth)

2. Eastern WS

Smetacek et al. (1992), Grossmann et al. (1996) (underneath pack ice)

3. Northeastern WS

Eicken and Lange (1989), Lange et al. (1989) (underneath pack ice)

4. Northeastern WS

Kipfstuhl (1991), Günther and Dieckmann (1999), Günther et al. (1999),
Günther and Dieckmann (2001), Hoppmann et al. (2015b) (underneath
fast ice)

5. Northeastern WS

J.-L. Tison (2014), personal communication (underneath fast ice)

6. Prydz Bay

Penrose et al. (1994) (at depth)

7. Davis Sea

Serikov (1963), Moretskii (1965), Buynitskiy (1967), Baranov et al. (1969)
(underneath fast ice)

8. Terra Nova Bay

Vacchi et al. (2004), Regoli et al. (2005), Lazzara et al. (2007), Mangoni
et al. (2009) (underneath fast ice)

9. McMurdo Sound

Wright and Priestley (1922), Bunt (1963), Littlepage (1965), Paige (1966),
Bunt and Lee (1970), Dayton et al. (1969), McGrath Grossi et al. (1987),
Sullivan et al. (1987), Jeffries et al. (1993), Arrigo et al. (1993b), Gow
et al. (1998), Smith et al. (2001), Jones and Hill (2001), Leonard et al.
(2006), Purdie et al. (2006), Dempsey et al. (2010), Mahoney et al. (2011),
Gough et al. (2012a), Smith et al. (2012), Price et al. (2014) (underneath
fast ice)

shelf ice edge of the Weddell Sea. Smetacek et al. (1992) observed platelets underneath drifting pack
ice bordering the coastal Weddell Sea polynyas. Serikov (1963) and Moretskii (1965) discovered ice
platelets up to 40 km off the coast of russian Antarctic station Mirny. More recent studies of platelet ice
formation and related processes were performed in the Ross Sea, benefiting from the presence of the US
and New Zealand stations at McMurdo. These studies focused on the deposition of platelet ice under sea
ice and the influence of brine rejection from the freezing process (McGuinness et al., 2009), the spatial
variability based on ice-core analyses (Smith et al., 2001), and the development of a numerical description
of small-scale ice-platelet processes (Dempsey et al., 2010; Dempsey and Langhorne, 2012; Wongpan
et al., 2015). Jeffries et al. (1993) and Smith et al. (2001) showed that platelet ice can add up to more than
40 % of the total sea-ice mass.
Another phenomenon, which is closely related to the formation of individual ice crystals in the water
column, is the growth of ice crystals on suspended ropes and instruments (Section 3.6, Wright and
Priestley, 1922; Leonard et al., 2006; Mahoney et al., 2011), as already shown above. These must originate
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from relief of supercooling in the water column, since no other heat sinks exist. Finally, ice crystals with
diameters between 10 and 25 mm have been captured by trawl nets at depths of 125 and 250 m in front
of the Amery and Filchner IS (Penrose et al., 1994; Dieckmann et al., 1986b). While aspects of these
interactions have been investigated in detail at McMurdo Sound, Ross Sea, for more than a decade, little
is known about the role of ice platelets for coastal sea ice in all the other regions of coastal Antarctica.

3.5. Significance of ice platelets for sea-ice ecology
The first extensive description and study of biology associated with sub-ice platelet layers dates back to the
1960s in McMurdo Sound (Bunt, 1963; Bunt and Wood, 1963; Bunt and Lee, 1970). It became apparent
that this special habitat constitutes a favorable environment for the development of various sea-ice biota
and supports extremely dense microbial assemblages (e.g. Palmisano et al., 1985; Dieckmann et al., 1992;
Arrigo et al., 1993b; Ackley and Sullivan, 1994; Arrigo and Thomas, 2004). The high concentration of
biological matter in platelet layers is usually immediately evident by the reddish-brown color of the water
(Fig. 3.5h).
The colonization of the platelet layer by microalgae and other small planktonic organisms probably
commences concurrently to its formation (Günther and Dieckmann, 1999). Whether the ice platelets
themselves are instrumental in scavenging the organisms from the water column is still not clear, albeit very
likely (Garrison et al., 1983; Dieckmann et al., 1986b; Garrison et al., 1988; Walker and Marchant, 1989).
However, other evidence of particle inclusions is known from marine ice (Kipfstuhl et al., 1992; Warren
et al., 1993; Goodwin, 1993; Eicken et al., 1994b; Craven et al., 2009), where resuspended sediment
particles may be incorporated in a similar manner.
The timing of a phytoplankton bloom is strongly affected by light conditions, primarily controlled
by the properties of the overlying snow cover (McGrath Grossi et al., 1987; Palmisano et al., 1987).
The spectral irradiance regime is generally the main limitation for growth of bottom-ice and under-ice
microalgae (Palmisano et al., 1985, 1987; Cota and Smith, 1991), and light levels in the platelet layer
are lower than in the congelation ice above (Bunt, 1964b). The role of light in controlling algal growth
and production in platelet layers has been studied intensively, and there is evidence of extreme shade
adaptation in platelet-layer associated algae (Palmisano and Sullivan, 1985; Palmisano et al., 1987; Lizotte
and Sullivan, 1991; Arrigo et al., 1991, 1993b; Guglielmo et al., 2000; Lazzara et al., 2007; Mangoni et al.,
2009). However, other factors seem to compensate the light limitation, strongly favoring algal growth in
this habitat: stable temperatures near the freezing point of sea water, stable salinity, a continuous supply
of nutrients, ample opportunity for colonization as well as protection from large grazers such as krill. The
organisms either dwell while suspended within the interstitial water between the platelets, or grow attached
to ice platelets themselves (Smetacek et al., 1992). Grossmann et al. (1996) showed that substantial
heterotrophic potential can be established within this special habitat. Nutrient profiles and small-scale
distribution of algal and bacterial cells suggest close couplings between these two groups of organisms,
thus implying the establishment of community structure. Late summer sub-ice platelet layers seem to
constitute a protected refugium for ice-associated algae and bacteria during a phase of intense pack-ice
melting. Under reduced grazing pressure, considerable algal and bacterial biomass may accumulate
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within this environment. This unique combination leads to productivity and biomass accumulation often
exceeding values observed in the skeletal layer and brine channels of congelation ice (Bunt and Lee, 1970;
McGrath Grossi et al., 1987; Sullivan et al., 1987; Smetacek et al., 1992; Arrigo et al., 1993a; Lazzara
et al., 2007; McGrath Grossi et al., 1987; Arrigo et al., 1993b, 1995; Günther and Dieckmann, 1999)
Seasonal peaks in Chl-a concentrations in Antarctic and Arctic sea-ice types are up to 5400 mg Chl-a
m−3 and 800 mg Chl-a m−3 , respectively (Arrigo et al., 2010). Reported peak accumulation in sub-ice
platelet layer habitats are >6000 mg Chl-a m−3 , higher than any other sea-ice habitat either in the Arctic
or the Antarctic (Arrigo et al., 2010). Therefore, sub-ice platelet layers are the most productive sea-ice
habitat anywhere in the world, and their uniqueness to Antarctic coastal regions is one of the main reasons
why sea ice in the Southern Ocean is on average more productive than its northern counterpart (Arrigo
and van Dijken, 2003).
As with the bottom sea-ice community, the platelet layer communities provide an important nutritional
resource for invertebrates such as juvenile krill (Marschall, 1988; Frazer, 1996; Quetin et al., 2013),
amphipods (Rakusa-Suszczewski, 1972) and other zooplankton. Much of their production is exported
to deeper layers by means of rapidly sinking faecal pellets of copepods and krill (Gonzales, 1992; Daly,
2013; Schnack-Schiel et al., 2013).
The notothenioid Antarctic silverfish (Pleuragramma antarcticum) has a pivotal importance in Southern
Ocean ecosystems. In the adult stage, this fish is widely distributed and abundant in shelf waters around
the continent, and represents a major contribution to the diet of most Antarctic vertebrates such as whales,
seals, penguins, flying birds and benthic fish especially in the Ross Sea (La Mesa et al., 2004). They
also constitute the major link between lower (invertebrates) and higher (birds and mammals) levels of
the food web. The sub-ice platelet layer has been found to play a crucial role in the early stages of the
life cycle of this species (Vacchi et al., 2004), providing an important food source, but also a favourable
environment, protected from predation (Gutt, 2002). These fish use antioxidants as adaptive responses
to extreme environmental conditions and to the rapid changes of pro-oxidant pressure associated to the
sub-ice platelet layer (Regoli et al., 2005).
The role of sub-ice platelet layers for marine mammals is currently unknown. It is however likely that
the additional thickness provided by incorporated ice platelets further stabilizes coastal fast-ice regimes,
favoring for example the breeding of Emperor penguins at those sites. It is further unclear in which way
benthic organisms are affected by sedimentation of the high biomass after melting of sub-ice platelet
layers in summer.

3.6. Other sea-ice types formed at depth
Anchor Ice
In the polar marine context, the term “anchor ice” is used to describe frazil ice crystals formed in a
supercooled water column that adhere to the seabed (Mager et al., 2013). The continued presence of
supercooled water allows these initial ice crystals to grow rapidly (Osterkamp and Gosink, 1984) and
form delicate leaf-like ice structures that clump together (Fig. 3.7a, Kempema et al., 1993). This results
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in a patchy covering of ice that provides a lair for benthic species and is a potentially fatal environment
for shallow water benthic communities (Denny et al., 2011). These ice clusters can grow large enough
to become buoyant and detach from the sea floor, lifting any adhered sediment, flora or fauna into the
overlying ice (Dayton et al., 1969).

Sea ice

Starfish
Anchor ice

Seafloor

(a) Anchor ice attached to the seafloor in McMurdo Sound
(Mager et al., 2013)

(b) Green iceberg (Southern Ocean, photo: Sellmann,
kindly provided by G. Dieckmann)

Figure 3.7: Other ice types associated with sea-ice growth at depth

Marine Ice
Ice shelves are essential to the stability of ice sheets (e.g. Kulessa et al., 2014). A major factor in this
regard is the process of ice-shelf thickening through marine ice accretion from below (Tison et al., 1998),
essentially counteracting calving events and basal melting. However, the basal mass balance of ice shelves
is a variable still difficult to assess. As summarized by Bombosch and Jenkins (1995), most of the ice
shelves protruding from Antarctica are composed of meteoric ice which originates either from fast flowing
ice streams, which drain the inland ice sheet, or from snow that falls on the surface of the ice shelf. As an
ice column is advected toward the ice front, its content of inland ice is gradually reduced due to basal
melting and surface accumulation. In places, a third substratum appears at the base of the ice shelf, which
is clearly distinguished from the upper two strata. The fundamental differences in origin between meteoric
ice and marine ice are reflected in their physical and physico-chemical properties such as in isotopic
composition, electrical conductivity, crystal structure as well as gas bubbles and particle inclusions (Tison,
2002).
It was in the early 1970s that the first glaciological Antarctic field investigations unveiled the potential
significance of ice-ocean interactions in the mass-balance and stability of ice shelves. Gow and Epstein
(1972) first demonstrated the existence of refrozen seawater at the base of the Koettlitz Ice Tongue,
Antarctica. The same year, Morgan (1972) found evidence for ice of seawater origin located below 270
meters of ice of meteoric origin in the 350-m long G1 ice core drilled at the surface of the Amery Ice
Shelf. A few years later, Zotikov et al. (1980) reported 6 meters of refrozen seawater at the bottom of
a 416-m ice core recovered from the Ross Ice Shelf. Two cores drilled through the Filchner-Ronne Ice
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Shelf in the late 1980s and early 1990s also supplied evidence for substantial marine ice accretion (Oerter
et al., 1992; Eicken et al., 1994b). Oerter et al. (1992) were the first to introduce the term “marine ice” to
characterize these bodies of sea ice in a glaciological context, a terminology that has since established.
The list of further observational evidence of ice-platelet accretions under ice shelves ice can be continued
(e.g. Doake, 1976; Engelhardt and Determann, 1987; Tison et al., 1998) and is further supported by
modeling results (Bombosch and Jenkins, 1995; Jenkins and Bombosch, 1995; Smedsrud and Jenkins,
2004). Since heat conduction through the thick ice sheet is limited and only leads to a thickening of a
few centimeters per year (Robin, 1979; Zotikov et al., 1980) it cannot account for the hundreds of meter
thick layers of marine ice (Kipfstuhl et al., 1992). Mass balance calculations yielded basal accumulation
rates under the Amery and Ronne ice shelves of up to 1 and 2 m solid ice per year (Budd et al., 1982;
Determann, 1991), giving further evidence for an ice pump process. Finally, substantial evidence has
been found that compacted marine ice is the source of occasionally observed green icebergs around
Antarctica (Dieckmann et al., 1986a; Kipfstuhl et al., 1992). Their green color (Fig. 3.7b) is attributed to
marine-derived organic matter included in the ice, which has also been detected in basal ice of the Amery
Ice Shelf and in nearby seawater. These constituents absorb blue photons and shifts the icebergs color to
green (Warren et al., 1993).

Chapter 4

Development and realization of a sea-ice
monitoring program
The development, realization and supervision of a continuous monitoring program on the fast ice of Atka
Bay was a substantial part of this work. A scheme of the different methods and approaches, as well as
their purpose, was already presented earlier (Fig. 1.2). Those methods, along with preliminary results, are
described in more detail in annual field reports published in the AWI online repository EPIC (Hoppmann
et al., 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014). Part of the data are the basis of Publications II and III (Chapters 5 and
6), and the other data present valuable additions to the Antarctic Fast Ice Network (Section 4.1). The
major part of the data is archived in the online database PANGAEA. This chapter describes the field
setting at Atka Bay, and gives a brief summary of the measurements performed annually between 2010
and 2014, with a focus on the evolution and continuous improvement of the monitoring program. In order
to account for the timing of sea-ice formation and breakup at Atka Bay, a monitoring season is not given
as a calendar year, but rather considered as the period between April of one year until April the next year.
A time line of the various data obtained in the framework of the monitoring program is provided at the
end of the respective section (Figs. 4.6, 4.10, 4.15, 4.19 and 4.20). A colored bar indicates that at least
one measurement was made during the corresponding month. All measurements were performed by the
Neumayer III overwintering meteorologist with the help of other overwinterers. They also deployed and
recovered the autonomous stations and buoys. In addition to the regular monitoring activities, a dedicated
field campaign to Atka Bay (Section 4.6) contributed to all publications in this thesis.

4.1. The Antarctic Fast Ice Network (AFIN)
Studies of fast ice have been conducted around the Antarctic coastline for several years. They were mostly
limited to a few different locations where Antarctic stations facilitate the logistics, most notably at Prydz
Bay (Heil et al., 1996; Heil, 2006; Tang et al., 2007; Lei et al., 2010), Lützow Holm Bay (Kawamura
et al., 1997; Uto et al., 2006; Kawamura et al., 2006) and McMurdo Sound (Trodahl et al., 2000; Smith
et al., 2001; Pringle et al., 2006; Leonard et al., 2006; McGuinness et al., 2009; Dempsey et al., 2010;
Leonard et al., 2011). During International Polar Year 2007/08, the Antarctic Fast Ice Network (AFIN)
was established with the aim to coordinate and facilitate fast-ice research at Antarctic stations (Heil et al.,
2011). By now a number of international partners have joined this network, and many have already set up
fast-ice monitoring programs near their Antarctic bases (Fig. 4.1).
The main data collected under AFIN include sea-ice thickness and snow depth, freeboard, as well as
dates of fast-ice formation and - breakup. Auxiliary data include meteorological and oceanic parameters,
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such as air and water temperatures, air pressure and seawater salinity. The data are available to members
within the AFIN network and to the wider scientific community under the Antarctic Sea Ice Processes
and Climate (ASPeCt) data library (Heil et al., 2011). Germany joined AFIN with monitoring activities
on Atka Bay fast ice in 2010, filling the knowledge gap of fast-ice properties and processes in the Weddell
Sea sector of Antarctica.
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Figure 4.1: Stations currently contributing to the Antarctic Fast Ice Network. The map incorporates data from
the SCAR Antarctic Digital Database 6.0, Bedmap-2 (Fretwell et al., 2013) and the International Bathymetric
Chart of the Southern Ocean (IBCSO) (Arndt et al., 2013)
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Historical Overview
The main study area of this thesis is Atka Bay (also known as Atka Iceport, 70◦ 35’S. 7◦ 51’W), a 440
km2 large embayment in the front of Ekström Ice Shelf (EIS). It is located on the coast of Dronning
Maud Land in the eastern Weddell Sea (Fig. 4.2). The area was surveyed by aero-photogrammetry during
the German Schwabenland Expedition in 1939, and mapped in great detail afterwards by Norwegian
cartographers from surveys and aerial photographs taken during the the Norwegian-British-Swedish
Antarctic Expedition (NBSX or NBSAE) in 1949-1952, led by the Norwegian scientist John Schjelderup
Giæver (Giæver, 1954). The Ekström Ice Shelf (or Ekströmisen) was named after an expedition member
tragically lost on the expedition. Atka Bay itself was named by personnel of the U.S. ship “USS Atka
(AGB-3)” (named after the small Aleutian island of Atka), which moored at the site in February 1955 while
investigating possible base sites for International Geophysical Year operations. Parts of the descriptions
in this section were adapted from Hoppmann et al. (2015b) and Bunge and Roß-Reginek (2005).

Geography
The Ekström Ice Shelf is part of the Eastern Weddell Ice Shelves (EWIS), a group of ice shelves which
are small when compared with the major ice shelves Ross and Filchner/Ronne in the south (Fig. 4.2a).
It is separated into a western and eastern part (Fig. 4.2b), which cover areas of 6800 and 1900 km2 ,
respectively (Bindschadler et al., 2011). It has been under study since the 1980s when the first German
year-round station was established there.
The general ice-flow direction near the coast is northwards, with a geographically stable breaking edge.
Several undulations of the sea floor rise higher than the underside of the northern ice shelf. When the
ice is pushed over these obstacles by the flow, ice rises or ice rumples are formed with heavily crevassed
surfaces (Fig. 4.2c). Since icebergs cannot break off from the ice shelf before the risings have been passed
over, ice is steadily breaking away behind the risings because of the fissured state of the ice. At the western
side of Atka Bay, deep and narrow inlets in the ice front are formed when the northward flowing ice is
forced to round the western end of the rise. Atka Bay is generally flanked by floating or grounded ice
shelf with up to 20 m high, cliff-like edges. Investigations of currents, ice thickness, bedrock topography
and basal melting in this region were performed for example by Nicolaus and Grosfeld (2004), Sandhäger
and Blindow (2000), Kipfstuhl (1991) and more recently by Neckel et al. (2012). Information about cavity
geometry is available from Kobarg (1988). The continental shelf here is only about 5 km in width, and
water depths range between 100 and 500 m. Beyond, water depths rapidly increase to 1000 m. In the
central part of Atka Bay, submarine contours are characterized by a steep canyon of 275 m depth. The
sea bottom is mainly covered with glacial mud, and extends to unknown distances under the floating ice
shelf. No typical coastal conditions with shallow water zones, sandy gravel beaches or rocky cliffs exist
in the region. In the west, the Weddell Sea extends south to 78 ◦ S. Along the eastern coast, the narrow
continental shelf has a maximum width of about 90 km. Typical water depths range between 200 and
500 m. Shallower areas are mostly covered by grounded ice with high ice cliffs forming the coast-line of
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Figure 4.2: Location of study sites at Atka Bay. a) The Ekström Ice Shelf is located in the eastern Weddell Sea
(highlighted as red box). b) Enlargement of a). The contour lines show the depth in metres of the water column
below the ice shelf following Kobarg (1988). Bathymetry and coastline data were taken from BEDMAP-2
(Fretwell et al., 2013) and from SCAR Antarctic Digital Database 6.0. c) Enlargement of b). Sampling sites
are indicated by white circles. The TerraSAR-X image provided by the German Aerospace Center (DLR)
reveals the different sea-ice regimes in 2012: second-year/first-year sea ice (green), first-year sea ice (blue) and
new sea ice grown in October (red). The dotted black lines indicate the locations of ice rises and rumples. The
figure and description are taken from Publication II (Hoppmann et al., 2015b).
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the eastern and southern part of the Weddell Sea. The shelf edge exhibits water depths between 500 and
800 m. A strong southward current flows along the eastern coast, which is part of the clockwise rotating
Weddell Gyre. The ice cliffs along the coast provide anchor points for fast ice, which extends westwards
to the pack-ice region of the central Weddell Sea between March and December.

Meteorology
Meteorological data are readily available from the nearby Neumayer III station, where atmospheric
conditions have been recorded since 1981 (König-Langlo and Loose, 2007). An overview for the period
between 1991 and 1995 is discussed in König-Langlo et al. (1998), the period between 1982 and 2011
in Rimbu et al. (2014). Winds from the north are rare, while weak southward winds derived from local
downslope currents of cold air near the ground sometimes occur under stable weather conditions. The
weather at the location of Neumayer is strongly influenced by cyclone activities (König-Langlo et al.,
1998). Eastward moving cyclones north of the station are responsible for frequent blizzards from easterly
directions, contributing to a general predominance of strong, easterly winds. Blowing snow commonly
occurs at wind velocities around 5 m/s, and becomes drifting snow at 10 m/s. The variability of snow
accumulation rate is high even over short periods, and amounts to 0.7 m to 0.8 m of snow or 320 kg/m2
per year at undisturbed areas near Neumayer Stations (Schlosser, 1999).

Sea ice
Information about general sea-ice conditions is usually obtained from satellite images, recorded for example
by Synthetic Aperture Radar onboard Envisat, Radarsat and TerraSAR-X, the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer onboard Aqua and Terra, the Enhanced Thematic Mapper onboard Landsat or the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer onboard the Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites. Satellite
imagery is especially needed to fill the gap between late summer and early winter, when direct sea-ice
observations are not available and dates of initial formation and breakup need to be determined. Atka Bay
is seasonally covered with fast ice attached to ice-shelf edges bordering in the west, south and east. Due
to the protection from offshore winds and currents, sea ice typically forms earlier (around March) and
breaks up later (January/February) than sea ice in adjacent waters. Fast-ice thickness typically reaches
about 2 m by late winter. The extent mainly depends on the strength of winds and ocean currents offshore
from Atka Bay, and also on the interaction with passing icebergs. The fast ice does not melt in situ during
summer, but breaks up once it is destabilized enough. Although no studies exist to date which have closer
investigated the responsible physical factors, contributions of increased water and air temperatures as well
as of solar radiation, tidal motion, wind forcing, and a combination thereof, are most likely. The interaction
with stationary and passing icebergs also plays a role. The breakup usually happens after the retreat of the
pack ice in front of the fast ice, and normally begins in the eastern part of the bay (generally in December
or January). In the southwestern part, sea ice may stay as long as March, but in most years Atka Bay is
completely ice free at the end of March. Persistent strong easterly winds during initial formation lead to an
increased dynamic growth towards the western ice shelf edge. Once a solid sea-ice cover is established in
the major part of Atka Bay (usually in April/May), further growth proceeds thermodynamically. Icebergs
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often ground in the bay, with some of them remaining for years before breaking up again and drifting
westwards with the coastal current. Drifting snow is building natural though steep ramps from sea ice
to ice shelf surfaces at many places when it is deposited in the calm zones of the ice edge. A polynya
is formed in front of Atka Bay and the northern ice shelf front at irregular intervals of a few days under
the action of intermittent katabatic winds. Another polynya of different extent (about 300 nautical miles
across) and cause (upwelling water), named Weddell Polynya, is more or less regularly appearing in the
sea or pack ice about 500 nautical miles northeast of Atka Bay, allowing easier navigation than elsewhere
around. There is a distinct semi-diurnal tide at the ice coast with an average range of 1.2 m, being followed
by the ice shelf where not resting on sea-bottom risings. Tidal currents accordingly reach far under the ice
shelf and have been directly measured at Neumayer through holes in the ice. At the station the elevation
above mean sea level is around 25 m, and the thickness of the ice shelf is 230 m. The ice flows at a rate of
150 to 200 m/year towards north in the area of the station.

Fauna
The wind-sheltered fast ice at the foot of the ice cliffs provides ideal breeding sites for Emperor penguins
and Weddell seals. Even under conditions of maximum sea-ice cover during winter, the animals have
easy access to the open sea at the wide mouth of Atka Bay due to the presence of a pronounced polynya
along the coast. A large colony of Emperor penguins (several thousand breeding pairs, Woehler, 1993,
Fig. 4.3) is located at the south-western corner of Atka Bay, which is sheltered by high ice cliffs in the
west and grounded icebergs in the east.

Figure 4.3: Colony of Emperor penguins on Atka Bay fast ice

Adults gather at the traditional breeding site for courtship and pairing throughout April and May. Eggs
are laid in late May and early June, and the males breed alone for about 9 weeks throughout the winter
months June and July. Chicks are hatched in late July and early August, and after a 5-month rearing
period they are ready to leave the colony site with the break-up of the fast sea ice at the end of the year. At
this time, large parts of the bay become ice-free within a few days, and most of the adult and juvenile
penguins have left, except for several hundred adults associated with groups of still moulting chicks which
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are hatched outside the optimal period. These animals gather on the remaining fast ice in the innermost
parts of the south-west inlets. The penguins have also been observed to use the natural snow ramps to
climb up to the ice shelf (Zitterbart et al., 2014). Weddell seals are also common at Atka Bay, returning
to their traditional pupping sites close to the ice cliffs during spring. Perennial cracks associated with
grounded icebergs and tidal motion of the fast ice provide permanent access to the water. The whelping
season lasts from late September to early November, and the pups are weaned at the age of 6 weeks. In
the summer months, Adélie penguins, crabeater seals, southern giant petrels (Macronectes giganteus),
skuas (Catharacta spp.), Antarctic petrels (Thalassoica antarctica), and snow petrels (Pagodroma nivea)
can also be observed, albeit in smaller numbers.

4.3. Sea-ice monitoring 2010/11: the first steps
The first sea-ice monitoring activities in the framework of AFIN took place on eight occasions between
June and December 2010. We chose six sampling locations distributed evenly over a transect across Atka
Bay (Fig. 4.4), where we measured sea-ice thickness, snow depth and freeboard by repeated drill-hole
measurements (Fig. 4.5).
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At each measurement location, 5 holes were drilled through the sea ice in order to account for small-

scale variabilities: one in the center and one in a distance of five meters in each direction. Snow depth
and freeboard were measured with a ruler stick, and sea-ice thickness was determined with a regular
thickness tape. Auxiliary parameters, such as temperatures of air (2 m), snow surface, snow, snow/sea-ice
interface and water were measured by a hand held thermometer. In addition, photos of sea-ice conditions
in each direction were taken, and seawater conductivity was measured. Several efforts were undertaken to
determine the thickness of the sub-ice platelet layer, but were not successful.

Figure 4.5: Drilling work in a) thin snow, b) thick snow conditions (photos by Jölund Asseng)..

Sea-ice thickness was on average 0.4 m in June, and grew to 1.5 m in December. The three western
sites were about 0.5 m thinner than the three eastern stations in December. Snow depth was on average
around 0.6 m in December, causing negative freeboard at the three eastern sites as early as August. The
highest snow accumulation of 0.5 m was observed in September and October (Hoppmann et al., 2011). A
large part of the fast ice broke up in the northeastern part of Atka Bay in mid-December (Fig. 4.4). The
measurements were immediately discontinued due to security reasons. The time line of measurements is
given in Figure 4.6.

Drillings
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2010/11
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Figure 4.6: Time line of data obtained during sea-ice monitoring in 2010/11. A month is highlighted by a
colored bar if at least one measurement was performed in the corresponding month.
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4.4. Sea-ice monitoring 2011/12: autonomous measurements
Drillings
We repeated the drillhole measurements of 2010 on 11 occasions between 06 June 2011 and 17 January
2012. In response to the fast-ice breakup in December 2010 (Fig. 4.4), we relocated the eastern sampling
sites further south in order to be able to obtain likely a longer time series (Fig. 4.2). A measurement
of platelet-layer thickness was again not achieved, but the presence of ice platelets in the drillholes was
documented starting in August.
At the beginning of our field work, sea-ice thickness was >0.8 m at ATKA03, and >0.5 m at ATKA24.
It increased to an approximate thickness of 1.3 to 1.5 m in September, when growth rates started to
decline. The thickest sea ice and highest small-scale spatial variability was regularly found at ATKA07.
The maximum overall thickness of 2.42 m was found on 11 December 2011 at ATKA07. Snow cover
increased steadily at all sites. Most of the snow was accumulated between June and October, but was
redistributed westwards due to persisting easterly winds. From November, snow depths declined at all
stations. Freeboard was highly variable during the season. At ATKA03, the heavy snow cover depressed
the sea-ice surface under water level from July, whereas freeboard at ATKA07 stayed positive all the
season due to the very thick ice. At ATKA11, ATKA16 and ATKA21, freeboard was constantly negative
from September, whereas it stayed positive at ATKA24 from August due to the thin snow cover. Ice
platelets appeared in some boreholes from August, but were never observed at ATKA07, where sea-ice
was thickest. Platelets were found in nearly every hole drilled on 29 December 2011 and 17 January
2012 (except at ATKA07). At ATKA24, brown colored water was observed in boreholes between end of
October and January, being an indication of a local diatom bloom (such as in Fig. 3.5h). Finally, two sets
of full-length sea-ice cores were obtained in December 2011 and January 2012. Due to a transport delay
of more than year, the cores have not been processed (yet).

Sea-ice thickness from electromagnetic induction sounding
Starting in November 2011, total (sea ice + snow) thickness profiles were obtained by electromagnetic (EM)
induction sounding using an EM31 (Geonics Ltd.) mounted in a kayak and pulled behind a snowmobile
(Fig. 4.7).
The EM31 is a frequency-domain induction sounder, which uses the emission and reception of electromagnetic fields to determine the distribution of conductive layers. A time-harmonic (primary) EM-field
is generated by a transmitter coil, which induces currents in every nearby conductive medium and results
in a secondary field. The sum of both primary and secondary field is subsequently detected at the receiver
coil of the instrument. When operated on sea ice, the conductivities of the sea ice itself and the overlying
snow are neglected, with the additional assumption that all media can be described by flat layers (“1D
Approximation”). The distance between the instrument and the conductive seawater is inferred from the
complex ratio of secondary to primary field. It has to be noted that the instrument is not able to distinguish
between sea ice and snow, and therefore we are only able to calculate the total thickness.
A 114 km long EM31 transect at the end of November 2011 shown here as an example (Fig. 4.8)
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Figure 4.7: Kayak with EM31 pulled behind a snowmobile (photo by Jölund Asseng).

Latitude
Latitude

Total thickness (m)

Longitude
0m

1.0 m

2.5 m

4.0 m

Figure 4.8: Total thickness measurements at Atka Bay on 29 November 2011, calculated from EM31
soundings. The histogram in the lower left shows the corresponding frequency distribution. Please note that
sea-ice thicknesses <1 m are likely an underestimation due to the mode of operation of the instrument.
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yielded two total thickness modes, at 0.9 m and around 2.5 m. Simultaneously measured snow depths
yielded modes at 0.1 m and 0.9 m. The data showed high variability in the western and central parts of
Atka Bay, and rather uniform thicknesses in the south and east. The lack of snow in the far eastern part
lead to a lower total thickness, while sea ice in the northeastern part was generally very thin.

Autonomous measurements
On 6 July 2011, an Automatic Weather Station (AWS) was deployed 1.6 km from the ice shelf edge. The
AWS measured temperature (2 m), relative humidity, barometric pressure, wind velocity, wind speed as
well as downward and upward radiation and snow depth in 1-minute intervals (Fig. 4.9, Tab. 4.1 ).

Figure 4.9: Photos of automatic weather station in 2011
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Table 4.1: Instrumentation and measured parameters of the automatic weather station
Instrument

Measured parameter

Temperature and Humidity Probe (shielded HMP155A,
Vaisala)

Air temperature, relative humidity

Barometric Pressure Sensor (61302V, RM Young Company)

Barometric pressure

Marine Wind Monitor (05106-5, RM Young Company)

Wind direction, wind speed

Net Radiometer (CNR4, Kipp & Zonen)

Bulk long- and short-wavelength radiation

Sonic Ranging Sensor (SR50A, Campbell Scientific)

Snow height

The temperature minimum of -42◦ C occurred on 21 September, the maximum of +4.8◦ C on 18
December. The mean temperature between 10 August and 29 December was -16.5◦ C. Atmospheric
pressure was highest on 21 July with 1014.5 hPa, and lowest on 09 December with 953.5 hPa. Relative
humidity was highly variable and ranged from 44.8 % on 06 November to 97.6 % on 18 December.
Humidity may be strongly influenced by dry katabatic winds and moist oceanic air masses. The wind
showed two preferred directions, about 90◦ (easterly winds) and about 250◦ from north (southwesterly
winds). The wind speed was highly variable, but the winds from the east were strongest. The maximum
of 29 m s−1 was measured on 01 November, the mean wind speed was 7.33 m s−1 . Between August and
October, daily mean albedo varied between 0.54 and 0.98. Between October and January, the variation
beca less, and the minimum value did not fall below 0.78.
On 10 August 2011, a thermistor chain sea-ice mass-balance buoy (SAMS/SRSL, Oban, Scotland) was
deployed at the AWS site to measure sea-ice thickness and snow depth in high resolution and to derive
the heat flux through sea ice and snow. Because of an instrument malfunction, data was only available
between August 10th and September 15th (with a data gap from 5 to 8 September), and between 18 and
28 November. The instrument was recovered on 29 December 2011. The time line of measurements is
given in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Time line of data obtained during sea-ice monitoring in 2011/12

4.5. Sea-ice monitoring 2012/13: enhanced autonomous
measurements and cores
General conditions
Publications II (Chapter 5) and III (Chapter 6) are largely based on measurements performed in 2012/13.
A more detailed description about sea-ice conditions in this period is therefore given there. During a
storm in August 2012, a rare breakup event occurred where about 144 km2 of sea ice in the central Bay
drifted away, following the Antarctic Coastal Current in westward direction towards the central Weddell
Gyre. We can only speculate about the causes of this event: a mixture of strong winds, tidal motion and
probably icebergs touching the fast-ice edge could be responsible. Unfortunately, a number of instruments
was installed in this area shortly before the event, and these were lost during the break-up (Section 4.5).
New sea ice started to form in the breakup area, but was pushed out of the Bay regularly by coastal
winds. It was not until the grounding of the large iceberg B15G in late September 2012, that a stable
cover of newly formed sea ice was established (Fig. 4.11). General sea-ice conditions were stable until
the end of January. We were able to perform the last series of drillings for this season at ATKA03 and
ATKA07 on 30 January 2013.

Drillings
We repeated the measurements of 2011 at the same locations on 10 occasions between 14 June 2012
and 30 January 2013. On the advice of our colleagues from New Zealand, we used a thickness tape
weighted with a metal bar to estimate the thickness of the sub-ice platelet layer (Fig. 4.12). We often
experienced difficulties in penetrating the clogged boreholes or recovering the metal bar. Although being
time-consuming and often frustrating, this is currently the only simple approach to determine sub-ice
platelet-layer thickness. A more detailed description and interpretation of the data is given in Chapter 5.
Alternative methods of platelet-layer thickness determination are the subject of Chapters 6 and 7.
Electromagnetic sea-ice thickness surveys were repeated on 7 occasions between 14 June 2012 and 30
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Figure 4.11: MODIS satellite images from September to November 2012, showing the grounding of iceberg
B15G in front of Atka Bay.
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Figure 4.12: Measuring platelet-layer thickness with a modified thickness tape. 1) A thickness tape is weighted
with a solid metal bar in order to penetrate the dense platelet layer. 2) The bar is pulled up gently until a slight
resistance is felt. This is defined as the bottom of the sub-ice platelet layer. 3) The bar is pulled through the
platelets until it reaches the sea-ice bottom. 4) The pressure is released and the bar sinks down. 5) The cord
fastened at one end of the bar is pulled to recover the “instrument”.
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January 2013. Snow depths were manually measured in parallel. Sea-ice thickness maps and probability
density functions are given in Hoppmann et al. (2013).

Autonomous measurements
In July and August 2012, an automatic weather station, a spectral radiation station (Nicolaus et al., 2010a)
and a sea-ice mass balance buoy were installed at 70.586◦ S 7.913◦ W, about 8 km from the western
ice-shelf edge along the usual transect. The instruments were lost during the fast-ice breakup on 17 August
2012. However, the thermistor-chain mass balance buoy continued to send GPS positions via Iridium
satellite for an entire year (Fig. 4.13), before data transmission ceased on 26 August 2013.

Figure 4.13: Drift track of autonomous instruments lost during fast-ice breakup. The drift started on 17
August 2012, and data transmission ceased a year later, on 26 August 2013. Figure prepared by Jölund Asseng
for www.meereisportal.de, using sea-ice concentration data provided by University Bremen.

Following the loss of these instruments, backup setups of AWS and radiation station with similar
configuration were deployed at ATKA03 in October 2012, and retrieved in January 2013. In addition, a
sea-ice mass balance buoy was frozen into the sea ice at ATKA03 on 21 November 2012 (Fig. 4.14).
Temperature and heating profiles measured by the sea-ice mass balance buoy laid the foundation for
Paper III. The AWS data was used in Paper II to create a consistent forcing for a thermodynamic sea-ice
growth model. Time-series of spectral irradiance measured by the radiation station (incoming, reflected
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Automatic
Weather Station
Spectral Radiation Station

(Eddy Covariance
Station)

Thermistor Chain

Figure 4.14: Typical instrument setup for autonomous measurements, photographed in November 2012. The
eddy covariance measurements were part of two-month long field campaign (Section 4.6).

and transmitted irradiance as well as albedo and transmittance) are presented in Hoppmann et al. (2013).
The time line of measurements is given in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Time line of data obtained during sea-ice monitoring in 2012/13

4.6. Atka Bay field campaign, Nov 2012 - Jan 2013
During a field campaign between 17 November 2012 and 08 January 2013, we extended the regular drillings
and EM surveys by a variety of other measurements (Hoppmann et al., 2013). These included CTD casts
(used in Publications II, III and IV), snow transects and -physical properties (used in Publications VII and
VIII), sea-ice coring (Section 4.6, used in Publications II and III), albedo transects, under-ice spectral
irradiance measurements and aerial photography. We obtained more than 100 km of multi-frequency
electromagnetic induction soundings (GEM-2, Geophex Ltd.) over the entire Atka Bay. These data were
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crucial to Publications IV and VI. Finally, we deployed an eddy covariance station to obtain sensible and
latent heat fluxes, as well as turbulent fluxes of H2 O and CO2 . Part of these data were used in Publication
II.

Sea-ice cores and texture analysis
A set of full-length sea-ice cores were retrieved with a Kovacs Mark II coring system (9 cm diameter) at
six stations on 19 December 2012. We recorded temperature, salinity, density and Chlorophyll-a profiles
of each core with a 0.1 m spacing. Vertical thin sections of four cores were prepared along the entire core
length using a Leica Microtome. Horizontal thin sections were produced at a regular spacing of about
0.1 m. All thin sections were photographed between crossed polarizers to highlight the crystal structure.
Results of two sea-ice cores are published (Chapters 5 and 6), while two other cores are included here for
completion (Figs. 4.16 and 4.17).
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Figure 4.16: Crystal structure of sea-ice core retrieved at ATKA11 in 2012.
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4.7. Sea-ice monitoring 2013/14: increased reliability
General conditions
In 2013, the fast-ice cover of Atka Bay consisted exclusively of thick multi-year sea ice, a situation rarely
observed at Atka Bay. The large iceberg B15G, which grounded in front of Atka Bay in September 2012,
prevented fast-ice destabilization and subsequent breakup at the beginning of 2013. These conditions were
in strong contrast to recent years, when initial breakups occurred as early as December. These atypical
conditions presented a unique opportunity to start our measurements earlier in the year.
Iceberg B15G detached between 10 and 12 August 2013. It left behind several smaller grounded
segments in the northwest. Unfortunately, no satellite imagery is available of this event. On 23 August
2013, it had traveled almost 200 km to the west. The fast-ice conditions at Atka Bay were generally
unaffected by this event. The fast ice started to break up at the beginning of February 2014. The sea ice
disintegrated evenly from north, mostly into floes smaller than 200 m. Sea ice covering about 1/3 of the
total Atka Bay area remained in the south (Chapter 6).

Drillings
Sea-ice measurements were repeated between 28 April 2013 and 17 January 2014. The locations of
these measurements were the same as in 2011 and 2012 for consistency. Sub-ice platelet-layer thickness
was again obtained by the metal-bar method. Sea-ice thickness was high at all sites, because of its age
and the absence of bottom melt during summer 2012/13. The sea-ice age also had an impact on the
snow cover, which was substantial also due to the minor occurrence of surface melt during summer
2012/13. For these reasons, only one drilling was conducted per visit and site. Sometimes, an accurate
freeboard measurement was not possible due to the high snow load and platelets additionally obstructing
the measurement. Quick refreezing of the drill-hole was also an issue.
Sea-ice thickness was >2 m at nearly all sites already in April 2013. Only ATKA11 had a lower
thickness because of the intermediate breakup in August 2012. At the end of the growth season, sea-ice
thickness ranged from 2.5 (ATKA21) to 4 m (ATKA03). Due to the low number of measurements at each
site, a high local variability was not accounted for. Snow cover steadily increased between January and
November 2013, when a slight overall decline set in. This was likely due to enhanced melt during summer
2013/14, leading to a very wet and partly ponded surface. Snow cover was again lowest at ATKA03,
where the iceberg heavily influenced the snow drift and deposition. At ATKA24, the influence of the
nearby ice-shelf edge again prevented stronger snow deposition. The other sites exhibited a very thick
snow cover, with extrema of nearly 2 m in November, also partly leading to negative freeboard despite the
thick sea ice. The evolution of the sub-ice platelet layer is described in detail in Chapter 5.
We performed 8 electromagnetic induction sounding thickness surveys between 28 April 2013 and 17
January 2014. Generally, an expected increase in total thickness was evident. Between April 2013 and
January 2014, the total thickness gain was on the order of 2 m. According to sea-ice thickness data from
drillings and a mass balance buoy (see below), the average sea-ice growth was on the order of 1 m in 2013.
Snow precipitation and drift would then also amount for about 1 m. In November and December 2013,
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thicknesses below 2 m rarely occurred.

Autonomous measurements
The automatic weather station was operated at ATKA03 between 30 May 2013 and 03 January 2014. A
WLAN antenna was used to transfer the data directly to Neumayer III. The data was again used to generate
a consistent forcing for a thermodynamic sea-ice growth model (Chapter 6).
A spectral radiation station was deployed at ATKA03 on 06 September 2013, consisting of three
RAMSES spectral radiometers measuring incoming, reflected and transmitted irradiance through snow.
On 11 September, the instruments failed (most likely due to electrostatic discharge problems) and were
recovered a few days later. On 29 September 2013, a backup system of similar configuration was deployed
at the same spot, and retrieved on 03 January 2014. The data are shown in Figure 4.18. The maximum
incoming irradiance was recorded throughout December, as expected. At the end of December 2013,
the transmitted irradiance (and also the transmittance) start to increase continuously until the end of
the measurements on 03 January 2014. As the snow depth above this sensor only decreased slightly,
metamorphism processes and an increase in grain size are the most likely explanations. This is also in
accordance with the decrease of surface albedo, although this evolution seems to set in a few days earlier.
From the broadband albedo and transmittance it is evident that the changes occur at the same time, but
the increase in transmittance is divided into two distinct periods: first, a period of about 5 days where it
increases very slowly, and afterwards a period in which it increases drastically. The “spikes” in the data
cannot be explained currently, but it is unlikely that these were measurement errors. Although these data
have not been used in this work, they are expected to make a valuable contribution to studies of snow
melt-onset on Antarctic sea ice.
Due to the continuous operation of the thermistor chain deployed in November 2012, no additional
instrument was deployed in 2013. Instead, the unit’s batteries were changed in January 2014 in preparation
for a potentially long drift into the central Weddell Sea (such as in Fig. 4.13). Unfortunately, the buoy did
not last until after the breakup in early February, ceasing operation on 09 February 2014.
Finally, two newly developed snow depth buoys, with four sonic ranging sensors each, were deployed
near the Neumayer Station for a first-time long-term test in the Antarctic. It turned out that these prototypes
suffered from electrostatic discharge problems, which were fixed by a redesign of the electronics. This
test was important in increasing the reliability and lifetime of these buoys, which will be deployed on the
fast ice in the coming years. The time line of measurements is given in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Time line of data obtained during sea-ice monitoring in 2013/14

4.8. Sea-ice monitoring 2014/15: bad weather!
The monitoring activities 2014/15 are still in progress, and have not yet been compiled. A combination
of bad weather periods and frequent instrument failures prevented an early start into the measurement
season. The time line of measurements in 2014/15 is given in Figure 4.20. A comprehensive summary of
the monitoring activities is given in Chapter 9.
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Figure 4.20: Time line of data obtained during sea-ice monitoring in 2014/15

The following Chapters merge the multitude of data introduced here into a comprehensive picture of
fast-ice evolution and underlying processes at Atka Bay. Chapters 5 and 6 represent the main scientific
outcomes of this thesis under the author’s sole responsibility, while Chapters 7 and 8 benefited from
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the cooperation with other PhD students and should be mainly regarded as their work. The author’s
contribution is always stated on the respective Chapter’s first page.

Chapter 5

Publication II: Ice platelets below Weddell
Sea landfast sea ice

By Mario HOPPMANN, Marcel NICOLAUS, Stephan PAUL,
Priska A. HUNKELER, Günther HEINEMANN, Sascha WILLMES,
Ralph TIMMERMANN, Olaf BOEBEL, Thomas SCHMIDT,
Meike KÜHNEL, Gert KÖNIG-LANGLO and Rüdiger GERDES.
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ABSTRACT. Basal melt of ice shelves may lead to an accumulation of disc-shaped ice platelets
underneath nearby sea ice, to form a sub-ice platelet layer. Here we present the seasonal cycle of sea
ice attached to the Ekström Ice Shelf, Antarctica, and the underlying platelet layer in 2012. Ice platelets
emerged from the cavity and interacted with the fast-ice cover of Atka Bay as early as June. Episodic
accumulations throughout winter and spring led to an average platelet-layer thickness of 4 m by
December 2012, with local maxima of up to 10 m. The additional buoyancy partly prevented surface
flooding and snow-ice formation, despite a thick snow cover. Subsequent thinning of the platelet layer
from December onwards was associated with an inflow of warm surface water. The combination of
model studies with observed fast-ice thickness revealed an average ice-volume fraction in the platelet
layer of 0.25 � 0.1. We found that nearly half of the combined solid sea-ice and ice-platelet volume in
this area is generated by heat transfer to the ocean rather than to the atmosphere. The total ice-platelet
volume underlying Atka Bay fast ice was equivalent to more than one-fifth of the annual basal melt
volume under the Ekström Ice Shelf.
KEYWORDS: basal melt, ice/ocean interactions, sea ice, sea-ice growth and decay, sea-ice/ice-shelf
interactions

INTRODUCTION
The expanse of Antarctic sea ice is currently one of the
major puzzles in sea-ice research (Maksym and others,
2012). Recent observations of increasing Antarctic sea-ice
extent (e.g. Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012) are contradictory
to an expected decline in a warming environment, as
observed in the Arctic (Comiso and Hall, 2014). The failure
of global climate models to reproduce this behavior is an
indication that key processes are missing in the implementation of the models (Turner and others, 2013). One
important piece of the puzzle might be the interactions
and feedback processes between the sea-ice cover and the
Antarctic ice shelves, which link the grounded ice sheet to
the Southern Ocean (Bintanja and others, 2013). One aspect
of these interactions is the accumulation of ice platelets,
inclusion-free single crystals up to 0.2 m in diameter and
<0.003 m in thickness, beneath a nearby sea-ice cover
(Eicken and Lange, 1989). These form a dense layer of
intertwined individual crystals, herein referred to as a subice platelet layer, following the terminology of Gow and
others (1998). The suspended crystals may attach to the seaice bottom and become incorporated into the sea-ice fabric
through consequent freezing of interstitial water. This seaice type is then referred to as (consolidated) platelet ice,
which has a distinct crystal structure and a c-axis distribution different from other sea ice (e.g. Jeffries and others,
1993; Tison and others, 1998). The ice platelets form and
grow in supercooled water, which results from basal melting
in the cavities below the floating ice shelves. Lewis and
Perkin (1986) termed this process an ‘ice pump’. This also
means that ice-platelet formation and accumulation below a
sea-ice cover may be an indirect indicator of basal melt.

However, continuous studies of ice platelets and associated processes are impossible in the mobile pack ice around
the Antarctic continent, because they have only been
observed up to 35 km from the coast (Eicken and Lange,
1989). In contrast to that, areas of immobile landfast sea ice
(fast ice) are comparatively easy to access from nearby
coastal stations, making them an ideal platform to study
Antarctic sea-ice properties and associated processes (Heil
and others, 2011). At the same time, fast ice may act as an
early indicator of climate change affecting the polar system,
through its link with atmospheric forcing (Heil, 2006).
Ice-platelet accumulations have been observed in several
locations around Antarctica (e.g. Serikov, 1963; Moretskiy,
1965; Veazey and others, 1994). By far the most studies have
been performed in the Ross Sea, benefiting from the presence
of the US and New Zealand stations at McMurdo. Recent
investigations of ice platelets near the McMurdo Ice Shelf, for
example, focused on frazil deposition (Dempsey and others,
2010; Dempsey and Langhorne, 2012) and the links between
supercooling of the ocean and platelet-ice formation (e.g.
Mahoney and others, 2011; Gough and others, 2012).
In the eastern Weddell Sea, a number of smaller ice
shelves fringe the coastline of Dronning Maud Land. This
region is characterized by a narrow and steep continental
shelf margin. Although deep or bottom water formation does
not occur there (Fahrbach and others, 1994), this region is of
critical importance to water-mass preconditioning and
formation in the Weddell Sea (Thoma and others, 2006). At
the same time, the geographic setting promotes the penetration of modified Warm Deep Water into the ice-shelf
cavities (N�st and others, 2011), which results in high basal
melt rates and modifications of the coastal current (Hellmer,
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2004). This also means that this region is particularly susceptible to changing climate conditions (Holland and others,
2008). According to previous studies by Lange and others
(1989), a substantial fraction of the near-coastal sea-ice cover
of Dronning Maud Land originates from incorporation of
underlying ice platelets. However, most aspects of the mechanisms of platelet accumulation and their link to oceanographic conditions remain unclear, especially in this region.
Wherever a sub-ice platelet layer is present, the solid sea ice
grows thicker than can be accounted for by a conductive flux
alone. This is due to the incorporation of ice mass formed by
heat loss to the ocean, rather than to the atmosphere. It is
therefore necessary to determine how much of the solid fast
ice in this region results from ocean/ice-shelf interactions. To
answer this question, an accurate estimate of the ice-volume
fraction of the platelet layer is needed. As the platelet layer
modifies the electrical conductivity below the solid sea ice
(Hunkeler and others, 2015) and contributes to its freeboard,
this parameter is also crucial to accurately determine nearcoastal Antarctic sea-ice thickness based on electromagnetic
induction sounding (Rack and others, 2013) or altimetry
methods (Price and others, 2013). Finally, it is desirable to
link the properties of the platelet layer to basal melt processes
of nearby ice shelves, as these are particularly susceptible to
future environmental changes (Hellmer and others, 2012).
In this paper, we aim to improve our understanding of
how ice shelves influence nearby sea ice in Antarctic coastal
waters. We present the seasonal cycle of sea ice attached to
the Ekström Ice Shelf in the eastern Weddell Sea, a region
that is currently under-represented in investigations of iceshelf/sea-ice interactions. We continue the work of Kipfstuhl
(1991) and Günther and Dieckmann (1999), who studied
ice platelets underlying the solid fast ice of Atka Bay in the
1980s–90s. Through a combination of field observations
and model studies, we derive the ice-volume fraction of the
platelet layer at six sites on Atka Bay fast ice. Together with
observations of platelet-layer thickness evolution, we estimate how much sea ice at Atka Bay is formed by heat
transfer to the ocean rather than to the atmosphere. We
relate this result to Ekström Ice Shelf basal melt and discuss
several implications of the platelet layer for fast-ice properties in this region.
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conditions is obtained from satellite images, recorded by, for
example, synthetic aperture radar on board Envisat,
RADARSAT and TerraSAR-X, the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer on board Aqua and Terra, the
Enhanced Thematic Mapper on board Landsat or the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer on board the
Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellites. Satellite imagery is
especially needed to fill the gap between late summer and
early winter, when direct sea-ice observations are not
available and dates of initial formation and break-up need
to be determined.
Visual inspection of satellite imagery in previous years
reveals that the seasonal fast-ice cover of Atka Bay usually
starts to form during March–April. The extent mainly depends
on the strength of winds and ocean currents offshore of Atka
Bay, and also on the interaction with often passing icebergs.
The fast ice does not melt in situ during summer, but breaks
out once it is sufficiently destabilized. Although no studies
exist to date which have investigated the responsible physical
factors more closely, contributions from increased water and
air temperatures, as well as from solar radiation, tidal motion,
wind forcing and a combination thereof, are most likely. The
interaction with stationary and passing icebergs also plays a
role. The break-up usually happens after the retreat of the
pack ice in front of the fast ice, and normally begins in the
eastern part of the bay (generally in December or January). In
the southwestern part, sea ice may persist until March, but in
most years Atka Bay is completely ice-free at the end of
March. Persistent strong easterly winds during initial formation lead to an increased dynamic growth towards the
western ice-shelf edge. Once a solid sea-ice cover is
established over the major part of Atka Bay (usually in
April/May), further growth proceeds thermodynamically.
Meteorological data are readily available from the nearby
Neumayer III station, where atmospheric conditions have
been recorded since 1981 (König-Langlo and Loose, 2007).
An overview for the period 1991–95 is given by KönigLanglo and others (1998) and for the period 1982–2011 by
Rimbu and others (2014). Generally, the region is characterized by low temperatures, extreme temperature fluctuations during winter and persistent easterly winds. The
winds lead to frequent drifting and blowing snow.

Field measurements
STUDY SITE AND METHODS
Study site
Atka Bay is a 440 km2 large embayment in front of the
Ekström Ice Shelf, which is part of a group of small ice
shelves located on the coast of Dronning Maud Land, eastern
Weddell Sea (Fig. 1). This relatively small ice shelf covers an
area of 6800 km2 (Bindschadler and others, 2011) and has
been studied since the 1980s, when the first German yearround station was established there. Investigations of ice
thickness, bedrock topography and basal melting in this
region have been undertaken by, for example, Kipfstuhl
(1991), Sandhäger and Blindow (2000) and Neckel and
others (2012). Information about cavity geometry is available
from Kobarg (1988).
Atka Bay is seasonally covered with fast ice attached to
ice-shelf edges bordering to the west, south and east.
Knowledge of the sea-ice conditions in this region is crucial
to providing logistical support of the German and South
African Antarctic stations. Information about general sea-ice

We set up six study sites along a 25 km long west–east
profile to monitor fast-ice thickness, snow depth, freeboard
and platelet-layer thickness (Hoppmann and others, 2013a).
These sites are referred to in this paper as ATKAxx, where xx
represents their distance in kilometers to the western iceshelf edge (Fig. 1; Table 2). Our measurements started in
June 2012, as soon as enough snow had accumulated at the
ice-shelf edge to access the sea ice several meters below
with snowmobiles. We measured sea-ice thickness and
freeboard through 0.05 m auger holes using regular (before
August) and modified thickness tapes, while snow depth
was measured using ruler sticks. Freeboard, the distance
from the water surface to the sea-ice surface, is negative
when the sea-ice surface is depressed below the water
surface. Each time a study site was visited, up to five
measurements were performed in an undisturbed area, one
in the center and one at a distance of 5 m in each direction.
During the course of austral winter, the platelet accumulations started to complicate the measurements. In order to
penetrate the platelet layer, it became necessary to weigh
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Fig. 1. Location of the study site. (a) The Ekström Ice Shelf is located in the eastern Weddell Sea (highlighted as red box). (b) Enlargement of
(a). The contours show the depth of the water column below the ice shelf following Kobarg (1988). Bathymetry and coastline data were
taken from Bedmap2 (Fretwell and others, 2013) and from SCAR (Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research) Antarctic Digital Database
6.0. (c) Enlargement of (b). Sampling sites are indicated by white circles. The TerraSAR-X image provided by the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) reveals the different sea-ice regimes in 2012: second-year/first-year sea ice (green), first-year sea ice (blue) and new sea ice grown in
October (red). The dotted black curves indicate the locations of ice rises and rumples.

down the tape using a metal bar (as described by Crocker,
1988; Gough and others, 2012). We located the bottom of
this layer by gently pulling the tape upwards, trying to feel
the first resistance to the metal bar. But during most of our
measurements, the bottom of the platelet layer was not well
defined: the interface was often mushy rather than
consolidated. We also used an under-ice camera (CAM1)
fitting through a regular borehole to obtain visual impressions of the platelet layer in real time. In doing so, it became
apparent that using the ‘metal-bar’ method we frequently
underestimated the ‘true’ platelet-layer thickness by up to
0.3 m. However, we then defined the thickness as the point
where a first resistance was felt against a slight pressure,
rather than the scratching of single crystals on the metal. The
number of measurements at each study site varied,
depending on the difficulties the platelet layer imposed on
our sampling. The presence of consolidated parts within the
otherwise mushy platelet layer sometimes prevented the
metal bar from penetrating through the entire thickness. In
addition, the bar got stuck several times and we were not
able to retrieve it.

Several in situ observations of platelets suspended in the
water column were made by colleagues, who installed an
under-ice camera (CAM2) in a crack near the western iceshelf edge (70°37.30 S, 8°05.50 W) between 22 and 30 November 2012, to observe the behavior of Weddell seals
(personal communication from I. van Opzeeland, 2012).
In order to link our platelet-layer observations to the prevailing oceanographic conditions, we used conductivity–
temperature–depth (CTD) data recorded by the Perennial
Acoustic Observatory in the Antarctic Ocean (PALAOA;
Boebel and others, 2006). PALAOA was constructed on the
Ekström Ice Shelf in 2005/06, 1.53 km from the ice-shelf edge
(70°310 S, 8°130 W). The instrument itself was lowered
through a hot-water drillhole, and was installed in the water
column at �155 m depth, 70 m below the ice-shelf bottom
and 90 m above the seafloor. Relevant oceanographic parameters were calculated using the Gibbs Seawater (GSW)
Oceanographic Toolbox (McDougall and Barker, 2011).
We operated two automatic weather stations (AWS) on
the fast ice in 2012, recording air temperature and relative
humidity (shielded HMP155A, Vaisala; height �2 m),
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Table 1. Corrections applied to meteorological data measured at
Neumayer III
Parameter

Correction

Air temperature (2 m)
Relative humidity (2 m)
Barometric pressure (2 m)
Upward longwave radiation

+1.05°C
3:6%
+5.6 hPa
+8 W m 2

barometric pressure (61302V, RM Young Company; height
�1 m), wind speed and direction (Marine Wind Monitor
05106-5, RM Young Company; height �3 m), as well as
downward and upward long- and shortwave radiation
(CNR4, Kipp & Zonen; height �2.4 m) at 1 min intervals
(Hoppmann and others, 2013b,c). AWS1 was deployed at a
site (70°35.1350 S, 7°54.8020 W) between ATKA07 and
ATKA11 from 6 July to 17 August. AWS2 was deployed at
ATKA03 from 2 October to 27 December 2012. We also
deployed an eddy covariance (EC) station at ATKA03 between 21 November and 30 December 2012. The EC station
was equipped with a three-dimensional sonic anemometer
(CSAT3, Campbell Scientific Inc.; height 2.55 m) and a CO2 /
H2 O analyzer (LI-7500, LI-COR Environmental; height
2.35 m). Turbulent fluxes of sensible and latent heat were
calculated using a modified version of ECPACK (Van Dijk
and others, 2004; Mauder and others, 2013).
Finally, we retrieved a set of full-length sea-ice cores
(one at each study site) on 19 December 2012 to
investigate the impact of ice platelets on the fast-ice crystal
structure. All cores were drilled using a 0.09 m diameter
titanium corer. The cores were transported to Bremerhaven,
and a detailed texture analysis is currently in progress. In
this study, we show one exemplary sea-ice core retrieved at
ATKA24. We used a microtome to prepare horizontal and
vertical thin sections (�5 �10 4 m) along the entire core
length. All thin sections were photographed between
crossed polarizing filters. Crystal c-axis orientation measurements were made on selected thin sections using a G50
Automated Fabric Analyzer (Wilson and others, 2003) and
the Investigator software (Russell-Head Instruments). The
data were plotted onto Schmidt equal-area nets, following
Langway (1958), utilizing a uniform grid of 500 points
covering the sample area.

Model simulations
We applied a one-dimensional thermodynamic model (Bitz
and Lipscomb, 1999) to simulate sea-ice growth at Atka Bay
with local atmospheric forcing. We used data recorded at
the meteorological observatory of Neumayer III to generate
a continuous time series of atmospheric conditions throughout the growth season (König-Langlo, 2013a,b). To account
for the differences on the ice shelf and directly on the sea
ice, we applied corrections to air temperature, barometric
pressure, relative humidity and upward longwave radiation
(Table 1). These corrections were based on comparison with
the data recorded by the two weather stations (Hoppmann
and others, 2013b,c). The corrected data are presented in
Figure 2a–d.
We used these data to calculate sensible and latent heat
fluxes by a bulk method (Andreas and others, 2010), and
compared the results with the EC-based flux data. The two

datasets are in good agreement (Fig. 2e and f). We used
short- and longwave radiation, as well as sensible and latent
heat fluxes, for model forcing. In addition, several other
parameters were initialized in the model. We used a sea-ice
density, �si , of 925 kg m 3 (near the top of the range
reviewed by Timco and Frederking, 1996), a snow density,
�s , of 330 kg m 3 (slightly higher than reviewed by Massom
and others, 2001, for the Weddell Sea) and introduced a
C-shaped salinity profile, typical of the southeastern
Weddell Sea in winter (Eicken, 1992). Since the snow cover
is a crucial factor in sea-ice growth, we included a step
function based on the observed snow-depth evolution.
Finally, we adjusted the bulk albedo to 0.9, which is in the
upper range of our preliminary results of albedo measurements in November (0.8–0.9). This was necessary to avoid
extensive surface melt in the model, which was not
observed during summer. At sites where dynamic growth
was not observed and the dates of initial sea-ice formation
were accurately known from satellite imagery, the model
was initialized with a minimal sea-ice thickness and the
known date of initial formation. Otherwise we initialized the
model with results from measurements of our first visit.
Assuming that the platelet layer buffers the solid sea ice to
potential positive oceanic heat fluxes throughout the growth
season (May–December), we set the oceanic heat flux to
0 W m 2 . However, in our model runs an oceanic heat flux
of +3 W m 2 starting in mid-December 2012 was necessary
to prohibit further growth. Since the freezing interface grows
into a water body with only a fraction of interstitial water
available for freezing, we modified the sea-ice growth rate,
GR, in the model by
GRð�Þ ¼

1
1

�

GR,

ð1Þ

where � is the ice-volume fraction in the platelet layer.
This is reasonable, since only the latent heat to freeze a
water fraction of 1 � of a given volume is transported
towards the colder atmosphere during sea-ice growth. If
� ¼ 0, ice crystals in the water near the freezing interface
are absent, and growth progresses as usual. According to our
field observations (see below), the platelet layer was not
established before June in 2012, and we set � ¼ 0 in the
model accordingly. From the beginning of June 2012, ice
platelets were present below the fast ice and the modified
growth rate was used in the model. For the purposes of our
simulations, the platelet layer is assumed to be infinite in
extent and thickness with regard to the freezing interface.

RESULTS
Observed fast-ice thickness and snow cover
During our study in 2012, the recorded air temperatures
ranged from –46.1°C (25 July) to +2.2°C (17 December).
The average air temperature was –16.2°C, while the lowest
and highest monthly averages of –29.5 and –3.4°C were
measured in July and December, respectively. The average
2 m wind speed measured was 7.5 m s 1 , peaking at
34 m s 1 on 6 August. Easterlies dominated, with �30% of
the winds arriving in the range 80–100° from the north. Seaice thickness, snow depth and freeboard obtained at the
various sites occupied during 2012/13 exhibited considerable spatial variability (Fig. 3, Table 2).
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Fig. 2. Daily averages of modified atmospheric parameters recorded at the Neumayer III meteorological observatory in 2012. (a) Air (black)
and surface (red) temperatures. (b) Barometric pressure (black) and relative humidity (red). (c) Wind speed (black) and wind direction (red).
(d) Downward longwave (black) and shortwave (red) radiation. (e) Sensible heat flux calculated by the bulk method (black) and the eddy
covariance method (red). (f) Latent heat flux determined by the bulk method (black) and the EC method (red). Fluxes are considered negative
(positive) if directed towards the atmosphere (sea ice).

Sea-ice thickness and its spatial variability were generally
higher at the westernmost sites, where persistent easterly
winds (Fig. 2c) pushed the sea ice towards the ice-shelf
edge. While sea-ice thicknesses greater than 2 m were

measured at ATKA03 and ATKA07 as early as August/
September 2012 (and later also at ATKA16), sea ice at the
eastern sites was thinner. Sites with lower sea-ice thicknesses generally exhibited lower horizontal variability

Table 2. Study sites in 2012. Abbreviations: D: deformed ice; L: level ice; dw : water depth determined by CTD casts in November and
December 2012; Tform : formation of continuous sea-ice cover; max(zsi ): maximum sea-ice thickness (December); zs : mean snow depth; zf :
mean freeboard; �: ice-volume fraction in the platelet layer
Study site*

Latitude (S)

Longitude (W)

Ice type

dw

Tform

m
ATKA03
ATKA07
ATKA11
ATKA16
ATKA21
ATKA24

70°34.5130
70°34.9950
70°35.5300
70°35.9880
70°36.4710
70°36.9550

8°02.9610
7°56.7320
7°49.4850
7°42.0950
7°34.6100
7°28.9650

D
D
D/L
D
L
L

*The number indicates the distance to the western ice-shelf edge.

140
175
>250
175
135
135

March
March
March/October
April
May
May

max(zsi )

zs

zf

m

m

m

2.56
2.62
0.73
2.01
1.71
1.83

0.02
0.41
0.17
0.70
0.27
0.08

0.29
0.26
–0.02
–0.06
0.1
0.14

�

0.18
0.35
0.31
0.3
0.28
0.22
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Fig. 3. Fast-ice and snow conditions at the six sampling sites on Atka Bay fast ice in 2012/13. Observed parameters and their variability
ranges are indicated, along with results from simulated sea-ice growth.

(ATKA11 (late), ATKA21, ATKA24). Due to a partial breakup of fast ice in the central Atka Bay during a storm in late
August 2012, sea ice at ATKA11 only grew to a maximum
thickness of 0.73 m after its new formation. Although there
had been early sea-ice break-up events in previous years,
this is not generally representative.
The snow depth generally increased towards the center of
Atka Bay, with highest snow depths (>0.5 m) at ATKA07 and
ATKA16 in October 2012. Due to the fast-ice break-up,
snow at ATKA11 was first exported with the sea ice and then
blown into the ocean. As soon as a continuous sea-ice cover
established again at ATKA11, in October 2012, snow
accumulation followed the same pattern as at other sites.
Low snow accumulations (<0.1 m) were observed at
ATKA03, due to the influence of a nearby iceberg, and at
ATKA24, due to the proximity of the ice-shelf edge.
Intermediate accumulations were recorded at ATKA11 and
ATKA21 (0.1–0.5 m). Wherever a snow cover was present, it
was highly variable. Snow sastrugi up to 2 m long and 0.5 m
wide were frequently observed, adding to local variability.
The overall seasonal cycle of snow depth was generally
characterized by an increase from initial sea-ice formation
to November 2012, but no significant surface melt was
observed until the end of our study in January 2013.

While freeboard was positive at most sites throughout the
study, the snow load at ATKA11, and to a smaller extent at
ATKA16, caused surface flooding in November. The subsequent snow-ice formation at ATKA11 led to a near-instant
increase in sea-ice thickness of �0.15 m. As the model does
not account for snow-ice formation, this additional sea-ice
growth was manually added in the simulation.

Simulated fast-ice growth
Due to substantial differences in initial formation dates,
dynamic growth and snow cover among the study sites, we
simulated local sea-ice growth for each site separately.
Despite the high albedo of 0.9, the model results indicate
that snow ablation would have taken place in summer when
forced by the observed downwelling radiation. The control
simulations without any ice platelets in the water column
below the fast ice (� ¼ 0) are depicted as gray areas in
Figure 3, with the differences between them and the
observed thickness hatched. In order to match the measured
temporal evolution of the sea-ice thickness, the simulations
were repeated, varying � between 0 and 0.5 in steps of 0.01.
After each run, the difference from the measured sea-ice
thickness was determined (Fig. 4). By minimizing this
discrepancy, we were able to identify a best-fit � for each
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sampling sites with less-consistent measurements, resulting
in a flatter curve (e.g. ATKA07), were weighted lower.

Sub-ice platelet-layer thickness

Fig. 4. The difference between simulated and observed sea-ice
thicknesses with variable ice-volume fractions in the platelet layer.

site. The computed best-fit values of � ranged from 0.18
(ATKA03) to 0.35 (ATKA07), while intermediate values were
0.22 (ATKA24), 0.28 (ATKA21), 0.30 (ATKA16) and 0.31
(ATKA11). The simulated sea-ice thickness at each site with
its best-fit � is also shown in Figure 3 (dashed curve). In order
to calculate an average ice-volume fraction, we determined
the combined difference between simulations and observations at all sites and samplings. By addition of all curves
and subsequent determination of an overall minimum, we
obtained an average � of 0.25 (Fig. 4, red curve). In contrast
to a calculation of the arithmetic mean, in this approach the

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the platelet-layer average
thickness, zp , at the six sites, along with a location map of the
area and selected oceanographic data, as recorded by the
CTD below the northern part of the ice shelf. The ice shelf is
grounded in the south and east of Atka Bay (Fig. 5), resulting
in ice rises (dark gray) and ice rumples (dashed curves),
where no water exchange with the cavity is possible. The
direction and magnitude of the Antarctic Coastal Current
(ACoC) are mostly governed by wind patterns and tides,
leading to small-scale fluctuations (even reversals) and high
seasonal variability (Fahrbach and others, 1992).
The seasonal cycle of zp (Fig. 5b) showed a nearly linear
increase at all sites between June and December 2012. Due
to equipment failure and the break-up in August 2012, the
time series at ATKA16 only started in October 2012. zp
reached its maximum in December 2012 at five sites. The
maximum at ATKA16 occurred in January 2013. This was
most likely due to an underestimation of zp in December
2012, which is an average of only two measurements. zp
was generally highest at the two westernmost sites (zp > 4 m
in December 2012), compared with the other sites
(zp < 4 m). The spatial distribution of zp revealed a general
increase towards the center of Atka Bay, with local maxima
at ATKA07 and ATKA16. Of our sites, ATKA07 obtained the
maximum observed platelet-layer thickness (5.65 m, December 2012), while ATKA11 recorded the lowest maximum platelet-layer thickness (1.32 m, December 2012). We
attribute this to an export of platelets into the open ocean
during the August 2012 break-up. The amount is unknown

Fig. 5. Platelet-layer thickness at the six sampling sites on Atka Bay fast ice in 2012/13, along with oceanographic conditions recorded at a
measurement site below the Ekström Ice Shelf. (a) Location map of the study area. Sampling sites are indicated by symbols (ATKA03: star;
ATKA07: diamond; ATKA11: inverted black triangle; ATKA16: gray circle; ATKA21: gray triangle; ATKA24: gray square) and grouped into
western, central and eastern sites. The location of the oceanographic measurements in (c) is indicated by the dot and the arrow. The two
other arrows depict the two extremes of the strength and direction of the Antarctic Coastal Current in this area. (b) Sub-ice platelet-layer
thickness evolution at the different sites, with symbols corresponding to their location according to (a). (c) In situ temperature (black) and
corresponding surface freezing point (gray) of the water at a location below the northern Ekström Ice Shelf in 2012/13. When the
temperature is below the surface freezing point, the water is potentially supercooled. The shaded area indicates the continuous inflow of
warm water masses. (d) Water depth of the corresponding temperature record.
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Fig. 6. Video still images from under-ice video recordings. (a) Masses of ice platelets float upwards during a high-flux event. (b) ‘Normal’
conditions at the end of November 2012.

and it cannot be assessed whether an absolute maximum in
the center of Atka Bay would be observed under normal
conditions. However, the small amount of platelets at the
beginning of the measurements in June 2012 and the low
accumulation rate after October 2012 suggest that a local
minimum was to be expected in this area. Since sporadic
measurements at other sites in southern central Atka Bay
yielded thicknesses of up to 10 m, and assuming that zp is
generally lower in the northern part of Atka Bay, we estimate
a bay-wide average of 4 m in December.
Figure 5c and d show the time series of sub-ice-shelf
water temperature, the corresponding surface freezing point
and the depth of the instrument during the temperature
measurement. The depth variations revealed a 14 day cycle
overlying the 12 hourly tidal cycle. The depth varied
between 100 and 155 m, reflecting the strength and
direction of the tidal- and wind-induced ACoC. The maximum depth of 155 m was limited by the length of the cable,
while the ACoC was strong enough to lift the instrument to
depths as shallow as 100 m. In this sense, the instrument
became a vertical profiler of the water column between 100
and 155 m. The water temperatures ranged from –1.94 to
–1.6°C. It is apparent that the in situ temperature of the
water column was mostly below the surface freezing point
between June and December 2012. At the beginning of
December 2012, the water temperatures of nearly the entire
water column rose above the surface freezing point. The
high temperature variability indicated that the water column
was also very inhomogeneous between December 2012 and
February 2013. At the same time, the highest temperatures
were measured at shallower water depths.
The video recordings of CAM2 indicated that platelet
accumulation was not the result of a uniform flux of platelets.
Instead, a small continuous upward flux was overlaid by
periods of very high fluxes with a time span usually �1 hour
(Fig. 6). Speed and direction of the ice platelets were highly
variable, and most likely depended on their volume and the
influence of tidal currents and local turbulences.
Upon arrival at the sea-ice/platelet-layer bottom, crystals
of different sizes and shapes integrated into a porous layer in
random orientations (Fig. 7). The individual platelets in the
bottom part were not firmly fixed in the lattice, but were still
prone to resuspension by turbulence and strong currents.
Small filaments of phytoplankton growing at the platelet
edges were frequently observed. These provide a rich food
source for amphipods grazing the platelet layer, which were

observed in great numbers on several occasions in November and December 2012 (Fig. 7d).

Sea-ice texture and growth history
As seen from the texture analysis of a 1.94 m long sea-ice
core obtained at ATKA24 in mid-December 2012 (Fig. 8), the
level sea ice in this area grew predominantly thermodynamically, with no indications of ridging or rafting. Satellite
imagery revealed the establishment of a closed sea-ice cover
at this site around 25 May 2012. This core is therefore
representative of thermodynamically grown fast ice, but with
a comparatively late formation date. Each core depth was
assigned an approximate date of formation by comparison
with the sea-ice thickness evolution at that site (Fig. 3).
Horizontal and vertical thin sections (Fig. 8) revealed a
typical granular texture in the early period of formation
(25 May to early June 2012). This is an indication of typical
wind- and wave-induced growth, especially since snow ice
did not contribute to sea-ice growth at this location. This
granular ice contributed �0.12 m (6%) of the total sea-ice
thickness. The texture in the following 1.5 m (77%) mostly
resembles that termed draped platelet ice by Jeffries and
others (1993, their fig. 10b and c), Tison and others (1998,
their fig. 1a) and Dempsey and others (2010, their figs 4
and 5). According to Jeffries and others (1993), those
crystals are less angular, more equidimensional and have
wavy, uneven edges. The lower 0.32 m (17%) of our core
consisted of blade-like crystals, partially also with wavy
edges. These resemble the bladed platelet ice shown by
Jeffries and others (1993, their fig. 11), Eicken and Lange
(1989, their fig. 5) and Dempsey and others (2010, their
figs 4 and 5). The individual crystals in this part have
various sizes, with crystal lengths of 0.01–0.1 m, even in
the same thin section. As apparent from the Schmidt net
plots (Fig. 8, right-hand side), the crystal c-axis orientations
showed a random distribution for all the analyzed samples.
This distribution is typical for platelet ice (Dempsey and
Langhorne, 2012).

DISCUSSION
Seasonal cycle of fast-ice thickness and snow cover
We have performed regular year-round measurements of
fast-ice properties at Atka Bay since 2010. Although
differences in dynamic-growth contribution, dates of
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Fig. 7. Video still images of the platelet layer. (a) Single ice platelets several centimeters wide and <0.001 m thick stick together to form a
porous layer. (b) Close-up of an ice platelet. (c) Measuring the platelet-layer thickness with a metal bar (0.25 m). (d) Amphipods (<0.02 m)
grazing the platelets for phytoplankton growing at the platelet edges.

formation and snow cover determine the sea-ice evolution
at Atka Bay each year, the results of our fast-ice observations in 2012 are generally in accordance with field
measurements performed in previous years. The seasonal
fast-ice cover of 2011 started to break up in late February
2012. Satellite observations revealed that several smaller
sea-ice floes remained in the embayment, reattached to the
ice-shelf edge in the southwestern part and became secondyear sea ice. In the second half of March 2012, initial seaice growth started, while easterly winds constantly pushed
the thin ice towards the ice-shelf edge. Visual observations
confirmed a closed fast-ice sheet in the western part of Atka
Bay at the end of April 2012, while the rough surface
indicated the large contribution of dynamic processes to
sea-ice growth. This area of mixed first/second-year sea ice
is also characterized by a high radar backscatter (Fig. 1;
bright color, marked in green). (A more detailed description
of fast-ice surface properties at Atka Bay and their influence
on TerraSAR-X radar backscatter is presented by Paul and
others, 2015.) Strong winds constantly cleared away thin
sea ice in the eastern part, where a closed fast-ice sheet was
finally established 1 month later, at the end of May 2012.
Dynamic growth again led to a greater thickness at ATKA16
than at the easternmost sites. A GPS buoy on one of the
floes broken up in August 2012 revealed that it had drifted
into the central Weddell Sea by the time data transmission
finally stopped due to a power failure (69°43.80 S, 45°
49.90 W on 26 August 2013). New sea ice immediately
started to grow in the break-up area, but was cleared out of
the embayment by persistent winds. At the beginning of
October 2012, a closed fast-ice cover was again formed in
the break-up area (Fig. 1; marked in red) after the grounding
of the large iceberg B15G in front of Atka Bay.

The great thicknesses and local variability (Fig. 3) confirm
that dynamic growth contributed to sea-ice formation at
ATKA03, ATKA07, ATKA11 (early) and ATKA16. No
dynamic growth was observed at ATKA21 and ATKA24,
where initial formation was delayed until May 2012.
Kipfstuhl (1991) and Günther and Dieckmann (1999) found
maximum sea-ice thicknesses of 2.19 and 2.17 m, and snow
depths up to 0.62 m, at their study site �3 km southwest of
ATKA03 (70°35.050 S, 8°8.410 W) in 1982 and 1995,
respectively. Our results showed a higher maximum
thickness of 2.56 m at ATKA03, which may be attributed
to higher growth rates due to increased upward conductive
heat flux, owing to the lack of snow. While the small snow
depths at ATKA24 were associated with topographic/localwind patterns in close proximity to the ice shelf (�1 km
away), the lack of snow at ATKA03 is explained by the
presence of a small, grounded iceberg �2 km to the east. In
2010 and 2011, we observed much higher snow depths
(�0.8 m in December) in the western part of Atka Bay.
While an east–west gradient in snow depth is expected, due
to the prevailing wind conditions and consequent snow
redistribution, local topographic features (e.g. icebergs and
pressure ridges) alter snow accumulation locally (e.g. at
ATKA03 and ATKA16). This gradient generally introduces
additional variabilities in sea-ice growth rates, and at the
same time opposes the gradient in dynamic growth. For
example, the large contribution of dynamic thickening in
the west of Atka Bay is partly compensated for by a lower
thermodynamic growth, due to the greater snow depth.
Snow-ice formation is a major contributor to pack ice in
the Southern Ocean (Eicken and others, 1995; Jeffries and
others, 2001). Günther and Dieckmann (1999) observed no
negative freeboard at Atka Bay during their study. Our
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results agree with the findings of Kipfstuhl (1991), who
found flooding in areas with snow depths greater than 1 m.
However, the relative number of negative freeboard observations was very low. An exception was the area of new ice
with a negative freeboard in November 2012. The sea ice
there became permeable at the beginning of December
2012, when subsequent surface flooding and refreezing of
slush resulted in a 0.15 m thick, fine-grained layer of snow
ice. But, since such a late formation and the resulting low
thickness is usually not observed, we consider the contribution of snow-ice formation to total sea-ice mass at Atka
Bay to be very low, despite the thick snow cover. This
finding is directly linked to the presence of ice platelets
below the fast ice. Through its buoyancy, the platelet layer
effectively increases the freeboard and simultaneously
reduces the occurrence of surface flooding and subsequent
snow-ice formation, which would otherwise be more
frequent. The strength of this effect depends on the thickness
and ice-volume fraction of the platelet layer.

Seasonal cycle of the platelet layer

Fig. 8. Crystal structure of horizontal (H) and vertical (V) thin
sections of a sea-ice core retrieved at ATKA24. The black areas
represent segments where no data are available. The Schmidt
equal-area net diagrams (right) depict the c-axis orientations of
samples indicated by a red border.

Günther and Dieckmann (1999) took advantage of the
buoyancy effect and used Archimedes’ law to calculate the
platelet-layer thickness during their study. They obtained a
platelet-layer thickness of �1.2 m in December 1995.
Kipfstuhl (1991) used a sinking weight of 1 kg to determine
the depth at which it sank freely. By doing so, he was able to
provide an estimate of a 4 m thick platelet layer in November
1982. Neither study provided an uncertainty estimate. While
our results obtained with the ‘metal-bar’ method yield good
agreement with the ‘sinking-weight’ method of Kipfstuhl
(1991), the results of Günther and Dieckmann (1999) suggest
that either the uncertainty in their method is very large or the
platelet accumulations were profoundly different between
the years. We consider the ‘metal-bar’ method as the most
robust and exact of the three procedures. Finally, our result of
platelet-layer thicknesses of several meters is also in
accordance with Eicken and Lange (1989), who found
platelet layers of >5 m below fast ice at Drescher Inlet.
We observed ice-platelet accumulations under the fast
ice as early as June (Fig. 5). This is in accordance with
Günther and Dieckmann (1999), while Kipfstuhl (1991)
noticed ice platelets in boreholes as early as the end of April.
The onset of ice-platelet accumulation below the fast ice of
McMurdo Sound was also found to be variable. Gough and
others (2012) recorded ice-platelet growth on suspended
‘hot wires’ in mid-July and a thin platelet layer of 0.02 m in
early August, while Leonard and others (2006) identified a
modified sea-ice texture in first-year sea-ice cores as early as
April. Like similar structured studies involving the evolution
of platelet-layer thickness, we observed a steady increase
throughout the winter and spring. However, results obtained
from CAM2 near the western ice-shelf edge in November
2012 suggest that the ice-platelet accumulation is mainly a
result of episodic events of high flux overlying a very low
continuous flux. This episodic flux was also observed in
McMurdo Sound, where Leonard and others (2006) interpreted episodically present acoustic scatterers in the water
column as a flux of buoyant platelet crystals.
Below McMurdo Sound fast ice, ice platelets have also
been observed growing while already attached to the fast
ice above, rather than being advected from depth (Smith
and others, 2001). Smith and others (2012) found that single
ice platelets attached to the fast-ice bottom grow in
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discontinuous, episodic bursts, mainly depending on the
influence of variable currents during periods of continuous
supercooling directly below the fast ice. While the potential
supercooling observed under the front of the Ekström Ice
Shelf throughout the winter (Fig. 5c) is indicative of iceplatelet formation at depth, we currently have no indication
of in situ supercooling directly below the fast ice. As the
rising ice platelets observed in the videos were also already
large in diameter, we hypothesize that the main mechanism
for the establishment of the Atka Bay platelet layer is crystal
growth at depth, while growth at the ice/water interface is of
minor (if any) importance. This is in accordance with the
conclusions of Eicken and Lange (1989), who suggested that
the platelets in the southeastern Weddell Sea (pack ice)
most likely form at greater depth.
Very little is known about the currents in the Ekström Ice
Shelf cavity. Nicolaus and Grosfeld (2004) using model
studies found that the circulation is dominated by a strong
cyclonic gyre, taking half a year between eastern inflow and
western outflow. Like Neckel and others (2012), they did not
find any evidence for marine-ice accretion under the ice
shelf itself. The presence of ice rises and rumples east of
Atka Bay (Fig. 1) and the spatial distribution of ice platelets
suggest that they are mainly advected from the area north of
Neumayer III. As revealed by fluctuations of CTD recorded
pressure (Fig. 5d), the magnitude of the ACoC is highly
variable in the region (Fahrbach and others, 1992).
Quantification of the current velocity derived from the
pressure data is generally possible and currently under
investigation. Tidal- and wind-induced currents may cause
turbulence in the cavity when the predominantly westward
ACoC weakens or even reverses in direction. The resulting
turbulent flow is likely to provide transport for the platelet
crystals (Fig. 5a). If this is true, a significant amount of
supercooled water would be transported into the open
ocean along the main current direction. Currently, we have
no direct evidence for this hypothesis, but studies in the
southwestern Weddell Sea (e.g. Eicken and Lange, 1989)
found accumulations of ice platelets far from the coast,
which agrees with our hypothesis.
As apparent from the evolution of water temperatures, the
declining thickness of the platelet layer in December 2012
at nearly all study sites (Fig. 5b) is linked to the inflow of
warm water masses and subsequent melt of ice platelets.
Additional under-ice CTD casts in December 2012 revealed
that warm surface water penetrates into Atka Bay from the
east. At the same time, the buoyant ascent of ice platelets
visible in the recordings ceased completely. Apart from the
shrinking platelet layer, only a very slight bottom melt is
apparent from the thickness data in Figure 3. Preliminary
results (not shown) from high-resolution temperature profile
data suggest that at ATKA03 no bottom melt occurred
whatsoever. In addition, sea-ice cores taken in December
2012 showed a slight increase in sea-ice porosity from
interior melt. Although we do not quantify the process here,
the platelet layer acts as an efficient buffer between the fast
ice and the incoming warm water in summer (Eicken and
Lange, 1989). Usually the increased instability of the fast-ice
cover through interior melt combined with tides and strong
winds, as well as a pack-ice-free zone in front of the Ekström
Ice Shelf, would lead to fast-ice break-up early in the
following year. The flocking effect of iceberg B15G in front
of Atka Bay (Fig. 1) held the 2012 fast ice in the bay, so 2013
saw second-year fast ice in the region. The iceberg itself
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Table 3. Selected estimates for the ice-volume fraction of the
platelet layer, modified after Gough and others (2012)
Location Ice fraction
Atka Bay

0.25
0.29–0.43

0.46
0.2
McMurdo
Sound

0.16
0.25
0.35
�0.33
>0.50
0.50
0.20

Model
domain

0.06

Method

Source

Modeled heat flux
forced by atmosphere
Multi-frequency
electromagnetic
induction sounding
Archimedes’ law

This study

Modeled heat flux
forced by atmosphere
Archimedes’ law

Hunkeler and
others (2015)
Günther and
Dieckmann (1999)
Kipfstuhl (1991)

Price and others
(2014)
Measured heat flux from Gough and others
sea-ice temperature profiles
(2012)
Measured heat flux from Purdie and others
sea-ice temperature profiles
(2006)
Estimate from sea-ice
Trodahl and others
temperature profiles
(2000)
Estimate from horizontal Jeffries and others
thin sections
(1993)
Estimate from core holes
Crocker and
Wadhams (1989)
Estimate from core holes
Bunt and Lee
(1970)
Three-dimensional
Dempsey and
geometric model
others (2010)

detached and drifted westwards in August 2013. It is unclear
whether the iceberg also modified the properties of the
platelet layer in 2012 compared with other years.

Ice-volume fraction in the platelet layer
While ice platelets accumulate episodically below the fast
ice during winter, the advancing freezing interface incorporates the upper portion of the underlying platelet layer
into the sea-ice fabric by freezing of the interstitial water. As
a result, part of the solid fast ice originates from heat loss to
the ocean. This is in contrast to the usual process of heat
conduction to the atmosphere, which gives rise to congelation growth. In this sense, the energy- and mass balance of
the fast ice is altered and must be accounted for. To quantify
this impact, it becomes necessary to determine the icevolume fraction, �, in the platelet layer. The model results
(Fig. 4) suggest a bay-wide average � of 0.25, with
individual results 0.18–0.35.
Ice-volume fractions in the platelet layer have been
estimated in a number of previous investigations (Table 3).
Our average � of 0.25 agrees well with the findings of
Kipfstuhl (1991), who derived a � of 0.2 from their
comparison between a thermodynamic model and sea-ice
thickness observations at their study site 3 km southwest of
ATKA03. In addition, our result is in good agreement with a
recent study at McMurdo Sound by Gough and others
(2012), who calculated an ice-volume fraction of 0.25 from
measured ice-temperature profiles and claim their ‘result
being the most precise to date’. This suggests that our growth
model results are reasonably good. Three studies (Crocker
and Wadhams, 1989; Jeffries and others, 1993; Günther and
Dieckmann, 1999; Table 3) obtained significantly higher
results (� >0.46), which we attribute either to profoundly
different conditions or unsuitable methods. Dempsey and
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others (2010) attribute their low result (� ¼ 0:06) to in situ
platelet growth and secondary platelet movement, which
were not accounted for in their model.
Possible uncertainties in our calculation arise from the
fact that some physical processes are not implemented in the
model (e.g. gravity drainage) and from constant parameters
(e.g. albedo, salinity profile and sea-ice and snow densities).
However, the forcings of downward radiant heat fluxes are
expected to be very reliable, as they were derived using data
from a World Meteorological Organization standard meteorological observatory. Some uncertainty is introduced
through the sensible and latent heat fluxes derived from the
bulk method. Further potential uncertainties arise from the
limited information about snow depths, individual dates of
freeze onset, the uncertainty of sea-ice thickness measurements and the date of first platelet accumulation at each site.
Furthermore, our approach of introducing a simple growthrate modification does not reflect the true physics involved in
this process. One example is the possible supercooling
directly below the fast ice (Smith and others, 2012), though
this might not be as important as it is below McMurdo Sound
fast ice. At the same time, our metal-bar measurements
revealed that the resistance of the platelet layer, and
consequently the ice-volume fraction, is very variable,
temporally as well as spatially (even during a single
measurement). In addition, our method is, in principle, only
suitable for determining the ice-volume fraction of the part
which is already incorporated into the solid sea ice, not
taking into account the lower platelet layer. This leads to
additional uncertainties, particularly under the assumption
that the upper part is likely compressed by the buoyancy
pressure of the underlying ice platelets.
Since these uncertainties are so manifold, we performed
sensitivity studies to identify the parameters and constants
with the biggest impact on �. Simulations were set up to
yield � ¼ 0:25 as a control, then relevant input parameters
and constants were varied by up to �5%, one at a time. In
the following, the absolute minimum and maximum variations corresponding to the 5% are indicated in parentheses.
The results show that the model is comparatively insensitive
to changes in downward shortwave radiation (0–24 W m 2 ),
wind speed (0.01–1.1 m s 1 ), relative humidity (2.6–4.6%)
and constants such as sea-ice density (46 kg m 3 ), snow
density (16 kg m 3 ) and surface albedo (0.05). In contrast,
the outcomes for � vary strongly with varying sea-ice
thickness (0.02–0.14 m), oceanic heat flux (+2 W m 2 ), air
temperature (0.066–2°C), as well as downward longwave
radiation (5.7–15.1 W m 2 ). The sea-ice thickness measurements are considered reliable, since the measurement itself
has a very low uncertainty (�0.01 m) and most data points
are an average of up to five spot measurements. A positive
oceanic heat flux is very unlikely to be present during seaice growth, due to the presence of the platelet layer. Air
temperature and downward longwave radiation are measured directly at Neumayer III with high accuracy. By far the
largest influence is exerted by the variation of the upward
longwave radiation (7.9–16 W m 2 ), which is used to
compute the surface temperature and to calculate the
turbulent heat fluxes used as a model input. This significantly modifies the surface energy balance and heavily
influences sea-ice thickness evolution and, consequently, �.
Upward longwave radiation is, in principle, available from
Neumayer III with the limitation that the surface temperature
of the ice shelf naturally differs from that of the sea ice (as
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measured by the AWS). For this reason we applied a
correction of +8 W m 2 to upward longwave radiation after
careful analysis of both datasets, finally yielding the best
match to the EC flux data. Our study also revealed that, with
larger variations of upward longwave radiation, more
surface melt occurs and a strong deviation from the sensible
and latent heat fluxes measured by the EC method is
evident. These effects become even more apparent when
increasing the variation above 5%. We therefore consider a
corresponding uncertainty of �0.05 as an upper limit. Since,
according to our sensitivity study, the effect of a change in
upward longwave radiation is as strong as that of all the
other parameters combined, we estimate that their contributions sum to an additional uncertainty of �0.05. We
therefore estimate the overall uncertainty at 0.1, yielding
� ¼ 0:25 � 0:1.

The impact of ice platelets on fast-ice crystal
structure
The complete absence of columnar growth in a core
representative of thermodynamical growth is atypical in
most sea-ice covered areas. However, in our study region
this seems to be the norm, due to the sustained contribution
of ice platelets. Our texture analysis provides evidence that
the ice platelets disrupted the potential columnar growth as
early as June 2012, leading to a mix of incorporated ice
platelets and interstitial congelation ice (Jeffries and others,
1993) in 94% of the core. However, the resulting texture is
not always unambiguous. Sea-ice crystal structure is very
variable and classification is not straightforward. Different
analysts may describe the same texture entirely differently.
This becomes especially evident when platelet ice is
involved. Here c-axis measurements using the fabric
analyzer provide independent confirmation, in agreement
with our visually obtained texture classification. Although
we currently have only a small number of analyzed samples,
our data support the findings of earlier studies (Dempsey
and others, 2010) that there is no apparent distinction in the
c-axis distribution between draped and bladed platelet ice,
which are both characterized by a Schmidt net with
randomly distributed points.
Until now it has not been clear which processes govern
the shapes and sizes of the crystals, of which there is a large
spectrum visible in our core. Jeffries and others (1993) and
Tison and others (1998) suggest that this fabric may be
related to a variable amount of supercooling in the ice-shelf
water from which the ice platelets form. In this study we
were unable to address this question. The transition from
draped to bladed platelet ice is striking in our vertical thin
sections, and analysis of the other cores needs to be
completed to gain additional insights.
It should be noted that our results based on one core may
present a significant overestimation when compared with the
entire Atka Bay. The governing factor is the present sea-ice
thickness (and to a lesser degree the snow depth) at a
sampling site when a platelet layer starts to form. The greater
this thickness, the lower is the remaining growth of solid sea
ice during winter and, at the same time, the relative
contribution of platelet ice. For our sampling sites in 2012
(Fig. 3), we would expect the least contribution of platelet ice
at ATKA07, as this site had a very high initial thickness (�2 m)
and only grew �1 m during winter. Estimating the fraction of
platelet ice there as �30%, an appropriate estimate of the
average bay-wide platelet-ice fraction would be �60%. Note
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that these numbers do not represent the contribution of ice
platelets to the total sea-ice mass (next subsection), but rather
the fraction of platelet-influenced crystal structure.

Contribution of ice platelets to total fast-ice mass and
freeboard
In order to assess the contribution of ice platelets to the total
sea-ice mass and the influence on freeboard, it is necessary
to separate the part of sea ice grown by heat conduction to
the atmosphere on the one hand, and the ice-platelet
formation by relieved supercooling in the water column on
the other. Based on our field observations and model results,
we assume � ¼ 0:25, initial sea-ice formation in April and
the accumulation of a moderate snow cover from June
onwards. A sea-ice growth simulation with the model then
yields a December maximum thickness of solid fast ice of
2 m. This is a reasonable estimate for the conditions of 2012,
since the quick build-up of thickness in the west by wind
stress is at least partly compensated by a delayed freeze
onset in the east. Under these conditions, and taking into
account that ice-platelet accumulation starts in June, our
growth model suggests that the lower 1.2 m of solid sea ice
contains incorporated ice platelets. This estimate is also
supported by the sea-ice texture. Their total mass then
amounts to an effective thickness of �0.3 m, or 15% of the
solid sea ice. This thickness gain is on the same order of
magnitude as that found in the theoretical study of Hellmer
(2004). He calculated that the ice-shelf/ocean interaction
may contribute up to 0.2 m of the sea-ice thickness over
significant areas of fast and pack ice in the Southern Ocean.
However, his approach did not explicitly take into account
the contribution of ice platelets. Subtracting this contribution of incorporated ice platelets, the remaining sea-ice
thickness becomes 1.7 m, or 85%, as a result of growth by
heat conduction from the ocean to the atmosphere. Multiplication of the average zp ¼ 4 m with � ¼ 0:25 � 0:1, and
addition of the contribution of incorporated ice platelets,
yields an effective sea-ice thickness equivalent to �1.3
� 0.52 m as a result of heat loss to the ocean during iceplatelet formation at depth. This corresponds to 43 � 12% of
solid and loose sea ice altogether.
Because the thickness of the platelet layer changes
with time, its contribution to freeboard is also variable.
Here we perform a sample calculation of how the additional
buoyancy of the ice platelets influences freeboard under the
assumption of hydrostatic equilibrium, using Archimedes’
law:
zf ¼

zp � ð�p

�w Þ þ zs � �s þ zsi � ð�si
�w

�w Þ

,

ð2Þ

where the subscript ‘f’ refers to freeboard, ‘s’ to snow, ‘si’ to
sea-ice, ‘p’ to platelet layer and ‘w’ to water; z is the thickness
and � is the density of the respective medium. Again
considering the conditions in December, we assume an
average sea-ice thickness of 2 m, a platelet-layer thickness of
4 m and � ¼ 0:25 � 0:1. Using typical densities (�w =
1032.3 kg m 3 , �si ¼ 925 kg m 3 and �s ¼ 330 kg m 3 ), the
resulting freeboard is �0.11 � 0.05 m higher than the
situation where underlying platelets are not present, independent of the snow cover.

Basalt melt of the Ekström Ice Shelf
Kipfstuhl (1991) calculated that the volume of ice platelets
accumulated under Atka Bay landfast sea ice accounts for

Table 4. Ekström Ice Shelf basal melt from previous studies and
contribution of ice platelets to total melt volume. a_ b : mean basal
melt rate; Vb : volume of basal melt for an area of 6000 km2 ; Vp Vb 1 :
fraction of ice-platelet volume from basal melt volume
Source

a_ b
ma

Neckel and others (2012)
Nicolaus and Grosfeld
(2004)
Sandhäger and Blindow
(2000)
Kipfstuhl (1991)

Method
1

Vb

Vp Vb 1

km3

0.44
0.98

Mass balance
2.64
Ocean-circulation 5.88
model
0.53 Ice-shelf flow model 3.18

0.22
0.1

0.73

0.13

Mass balance

4.38

0.18

12% of the basal melt volume observed under the Ekström
Ice Shelf (for � ¼ 0:2). Multiplication of the average effective
thickness equivalent of ice platelets found in this study
(1.3 m) by the fast-ice area (�440 km2 ) yields a total annual
platelet volume of Vp ¼ 0:57 km3 underlying the fast ice of
Atka Bay. Table 4 shows average basal melt rates of the
(main) western part of the Ekström Ice Shelf from selected
studies, along with total basal melt volume calculated for an
area of 6000 km2 . Based on our Vp and recent results of
Neckel and others (2012) for basal melt from mass-flux
divergence, we find that more than one-fifth of the basal
melt volume of the Ekström Ice Shelf is refrozen as loose and
incorporated platelets.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have investigated the seasonal evolution of landfast sea
ice and the underlying platelet layer at Atka Bay, eastern
Weddell Sea, during 2012/13. Sea-ice formation started in
March, and variable sea-ice conditions were observed
across Atka Bay, with different dates of initial formation,
contribution of dynamic growth processes and snow
accumulation. Sea-ice thickness was �2 m at the end of
the growth season, while dynamic growth and snow depths
of up to 1 m introduced large spatial variability. A thick
platelet layer was observed underlying the entire solid fastice sheet, with first observations of platelets in boreholes
and sea-ice cores in June. Potentially supercooled water was
present under the ice shelf during the entire winter. Underice video recordings revealed episodic events of high
upward fluxes of ice platelets, overlying a very low
continuous flux. The platelet-layer thickness increased until
December, with a bay-wide average of 4 m and a local
maximum of 10 m. When warm surface water intruded into
Atka Bay at the beginning of December, ice-platelet
accumulation ceased and the platelet layer thinned, shielding the solid ice above from significant bottom melt.
Through the additional buoyancy, surface flooding and
snow-ice formation were rarely observed, despite the thick
snow cover. Using a one-dimensional thermodynamic seaice model, we found a best-fit ice-volume fraction of
� ¼ 0:25 � 0:1 in the platelet layer. This corresponds to an
effective sea-ice thickness equivalent of 1.3 m as a result of
heat loss to the ocean, which is nearly half the combined
mass of solid sea ice and the underlying platelet layer. In
relation to Ekström Ice Shelf basal melt, we found that >20%
of the basal melt volume is refrozen as ice platelets trapped
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under Atka Bay fast ice. It is likely that the oceanographic
conditions in this area promote the transport of potentially
supercooled water out of the cavity, possibly leading to
further ice-platelet formation away from the coast.
In conclusion, this study highlights the dependence of
coastal sea-ice regimes on local ocean/ice-shelf interactions.
Basal processes mostly dominate sea-ice properties, with
platelet accumulations below the solid sea ice directly
impacting sea-ice energy and mass balance. As a consequence, uncertainties are introduced into numerical models
which do not account for heat loss to the ocean.
Furthermore, the additional buoyancy complicates sea-ice
thickness retrieval by altimetry techniques, an effect which
adds to other difficulties of remote-sensing techniques in
coastal areas (e.g. complex coastlines and snow cover).
Since this study was limited to Atka Bay and the Ekström Ice
Shelf, it is necessary to gain more insight into the temporal
and spatial variability of ice-platelet accumulations over
larger areas under Antarctic sea ice.
Although no obvious changes in sea-ice and oceanographic conditions were found in this study compared with
investigations 30 years ago, this will not necessarily be the
case in the future. Hellmer and others (2012), Pritchard and
others (2012) and Depoorter and others (2013) have
previously highlighted that the complex interactions between the Southern Ocean, the Antarctic ice shelves and the
sea-ice cover have significant global implications, and they
concluded that much more process understanding related to
ice-shelf cavities is needed. But since sub-ice-shelf processes are particularly difficult to investigate in situ, alternative approaches are needed to detect eventual changes in
this complex system. Studies of fast-ice properties are
comparatively easy to conduct, and we emphasize that
fast-ice characteristics, especially near ice shelves, may
provide a very sensitive, and yet practical, indicator of the
conditions and possible changes in the Antarctic. Hence
there exists an urgent need to perform these studies on a
more regular and circum-Antarctic basis, for example by
extending and intensifying the work in the Antarctic Fast Ice
Network (Heil and others, 2011).
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Abstract Ice shelves strongly interact with coastal Antarctic sea ice and the associated ecosystem by creating conditions favorable to the formation of a sub-ice platelet layer. The close investigation of this phenomenon and its seasonal evolution remains a challenge due to logistical constraints and a lack of suitable
methodology. In this study, we characterize the seasonal cycle of Antarctic fast ice adjacent to the Ekstr€
om
Ice Shelf in the eastern Weddell Sea. We used a thermistor chain with the additional ability to record the
temperature response induced by cyclic heating of resistors embedded in the chain. Vertical sea-ice temperature and heating proﬁles obtained daily between November 2012 and February 2014 were analyzed to
determine sea-ice and snow evolution, and to calculate the basal energy budget. The residual heat ﬂux
translated into an ice-volume fraction in the platelet layer of 0.18 6 0.09, which we reproduced by a independent model simulation and agrees with earlier results. Manual drillings revealed an average annual
platelet-layer thickness increase of at least 4 m, and an annual maximum thickness of 10 m beneath
second-year sea ice. The oceanic contribution dominated the total sea-ice production during the study,
effectively accounting for up to 70% of second-year sea-ice growth. In summer, an oceanic heat ﬂux of 21
W m22 led to a partial thinning of the platelet layer. Our results further show that the active heating
method, in contrast to the acoustic sounding approach, is well suited to derive the fast-ice mass balance in
regions inﬂuenced by ocean/ice-shelf interaction, as it allows subdiurnal monitoring of the platelet-layer
thickness.

1. Introduction

This is an open access article under the
terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs
License, which permits use and
distribution in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited, the
use is non-commercial and no
modiﬁcations or adaptations are
made.
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Sea ice is a critical component in the global climate system, and an important marine habitat. Its inﬂuence
ranges from the formation of polar deep water masses involved in the global thermohaline circulation [Fahrbach et al., 2001], over the global radiation budget via albedo effects on the lower atmosphere [Perovich
et al., 2007] to the heat and light distribution in the water column [Nicolaus et al., 2012]. In the Southern
Ocean, sea ice spreads over millions of square kilometers at all times of the year. The Antarctic sea-ice cover
has, on average, expanded since the late 1970s [Parkinson and Cavalieri, 2012], an evolution which is the
sum of large regional differences whose drivers are currently only poorly understood. Proposed explanations
include teleconnections of atmospheric circulation systems and changes in wind forcing [Liu et al., 2004;
Lefebvre and Goosse, 2008; Simpkins et al., 2012; Holland and Kwok, 2012; Li et al., 2014], increased precipitation [Fichefet and Maqueda, 1999; Liu and Curry, 2010], as well as atmosphere and ocean feedbacks [Zhang,
2007; Stammerjohn et al., 2008]. Several other studies investigated the inﬂuence of an increased freshwater
ﬂux by enhanced melting of Antarctic ice shelves on sea-ice formation, but results remain inconclusive
[Swingedouw et al., 2008; Bintanja et al., 2013, 2015; Swart and Fyfe, 2013]. In order to understand the complex interactions, much more insight into the relevant processes is needed.
The changing large-scale wind patterns almost exclusively affect the drifting pack ice, while sea ice attached
to coastal features is often strongly inﬂuenced by nearby ice shelves [e.g., Mahoney et al., 2011; Smith et al.,
2012]. This land-fast sea ice (fast ice) is an important interface between the Antarctic ice sheet and the pack
ice or the ocean [Massom et al., 2001] and constitutes between 5% and 35% of total sea-ice area during
months of maximum and minimum total sea-ice area in East Antarctica [Fraser et al., 2012], respectively. It is
ideal to study in detail the processes which modify Antarctic sea-ice properties in general [Heil et al., 2011].
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Research on the physical properties of fast ice has largely been focusing on areas close to Antarctic bases,
for example, at L€
utzow Holm Bay [Kawamura et al., 1997; Ohshima et al., 2000; Uto et al., 2006], Prydz Bay
[Heil, 2006; Tang et al., 2007; Lei et al., 2010], and McMurdo Sound [Jeffries et al., 1993; Purdie et al., 2006;
Gough et al., 2012].
Some of these locations exhibit characteristics that reﬂect a strong ocean/ice-shelf interaction, manifested
through the presence of a sub-ice platelet layer. This special sea-ice type not only modiﬁes the properties,
mass and energy balance of an overlying solid sea-ice cover [Hoppmann et al., 2015], it also acts as a habitat
for a substantial amount of algal biomass [Arrigo et al., 1993; G€
unther and Dieckmann, 1999, 2001], provides
a protective environment for coastal ﬁsh species [Vacchi et al., 2000], and might also allow conclusions
about processes in the ice-shelf cavity. While the formation mechanisms of ice crystals in supercooled
waters are in principle understood [Mager et al., 2013], little is known about the spatiotemporal variability of
sub-ice platelet layers in Antarctica. Despite their importance for the climate and ecosystem, a means to
effectively monitor Antarctic platelet layers remains a challenge due to the lack of suitable methodology. A
promising approach to determine its spatial variability is the application of (ground-based) multi-frequency
EM induction sounding [Hunkeler et al., 2015]. However, no method is currently available to provide information about its temporal evolution without the need for extensive logistics.
Providing a relatively inexpensive alternative to ﬁeld campaigns, autonomous Ice Mass Balance Buoys
(IMBs) have been widely used in recent years to monitor the sea-ice mass balance at a ﬁxed study site [Perovich and Elder, 2001]. Typical IMBs are equipped with a thermistor chain extending through the snow and
sea-ice cover into the upper ocean, as well as with acoustic sensors monitoring the position of the ice/water
and air/snow (air/ice) interfaces [Richter-Menge et al., 2006]. They usually also record GPS position, sea level
pressure and 2 m air temperature. If combined, these data not only reveal changes in the sea-ice mass balance due to ice growth, surface melt, and bottom ablation, they also provide valuable information about
the snow cover. In a next step, the observed changes can be correlated with variables associated with the
external drivers, such as the beginning and duration of the summer melt season, the length of the growth
season, and the oceanic heat ﬂux. By doing so, one is not only able to obtain information about the state of
the sea-ice cover, but also to gain important insight into the driving forces behind the ongoing changes.
However, these instruments are usually expensive and take a substantial effort to deploy.
Recently, a promising new type of thermistor chain IMB has been developed [Jackson et al., 2013], which is
signiﬁcantly lower in cost than comparable instruments and very easy to deploy. A special feature of this
design is the ability to actively heat embedded resistors near the temperature sensors, which is described in
more detail below. Despite the growing demand and application of this buoy type, no consistent data set
has been published to date and the instrument’s full potential is still to be determined.
In this study, we analyzed data from such a thermistor chain, in order to determine the physical properties
of an ice-shelf inﬂuenced sea-ice cover and its seasonal evolution. The instrument was operated on the fast
ice of Atka Bay, eastern Weddell Sea, between November 2012 and February 2014. These measurements
were combined with continuous meteorological and oceanographic data, as well as manual thickness measurements and model simulations, in order to quantify the processes governing sea-ice mass balance, and to
characterize their seasonality. At the same time, we assessed the potential of this relatively new instrument
design on the basis of this unique data set, highlighting its advantages and pointing out its caveats to assist
the interpretation of such data sets in future studies.

2. Methods
2.1. Field Setting
This study was conducted on the generally ﬁrst-year fast ice of Atka Bay, a sheltered embayment adjacent to the Ekstr€
om Ice Shelf (Figure 1). The geographic setting is described in more detail in Hoppmann et al. [2015] and references therein. A large iceberg (B15G) grounded in front of Atka Bay in
September 2012 (Figure 1b, dashed red curve), which sheltered the fast ice and prevented a breakup in
early 2013. The fast ice survived the summer and became thick second-year sea ice in 2013. The iceberg dislodged itself in August 2013 and drifted away westward with the coastal current. Between 9
and 16 February 2014, approximately two-thirds of the fast-ice area ﬁnally disintegrated into small ﬂoes,
marking the end of our study (Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Study area and thermistor chain deployment. (a) Location of this study on a map of Antarctica. (b) Landsat image of Atka Bay at the beginning of the fast-ice breakup
(9 February 2014). The main sampling site was located 3 km east of the western ice-shelf edge (ATKA03, white square). Auxiliary study sites are also indicated (squares), along
with the former position of grounded iceberg B15G (dashed red curve). (c) Landsat image from 16 February 2014, when 2/3 of the sea ice has broken up. Landsat
imagery courtesy of NASA Goddard Space Flight Center and U.S. Geological Survey, coastline data from Antarctic Digital Database 6.0. (d) Photo of thermistor chain deployment
(21 November 2012). (e) Schematic diagram of thermistor chain extending through air, snow, sea ice, and the sub-ice platelet layer.

2.2. Thermistor Chains
On 21 November 2012, we deployed a thermistor chain (Scottish Association for Marine Science, Oban,
Scotland) approximately 3 km from the Ekstr€
om Ice Shelf (Figure 1b). This location is a regular site of an
ongoing sea-ice monitoring program, mainly chosen for logistical reasons. It was within an area of moderately deformed sea ice, which initially formed in March/April 2012. For consistency with other studies [Hoppmann et al., 2015; Paul et al., 2015; Hunkeler et al., 2015], we refer to this site as ATKA03.
The vertical thermistor chain (TC) was installed on level sea ice, through a 0.05 m diameter borehole (Figure
1d). It consisted of 240 thermistors at a spacing of 0.02 m, with a total length of 4.8 m. To prevent the chain
from ﬂoating upward in the platelet layer, we attached a weight of 3 kg to the end of the chain. The hole
did not refreeze all the way up to the original snow/ice interface due to the large positive freeboard, so it
was ﬁlled up with snow after deployment. For our analysis we neglect this effect, and deﬁne the original
snow/ice interface as our reference snow/ice interface.
The surface unit was placed onto a wooden rack for stability, with a side arm to guide the chain (Figure 1e).
The temperature sensors (Maxim DS28EA00) have a resolution of 0.0625 C, and a worst-case accuracy of
62 C [Jackson et al., 2013]. We did not calibrate the chain, as the temperature sensors are offset-corrected by
the manufacturer in a precision temperature-controlled water bath at 1 C. Sensor drift is considered low. The
unique feature of this design is the operation similar to a combination of constant-current hot-wire anemometer and needle-probe thermal conductivity mode: after each regular temperature reading, embedded resistors
(1 kX) near the temperature sensors are heated to above ambient temperature with an excitation voltage of 8 V,
generating 63 mW of thermal energy. Heat is conducted away from the thermistors at a rate dependent on the
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temperature gradient, the thermal conductivity of the surrounding medium and its ﬂow rate, if liquid. Needleprobe thermal conductivity measurements were previously in snow research [Sturm and Johnson, 1992; Riche and
Schneebeli, 2013], while hot-wire anemometry is a standard technique of experimental ﬂuid dynamics and has
been described, for example, by La Barbara and Vogel [1976] and Perry [1982]. Generally, a greater temperature
rise is expected in air and snow than in water and ice due to their lower thermal conductivities. Since ice and
water thermal conductivities lie very close together, the additional cooling introduced by a nonzero ﬂow velocity
in water may counteract the seawater’s slightly lower thermal conductivity, potentially leading to difﬁculties in
the determination of an ice/water interface. A quantitative relationship between the temperature response of this
instrument and the thermal conductivity or ﬂow speed of a medium has not been found yet, mostly due to the
complex geometry, and this is also beyond the scope of this study. However, we will investigate in detail how
well the instrument is suited to accurately determine the location of the interfaces between air, snow, ice, and
water under ﬁeld conditions. A full description of the TC and the ‘‘heating mode’’ is available in Jackson et al.
[2013].
In our study, the heating duration and duty cycle were 120 s and 100% (of 63 mW), respectively, while the
temperature rise was recorded after 30 s and 120 s. This conﬁguration represents the default setting, recommended by Jackson et al. [2013] to provide a clear separation between the different media without reaching
saturation. The temperature difference after 30 s of heating is referred to as ‘‘30 s heating’’ or dT30 throughout this paper. The temperature difference after 120 s of heating is referred to as ‘‘120 s heating’’ or dT120,
accordingly.
Upon deployment, snow depth, freeboard, and sea-ice thickness at ATKA03 were 0.01 m, 0.40 6 0.05 m,
and 2.45 6 0.05 m, respectively. Determination of freeboard was difﬁcult due to ice platelets clogging the
borehole. The high initial thickness was the result of early formation and additional thickening due to ﬂoerafting. Sub-ice platelet-layer thickness was 4 m, with several interfaces of varying mechanical resistance
within the layer. Due to its deployment late in the growth season, the chain did not extend below the platelet layer. In the ﬁrst 3 weeks, the TC was conﬁgured to record the data every 6 h. It was reconﬁgured to
hourly measurements on 11 December 2012. During February 2013, the sea ice became nearly isothermal.
To save energy, the measurement interval was set to twice a day from February 2013. The batteries were
changed on 28 April 2013 and again on 5 January 2014, to prepare for a potential sea-ice breakup and subsequent drift into the central Weddell Sea. However, the instrument ceased operation during sea-ice disintegration on 9 February 2014 (Figure 1b).
Due to the variable measurement intervals, the data were interpolated to a daily grid. The thermistor numbers were converted to depth, with the original snow/ice interface as the zero reference. Data from one broken sensor were removed. Erroneous thermistor readings, appearing as spikes in the temperature proﬁles,
occurred sporadically (about 200 instances), and were removed manually. Spikes in the heating data were
removed automatically, and the missing data points were linearly interpolated. Air/snow/ice interfaces were
extracted automatically from temperature and heating proﬁles. The algorithms are not supplied because
they were speciﬁcally tuned to this data set. The ice/water interface was determined by visual inspection to
ensure the highest possible quality.
The temperature proﬁles and the interfaces extracted from heating proﬁles were used to calculate the seaice basal energy balance. Sea-ice growth, which is essentially a phase change at the ice bottom (latent heat
ﬂux, Fl), is a function of the conductive heat transfer through the sea ice to the air (Fc), the speciﬁc heat ﬂux
due to internal warming or cooling (Fs), and the oceanic heat ﬂux (Fw). Following the approach of Gough
et al. [2012], we calculated the oceanic heat ﬂux Fw by a residual method [McPhee and Untersteiner, 1982;
Purdie et al., 2006] as
Fw 5Fc 1Fl 1Fs :

(1)

We calculated the conductive, latent, and sensible heat ﬂuxes after Semtner [1976]:
Fc 5ksi 

@T
;
@z

Fl 5qsi  Lf 
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(4)

where the thermal conductivity ksi (q, S, T) is given by Pringle et al. [2007], @T
@z is the sea-ice temperature
gradient, z is the vertical coordinate, qsi is sea-ice density, Lf (S, T) is the sea-ice latent heat of fusion
given by Yen [1981] with a typographical error corrected as described by Pringle et al. [2007], @H
@t is the
sea-ice growth rate, csi (S, T) is the speciﬁc heat capacity [Yen, 1981], @T
is
the
temporal
gradient
in sea@t
ice temperature, and H is the position of the ice/water interface. The latent heat Lf (S, T) and the speciﬁc heat of sea ice csi (S, T) are functions of its temperature and salinity according to Untersteiner
[1961] and Yen et al. [1991]. Upward heat ﬂuxes, warming and melting have positive sign, and z
decreases from zero at the sea-ice surface. The energy balance has to be solved for a near-bottom reference level zr, through which heat transport by brine convection is unlikely to contribute signiﬁcantly
[Gough et al., 2012]. A stable bulk salinity may provide the necessary indication for this [Petrich et al.,
2006]. The selection of the reference level is critical for the calculation of Fc due to the nonlinearity of
the vertical sea-ice temperature proﬁle. A variety of reference levels have been used in the literature,
most recently summarized by Lei et al. [2014]. Gough et al. [2012] deﬁned the reference layer at 0.15 m
above the ice/water interface, in a study comparable to ours. Based on the latter study and in agreement with our salinity measurements from the sea-ice core near ATKA03 (Figure 3), we used a reference
level of 0.16 m from the ice/water interface for which we calculated the energy balance. The position of
the ice/water interface H and also its change with time @H
@t were derived from the heating proﬁles with
an uncertainty of 60.02 m. The reference level always followed the ice/water interface by zr 5 H 1 0.16 m.
The temperature gradient dT
dz across the reference level is obtained by a linear ﬁt to all thermistors within
60.14 m of zr. dT
is
determined
from the temperature T at the same level in neighboring time steps.
dt
Salinity is taken near zr from the interpolated proﬁle in Figure 3. We assumed qsi is 910 kg m23 throughout, which is near the top of the range for multiyear sea ice reviewed by Timco and Frederking [1996].
This is slightly higher than the density measured from a sea-ice core in December 2012, where brine loss
occurred during the measurement. The sea-ice growth rate was calculated as the temporal change in the
evolution of the ice/water interface, derived from the dT120 data. The interface had previously been
smoothed to remove the discrete steps originating from the thermistor spacing.
In order to assess the instrument’s ability to detect the presence of a sub-ice platelet layer, we compared
our main data set to a similar one obtained by a thermistor chain of the same type, deployed in the Weddell
Sea during Polarstern cruise ANT-XXIX/9. This IMB was installed on a platelet-free ﬂoe at 74 23.3400 S,
33 24.0120 W on 5 February 2014.
2.3. Automatic Weather Station
We twice deployed an automatic weather station (AWS) at ATKA03. First, it was operated from 2 October
to 27 December 2012, but only data since the deployment of the TC (21 November 2012) are shown here.
The AWS was recovered to avoid instrument loss due to a weakening of the fast-ice cover in late summer.
Second, we deployed the same setup again a few meters from the thermistor chain on 31 May 2013.
Measurements comprised air temperature and relative humidity (shielded HMP155A, Vaisala), barometric
pressure (61302V, RM Young Company), wind speed and direction (Marine Wind Monitor 05106-5, RM
Young Company) as well as downward and upward longwave and shortwave radiation (CNR4, Kipp and
Zonen) in 2 m height at 1 min intervals. We also recorded snow height using an acoustic sounder (SR50A,
Campbell Scientiﬁc) as an independent measurement to compare to snow depth derived from TC temperature and heating proﬁles. Finally, the AWS data were combined with data obtained at the meteorological
observatory of Neumayer III [K€
onig-Langlo and Loose, 2007] to generate a consistent forcing for a thermodynamic sea-ice growth model [Bitz and Lipscomb, 1999; Hoppmann et al., 2015].
2.4. Oceanographic Data
We used oceanographic data from the Perennial Acoustic Observatory in the Antarctic Ocean (PALAOA)
[Boebel et al., 2006]. An unpumped Sea-Bird Electronics (SBE) 37 MicroCAT was installed in the water column
at a depth of about 155 m, 70 m below the ice shelf bottom and 90 m above the sea ﬂoor, in 2006. Since
then, PALAOA was gradually transported closer to the ice-shelf edge due to the ﬂowing glacier, and an end
of its operation is expected in 2015. The instrument continuously records conductivity, temperature, and
pressure at 30 min intervals, with an accuracy of 60.0003 S m21, 60.002 C, and 60.5 m, respectively.
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Figure 2. Meteorological conditions during the study period, as measured by the automatic weather station (red/green) and at Neumayer
III (black/gray). Thin curves represent the measurements every minute, thick curves are daily averages. (a) Air temperature (2 m); (b) barometric pressure; (c) relative humidity; (d) wind speed (BF: Beaufort) and (e) wind direction. The blue arrows indicate the passage of synoptic
systems in winter, associated with an advection of warm air, lower barometric pressure, high relative humidity, and strong easterly winds.
The shaded area illustrates the annual cycle of polar day and night.

The distance to ATKA03 was 10 km in 2012/2013 (Figure 1b). The data set was checked for consistency
and it can safely be assumed that the recordings were not affected by ice accretion on the instrument due
to the presence of supercooled water. From the measurements, we calculated absolute salinity, potential
temperature, and the surface freezing point using the Gibbs Seawater (GSW) Oceanographic Toolbox
[McDougall and Barker, 2011].
2.5. Sea-Ice Cores
Two full-thickness, 0.09 m diameter cores to determine sea-ice physical properties were retrieved at
ATKA03 on 19 and 27 December 2013. We measured in situ temperatures in the core from 19 December in 0.1 m intervals, using a hand-held thermometer inserted into 2 mm holes drilled to the center of
the core. The core was packed in a styrofoam box, temporarily stored at Neumayer III, and later transported to Bremerhaven at 220 C in order to perform a texture analysis. We drilled another core on 27
December, which was segmented into 0.1 m pieces on a bench immediately after being brought to the
surface. The porosity of the segments was high and brine drainage could not be prevented. The segments were sealed in plastic boxes and transported to the laboratory. The density of each segment was
calculated using a mass/volume approach [Timco and Frederking, 1996]. The segments were melted at a
temperature of 4 C to minimize cell damage to algae present in the sea ice. Salinity was determined
using a calibrated conductivity meter (WTW Cond3110). The samples were ﬁltered and Chlorophyll-a
was measured by a ﬂuorometric method [Welschmeyer, 1994]. We used the sea-ice temperature, salinity,
and density proﬁles to calculate brine and gas volume fractions according to Lepp€
aranta and Manninen
[1988]. Horizontal and vertical thin sections of the archived core were prepared and photographed
between crossed polarizers.
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2.6. Drillings
Since the 4.8 m long thermistor chain did not
extend through the entire platelet layer, the
temperature and heating data shown here do
not allow unambiguous conclusions about the
evolution of its thickness. In order to reveal the
platelet-layer’s spatiotemporal evolution across
the entire Atka Bay, we provide additional
platelet-layer thickness data obtained by manual drillings at different sites throughout the
study. One measurement was performed per
site and visit. We thereby expand the study of
Hoppmann et al. [2015], who described the
platelet-layer evolution under ﬁrst-year fast ice,
to second-year fast ice.
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The initial setup and preparation of the forcing
data were performed as described by Hoppmann et al. [2015], with corrections applied to
air temperature (10.5 C), relative humidity
(22%), barometric pressure (14.1 hPa), and
upward longwave radiation (16.5 W m22) to
account for the different meteorological conditions on the sea ice compared to Neumayer III
on the ice shelf (see Figure 2).
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Figure 3. Sea-ice properties from cores retrieved at ATKA03 in December
2012. (a) Temperature (red), salinity (blue), and density proﬁles (black). The
thin blue curve represents an interpolated salinity proﬁle. (b) Brine (blue)
and gas volume fractions (red), and Chlorophyll-a content (black). (c) Horizontal and vertical thin sections, photographed between crossed polarizers. The texture scheme to the left of the respective vertical thin sections
was derived by visual inspection. The formation time in 2012 was determined by comparison to sea-ice thickness measurements (see text).
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where b is the fraction of solid ice mass in a
deﬁned volume in the platelet layer (ice-volume fraction).
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2.7. Sea-Ice Growth Simulation
We simulated fast-ice growth by a onedimensional, thermodynamic model [Bitz and
Lipscomb, 1999] forced with local atmospheric
data, and with snow depth derived from TC
temperature proﬁles. We modiﬁed the original
sea-ice growth rate @H
@t in the model by
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This section is structured as follows: ﬁrst, we
highlight the environmental conditions during
the study period, then we present results from
our sea-ice core analysis. We investigate our
main data set, thermistor chain temperature
and heating proﬁles, and use these to calculate
the basal energy balance. We then determine
sea-ice growth from conductive heat ﬂux alone
and compare our observations to simulated
fast-ice growth. Finally, we complement the
results of our main data set with results of manual sub-ice platelet-layer thickness measurements and oceanographic conditions.
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3.1. Environmental Conditions
Between TC deployment and mid-December 2012, the 2 m air temperature remained below the freezing
point (Figure 2a). On 17 December, daily average temperatures rose above the freezing point for four consecutive days, before steadily decreasing until April 2013. During late autumn and winter, the air temperature ﬂuctuated widely. Sudden changes in daily average air temperatures in excess of 20 K were recorded
over 2 or 3 days. The overall minimum daily mean temperature of 238.5 C was measured on 3 May 2013.
Temperatures stabilized in early spring, and increased again from October 2013.
Storm activities, accompanied by increased wind speed and warm air advection, occurred about twice a
month during the entire study, and about once per week during winter (Figure 2d). Those events were
always associated with easterly winds (Figure 2e). These observations are in accordance with the general
climatology of Neumayer III [K€
onig-Langlo et al., 1998].
3.2. Sea-Ice Cores
The sea-ice core recovered at ATKA03 on 19 December 2012 was 2.58 m long. There was no snow, freeboard was about 0.4 m, and the platelet-layer thickness was about 4 m. The core obtained on 27 December
2012 was 2.4 m long, without any snow on top. The platelet-layer thickness was 4.2 m, and freeboard was
not recorded.
Temperatures were near-isothermal below 0.65 m, and above 22.5 C throughout the entire sea-ice core
(Figure 3a). Salinity ranged from 0 at the surface to 13.8 in the skeletal layer at the bottom, with an overall
average of 4.54. Sea-ice density was on average 850 kg m23, with a minimum of 490 kg m23 near the top.
This measurement underestimated the real density by up to 10% due to imprecise sawing, missing ice
pieces, and especially brine loss at these high temperatures. For our calculation of air-volume fraction, we
therefore used a sea-ice density of 910 kg m23. Air volume fraction was on average 9%, and highest at the
top of the core (>40%), which is explained by surface melt and brine drainage. The brine volume fraction
was on average 11%, with the usually observed maximum in the skeletal layer of 35%.
The crystal structure (Figure 3c) was classiﬁed by visual inspection of thin sections from the sea-ice core,
acknowledging that this interpretation may be subjective. Fine-grained crystals and air inclusions were evident in the upper 0.5 m of the core. While crystal edges in the upper layer had largely eroded, these crystals
mostly resembled typical granular new ice formed under turbulent conditions. In the next 0.15 m, the texture showed distinct, albeit randomly oriented frazil crystals. We refer to this texture as platelet ice [Eicken
and Lange, 1989; Jeffries et al., 1993; Tison et al., 2013; Dempsey et al., 2010], with a crystal structure unlike
that of granular or columnar ice [Dempsey et al., 2010]. Multiple rafting was indicated by ﬁne-grained crystals, typical of snow ice (0.66–0.71 m), followed by platelet ice, and again by granular ice near 1 m. Below
1.15 m, larger crystals of draped platelet ice [Tison et al., 2013; Dempsey et al., 2010], also sometimes
referred to as mixed columnar/platelet ice [Mahoney et al., 2011] were apparent throughout a large part of
the core length. Below 2.35 m, the shape of the platelets became blade-like [Eicken and Lange, 1989; Tison
et al., 2013; Dempsey et al., 2010]. The growth history of the sea ice was determined by comparison to thickness measurements made at ATKA03 throughout 2012 [Hoppmann et al., 2015]. These measurements
started in mid-June, when the sea ice was already about 1.4 m thick. Rafting seemed to have occurred until
May. Continuous thermodynamic growth set in afterward (at approximately 1.15 m), and was immediately
disrupted by the presence of platelets. In summary, about 25% of the core consisted of granular ice (and
eventually snow ice), the other 75% of platelet ice. A pure columnar texture was not observed.
3.3. Temperature and Heating Profiles
Figure 4 presents the main data set of this study, comprising (a) temperature, (b) dT30, and (c) dT120 measurements obtained by the TC between 21 November 2012 and 9 February 2014, interpolated to daily proﬁles. The prominent vertical structures in Figures 4b and 4c were a result of a drop in voltage applied to the
resistors during heating.
In the following, we will try to uncover the variety of information hidden in these data: the temporal evolution of (1) the snow cover, (2) the snow/ice interface (including surface melt); (3) the ice/water interface
(sea-ice growth); (4) the presence of internal melt and refreezing; (5) sub-ice platelet-layer thickness; (6) conductive heat ﬂux; and ﬁnally (7) the basal energy balance including the calculation of a residual (oceanic)
heat ﬂux. The effect of solar radiation penetrating into the snow and potentially leading to a warming of
the upper thermistors is neglected throughout this paper.
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Figure 4. Data measured by the thermistor chain during the study period. (a) Daily temperature proﬁles; (b) temperature rise after 30 s
heating (dT30); (c) temperature rise after 120 s heating (dT120); (d) snow surface retrieved from temperature difference between adjacent
upper thermistors (DT, solid curve) and acoustic sounding (dashed curve); (e) selected temperature proﬁles under different environmental
conditions at times indicated in (a).

3.4. Snow Depth
Comparison of snow depths derived from temperature differences between adjacent thermistors (DT) in
the upper part of the chain with those determined from the AWS acoustic sounder revealed generally similar patterns and features, despite the high snow-depth variability (Figure 4d). The large temperature differences in the top 0.2–0.3 m of the sea ice originated from the lack of refreezing in the part of the
deployment hole above the sea surface. Snow depth was on average 0.14 6 0.09 m throughout the study.
June exhibited by far the thickest snow cover, 0.31 6 0.11 m, with a maximum of 0.42 m. Snow depth
before June was 0.08 6 0.05 m and 0.16 6 0.06 m afterward.
3.5. Snow/Ice Interface
The evolution of the snow/ice interface was best identiﬁed from the dT30 and dT120 proﬁles (Figures 4b and
4c). It was characterized by a high temperature difference of up to 2 C between adjacent thermistors in the
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Table 1. Monthly Average Residual Heat Flux (Fw) in W m22 and Sea-Ice Thickness Increased (D zsi) in mm During the Study
2012
Monthly average
Mean
Std
D zsi in mm
% due to Fw

2013

2014

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

22.26
0.44
20
36

20.74
1.45
46
21

0.63
0.30
5

20.01
0.13
1.2

20.40
0.07
4.4

20.28
0.32
49
7

22.31
1.11
147
21

21.81
0.64
113
20

21.61
0.45
101
21

22.01
0.68
140
19

21.02
0.57
132
10

20.68
0.84
123
7

21.13
0.83
95
15

22.04
0.48
74
36

20.60
0.81
32
24

0.97
0.09
0.01

R

1080
18

dT120 data. This originated from the difference in thermal conductivity between snow and sea ice, which
was about one order of magnitude. This interface was variable in height, differing by up to 0.3 m throughout the study. This was most likely again a consequence of the limited refreezing of the deployment hole,
and does not reﬂect natural processes. However, the dT30 and dT120 proﬁles exhibited some interesting features near the snow/ice interface. During summer 2012/2013 and more pronounced in 2013/2014, areas
with thermal characteristics that resemble the lower thermistors were apparent. It is likely that these were
manifestations of meltwater formation and refreezing at the surface. Please note that the changing snow/
ice interface described here is different from the reference snow/ice interface, which was assumed as constant for the calculation of snow depth and sea-ice thickness in this paper.
3.6. Ice/Water Interface
Isothermal conditions in the sea ice and the sub-ice platelet layer dominated the temperature proﬁles from
January to May 2013, more than 1/3 of the year (Figure 4a). Under these circumstances, a determination of
the ice/water interface from temperature measurements alone was impossible. However, the evolution of
the ice/water interface was most pronounced in the dT120 proﬁles (Figure 4c, dashed white curve). For all
further calculations in this study, we used an ice/water interface manually derived from the dT120 proﬁles.
The resulting interface was additionally smoothed by a 10 day running mean to overcome the discrete distance between adjacent thermistors. During the study, the sea-ice thickness increased by 1.1 m, from 2.44
to 3.54 m. 0.1 m of this growth occurred between mid-November and mid-December 2012, when growth
ceased for approximately 4 months. The remaining 1 m of growth occurred between mid-April 2013 and
early January 2014. The average growth rate was 0.0024 6 0.0017 m d21 over the entire study, and
0.0033 6 0.0011 m d21 over the growth season only. The monthly sea-ice thickness increase is shown in
Table 1.
3.7. Internal Melt and Refreezing
Several areas are present within the sea ice that exhibited a slightly higher dT30 and dT120 than the surrounding sea ice (Figures 4b and 4c, lighter blue). Due to the limited precision of the thermistors, these are
difﬁcult to identify. They are most likely indications of a phase transition from solid sea ice into the liquid
phase, indicating internal melt. These structures were then altered by the advancing freezing front, which
subsequently increased the solid fraction in the interior. This transition started approximately 0.5 m below
the zero reference in February 2013. Shortly before April 2013, it was masked by the sea ice below, probably
due to decreased melt in lower layers, leading to a reduction in the contrast. However, an artiﬁcial freezing
front can be set to the bottom of the sea ice, marking the onset of active basal growth at the end of April
2013 (Figure 4b, dashed curve). Minor instances of different thermal characteristics inside the upper sea-ice
layer were also apparent from January 2014, marking again the beginning of internal melt. Note that the
freezing front (in contrast to the ice/water interface) may also be inferred from the temperature proﬁles
(Figure 4a), by below-freezing temperatures which advanced through the sea-ice cover between February
and April 2013.
3.8. Sub-ice Platelet Layer
TC-derived temperatures of the sub-ice platelet layer remained slightly below the freezing point throughout
the study. Compared to simultaneous temperature measurements taken with a CTD75M (Sea and Sun Technology) in or near the platelet layer, thermistor temperatures were always lower. This is due to the thermistor’s limited resolution causing a low signal-noise ratio given the very small temperature differences found
in the seawater/platelet mixture. In order to interpret the heating data in the sub-ice platelet layer of Atka
Bay (AB), it is useful to compare our results to measurements by an identical instrument in a sea-ice regime
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Figure 5. (a) Temperature and (b) dT120 proﬁles from a drifting thermistor chain in the central Weddell Sea.

without a platelet layer. Therefore, we chose to include a data set recorded in the central Weddell Sea (WS)
in 2014 (Figure 5). It is immediately evident that the dT120 of sub-sea-ice thermistors at AB was 0.5 C
higher than in the WS, which is nearly 10 times the stated precision. Between February and May 2013, this
difference partly vanished in the lowermost thermistors. This could be an indication of either the presence
of ﬂowing seawater, or sea ice temporarily attaching itself to the chain. We will discuss this in greater detail
later.
When closely investigated, the WS data set exhibits another striking feature. When a thermistor chain is
installed, it usually takes a while for the hole to refreeze entirely, especially under warmer conditions. Such
a refreezing front is clearly visible in the heating data depicted in Figure 5b. At the same time, the thermistors located in the deployment hole obviously detected different thermal characteristics than those in the
ocean below, again reﬂecting the sensitivity of this approach to the ﬂow velocity of a medium.

3.9. Conductive Heat Flux
Bulk conductive heat ﬂux Fc was estimated for layers of 0.2 m thickness through the entire sea-ice cover
according to equation (2). For the calculation of ksi (q, S, T), we used a smoothed salinity proﬁle based on
Figure 3 and a sea-ice density of 910 kg m23. The average conductive heat ﬂux was calculated between the
actual snow/ice interface and the ice/water interface (Figure 6a).
The conductive heat ﬂux near the snow/ice interface showed typical short-term ﬂuctuations as a
response to the rapid changes in the synoptic-scale atmospheric forcing, particularly air temperature.
The absolute magnitude of Fc as well as the gradient generally decreased between upper and lower
layers. The bottom layer lagged the induced variations in the upper sea-ice layer, which is most pronounced (up to 2 months) in autumn and spring. Apart from the expectedly low conductive heat ﬂux in
summer, several local minima also occurred during winter. These were especially apparent between
August and October 2014, and are linked to relatively warm surface air advected to the site by passing
synoptic systems (Figure 2). Another local minimum was observed during June 2013, lasting for more
than 1 month. This was associated with a local maximum of snow cover (up to 0.4 m) described above.
In contrast to the passage of the synoptic systems, this change of snow conditions also strongly affected
the lower sea-ice layers.
Average Fc was low at the beginning of the study. Between December 2012 and February 2013, the temporal lag of warming in the sea-ice interior resulted in vertical temperature inversions and a subsequent negative Fc. This is a reﬂection of thermal energy transported into the sea-ice interior, downward at the top and
upward at the base, leading to internal sea-ice warming and eventually also melt as described by Lei et al.
[2014]. This condition was also observed between late December 2013 and February 2014. Typical vertical
temperature inversion proﬁles are shown in Figure 4e (E1, E6, and E7). The average Fc increased gradually
during atmospheric cooling in the transition from summer to winter (Figure 6b), reaching its absolute
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Figure 6. (a) Conductive heat ﬂux through sea ice with contours at 220, 210, 0 (thick black curve), 10 and 20 W m . Due to snow in the
drill hole, the part between the reference snow/ice interface (zero) and the true snow/ice interface (solid white curve) was omitted. The
white arrows correspond to the synoptic systems shown in Figure 2. (b) Average vertical conductive heat ﬂux between the snow/ice interface and the ice/water interface. (c) Daily heat ﬂuxes (thin curves) through a reference layer near the sea-ice base (dashed white curve in
Figure 6a). The thick curves represent the 5 day running mean. Fc is the heat conducted upward through the reference layer, Fl is the latent
heat required to form the thickness of sea ice added, Fs is the sensible heat ﬂux which accounts for a temperature change in the reference
layer, and Fw is the residual heat ﬂux. The shaded areas represent the cumulative individual measurement uncertainties. Upward heat
ﬂuxes, warming and melting have a positive sign.

maximum of approximately 20 W m22 in early May 2013. It then ﬂuctuated around 10 W m22, until atmospheric warming from October 2013 as well as the increased sea-ice thickness again led to a gradual
decrease.
3.10. Basal Energy Balance
In the basal energy balance (Figure 6c), upward heat ﬂuxes, warming and melting have a positive sign, and
shaded areas represent the overall uncertainties described below. The conductive heat ﬂux through the reference layer (Fc, black) showed a similar pattern, although smoothed, to the vertically averaged conductive
heat ﬂux described above. The temperature change in the reference layer (Fs, green) was negligible. The
(latent) heat removed to grow sea ice (Fl, red) roughly followed, but at the same time, exceeded the amount
of heat conducted upward to the atmosphere and thus allowed for sea-ice thermodynamic growth. This
resulted in a negative residual heat ﬂux (Fw, blue) between 25 and 0 W m22 throughout the growth periods
(November 2012 to January 2013, April 2013 to January 2014). The monthly averages of Fw are given in
Table 1. On average, 18% of the sea-ice thickness gain during the study period was not accounted for by
upward heat conduction (thermodynamic growth).
The overall uncertainties were estimated by cumulative variation of individual uncertainties in the measurements. Those were 61 for salinity, 60.0625 C for thermistor readings and 625 kg m23 for the sea-ice density. Although the principal uncertainty in the retrieval of the ice/water interface is 60.02 m, the uncertainty
in the running mean, which is used for the growth-rate calculation, is considered to be very small. Note that
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Figure 7. Comparison of sea-ice growth in 2013, derived from thermistor
chain (TC) measurements and calculated from conductive heat ﬂux alone
(solid curves), along with results of different model simulations (dashed
curves). The actual TC measurement (black line) is used as a zero reference.
The upper half of the graph indicates thicker sea ice than this reference,
the lower half indicates thinner sea ice. Filled areas represent a variation of
ice-volume fraction b of 60.02 in the model (dashed violet curves), and
the variation of the reference layer of 60.02 m for the calculation of the
conductive heat ﬂux (solid green curves).

3.11. Model Results and Ice-Volume
Fraction
The results of different model runs (dashed
curves) are shown in Figure 7, where the
actual sea-ice thickness as determined from
TC heating proﬁles is used as a zero reference. A positive sea-ice thickness difference
(upper part of the graph) means thicker sea
ice than observed, and vice versa.

Simulated sea-ice thickness with an unmodiﬁed growth rate and TC snow depth (b 5 0,
dashed red curve) differed from the
observed sea-ice thickness by about 0.15 m
at the end of growth. We performed additional model simulations with measured
snow depth and modiﬁed growth rates according to equation (5), and show here only the results for
b 5 0.16, 0.18, and 0.20 (violet curves, bottom to top). The best ﬁt between simulated and observed thickness was achieved for b 5 0.18. Uncertainties of b were discussed in detail in Hoppmann et al. [2015], and
are estimated as approximately 0.10 mainly due to uncertainties in upward longwave radiation. Further
model experiments without a snow cover and b 5 0.18 yielded a sea-ice thickness gain of 0.23 m (dashed,
dark gray curve), while the combined absence of snow and platelets resulted in a net gain of 0.025 m
(dashed, light gray curve).

Also shown is the adjusted growth rate @H
@t adj , which was calculated from the basal energy balance only
accounting for the conductive heat ﬂux (Fw 5 0, solid green curve):
 
@H
Fc 1Fs
5
:
(6)
@t adj qsi  Lf
This generally represents a platelet-free scenario, and agrees well with the model result for b 5 0. The uncertainties caused by a slight shift of the reference layer (60.02 m, shaded area between green curves) are also
given for illustration.
3.12. Sub-ice Platelet Layer Thickness
Part of the platelet-layer thickness data (Figure 8; November 2012 to February 2013) were already described
in detail in Hoppmann et al. [2015] and are included here due to the overlapping study interval. The initial
platelet-layer thickness was on average about 4 m at the beginning of this study, decreasing to 3 m in January and toward 2 m in February. This thinning was associated with the inﬂow of warm water. Although not
many data points are available between February and April 2013 due to safety concerns, it is likely that a
platelet layer of 1–2 m thickness survived the summer. The ﬁrst measurements at the end of April revealed
an average thickness of about 4 m (with a high variability), steadily increasing at all sites between June and
December 2013. The average platelet accumulation at all sites between April and December was approximately 4 m, leading to a mean overall thickness of about 8 m. The highest annual thickness gain of 6 m was
observed at ATKA11 (Figure 8b, black triangle), the highest absolute thickness of 10 m was measured at
ATKA07 (white diamond) in October 2013. The seawater temperature below the northern ice shelf (Figure
8c) was below the surface freezing point between April and November 2013, with a minimum in late May.
With the continuous inﬂow of relatively warm water at the end of November 2013, as determined from CTD
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Figure 8. Platelet-layer thickness at the six sites between 2012 and 2014, along with oceanographic conditions recorded at a measurement site below the Ekstr€
om Ice Shelf. (a) Coarse map of the study area. The dark gray and dashed curves represent ice rises and rumples,
respectively. (b) Sub-ice platelet-layer thickness evolution at different study sites, with symbols corresponding to their location according
to Figure 8a. The blue star indicates the likely platelet-layer thickness determined by the IMB. (c) Seawater salinity (red) and temperature
(black) measured by the MicroCAT at a depth of 155 m, at full resolution (thin curves) and 7 day running mean (thick curves). The corresponding surface freezing point is given in blue. The shaded area indicates the continuous inﬂow of relatively warm water.

measurements under the sea ice, the platelet-layer thickness again started to decrease. The time series
stops shortly before the fast-ice breakup on 9 February 2014.

4. Discussion
In the ﬁrst part of the discussion, we focus on the following factors that inﬂuenced the properties of the
fast-ice cover and its basal energy balance in our study: (1) the general atmospheric conditions and the passage of synoptic systems, (2) the snow cover, (3) near-surface seawater temperatures, and (4) the properties
of the sub-ice platelet layer. Combining all our results, we ﬁnally provide a schematic diagram depicting the
seasonal evolution of fast ice in Atka Bay (2012–2014) near the Ekstr€
om Ice Shelf. In the second part, we discuss the potential of the instrument on the basis of this unique data set, and point out several limitations.
4.1. Seasonal Cycle of Fast Ice near an Ice Shelf
Since the sea-ice bottom was always near or at the freezing point (Figure 4a), near-surface air temperatures and
snow depth governed the overall sea-ice temperature gradient, and with it the conductive heat ﬂux. While the
recurrent passage of relatively warm synoptic systems (Figure 2) strongly modiﬁed the temperature gradient in
the upper part of the sea ice, these relatively rapid changes barely inﬂuenced the sea-ice bottom (Figure 6a). This
is mainly due to the large thickness of the second-year sea ice and therefore these conditions did not inﬂuence
the conductive heat ﬂux through the near-bottom reference layer (Figure 6c). In contrast, the atmospheric conditions determined the presence of precipitation and snow drift, which play a crucial role in the evolution of a seaice cover through the low thermal conductivity of the snow. The strong insulating effect was particularly apparent
in June and July 2013, when snow depth was at its maximum of up to 0.4 m (Figure 4e). With a delay of several
weeks, this effect led to a drastic reduction of the temperature gradient, and consequently the sea-ice growth
rate. As also shown in our model simulations, snow depth had a substantial inﬂuence on overall sea-ice growth.
When comparing model runs with the measured snow depth throughout 2013 to a snow-free scenario, the seaice thickness at the end of the growth season was reduced by 23% (Figure 7). Unfortunately, ATKA03 was in the
lee of an iceberg 2 km to the east (Figure 1), leading to a strong modiﬁcation of snow deposition. The evolution
of the snow cover shown here, with an average of 0.14 m, is therefore not representative for Atka Bay in general,
which exhibited a signiﬁcantly higher overall snow depth. A more realistic snow cover, derived from snow measurements on transects across Atka Bay at 1 km intervals, yielded bay-wide averages of 0.3 m in April, to 1.3 m in
December 2013 (not shown). A corresponding model simulation with a linearly increasing snow cover revealed a
sea-ice thickness increase of only 0.58 m (not shown), including a contribution from ice platelets. The observed
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sea-ice growth of 1.1 m over this study (corresponding to 1 m in 2013) is therefore considered signiﬁcantly
above-average.
The presence of in situ supercooling in and in front of the ice-shelf cavity, also referred to as (supercooled) Ice
Shelf Water plumes, [Robinson et al., 2014], determines the formation of ice platelets [Lewis and Perkin, 1986].
As we do not have near-surface ocean data available at depths where in situ supercooling is most likely to
occur [Smith et al., 2001], we consider the presence of potentially supercooled water as an indicator for potential ice-platelet formation. Since the sub-ice shelf seawater temperature was consistently below the surface
freezing point between late April and December 2013, and with higher variability even earlier (Figure 8b), platelet formation is possible throughout. Hoppmann et al. [2015] showed that in Atka Bay a sub-ice platelet layer
starts to form during June. In contrast, results from our sea-ice texture analysis suggest that small platelets
already modiﬁed the sea-ice texture up to two months earlier, although we cannot identify the exact timing
from our measurements (Figure 3c). This is explained by the fact that the freezing interface in the early stage
of formation may outgrow the comparably slow platelet accumulation [Dempsey et al., 2010]. This hypothesis
is also conﬁrmed by the pattern of platelet-layer thickness evolution in 2013, which showed already a net
increase between February and May (Figure 8). It is unclear if this is the results of new accumulation or just
redistribution from sites closer to the ice shelf with higher platelet-layer thickness. However, our results conﬁrm the pattern of seasonal platelet-layer thickness evolution as found in Hoppmann et al. [2015], although a
higher rate of thickness increase suggests the presence of strong platelet redistribution by currents directly
under the sea ice. This has to be taken into account when interpreting platelet-layer thickness data in years
where the fast ice did not break out completely during the previous summer. As soon as warm Antarctic Surface Water reaches the ice-shelf front in November/December [Hattermann et al., 2012], the platelet layer
thinned at a rate of approximately 1 m month21 (Figure 8b). Using an ice-volume fraction of 0.18, as found in
the present study, this roughly corresponds to an oceanic heat ﬂux of 121 W m22, in accordance with observations on fast ice in other regions [Heil et al., 1996; Lei et al., 2010]. At the same time, melting of the solid sea
ice only occurred to a minor degree at the surface and in the ice interior (Figure 4). Despite the relatively high
summer temperatures (Figure 2a), the increased radiative heating and the high oceanic heat ﬂux, thermodynamic sea-ice growth even continued until the end of the study, albeit slowly (Figures 4b and 4c). This is due
to the platelet layer shielding the sea ice from below and the slow temporal progression of the 0 W m22 contour in the conductive heat ﬂux (Figure 6a) due to the large sea-ice thickness.
According to the basal energy balance, about 18% (0.2 m) of the overall sea-ice growth (1.1 m) originated
from a residual heat ﬂux. The selection of the reference level and the number of thermistors for the linear ﬁt
of the temperature gradient may alter this result signiﬁcantly. However, if the reference level is shifted,
results for which this residual heat ﬂux becomes positive, especially during the growth season, are implausible. It can therefore be safely assumed that the residual heat ﬂux should be <0 W m22 until at least midNovember. The negative residual heat ﬂux can be interpreted as a representation of the ice crystals just
below the advancing freezing interface [Gough et al., 2012]. These reduce the amount of heat that needs to
be transported upward in order to grow a certain sea-ice thickness. In this interpretation, our results translate into an ice-volume fraction b, of 0.18. In order to provide an uncertainty estimate, b can also be calculated inserting equation (6) into equation (5) as a platelet-free growth rate:
b512

Fc 1Fs
:
Fl

(7)

Averaging over the active sea-ice growth (May–January) results in Fc 5 7.06 6 2.08 W m22, Fl 5 28.5 6 2.24
W m22, and Fs 5 20.06 6 0.05 W m22. According to equation (7), and using Gaussian error propagation,
this corresponds to b 5 0.18 6 0.09.
In an independent approach, our model simulations with local atmospheric forcing and a variable growth
rate reproduced the observed sea-ice thickness evolution best with a b 5 0.18 (Figure 7). In addition to the
good agreement of this independent approach to our residual ﬂux calculation, this result also agrees well
with the ﬁndings of Kipfstuhl [1991] and especially Hoppmann et al. [2015], who simulated sea-ice growth at
several study sites with the same model setup, but with forcing data and independent observations (drillings) for the year 2012. Their result for ATKA03, the site of the present study, agrees within error, giving further conﬁdence in our results, the performance of the model and the quality of the forcing data. Using a
similar approach, Gough et al. [2012] found in their study an ice-volume fraction of 0.25 6 0.06. The
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the seasonal cycle of Atka Bay fast ice and the sub-ice platelet layer, based on results of Hoppmann et al.
[2015] for 2012 and this study for 2013/2014.

difference could be a reﬂection of the different TC setup, or more likely, the spatiotemporal variability in the
platelet layer itself. It is for example currently unclear how the crystal-size distribution depends on the geographical setting and the time of the year, and how this potentially modiﬁes the ice-volume fraction.
According to Hoppmann et al. [2015], accumulation and incorporation of platelets lead to an overall contribution to ﬁrst-year sea-ice mass of about 50% in Atka Bay. Here we extend this result to multiyear sea ice:
the platelet-layer thickness at ATKA03 increased by about 7 m, from approximately 1.5 m in February to
8.5 m in December. With b 5 0.18, this corresponds to an effective sea-ice thickness of 1.26 m, or 60% of
the combined solid and ‘‘loose’’ sea ice in 2013 (2.1 m). Including the amount that is already frozen into the
sea ice (0.2 m), the overall oceanic contribution at the study site is 1.46 m, or 70% of the overall sea-ice
thickness. This is considered an upper limit since it is unknown how much platelets were actually just redistributed from other locations.
It may also be useful to recalculate these results for the estimated bay-wide averages. The effective sea-ice
thickness increase represented by the platelet layer is 4 m 3 0.18 5 0.72 m. An estimation for the average
sea-ice growth with incorporated platelets was already calculated earlier from a model simulation using
bay-wide measurements of snow cover (0.58 m). Multiplication with b yields an effective sea-ice thickness
from incorporated platelets of 0.10 m, with a thermodynamic growth of 0.48 m. Using these numbers, the
contribution of ice platelets to the annual sea-ice thickness increase becomes 63%, or nearly 2/3. Taking
into account a speciﬁc area and a deﬁned sea-ice density, this result may be directly translated into sea-ice
mass or volume. This result thereby shows that in areas where sea ice grows slowly, such as multiyear sea
ice or where a thick snow cover is present, much of the sea-ice volume gained is a direct result of ocean/
ice-shelf interaction in nearby cavities.
Finally, we present a schematic diagram (Figure 9) mainly incorporating ﬁndings from the present study
and from Hoppmann et al. [2015], to summarize the seasonal evolution of the fast-ice regime of Atka Bay.
Although our study provided a further piece in the puzzle of how the physical environment of a fast-ice
regime affected by platelet accumulations behaves and evolves over time, the major challenge is now to
unravel its implications for the associated ecosystem and to identify the linkages between different trophic
levels, such as micro algae [Dieckmann et al., 1986; G€
unther and Dieckmann, 1999], invertebrates [G€
unther
et al., 1999], notothenioid ﬁsh [La Mesa et al., 2004; Vacchi et al., 2004], seals [Davis et al., 1999], and penguins [Zitterbart et al., 2014].
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4.2. Assessment of the Instrument’s Potential
Sea-ice mass balance buoys have been an important tool in sea-ice research in the recent past, and they
remain crucial to monitor changes in the polar oceans. However, commonly used IMBs are too expensive to
be deployed in large numbers, which would be needed to assess the large-scale changes and to identify
responsible processes. The main difference between the TC used here and other, well established IMBs
[Richter-Menge et al., 2006], is the lack of acoustic sounders above the snow surface and below the sea-ice
bottom. The simpler construction allows for easy deployment, taking one person about 30 min. At the same
time, it is however difﬁcult to infer the interfaces between air, snow, sea ice and seawater from temperature
proﬁles alone. Based on our data, the main questions we try to address are: (1) How well is the heating
mode able to compensate the loss of information due to the lack of acoustic sounders? (2) Which additional
information about a sea-ice cover can be inferred from the heating data?
Due to the large air temperature ﬂuctuations typically observed in polar regions, the temperature gradient
near the upper snow surface is substantial. In contrast, thermistors in the air usually measure the same temperature (within their accuracy). Consequently, the air/snow interface, and hence the snow depth, may be
inferred from temperature differences between adjacent thermistors. Although the heating proﬁles generally indicated a similar snow-depth evolution, the highest difference in temperature response between adjacent thermistors was generally located a few centimeters below the air/snow interface determined from
temperature proﬁles. We explain this by the fact that the wind moves the upper part of the chain, creating
an air gap around the upper few thermistors. Due to the lack of contact area, these thermistors then record
the same characteristics as those in the air above. This effect did not inﬂuence the temperature measurements to a comparable degree. As a result, the temperature measurements provide a better indication of
snow depth than the heating proﬁles, which reproduce the general pattern but underestimate snow depth
by up to 0.1 m. In summer, the retrieval of the air/snow interface is additionally inﬂuenced by radiative
warming of the chain, an effect which we have neglected here.
As stated earlier, the temperature response to a deﬁned heat input is generally proportional to the thermal
conductivity and speciﬁc heat capacity of a medium. The difference between dT120 and dT30 was close to
zero for sea ice, around 0.1 K for the platelet/water mixture and some regions in the sea-ice interior, and up
to 4 K for snow and air (not shown). For sea ice it was therefore not possible to derive a plausible thermal
conductivity from these data, mainly because the measurements at 30 and 120 s were not in the linear part
of the temperature rise curve. Although a calculation should in principal be possible for snow, the complex
geometry of the sensors modiﬁes the typical equations used for needle-probe measurements, and a
detailed investigation was beyond of the scope of this paper.
Through the 10-fold difference in thermal conductivity of sea ice and snow, the snow/ice interface is sharply
pronounced in the heating proﬁles and easily extracted. This is also true for the air/ice interface in the
absence of snow. However, the evolution of the sea-ice surface is admittedly more interesting in the presence of surface melt, which is more pronounced in the Arctic compared to the Antarctic. To our knowledge,
no study has yet been published using the heating mode of the TC to infer the evolution of surface melt
and the formation of a melt pond. However, it has been shown above that determining a (nonﬂowing) ice/
water interface is very promising with this method, provided only diffusive heat transfer is likely to take
place. This should be the case for surface meltwater. Since it is expected that the location of an air/water
interface is also easily determined, this approach is promising to monitor melt-pond depth evolution, and
even refreezing (under the assumption that the instrument stays in place).
When calculating a sea-ice mass budget, internal melt processes are usually neglected due to the lack of a
suitable methodology. As described above, several areas in the heating data sets can be interpreted as
internal melt or even the formation of gap layers. These mainly occurred in summer, most prominently
between February and April 2013. Although we do not study these in detail here, this potentially provides
additional insight into melt processes.
In our case, the heating data effectively provided 3 months of additional information about the evolution
the ice/water interface, mainly for isothermal conditions in summer 2013. However, such a clear identiﬁcation was only possible due to a presence of a sub-ice platelet layer. Sea ice and ﬂowing water exhibit a similar thermal response to an applied heating. Under ﬂowing conditions, the ice/water interface may still be
inferred from the variations of ﬂow speed of the underlying water, which results in slightly variable
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temperature differences. This behavior was also described in Jackson et al. [2013], and is indicated in the
Weddell Sea data set as different shades of blue (Figure 5b). However, this effect signiﬁcantly complicates
the implementation of general algorithms to automatically retrieve the ice/water interface. In addition, a
longer time series is needed to accurately interpret the subtle differences not visible from few measurements alone, noting a higher measurement frequency might also assist. Furthermore, Figure 5b demonstrates that the thermal characteristic of refreezing in the upper borehole differ from those of the
surrounding medium. According to the scenario described above, this is most likely explained by a nearzero ﬂow rate in the drill hole, in contrast to the ocean below.
This effect leads to an interesting application of this instrument in sea-ice regimes with a sub-ice platelet
layer: dealing with supercooled seawater and associated processes, temperature differences in the order of
several mK need to be resolved. This prerequisite is not met by the thermistors embedded in the chain.
However, although the platelet layer is highly porous, it is safe to assume that the geometric properties of
the platelet matrix impede the oceanic currents enough to signiﬁcantly reduce the ﬂow. Comparison of the
Atka Bay (Figure 4c) and the Weddell Sea data sets (Figure 5b) suggest that it is therefore in principle possible to distinguish a sub-ice platelet layer from an unimpeded seawater ﬂow. If this hypothesis holds, we are
now able to interpret the darker blue areas below the sea-ice base from February to June 2013 (Figures 4b
and 4c) as a temperature response associated with thinning and reconsolidation processes in the platelet
layer. The thinning, or more speciﬁcally, the presence of ice-free, ﬂowing seawater surrounding the lowermost thermistors in March is consistent with results from manual platelet-layer thickness measurements at
ATKA03 (Figure 8b, star symbols), because further bottom melt is expected as long as relatively warm water
is present until the beginning of March (Figure 8c). Between March and the beginning of May 2013, the
data quality is too low due to artifacts caused by power issues. In mid-May, the lowermost thermistors
exhibit a sudden increase in their temperature response, showing a signature similar to that before plateletlayer melt (especially visible in Figure 4c). This is again consistent with Figure 8b, in that our drillings
showed the platelet-layer thickness had already increased to more than 4 m in April. This was seemingly
not reproduced by the IMB data. However, a closer investigation of Figures 4b and 4c reveals that the temperature response of the lower thermistors in the ﬁrst half of May was slightly different from that observed
in March. We interpret this as a signature of the early phase of platelet-layer establishment, where the connectivity in the interstitial water is still high enough to allow for a detectable ﬂow rate. The rapid transition
in mid-May would then correspond to an enhanced consolidation, reduced connectivity and consequently,
reduced ﬂow rates. These results suggest that the heating mode is able to detect the platelet-layer bottom,
although the possibility of the lower thermistors simply being encased in platelet ice cannot be ruled out
entirely.
The most important constraint to this application, as also shown in our study, is the chain length. Although
a typical thermistor chain length of 4.8 m seems long enough for a deployment in typical sea ice, it is too
short to also monitor the evolution of a platelet layer over the course of winter, which can well reach up to
10 m. In our case, a length of about 10 m (with a wider thermistor spacing in the lower 5 m) would be
needed to cover the entire seasonal cycle. But as the shear stresses on such a long chain increase dramatically due to the strong under-ice currents, the risk of a failure is high. Further testing is necessary to assess if
such a long chain is practical. In addition, an IMB equipped with an acoustic sounder below the sea ice is
generally not suited to be operated in areas where a sub-ice platelet layer is present or expected. Objects or
instruments hanging below the sea ice serve as an ideal body for large amounts of ice crystals to grow on, a
phenomenon for example photographed by Mahoney et al. [2011]. Even if the sensor would remain ice-free,
a detection of the sea-ice/platelet layer interface would rely on temperature measurements alone, leading
to higher uncertainties.
As usual, there are also several difﬁculties and problems associated with the operation of such an instrument. Here we identify some issues we experienced which the user needs to be aware of. The obvious is
that predeployment calibration and testing is crucial to characterize the instrument.
The prominent vertical structures in Figures 4b and 4c are a result of a drop in voltage applied to the resistors during heating, which is usually 8 V. This effect leads to less pronounced contrasts between different
media and occurred whenever the general battery voltage dropped below 10 V. It affected roughly 1/3 of
the heating proﬁles. However, the other measurements were still sufﬁcient for an accurate determination of
interfaces between different media. The temperature proﬁles, and therefore all energy balance calculations,
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are not impacted at all by this effect. For a calculation of thermal properties (not shown here), this effect
has to be taken into account. The heating voltage is usually also recorded, and is included in the status message when operated via Iridium.
In order to obtain a continuous time series of snow depth throughout a certain study, a part of the thermistor chain has to remain above the snow surface (Figure 4b). The chosen length of this segment depends on
the expected snow accumulation in a study region, and the construction of a suitable rack. In our study,
0.5 m above the snow surface was just enough to keep track of the snow-depth evolution. Under conditions
of >0.5 m snow accumulation, continuous snow-depth retrieval is therefore difﬁcult. In addition, the surface
unit is quickly buried under the thick snow, and data transmission is potentially hampered when the snow
becomes too thick or wet.
Our data processing, the development of algorithms and the setting of thresholds was tuned to ﬁt the presented data set. Since the heating proﬁles strongly depend on a combination of the thermal characteristics
of a medium and its ﬂow speed, the presentation of a generally applicable procedure to infer the different
interfaces for other sea-ice data sets is difﬁcult and beyond the scope of this paper. However, with a quickly
increasing number of such data sets, we identify the need for a set of generally applicable algorithms to
facilitate speedy and uniﬁed data processing and interpretation.

5. Summary and Conclusion
Measurements of the atmosphere, sea ice, ocean, and sub-ice platelet layer have been made on Antarctic ﬁrst/second-year fast ice over 15 month. The grounding of a large iceberg in front of Atka
Bay, which prevented a usual sea-ice breakup in 2013, presented a unique opportunity to perform a
continuous and detailed study of the sea-ice processes, and especially the sub-ice platelet-layer evolution, over such a long period. The main data set presented here is a consistent time series of air,
snow, sea-ice, and ocean/platelet-layer temperature proﬁles recorded by a thermistor chain which is
also able to actively heat resistor components mounted near the temperature sensors. This data set
is one of the longest of its kind recorded to date, and highlights various features in the seasonal
sea-ice evolution.
It is supplemented by simultaneous, consistent time series of sub-ice-shelf temperatures and salinities,
and high quality meteorological data partly obtained directly next to the thermistor chain. The total
solid sea-ice thickness gain during 2013 was about 1 m, due to the high initial thickness of 2.5 m and
the snow cover that was thick for some of the time. In total, 18% of the ice grown between April and
December 2013 was not accounted for by heat conduction to the atmosphere. The translation of this
result to a platelet-layer ice-volume fraction of 0.18 6 0.09 was also conﬁrmed by independent sea-ice
growth simulations, which yielded an ice-volume fraction of 0.18 6 0.10. The platelet-layer thickness
near ATKA03 increased by about 7 m (from 1.5 to 8.5 m) in 2013, with a bay-wide average of about
4 m. Overall, oceanic contribution to sea-ice thickness accounted for up to 70% of the total thickness.
We showed that an approximate oceanic heat ﬂux of 21 W m22 during summer months is not sufﬁcient
to melt the entire platelet layer. Therefore, our study directly supplies evidence that in areas where sea
ice grows slowly, such as thick multiyear sea ice or in the presence of a thick snow cover, most of the
ice volume is contributed by ocean/ice-shelf interaction.
We also showed that, by the distinction of media through their thermal properties and ﬂow speed, the heating mode is able to compensate the lack of acoustic sounders present on standard IMBs. This makes this
buoy far easier to deploy and more reliable. By careful extraction of the interfaces from both measurement
modes, it is possible to accurately determine the basal energy budget. In addition, the instrument is able to
resolve internal structures such as gap layers and their refreezing. Although it is generally possible to derive
the thermal conductivity and speciﬁc heat capacity of sea ice and snow with this approach, their quantiﬁcation was beyond the scope of this work.
Finally, our study supplied evidence that a thermistor chain with active heating is capable of detecting the
sub-ice platelet layer thickness through the lower current speed compared to the underlying ocean.
Thereby it is currently the only automated method to continuously monitor the formation of a sub-ice platelet layer. This makes it the ideal tool to study sea-ice regimes inﬂuenced by ocean/ice-shelf interaction continuously over an extended time.
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Chapter 7

Publications IV to VI: Sub-ice platelet
layer properties from multi-frequency
electromagnetic induction sounding
This chapter summarizes the following publications and manuscripts, which are based on work mainly
done by Priska A. Hunkeler:
Hunkeler, P. A., S. Hendricks, M. Hoppmann, S. Paul and R. Gerdes. "Towards an estimation
of sub sea-ice platelet-layer volume with multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding"
(Appendix I, Hunkeler et al. (2015))
This paper is published in Annals of Glaciology 56(69), 2015, submitted in February 2014 and accepted
in September 2014. My contribution to this paper is that I co-performed the sea-ice field work, calculated
sea-ice parameters, and co-wrote the paper.

Hunkeler, P. A., S. Hendricks, M. Hoppmann, C. Farquharson, T. Kalscheuer, M. Grab, Manuela
S. Kaufmann L. Rabenstein and R. Gerdes. "Improved 1D inversions for sea ice thickness and
conductivity from EM induction data: Inclusion of nonlinearities caused by passive bucking"
(Appendix II, Hunkeler et al. (accepted))
The manuscript was accepted by Geophysics in June 2015. My contribution to this paper is that I co-wrote
the paper.

Hunkeler, P. A., M. Hoppmann, S. Hendricks, T. Kalscheuer and R. Gerdes. "A glimpse beneath
Antarctic sea ice: platelet-layer volume from multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding"
(Appendix III)
This manuscript was submitted to Geophysical Research Letters in June 2015. My contribution to this
paper is that I co-performed the sea-ice field work, co-processed the raw data, co-produced the figures
and co-wrote the paper.
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Electromagnetic induction sounding on sea ice
This introduction is based on “Improved 1D inversions for sea ice thickness and conductivity
from EM induction data: Inclusion of nonlinearities caused by passive bucking” (Appendix
I).
An accurate characterization of the state of the sea-ice cover in the polar oceans is of great importance
(Section 2.1.2), but at the same time a huge logistical challenge. Sea-ice research was significantly
facilitated by the use of satellites in the last decades, and the retrieval of sea-ice extent from satellite
remote sensing is nowadays considered reliable. However, the accurate determination of sea-ice thickness
and -volume still remain a challenge (Section 2.2.3). In addition to the limited knowledge of radar
penetration depth and the snow cover itself, the main problem is the lack of comprehensive observational
datasets to validate the algorithms (Ricker et al., 2014).
At the same time, the traditional method of sea-ice thickness determination by drilling is spatially
very limited and not feasible on larger scales due to the necessary logistics. The gap between large-scale
satellite observations and these small-scale thickness measurements is nowadays filled by ground-based
and airborne electromagnetic (EM) induction sounding. In this approach, a single frequency in the range
of 3 kHz to 10 kHz is used to estimate the distance of the sensor to the ice-water interface, based on the
contrasting electrical conductivities of sea ice (typically <100 mS/m, Reid et al., 2003) and seawater (e.g.
2690 mS/m in the central Weddell Sea in winter).
Sea-ice thickness distributions on smaller scales are frequently acquired using a lightweight electromagnetic instrument (EM-31, Geonics, 9.8 kHz), operated on sea ice by either pulling it by hand or
snowmobile across a floe while mounted on a sledge or in a kayak (Haas, 2004). Sea-ice thickness is
calculated from the corresponding sounding using a exponential fit from a careful calibration. Alternatively, the EM31 is mounted at the front of an ice-breaking research vessel (Reid et al., 2003), in which
case additional laser distance measurements are necessary to account for the elevation of the instrument.
Airborne electromagnetic induction soundings on sea ice were first acquired by Kovacs et al. (1987) using
a geophysical mineral deposits exploration device. By combination of the EM response providing the
distance to the sea-ice/seawater interface, and a laser providing the distance to the sea-ice surface, the
corresponding sea ice thickness is calculated. Results were promising and lead to the development of a
sea ice dedicated device (Kovacs and Holladay, 1990; Holladay et al., 1990). Since 2001, airborne EM
instruments have been under development for operational use on sea ice, and are now frequently used
(Haas et al., 2008b, 2009, 2010). These instruments utilize frequencies of 3.68 and 112 kHz, but only the
inphase component of the lower frequency is currently used for sea-ice thickness retrieval. In addition
to a thickness determination with high spatial resolution and accuracy, this approach is also in principle
suitable to investigate macroscopic sea-ice features, such as pressure ridges, as well as microscopic
features, such as sea-ice porosity and electrical conductivity.
The presence of a porous platelet layer alters the conductivity of the seawater, and leads to either an
overestimation of the solid sea-ice thickness (Rack et al., 2013), or an underestimation of total (solid
ice + platelet layer) thickness with no possibility to resolve both. While single-frequency systems are
sensitive to the thickness and the electrical bulk conductivity of the platelet layer, they do not provide
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enough observational constraints for an unambiguous resolution of layer thicknesses and conductivities.
Therefore, those systems are not able to resolve multiple sea-ice layers with different electrical parameters.
The importance of sub-ice platelet layers and the difficulty in the determination of its properties has been
highlighted extensively throughout this thesis. One aim of this work was to contribute to the development
of an innovative, EM-based approach for a feasible, large-scale platelet-layer volume estimation, without
the need for time consuming sea-ice drilling experiments. The increased spatial coverage of platelet-layer
thickness with EM methods would be ideal to complement the temporal evolution monitored by thermistor
chains. The combination of both methods could potentially represent a breakthrough in coastal Antarctic
sea-ice research.

Methods
In this study, we used a commercial, compact-sized electromagnetic induction sensor (GEM-2, Geophex
Ltd) for soundings on sea ice with an underlying platelet layer. In contrast to the single-frequency EM31,
the GEM-2 is able to operate at five frequencies in a range from 330 Hz to 96 kHz simultaneously. It is
expected that, by combining the EM response at multiple frequencies, additional information about the
sea-ice cover may be gained. Such an instrument was only sporadically used on sea ice to date, and its
potential has not been assessed yet.

Figure 7.1: Measurement of sea-ice and platelet-layer thickness with the GEM-2 (Geophex Ltd.), a multifrequency electromagnetic induction sounding instrument. Photo by Priska Hunkeler.

In order to obtain accurate sea-ice thickness data from the soundings, it was first necessary to determine
calibration coefficients and measurement uncertainties. We therefore performed GEM-2 calibration
measurements over seawater and “regular” sea ice in the central Weddell Sea (without a sub-ice platelet
layer). We compared the field data to numerical forward models (Anderson, 1979), with the frequency,
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the coil spacing and orientation, as well as the thickness and conductivity of multiple layers, as model
parameters. We found a significant bias between the actual GEM-2 response and the forward models at
all sites and all frequencies. It finally turned out that a third coil, the so-called bucking coil, caused this
mismatch. We implemented the bucking coil in our forward models as a second receiver and subtracted
the result from the receiver response. We achieved a good agreement between data and forward models
with realistic calibration coefficients. In order to identify the influence of a sub-ice platelet layer on the
soundings at different frequencies, we repeated the same calibration routine on the sea ice of Atka Bay.
In a second step, the GEM-2 was mounted in a kayak and pulled over the sea ice a few meters behind a
snowmobile. More than 100 km of multi-frequency EM soundings were acquired at Atka Bay, with a
sampling rate of 10 Hz (Fig. 7.2). In order to facilitate data processing, and accounting for the footprint
of the instrument, the dataset was filtered to obtain a spacing of 4 m between soundings.
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Figure 7.2: Detailed map of study site. a) Location of Atka Bay in the eastern Weddell Sea. b) Enlargement
of a), indicating sites of drillings (circles) and GEM-2 transects (white lines). Background: TerraSAR-X image
from 27 November 2012, kindly provided by the German Aerospace Agency (DLR).

Sub-ice platelet-layer conductivity and ice-volume fraction
These results are taken from “Towards an estimation of sub sea-ice platelet-layer volume
with multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding” (Appendix II).
We applied the results from our calibrations on sea ice without a sub-ice platelet layer to selected
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soundings at sites of known sea-ice and platelet-layer thickness at Atka Bay. Comparing the results to
two-layered forward models, we obtained an average bulk platelet-layer conductivity of 1154 mS/m ±
271 mS/m (Fig. 7.3).

271 mS/m

271 mS/m

Figure 7.3: Bulk platelet-layer conductivities. Results obtained by different frequencies are averaged and
shown for the individual sites. The conductivities and the corresponding standard deviations are shown for the
best fit, the lower and upper limit of uncertainties (from Hunkeler et al., 2015).

We then used this result to estimate the platelet-layer ice volume fraction using Archie’s Law
σ = σb (Φ)m

(7.1)

with the electrical conductivity σ of a porous layer, its porosity Φ, the brine conductivity σb and a
cementation factor m (Archie, 1942). Assuming a range of plausible cementation factors for the platelet
layer, we obtained ice-volume fractions between 0.29 and 0.43.

Sub-ice platelet-layer thickness
This section is based on a very early version of the manuscript "A glimpse beneath Antarctic
sea ice: platelet-layer volume from multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding"
(Appendix III)
In order to derive the sub-ice platelet layer thickness from the multi-frequency EM soundings, we
applied a laterally constraint (LCI, Auken and Christiansen, 2004; Christiansen and Auken, 2004; Auken
et al., 2005), singular value decomposition (SVD) based Marquardt-Levenberg inversion (Lines and
Treitel, 1984). While the number of layers (sea ice, sub-ice platelet layer, seawater) was fixed during an
inversion, the thickness and conductivities of the grid cells were variable. All inversions shown here were
calculated using a modified version of the Electro-Magnetic Inversion with Least Intricate Algorithms
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(EMILIA, Kalscheuer, 2014). The algorithm is based on the work of Siripunvaraporn and Egbert (2000),
and was for example used for the delineation of quick clay layers (Kalscheuer et al., 2013). All data were
corrected using instrument-specific calibration coefficients, as calculated by Hunkeler et al. (2015).
The performance of the LCI algorithm was tested using a set of synthetic data for our standard frequency
setup, calculated from forward models (Anderson, 1979). We used combinations of sea-ice (0.4 - 4 m)
and sub-ice platelet layer thicknesses (0.5 - 10 m) with increments of 0.5 m. Sea ice-thickness and
-conductivity calculated from the inversion generally agreed well with the true value, with thin sea ice
(0.5 m, 1 m) and a thin platelet layer (0.5 m) being the exceptions. Since we seldom observed sea-ice
thicknesses <0.5 m and platelet-layer thicknesses >7 m in the field, we consider the performance of the
inversion algorithm to be very reliable for our purposes.
Inversion of the >20000 multi-frequency soundings takes a lot of computational resources. Processing
of the data was performed on computers clusters at the ETH Zürich, Switzerland, and the University of
Uppsala, Sweden. We show here only the results of a selected sub-dataset obtained between ATKA11 and
ATKA16 (Fig. 7.4).
The range of calculated conductivities for sea ice (<0.4 S/m, yellow tones) was generally in accordance
with our expectations based on earlier results. The higher range of sea-ice conductivities was most likely a
reflection of surface flooding through cracks in the ice, which increased the apparent conductivity. Visual
observations during the EM transects confirmed that surface flooding was very common in the area of the
August sea-ice breakup around ATKA11, because the thickness of the new sea ice was small compared to
the high snow load. Surface flooding was not observed on thick ice. The EM results are therefore likely
an indication of the instruments ability to detect surface flooding and the presence of slush on the sea-ice
surface, but a detailed investigation is beyond the scope of the current work. The range and evolution
of total (sea ice + snow) thickness along the transect is also in very good agreement with observations
from manual drillings, where a total thickness of <1 m was measured for the area of the August sea-ice
breakup, and around 3 m in the close vicinity of ATKA16. Inspecting the sub-ice platelet layer properties
is however where the results become really interesting. The conductivity of the sub-ice platelet layer was
variable, but still in the range determined from calibration experiments (1154 mS/m ± 271 mS/m). It is

unclear yet if the drop in platelet-layer conductivity below thick sea ice was due to an inaccurate inversion,
or reflecting actual reality. It has been observed during earlier EM31 measurements (not shown), that
there is a significant mismatch between drillhole thickness measurements and the EM thickness in the
eastern part of Atka Bay. This could potentially be explained by a different conductivity of the sub-ice
platelet layer, but further investigations are necessary to resolve this issue. The sub-ice platelet layer
thickness was generally <2 m for the area of the August sea-ice breakup, and around 5 m near ATKA16.

These results are also in very good agreement with measurements from drillings, especially when taking
into account the local variability even over very short distances.
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Figure 7.4: Sea-ice and sub-ice platelet layer thickness between sites ATKA11 and ATKA16, derived from
geophysical inversion of GEM-2 electromagnetic induction soundings.

Conclusion
As a summary, these preliminary results suggest that electromagnetic induction sounding is a suitable
tool to survey ice-platelet volume below the Antarctic near-coastal sea ice on a much larger scale than
previously possible by drillhole measurements. Once all transects are processed, we look forward to
present the first-ever sub-ice platelet-layer thickness distribution under Antarctic sea ice. Our findings will
have critical implications for research of coastal Antarctic sea ice and ocean/ice-shelf interactions, opening
the door to a feasible platelet-layer monitoring also at other Antarctic stations. We provide evidence that
multi-frequency soundings are superior over single-frequency soundings and may also improve sea-ice
thickness retrieval over deformed and porous sea-ice that has similar macro-scale properties to the platelet
layer in Antarctica. Ultimately, this approach can potentially also be applied to airborne multi-frequency
sensors (Pfaffhuber et al., 2012), allowing for an even larger coverage.

Chapter 8

Publications VII and VIII: Remote sensing
of snow on Antarctic sea ice
This chapter summarizes the following publications, which are based on work mainly done by Wolfgang
Dierking and Stephan Paul:
W. Dierking, S. Lienow, C. Wesche, W. Rack, M. Hoppmann and S. Willmes. TSX-data for
studies of snow on ice sheets and sea ice - preliminary results, 5. TerraSAR-X / 4. Tandem-X
Science Team Meeting, 2013
This paper is published in Proceedings of the 5. TerraSAR-X / 4. Tandem-X Science Team Meeting. My
contribution to this publication is that I co-performed the field work.

S. Paul, S. Willmes, M. Hoppmann, P. A. Hunkeler, G. Heinemann, M. Nicolaus and R. Timmermann. The impact of early summer snow properties on land-fast sea-ice X-band backscatter
(Appendix IV, Paul et al. (2015)).
This paper is published in Annals of Glaciology 56(69), 2015, submitted in January 2014 and accepted
November 2014. My contribution to this publication is that I co-performed the field work and co-wrote
the paper.
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Snow from space - an overview
The importance of snow on sea ice (Section 2.1.3) raises the need for a detailed understanding of associated
surface processes in the polar oceans. The analysis and interpretation of satellite data is essential to
gain information on those processes, which take place on the large geographic scales that are covered by
Antarctic sea ice. Moreover, satellite data provide a crucial link between local measurements, regional
forcing and hemispheric peculiarities. In addition to the long-term investigation of general sea-ice
conditions and extent in the Antarctic (Zwally et al., 2002), sea-ice surface and snow processes have been
under investigation over the entire hemispheric sea-ice region by means of long-term microwave satellite
data (Markus and Cavalieri, 2006; Haas, 2001a; Drinkwater and Liu, 2000). The effect of diurnal and
daily changes in snow properties on the long-term evolution of the surface microwave emissivity and
scattering were presented in Willmes et al. (2006) and Willmes et al. (2010), respectively. However, the
detailed interrelation between local processes in the snow cover and their microwave response yet needs to
be identified. Because of this, a link between limited point measurements and high-resolution spaceborne
monitoring systems is desirable (Yackel and Barber, 2007).
Interactions between the sea-ice snow cover and microwave radiation, emitted e.g. by a spaceborne
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system, hold the potential to develop algorithms to estimate snow volume,
as well as snow physical properties over sea ice on a global scale (Barber and Thomas, 1998). Snow affects
the microwave interactions through direct scattering based on snow-physical properties (e.g. density,
salinity, grain size and shape) and through thermodynamically controlled effects on the dielectric properties
of the snow (e.g. its brine volume). Already a very shallow dry snow cover increases the backscatter from
sea ice. However, additional dry snow does not further alter the received backscatter signal significantly
(e.g., Barber and Thomas, 1998; Kim et al., 1984). This effect is linked to a higher ice-surface roughness
and an increase in the dielectric contrast, which again is caused by brine wicking into the snow layer from
the upper most sea-ice layer (Kim et al., 1984).
The backscatter signal of sea ice is generally affected by a two-way loss through the snow cover. If
liquid water is present in the snow pack, both the real and the imaginary part of the dielectric constant
increase, resulting in a higher signal loss. This makes the measured backscatter signal less sensitive to the
underlying sea ice and boosts the surface and volume scattering contribution of the snow-pack to the total
signal (Yackel et al., 2007; Barber and Thomas, 1998; Kim et al., 1984).
Recent space-borne SAR systems operate in different bands, at swath widths between 30 and 500 km
and at different spatial resolutions, typically between 1 and 1000 m (Dierking, 2013). These systems
are widely used for sea-ice monitoring and ice-type classification (e.g. Dierking, 2013, 2010; Eriksson
et al., 2010), but the number of investigations on snow cover on Antarctic sea ice, and its interrelation
with microwave radiation data, is still small compared when to the Arctic. In the Antarctic, several
studies investigated the influence of the snow cover on SAR backscatter and its potential to retrieve snow
properties over ice sheets (e.g., Kendra et al., 1998; Zahnen et al., 2002; Nagler and Rott, 2004; Dierking
et al., 2012). Other studies examined the relationship between C-Band SAR / Ku-Band scatterometer
data and snow properties on sea ice in different regions of Antarctica (Willmes et al., 2011; Kern et al.,
2011; Ozsoy-Cicek et al., 2011; Worby et al., 2008b)), but the lack of spatio-temporal, high-resolution
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measurements of snow properties remains a key problem for the validation of satellite data.

Methods and Results
In this study, we provide new knowledge on the relationship between snow physical properties on sea ice
and the backscatter of space-borne SAR systems, by linking the spatio-temporal evolution of X-band SAR
backscatter (σ 0 ) during spring/summer transition to simultaneously measured snow properties at Atka
Bay. Due to its higher frequency, X-Band SAR is more sensitive to the snow cover, the upper sub-surface
ice layer, as well as to the onset of melt and freeze-thaw processes, than C-Band SAR (Eriksson et al.,
2010).
We obtained snow physical properties from a total of 41 snow pits on Atka Bay fast ice between
November 2012 and January 2013. Each snow pit (Fig. 8.1) comprised measurements of snow temperature
and -density gradients, as well as snow stratigraphy (i.e. grain-size distribution, snow-pack layering,
qualitative estimates of snow liquid-water content, hardness and crystal type) following Fierz et al. (2009).
Our measurements focused on the regular sampling sites (Fig. 4.2), while additional snow data were
recorded sporadically at other locations.

Figure 8.1: Measurement of snow physical properties on sea ice in a snow pit

In addition, we acquired a total number of 13 TerraSAR-X (TSX) swaths shortly prior to and during
the study. TerraSAR-X is a spaceborne X-band SAR instrument operated by the German Aerospace
Center (DLR). The satellite is operational since June 2007 in a 514 km orbit, and is able to operate in four
different imaging modes. Relevant to this study are the ScanSAR mode (SC) in single polarization, and
the StripMap mode (SM) in single horizontal (HH), vertical (VV) and dual polarization. The swath width
depends on the mode and polarization. In ScanSAR mode, a swath covers a 150 × 100 km2 ground area.
In StripMap mode, the coverage changes to 50 × 30 km2 (50 × 15 km2 ) in single (dual) polarization
mode (Eineder et al., 2008).

In order to account for the wide range of local incidence angles (LIA) covered by the TSX swaths,
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Figure 8.2: Multiple linear model fits (red triangles) and extracted σHH
values from all available snow-pit
measurements in a ± 5 day range (gray dots) for different Local Incidence Angles (LIA) and datasets. a) is
based on all available snow-pit measurements for Local Incidence Angle class 1. b) is limited to snow-pit
measurements with snow depth (zsnow ) < 60 cm for LIA class 1. In c) and d), the same setup is presented for
2
LIA class 2. All model fits are significant (α<0.001) and explain between 75 % and 91 % (Radj
) of the total
0
variance of σHH .

we divided our dataset into three different LIA classes (LIA1: LIA>36◦ , LIA2: 36◦ ≥ LIA > 27◦ and

LIA3: LIA < 27◦ ). Multiple linear models were applied to the TSX backscatter and the measured snow
physical properties. Every model was initialized with all measured snow-pack parameters. Using step-wise
regression modeling, the parameter with the least significant contribution to the overall explained variance

was removed from the model in each iteration. After several iterations, a significant model fit was achieved.
0
Four representative model fits are shown in Figure 8.2, where gray dots indicate the measured TSX σHH

values and the red triangles correspond to the modeled backscatter. Figure 8.2a and c show the model fit
of the complete data set for LIA1 and LIA2 classes respectively. Figure 8.2b and d refer to measurement
0
sites with zsnow < 0.6 m (SDS). Model fit LIA1 (10 value pairs) explains 75% of the σHH
variance (Fig.

8.2a), based on the predictors zsnow (snow depth), and SW E (snow-water equivalent). The model fit
0
LIA2 (20 value pairs) explains 84% of the σHH
variance (Fig. 8.2c), based on the predictors zsnow , Ti

(snow/ice interface temperature) and Etop (top-layer grain size).
Also taking into account further model fits not explicitly shown here, our results indicate that between
75 % and 93 % of the observed TSX HH-polarized backscatter are explained by snow depth, snow-water
equivalent, snow/ice interface temperature and grain size.

Discussion and Conclusion
The different quality of the model fits, i.e. their potential to explain a maximum percentage of the observed
TerraSAR-X HH-polarized backscatter variance, results from different subsets and limitations to the data
set such as excluding measurements in a dry snow environment. The correlation between the TerraSAR-X
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HH-polarized backscatter and the snow depth also increases when reducing the dataset to measurements
in areas with a snow depth <0.6 m. These relationships, as well as the potential to explain the variations
in single polarization HH X-Band SAR backscatter with a few snow physical properties, has not yet
been presented in comparable detail under non-laboratory conditions. The possibility to fit a simple
multiple linear model based on up to four snow-pack parameters to simultaneously acquired TerraSAR-X
HH-polarized backscatter data suggests great potential to derive snow-physical properties from X-Band
backscatter in an inverse approach. However, the data presented here are not sufficient to achieve this aim
due to the limitation to HH like-polarization data and the lack of snow-salinity and -liquid-water-content
measurements, a limitation future studies should seek to overcome.

Chapter 9

Key findings and Outlook
Sea-ice monitoring at Atka Bay
Continuous monitoring of sea-ice properties is crucial to detect changes in the processes governing its
evolution. The possibilities of such monitoring activities on sea ice are generally very limited in the
high latitudes, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere. This is mainly due to environmental challenges,
logistical constraints and the huge financial effort. The fast ice of Atka Bay in the eastern Weddell Sea
is one of the few locations in Antarctica where continuous measurements are at all possible, due to
the presence of the German wintering station Neumayer III and the associated excellent logistics and
infrastructure. However, dedicated fast-ice studies were limited to two overwinterings in 1982 and 1995.
This study laid the foundation for a multi-faceted, long-term fast-ice monitoring program at Atka Bay,
filling a significant observational gap in one of the most important regions of the Southern Ocean. In
contrast to the Ross and Davis Seas, where fast ice has been monitored for decades, the Weddell Sea sector
remained underrepresented for a long time. Starting in 2010 only with manual measurements of sea-ice
thickness and snow depth, we were able to expand the program despite the limited time the Neumayer III
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Figure 9.1: Development of sea-ice monitoring 2010-2014

In addition to the challenging sub-ice platelet-layer thickness measurements, we regularly recorded
total thickness distributions by electromagnetic induction sounding. Furthermore, we established a
suite of regular autonomous measurements directly on the fast ice, including sea-ice mass balance buoys,
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meteorological observations and high-resolution spectral radiation measurements. Our data and experience
have been proven to be a valuable addition to the Antarctic Fast Ice Network (AFIN), where other project
partners are already benefiting from our work. Once the AFIN concept and database are finally established
in the coming years, we expect our observatory to form one of the backbones of this international network.

Fast-ice and sub-ice platelet layer properties
This study contributed new knowledge on the seasonal evolution of fast ice and an underlying platelet layer
at Atka Bay, eastern Weddell Sea, and highlighted the dependence of coastal Antarctic sea-ice regimes on
local ocean-ice shelf interactions. Typical sea-ice thickness at Atka Bay was around 2 m at the end of the
growth season, while dynamic thickening, such as ridging and rafting, and snow depths more than 1 m,
introduced large spatial variability. A thick platelet layer was observed below the entire fast-ice cover, with
first observations of platelets in drillholes and sea-ice cores as early as early as May/June (for first-year
ice). Potentially supercooled water was regularly present under the ice shelf during winter. Under-ice
video recordings revealed that the accumulation of ice platelets proceeds mainly through distinct episodic
events of high upward fluxes, overlying a very low continuous flux. The platelet-layer thickness steadily
increased until December, with a bay-wide average annual thickening of 4 m, and local maxima of 10 m.
When warm surface water intruded into Atka Bay at the beginning of December, ice-platelet accumulation
ceased and the platelet layer thinned, shielding the above solid ice from melting. Through the additional
buoyancy, surface flooding and snow-ice formation were rarely observed, despite the thick snow cover.
Comparison of drillhole measurements with a one-dimensional, thermodynamic sea-ice growth model
yielded an ice-volume fraction, β, in the platelet layer of 0.18 - 0.35 ± 0.1. 43 % (70 %) of the combined

mass of first-year (multi-year) sea ice and its underlying platelet layer originated from ocean/ice-shelf
interaction. In relation to Ekström Ice Shelf basal melt, we found that more than 20 % of the annual
basal melt volume is refrozen as ice platelets trapped under Atka Bay fast ice. It is very likely that the
oceanographic conditions in this area promote the transport of potentially supercooled water out of the
cavity, leading to further ice-platelet formation away from the coast.
New process understanding, such as provided in this study, is crucial to establish missing linkages
between the ice sheet, ocean and sea ice. Figure 9.2 summarizes the seasonal evolution of the Atka Bay
fast-ice regime, based on findings from Publications II and III.

Thermistor chains as a tool for research into ice-shelf/sea-ice interaction
One of the highlights of this study is a consistent time series of air, snow, sea-ice and ocean/platelet-layer
temperature profiles recorded by a thermistor chain with the additional ability of cyclic heating embedded
resistors (“heating mode”). This dataset is one of the longest of its kind recorded to date, and reveals
various features in the seasonal sea-ice evolution which have not been analyzed in comparable detail. By
calculating the basal energy balance of the sea ice, we were able to determine an annual average residual
heat flux of -1 W m−2 . In total, 18 ± 9% of the ice grown between April and December 2013 was not

accounted for by heat conduction to the atmosphere. The translation of this result to a platelet-layer
ice-volume fraction of 0.18 ± 0.09 was also confirmed by independent sea-ice growth simulations. An
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Figure 9.2: Schematic diagram of the seasonal cycle of Atka Bay fast ice and the sub-ice platelet layer (taken
from Publication III).

approximate ocanic heat flux of 21 W m−2 during summer months was not sufficient to melt the entire
platelet layer. This study directly supplied evidence that in areas where sea ice grows slowly, such as thick
multi-year sea ice or in the presence of a thick snow cover, most of the sea-ice volume is contributed by
ocean/ice-shelf interaction.
We also showed that, by the distinction of media through their thermal properties, the heating mode is
able to compensate the lack of acoustic sounders present on standard mass balance buoys, making this
buoy far easier to deploy and more reliable. By careful extraction of the interfaces from both measurement
modes, it is possible to accurately determine the basal energy budget. In addition, the instrument is able
to resolve internal structures such as gap layers and their refreezing. Although it should generally be
possible to quantify the thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity of sea-ice and snow, our study
could not provide the necessary methodology.
Finally, our study has proven that a thermistor chain with active heating is capable of detecting the
sub-ice platelet layer thickness through the lower current speed compared to the underlying ocean. This
instrument is thereby currently the only automated method to continuously monitor the formation and
decay of a sub-ice platelet layer. This makes it the ideal tool to study sea-ice regimes influenced by
ocean/ice-shelf interaction at a fixed site continuously over an extended time. We are confident that
these instruments will provide valuable insight into ocean/ice-shelf/sea-ice interactions and the associate
processes. While the interpretation of the temperature and especially the heating data may be challenging,
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we hope that this study facilitates this process in the future and encourages other sea-ice studies to make
use of this instruments design.

Thermodynamic model of fast-ice growth
An established one-dimensional, thermodynamic sea-ice growth model was modified by introduction of
an enhanced growth rate accounting for the ice-volume fraction in the platelet layer. When initialized with
parameters based on observations and forced with local atmospheric data as well as realistic snow depth,
the model yielded an ice-volume fraction consistent with that calculated from other methods and studies.
These results thereby suggest that the modified model is generally well suited to accurately reproduce
fast-ice growth near ice shelves.

Sub-ice platelet-layer properties from multi-frequency EM
Multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding has recently been introduced into sea-ice research,
with the aim to improve sea-ice thickness retrieval especially over deformed and porous sea-ice. In this
study, we provided the first comprehensive treatment on the operation of a promising (ground-based)
multi-frequency EM instrument (GEM-2, Geophex Ltd.) on sea ice, including calibration routines and
uncertainty estimates. In a first step, we compared a multi-frequency dataset obtained at Atka Bay with
a two-layer forward model, yielding a first-time average platelet-layer conductivity of 1154 mS m−1 ±

271 mS m−1 . This result is important in that it provides elemental physical constraints for the layer
conductivities in geophysical inversions. In a second step, we implemented the instrument-specific bucking
coil into a two-dimensional inversion code and successfully reproduced synthetic thickness data. Finally,
we performed the first calculations of sub-ice platelet-layer thickness below near-coastal Antarctic sea ice.
Our first results suggest that this approach allows a determination of sub-ice platelet-layer volume on a
much larger scale than previously feasible by drillhole experiments.

Remote sensing of snow properties from X-band satellite imagery
Snow on sea ice is an important regulator of surface properties. While sea-ice extent has been effectively
monitored from space using satellite imagery, sea-ice thickness retrieval from space is still a challenge due
to the snow cover. In our study, we compared the spatio-temporal evolution of TerraSAR-X backscatter to
in situ physical properties of snow on sea ice. We found that the changes in the seasonal snow cover are
reflected in the evolution of TerraSAR-X backscatter, with between 75 % and 93 % of the spatio-temporal
variability of the TerraSAR-X backscatter signal related to changes in snow/ice-interface temperature,
snow depth and top- layer grain size. This further implies the potential to retrieve snow physical properties
from X-band SAR backscatter in an inverse approach, which is work currently in progress.

Key elements for future research
As is common in scientific research, the findings presented in this work have generated new questions that
may help to define pathways for future exploration.
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Although no obvious changes of sea-ice and oceanographic conditions were found in this study compared
to investigations 30 years ago, this will not necessarily be the case in the future. Hellmer et al. (2012),
Pritchard et al. (2012) and Depoorter et al. (2013) previously highlighted that the complex interactions
between the Southern Ocean, the Antarctic ice shelves, and the sea-ice cover have significant global
implications, and they concluded that much more process understanding related to ice-shelf cavities is
needed.
Fast-ice characteristics especially near ice shelves may provide a very sensitive, and yet practical,
indicator of the conditions and possible changes in the Antarctic. At the same time, studies of fast-ice
properties near coastal Antarctic stations are comparatively easy to conduct. Hence there exists an urgent
need to perform these studies on a more regular and circum-Antarctic basis, e.g. through extending and
intensifying the work in the Antarctic Fast Ice Network.
It is particularly necessary to extend the measurements and techniques introduced here to other areas
where sea ice is affected by nearby ice shelves in order to gain more insight into the temporal and spatial
variability of ocean/ice-shelf interaction around Antarctica. The question is: How much fast ice around
Antarctica is actually impacted by ocean/ice-shelf interaction? Considering that nearly half of the entire
Antarctic coastline is fringed by ice shelves, and that the fast-ice belt around the coast may reach widths
of hundreds of kilometers, it is likely that platelet layers are prevalent over a substantial area around the
continent. Our results suggest that there seems to be great potential to apply geophysical inversions similar
to those shown here to airborne multi-frequency EM instruments. If this can be achieved, circum-Antarctic
detection of ocean/ice-shelf interaction from air seems almost within reach. When combined, the two
methods introduced here (thermistor chains with heating and multi-frequency EM induction sounding)
complement each other in the sense that they allow for an investigation of ocean/ice-shelf interaction and
its impact on sea ice on a larger spatial (EM) and temporal (TC) scale than ever possible before, with
relatively limited effort. This would seemingly be a breakthrough for coastal Antarctic sea-ice research,
oceanography, glaciology and probably even biology/ecology.
Probably the most challenging research aspect is the implementation of the various ice-ocean interaction
processes into coupled climate models simulating the response of the Antarctic system to the ongoing
global warming. Although a suite of tools was introduced here to study platelet accumulations under sea
ice, we still lack the knowledge about the factors controlling basal melt and the formation of ice crystals
at depth. Coastal polynyas are of particular interest as the main driver for the production of dense High
Salinity Shelf Water. However, measurements of the ocean beneath Antarctic (sea) ice are sparse because
traditional oceanographic tools are not suitable for sustained measurements in ice-covered seas. The use
of recent technological advances, such as ice-capable profiling floats, oceanographic sensors deployed on
seals, ice-tethered profilers, gliders and submersibles, ship-based hydrography, and moorings now allows
to make sustained observations of the ocean beneath sea ice and ice shelves, and their coordinated use is a
necessity to determine the driving factors.
Although aspects of the significance of sub-ice platelet layers for sea-ice ecosystems are at least partly
understood, several important questions in this regard still remain unanswered. For example, how do
sub-ice platelet layer properties govern primary production and community structure, and how is the
potential increase in sedimentation of marine debris impacting the benthos? In addition, how do sub-ice
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platelet layers affect marine mammals? Since the breeding cycle of penguins and seals is generally closely
tied to the seasonal cycle of the sea ice, there might be an important link between the properties of fast
ice near ice shelves and their breeding behavior. These are questions which can only be tackled in a
multi-disciplinary approach, which directly link the physical environment to the associated ecosystem.
Building up on the work presented here, we strongly suggest to realize an urgently needed integrated
observatory at Atka Bay, combining sea-ice and oceanographic measurements with mammal observations
(already performed by the ocean acoustics group) and regular biological sampling of the sub-ice platelet
layer (as performed by Günther, 1999). This could even be enhanced by deploying sediment traps below
sea ice (as already done in 1995) to establish the link to the benthos.

Thanks for
reading!
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Towards an estimation of sub-sea-ice platelet-layer volume with
multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding
Priska A. HUNKELER,1 Stefan HENDRICKS,1 Mario HOPPMANN,1 Stephan PAUL,2
Rüdiger GERDES1
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ABSTRACT. Ice-platelet clusters modify the heat and mass balance of sea ice near Antarctic ice shelves
and provide a unique habitat for ice-associated organisms. The amount and distribution of these ice
crystals below the solid sea ice provide insight into melt rates and circulation regimes in the ice-shelf
cavities, which are difficult to observe directly. However, little is known about the circum-Antarctic
volume of the sub-sea-ice platelet layer, because observations have mostly been limited to point
measurements. In this study, we present a new application of multi-frequency electromagnetic (EM)
induction sounding to quantify platelet-layer properties. Combining in situ data with the theoretical
response yields a bulk platelet-layer conductivity of 1154 � 271 mS m–1 and ice-volume fractions of
0.29–0.43. Calibration routines and uncertainties are discussed in detail to facilitate future studies. Our
results suggest that multi-frequency EM induction sounding is a promising method to efficiently map
platelet-layer volume on a larger scale than has previously been feasible.
KEYWORDS: basal melt, sea ice, sea-ice/ice-shelf interactions

INTRODUCTION
The Antarctic coastline is fringed by ice shelves, floating
extensions of continental ice sheets (Le Brocq and others,
2010). Basal melt of ice shelves leads to the formation of
water masses that are fresher and less dense than the
surrounding ocean body (Mahoney and others, 2011). As the
sea-water freezing point depends on pressure (Foldvik and
Kvinge, 1974), the water becomes supercooled when the less
dense plume rises. Ice platelets nucleate in the supercooled
water, but the process of ice formation varies (Smith and
others, 2001). Near the Ekström Ice Shelf in the eastern
Weddell Sea, large amounts of ice platelets rise from the
cavity below the ice shelf and accumulate underneath the
sea ice (Eicken and Lange, 1989; Hoppmann and others,
2015). In McMurdo Sound, near the Ross Ice Shelf, platelet
growth is often associated with in situ formation of ice
platelets directly underneath the sea ice (Smith and others,
2001) or is interpreted as a combination of the two processes
(Jeffries and others, 1993; Dempsey and others, 2010).
The resulting sub-sea-ice platelet layer, hereafter referred
to as the platelet layer, may contribute significantly to the
heat and mass balance of adjacent sea ice (Eicken and
Lange, 1989) and represents a unique ice habitat (Arrigo
and others, 1993). The additional buoyancy modifies the
sea-ice freeboard, influencing satellite remote sensing near
coastal areas in Antarctica (Rack and others, 2013; Price
and others, 2014). Furthermore, the platelet layer is a direct
indicator of ocean/ice-shelf interaction, and the amount of
basal ice-shelf melt might be reflected in the volume of ice
platelets found below landfast sea ice (Hoppmann and
others, 2015), a region much more accessible than the
cavities below ice shelves.
The total volume of ice platelets below the sea ice is a
product of the layer thickness, the area and the ice-volume
fraction. The platelet layer is up to several meters thick,

usually determined with a thickness gauge, and the
horizontal extent is given by point measurements. Previous
investigations of ice-volume fractions in McMurdo Sound
used estimates from core holes, ice-temperature profiles and
horizontal thin sections. Results ranged from 0.2 to >0.5,
while a recent study found an ice-volume fraction of
0:25 � 0:06 using heat-flux calculations (Gough and others,
2012). At Atka Bay, Günther and Dieckmann (1999)
calculated a value of 0.46, based on consideration of seaice isostasy. Kipfstuhl (1991) and Hoppmann and others
(2015) compared their sea-ice thickness observations to a
localized growth model and estimated ice-volume fractions
of 0.2 and 0:25 � 0:1, respectively.
One physical parameter which depends on the icevolume fraction of the platelet layer is the electrical
conductivity. Differences in conductivity are fundamental
for sea-ice thickness retrieval with electromagnetic (EM)
induction sounding, a common method typically applied
with airborne (Haas and others, 2009) or ground-based
devices (Kovacs and Morey, 1991; Haas and others, 1997;
Haas, 1998; Reid and others, 2003). In general, a single
frequency in the range 3000–10 000 Hz is used to estimate
the distance of the sensor to the ice/water interface. The
method is based on the assumption that sea ice can be
described as a single level layer with negligible electrical
conductivity (<100 mS m 1 ; e.g. Reid and others, 2006)
compared to sea water (e.g. 2690 mS m 1 in the winter
Weddell Sea). This is a reasonable assumption for most
offshore sea ice, but in the presence of a porous platelet layer
it becomes invalid. In this case, a single-layer assumption
will lead to either an overestimation of the solid sea-ice
thickness (Rack and others, 2013) or an underestimation of
total (solid ice + platelet layer) thickness with no possibility
to resolve both layers. Single-frequency systems are sensitive
to the thickness and the electrical bulk conductivity of the
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Fig. 1. Map of sea-ice study sites. (a) Enlarged map of Atka Bay,
showing the survey sites with an underlying platelet layer (white
triangles). Background: TerraSAR-X image from 15 November
2012, provided by the German Aerospace Center (DLR).
(b) Calibration sites in the Weddell Sea without a platelet layer
(black triangles). Blue areas indicate the locations of ice shelves
(Fretwell and others, 2013; Bedmap2).

platelet layer, but do not provide enough observational
constraints for an unambiguous resolution of layer thicknesses and conductivities. Therefore, those systems are not
able to resolve multiple sea-ice layers with different
electrical parameters. In exploration geophysics, it is therefore common to resolve a multilayered subsurface structure
using either multiple frequencies, several transmitter/receiver configurations, or a combination of the two.
The aim of this study is to lay the foundations for rapid
estimation of large-scale platelet-layer volumes, without the
need for time-consuming sea-ice drilling experiments. We
focus here on the analysis of multi-frequency EM induction
sounding data at platelet-free calibration sites with known
sea-ice thickness to assess calibration coefficients and data
uncertainties for the individual instrumental frequencies. We
apply calibration coefficients and uncertainties to a more
complex situation with a platelet layer, to derive limitations
for the parameterization of the platelet-layer conductivity
and to investigate its relationship to ice-volume fraction.

METHOD
We used a commercial EM induction sensor (GEM-2,
Geophex Ltd) for multi-frequency soundings on sea ice with
an underlying platelet layer at several survey sites in Atka
Bay. An estimation of instrumental uncertainties requires
knowledge of the subsurface structure. At Atka Bay, these
requirements were not fulfilled since the electrical bulk
conductivity of the platelet layer is unknown and its
estimation is a major goal of this study. Therefore, two
additional datasets over simpler geophysical calibration
targets were acquired to calculate the calibration coefficients and the uncertainties of the measurements. These
calibrations were conducted over level sea ice in the central
Weddell Sea (no platelet layer) and over the North Sea in
Germany, where no sea ice was present (sea water only).
Figure 1 shows the sea-ice survey and calibration sites.

Hunkeler and others: Towards estimation of platelet-layer volume with EM

Fig. 2. Multi-frequency EM induction sounding data are recorded
with the GEM-2 at different heights above sea ice. The signal
directly depends on the distances to the conductive layers.
Photograph by Sandra Schwegmann, 24 June 2013.

Multi-frequency EM sounding
The GEM-2 instrument (Fig. 2) is a ground-based induction
sensor with promising specifications for multilayer sea-ice
thickness retrieval. It can be used either in horizontal or
vertical coplanar mode with a transmitter/receiver coil
spacing of 1.66 m. The coil spacing is a critical parameter,
since, together with the chosen frequency, it limits the
sounding depth. Although the coil spacing of the GEM-2 is
small compared with the much used single-frequency
Geonics EM-31 (3.67 m), it was considered to be sufficient
for our purposes. The GEM-2 instrument can be operated
simultaneously with up to five frequencies in a range 330–
96 000 Hz. For calibration measurements in the Weddell
and North Seas we used frequencies of 1530, 5310, 18 330,
63 030 and 93 090 Hz. At Atka Bay we used slightly different
frequencies (450–93 030 Hz) at a sampling rate of 10 Hz.
During operation, a primary EM field is generated by the
transmitter coil of the EM instrument. The primary field
induces a secondary magnetic field in all nearby conductive
layers. The receiver coil measures the superimposed signal
of all resulting magnetic fields. The EM response is defined
as the relative secondary field, which is the secondary field
divided by the primary field. It can be expressed as a
complex number with the in-phase, I (real part), and the
quadrature, Q (imaginary part). In-phase and quadrature are
dimensionless and are recorded in parts per million (ppm).
An alternative representation is given by the amplitude,
Amp, and phase, ’, where ’ ¼ arctan ðQ=IÞ and Amp
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
¼ I2 þ Q2 .
In practice, the primary field is often suppressed at the
receiver coil to measure the minor secondary field at
sufficient resolution. This is realized in the GEM-2 with a
bucking coil, which is connected in series with the receiver
coil, but has the opposite polarity (Won and others, 2003).
The bucking coil has a defined area, number of turns and
distance to the transmitter (1.035 m) to cancel the primary
field at the receiver location with an equal current.
According to Frischknecht and others (1991), three types
of systematic errors exist in in-phase and quadrature
recordings, due to improper adjustment and calibration of
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Table 1. Summary of GEM-2 datasets at Atka Bay. Date format is day/month. IT: measured sea-ice thickness (snow was removed);
PLT: measured platelet-layer thickness; F: measured freeboard; T: air temperature measured at Neumayer III station; �i : estimated sea-ice
conductivity; �pl : estimated platelet-layer conductivity
Site

ATKA11
ATKA11
ATKA24
ATKA11
ATKA11
ATKA03
ATKA11

Date (2012)

21/11
26/11(1)
26/11(2)
1/12(1)
1/12(2)
27/12(1)
27/12(2)

IT

PLT

F

T

m

m

m

°C

0.67
0.68
1.89
0.70
0.70
2.69
0.79

1.17
1.23
2.24
1.43
1.43
4.21
1.11

–0.03
–0.01
0.15
0.01
0.01
0.33
0.07

1:0
4:2
4:6
1:5
1:5
0:9
1:2

the sensor: (1) zero-level offsets, Ic and Qc , (2) scaling
coefficients, A, and (3) phase-mixing coefficients, Pc , have
to be applied to the measured in-phase and quadrature
components, Im and Qm . The corrected in-phase, I, and
quadrature, Q, are calculated as
I ¼ A½ðIm þ Ic Þ cos ðPc Þ

ðQm þ Qc Þ sin ðPc Þ�

ð1Þ

and
Q ¼ A½ðQm þ Qc Þ cos ðPc Þ þ ðIm þ Ic Þ sin ðPc Þ�:
ð2Þ
A similar approach has been presented by Deszcz-Pan
and others (1998), Reid and Bishop (2004), Brodie and
Sambridge (2006) and Minsley and others (2012). Because
of systematic errors in our instrument, we corrected our data
according to Eqns (1) and (2) to get reliable results.

Bucking coil bias
We compared field data to numerical one-dimensional
forward models (Anderson, 1979) to obtain the calibration
coefficients at specific calibration sites. Model parameters
were the EM frequency and the coil spacing and orientation,
as well as the thickness and conductivity of multiple layers.
We found a significant bias between the actual GEM-2
response and the forward models at all sites and all
frequencies. This deviation could not be explained with
either realistic calibration coefficients, or with the layer
conductivities at the calibration sites. We finally found that
the bucking coil picked up, in addition to the primary field,
a signal from the subsurface (secondary field), which could
not be described with a constant factor, as described in the
literature and performed during the internal instrumental
processing. To account for the secondary field measured by
the bucking coil, we implemented the bucking coil in our
forward models as a second receiver and subtracted the
result from the receiver response. By doing so, we achieved
good agreement between data and forward models with
realistic calibration coefficients.

Relation between electrical conductivity and porosity
Archie’s law relates the bulk electrical conductivity, �, of a
porous layer to the porosity, �, the brine conductivity, �b ,
and the cementation factor, m (Archie, 1942):
� ¼ �b ð�Þm :

�i

ð3Þ

We used this law to convert (1) brine conductivity and brine
volume of sea ice to bulk conductivity of the solid sea-ice
layer and (2) bulk conductivity of the platelet layer to the
actual ice-volume fraction. The empirical factor, m,

mS m
200
200
40
200
200
40
200

�pl
1

mS m
1225
1125
1340
1017
1075
–
1143

Frequencies
1

Hz
475, 1525, 5325, 18 325, 63 025
5310, 18 330, 63 030, 93 090
5310, 18 330, 63 030, 93 090
450, 1530, 5310, 18 330, 63 030
5310, 18 330, 63 030, 93 090
1530, 5310, 18 330, 63 030, 93 090
1530, 5310, 18 330, 63 030, 93 090

depends, to a large extent, on the material grain shape and
pore geometry (Salem and Chilingarian, 1999). Previous
studies have often used a value of 1.75 for solid sea ice, and a
range 1.55–2.2 is reported in the literature (Reid and others,
2006). Because of the different structure of the unconsolidated platelet layer, with higher connectivity and brine
volume than solid sea ice, the cementation factor of solid sea
ice might not be applicable to the platelet layer. We therefore
tested a broad range of cementation factors from 1.5 to 2.5,
values which are usually used for saturated sandstones
(Glover and others, 1997). These structures are more likely to
describe the connected pores of the platelet layer.

Field data
Atka Bay
We investigated properties of the platelet layer at Atka Bay
at three sites between November 2012 and January 2013,
operating from the German research station Neumayer III.
The sites ATKA03, ATKA11 and ATKA24 (Fig. 1; Table 1)
represent different fast-ice regimes. At ATKA11, where we
repeated EM data acquisition five times, sea ice was
�4 months old, formed after a breakout in August 2012.
Consequently, ATKA11 showed thinner sea ice than all the
other sites. We found older first-year sea ice at ATKA24 and
thicker rafted sea ice at ATKA03. A detailed description of
the sea-ice conditions is given by Hoppmann and others
(2015). At each site, we removed the snow and acquired
multi-frequency EM data in 0.1 m steps in sensor altitude
from the sea-ice surface to a maximum height of 2 m above
the sea ice (Fig. 2).
After the EM sounding, we measured the freeboard, F, the
sea-ice thickness, IT, and the platelet-layer thickness, PLT,
with a modified thickness gauge through 0.05 m drillholes
(Table 1). Individual ice platelets up to 0.1 m in diameter
were observed. Manual sea-ice thickness measurements
yielded an uncertainty of <0.1 m for solid sea ice. But we
could only determine the platelet-layer thickness with an
accuracy of �0.3 m, as verified by an underwater camera
(Hoppmann and others, 2015). The platelet layer often
consisted of internal dense layers, and in the vicinity of sea
water the platelet layer was generally looser than in the
middle of the layer. Surprisingly, we often found a less dense
layer next to the solid sea ice. For our further calculations,
however, we assumed a homogeneous platelet layer.
To determine conductivities of the water column and the
interstitial platelet-layer water, we used a conductivity–
temperature–depth (CTD) probe (CTD75M, Sea & Sun
Technology GmbH) to perform in total 22 down- and
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Table 2. Summary of Weddell Sea and North Sea calibrations
operated with frequencies 1530, 5310, 18 330, 63 030 and
93 090 Hz. Date format is day/month. IT: measured sea-ice
thickness (snow was removed); F: measured freeboard; T: air
temperature measured by Polarstern; �i : estimated sea-ice conductivity; �w : sea-water conductivity measured by Polarstern (daily
average, Weddell Sea data) and by a handheld instrument (North
Sea data). Note the low sea-water conductivity in the North Sea due
to the inflow of fresh water (site 13)
Site

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Date (2013)

20/6
21/6
3/7
8/7
15/7
26/7
1/8(1)
1/8(2)
1/8(3)
5/8
31/8
25/9
2/12

IT

F

T

m

m

°C

0.53
0.54
0.60
0.58
0.58
3.44
2.75†
2.06
0.74
4.26‡
0.41
0.72
–

0.05
0.04
–0.20*
0.01
–
–
–0.01
–0.01
0.00
–
0.00
0.00
–

21
19
28
13
3
20
28
28
28
6
14
11
5

�i
mS m
80
80
80
50
10
5
15
15
100
2
0
300
–

�w
1

mS m

1

2708
2707
2698
2708
2706
2712
2715
2715
2715
2718
2712
2686
1200

*flooded calibration site.†0.69 m snow included, ‡>1 m snow included.

upward casts between 21 November 2012 and 7 January
2013. The instrument was operated through core holes
0.1 m in diameter, with a maximum depth range of 250 m.
Small ice crystals regularly blocked the conductivity cell
while the instrument was operating in the platelet layer,
resulting in spuriously low conductivity values. We tried to
minimize this risk by repeated up- and downward movements of the instrument. As the downward casts still
contained spurious data, we determined from the undisturbed upward casts an average sea-water conductivity of
2690 mS m 1 below the platelet layer.
To compare the electrical conductivity of the solid seaice layer with results from the GEM-2, we retrieved several
sea-ice cores and measured temperature and salinity profiles
at 0.1 m intervals. Brine volume (porosity) was calculated
according to Cox and Weeks (1983) and Leppäranta and
Manninen (1988). Brine conductivity, �b , was determined
after Stogryn and Desargant (1985) and Reid and others
(2006). The bulk conductivity of the solid sea-ice layer, �,
was then calculated using Eqn (3) and a cementation factor,
m ¼ 1:75 (Reid and others, 2006).

Weddell Sea and North Sea
Electromagnetic calibration data from sites with no platelet
layer were acquired in the central Weddell Sea at 12 sites
during two winter expeditions with the German icebreaker
RV Polarstern between June and September 2013 (Table 2).
Sea-ice thickness was measured with a thickness gauge, and
the conductivity of the sea water was obtained by the keel
salinometer of RV Polarstern (IT and �w in Table 2).
On first-year sea ice the snow was removed, which made
surface flooding visible at site 3 (Table 2). On multi-year sea
ice, where it was not possible to remove the snow in the
footprint area, we placed the GEM-2 on top of the snow and
consequently included a second layer of 0 mS m 1 in the
forward models (site 7). At site 10, we were not able to

estimate the snow depth because of internal icy layers, and
consequently used the same conductivity for the sea ice and
the snow layer. The bulk conductivity, �, of the solid sea ice
was obtained in the same way as at Atka Bay.
An additional calibration dataset was acquired from the
North Sea over mixed ocean and river inflow water at the
mouth of the river Weser near Bremerhaven, Germany (last
calibration in Table 2). The conductivity of the sea water
was measured with a handheld conductivity meter
(1200 mS m 1 ). Without the presence of a sea-ice layer the
EM response could be modelled as an ideal homogeneous
half-space.

RESULTS
Calibration coefficients and uncertainties were calculated
using the calibration data from the Weddell Sea and the
North Sea. Coefficients were then applied to the Atka Bay
data to estimate sea-ice and platelet-layer conductivities and
the ice-volume fraction of the platelet layer.

GEM-2 uncertainties
Calibration coefficients and uncertainties were obtained by
manually minimizing the difference between the GEM-2
data and theoretical forward models. Figure 3a and b show
typical 63 030 Hz EM responses for different heights above
sea water for the Weddell Sea calibrations. For the forward
model (blue dashed line) the sea-ice layer was initially
assumed to be non-conductive (0 mS m 1 ) and a conductivity of 2700 mS m 1 was assigned to the sea water. The
uncorrected datasets for in-phase and quadrature (Fig. 3a
and b) differ significantly from each other and from the
forward models. Reasons for this variability may originate
from an incorrect calibration of the GEM-2 in general, the
dependence of the EM response on environmental temperatures, the influence of sea-ice conductivity and variabilities
of the drillhole sea-ice thickness estimations within the
footprint of the instrument.
We therefore categorize the deviation from the forward
models into two main parts: first, imprecise calibration of
the individual frequencies as a mean offset to the forward
models (systematic error); and second, the influence of
environmental temperature, sea-ice conductivity and uncertainties of thickness estimations as the inter-variability
between different calibrations. The first factor can be
corrected by averaging the calibration coefficients for each
frequency over all calibrations. The second factor describes
the uncertainty of these mean calibration coefficients.
Zero-level offset coefficients, Ic0 and Qc0 (Table 3), were
measured by lifting the GEM-2 with RV Polarstern’s crane
and acquiring data from several meters above ground. This
free-air response was obtained for �30 min once the instrument was in temperature equilibrium. To investigate the
long-term drift and the temperature dependency, these measurements were carried out multiple times. Although the crane
measurements were conducted at temperatures from 24 to
–10°C, we did not observe a strong temperature dependence
of the zero-level offsets for any frequency. Once the
instrument was in temperature equilibrium, the instrumental
noise (In and Qn ) was determined as the standard deviation of
the time series. Mean scaling, A, and phase-mixing coefficients, Pc , were obtained at each site (Table 2) by manually
minimizing the root-mean-square error (rmse) between inphase and quadrature data and the forward models. It was
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necessary to use different zero-level offset coefficients, Ic and
Qc , than those obtained from the free-air experiment to reach
a satisfactory agreement with the forward models. These
changes significantly increased the standard deviation and,
thus, the uncertainty of zero-level offset coefficients of the
individual frequencies. The average of all calibration
coefficients, the standard deviations from individual calibration sites and the instrumental noise are summarized in
Table 3. We did not use the data from thick sea ice (site 10,
Table 2) to calculate these coefficients, because the signal
values were low and calibration coefficients depended
mainly on the estimated sea-ice conductivity.
The sea-ice conductivities, �i , for the forward models were
determined with the local maximum of quadrature components of frequencies 63 030 and 93 090 Hz, which are
assumed to be the most sensitive to sea-ice conductivity, due
to their low penetration depth. This method was applied
because it is almost independent of any zero-level offset,
scaling and phase-mixing corrections. In Figure 3c this is
shown for theoretical forward-model curves. One particular
example, the calibration at flooded site 3 (Table 2), exhibits a
conductivity of 1700 mS m 1 for the top 20 cm and the local
maximum is shifted significantly to higher values (Fig. 3b,
red). Small conductivity changes were also necessary to fit
the local maximum for non-flooded calibration sites. Estimated sea-ice conductivities, �i , are summarized in Table 2.
Using Eqns (1) and (2), all calibration data were corrected
with the mean coefficients, Ic , Qc , A and Pc (Table 3). The
total uncertainty for the in-phase component, �I, was
calculated with the Gaussian law of error propagation
according to
�
�2 �
�2 �
�2
�I
�I
�I
�I2 ¼
�A
�Ic þ
�Qc þ
�Ic
�Qc
�A
ð4Þ
�
�2 �
�2 �
�2
�I
�I
�I
þ
� Pc þ
�I n þ
�Qn ,
�Pc
�Im
�Qm

under the assumption that the uncertainty of the measured
in-phase and quadrature signal, Im and Qm , is described by
the noise, In and Qn , and the uncertainty of the remaining
contributions is given by the standard deviations of the
calibration coefficients. The calculation for �Q was
performed accordingly. The corrected data (dots), the
respective forward models (solid curves) and the estimated
uncertainties (ellipses) for in-phase and quadrature are
shown for one example dataset (site 1, Table 2) in Figure 4.
Using forward models as in Figure 4 and increasing the
sea-ice thickness in 0.1 m steps (sea ice with 100 mS m 1 ),
over a depth of 10 m, the calculated uncertainties exceed in
3 m depth the difference of two consecutive responses. This
means that it is possible to resolve solid sea ice up to 3 m
thick at an accuracy of 0.1 m with GEM-2 specifications and
given uncertainties.

Sea-ice conductivity
The conductivity of the solid sea ice was estimated for all
calibration and survey sites by aligning the measured
quadrature components of the two highest frequencies
(63 030 and 93 090 Hz) to the modelled data. This procedure yielded sea-ice conductivities of 200 mS m 1 for thin
sea ice (<1 m) at ATKA11 and conductivities of 40 mS m 1
for thicker sea ice at ATKA03 and ATKA24 (Table 1).

Fig. 3. Raw EM data (63 030 Hz) for all Weddell Sea datasets. (a) Inphase, (b) quadrature and (c) enlargement of box in (b). The forward
models (blue dashed curves) were calculated by assuming a
homogeneous half-space of 2700 mS m 1 and resistive sea ice
(0 mS m 1 ). Two additional forward models with increasing sea-ice
conductivities (50 and 100 mS m 1 ) are shown in (c).

Brine porosity and conductivity were used to calculate the
reference bulk conductivity values (Eqn (3)). The conductivities of the three ATKA11 sea-ice cores were 139 � 113,
141 � 102 and 149 � 77 mS m 1 . These high standard
deviations were mostly due to high conductivities at the ice/
water interface. If these were omitted, overall conductivities
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Bulk platelet-layer conductivity

Fig. 4. Data from calibration site 1 (Table 2) with applied
calibration coefficients. The instrument was lifted from zero (large
dots) to 2 m (smaller dots) over 0.53 m thick sea ice with a
conductivity of 80 mS m 1 . The semi-axes of the ellipses indicate
the in-phase and quadrature uncertainties. The forward models
(solid curves) for 0–3 m are shown for the different frequencies.

reduced to 100 � 18, 114 � 73 and 127 � 47 mS m 1 . Seaice cores at ATKA03 and ATKA24 yielded a sea-ice
conductivity of 56 � 23 and 101 � 35 mS m 1 , respectively.
In the Weddell Sea, nine sea-ice cores (<1 m) gave sea-ice
conductivities between 35 and 72 mS m 1 , with an average
of 56 � 14 mS m 1 . The highest standard deviation in a single
core was 55 mS m 1 . A thicker sea-ice core of 1.77 m yielded
a bulk sea-ice conductivity of 17 � 8 mS m 1 .
In contrast, sea-ice conductivities based on forwardmodel fitting at 63 030 and 93 090 Hz ranged from 0 to
100 mS m 1 (with one outlier of 300 mS m 1 ) for thin sea ice
(<1 m) and from 2 to 15 mS m 1 for thicker sea ice (>1 m;
Table 2). A value of 300 mS m 1 is a rather high conductivity
for first-year sea ice, and may be explained by the presence
of surface flooding or internal layers. Excluding the outlier
(300 mS m 1 ), the conductivities from the sea-ice cores are
in the same range as the conductivities from our results
obtained by the GEM-2.

The sea-ice conductivity at each site at Atka Bay was used as
an input parameter for a series of forward models, together
with the known thicknesses of solid sea ice and the platelet
layer. We varied the electrical conductivity of the platelet
layer using the full range of physically plausible conductivities, from a fully resistive layer (0 mS m 1 ) to conductive sea
water (2700 mS m 1 ) in steps of 50 mS m 1 . From the series
of forward models (e.g. ATKA11 at 18 330 Hz; Fig. 5) we
calculated the best fit between the corrected GEM-2 data
(applied calibration coefficients) and the forward models,
based on the local minimum of the rmse (Fig. 6). This
procedure was repeated at all sites at Atka Bay for both inphase and quadrature components and for each frequency.
We found that the best fit of in-phase and quadrature
components did not always result in the same bulk plateletlayer conductivity. Assuming that both components should
yield the same conductivity, we applied an additional phase
correction at each site for every frequency. The new phasemixing coefficients were averaged and included in the
uncertainty estimation (Pc2 , �Pc2 ; Table 3). The averaged
coefficients were again applied to both components for all
frequencies at all sites, except at ATKA03, where the signal
was too insensitive to the bulk platelet-layer conductivity,
due to generally low signal values on the thick sea ice. We
repeated the estimation of bulk platelet-layer conductivity
by finding the local minimum of the rmse and also
considered the upper and lower limit of the in-phase
(Fig. 6) and quadrature uncertainties.
We excluded the 450 Hz frequency and the in-phase
component of the 1530 Hz channel from the analysis, due to
a poor signal-to-noise ratio. We found that the quadrature
component of the two highest frequencies only weakly
depended on the bulk-conductivity variations of the platelet
layer at most sites, and we thus excluded these from further
analysis. Based on the small penetration depth of these
frequencies and the typical thickness of the fast ice, this was
not unexpected.
The local minima of the rmse of all processed frequencies
and components were averaged by survey site (Fig. 7) and
by individual frequencies (Fig. 8). For individual sites we
found mean bulk platelet-layer conductivities in the range

Table 3. Calibration coefficients for all frequencies. Noise of in-phase, In , and quadrature, Qn , components estimated by long time series;
zero-level offset coefficients, Ic0 and Qc0 , measured with a crane away from any conductive material. Zero-level offset coefficients, Ic and
Qc , scaling coefficients, A, and phase-mixing coefficients, Pc , obtained by minimizing the difference between field data and forward
models. Pc2 are the phase-mixing coefficients adjusted for the Atka Bay datasets. x is the arithmetic average and � the 1� standard deviation
of the individual calibration coefficients

Frequency

x/�

Hz
1530
5310
18 330
63 030
93 090

x
�
x
�
x
�
x
�
x
�

In

Qn

Ic0

Ic

Qc0

Qc

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

138

137

128

127

125

125

146

135

204

193

200
256
799
249
183
242
932
284
3474
352

45
138
405
269
417
547
757
695
3420
683

190
25
77
12
487
6
1331
133
240
460

118
137
328
365
671
576
1081
498
39
685

A

0.82
0.05
0.82
0.06
0.83
0.06
0.87
0.07
0.89
0.08

Pc

Pc2

°

°

–0.07
1.51
0.65
0.66
0.87
0.73
0.92
0.98
0.27
1.35

–1.17
3.58
–1.10
0.61
–0.14
1.28
1.79
2.98
4.72
4.24
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Fig. 7. Bulk platelet-layer conductivities. The results obtained using
different frequencies are averaged and shown for the individual
sites. The conductivities and the corresponding standard deviations
are shown for the best fit, and the lower and upper limit of
uncertainties. Dataset date format is day-month of 2012.

Fig. 5. Corrected dataset and corresponding uncertainties for the
(a) in-phase and (b) quadrature 18 330 Hz component at ATKA11
(1 December 2012). The forward models were calculated assuming
various platelet-layer conductivities (color bar).

Fig. 6. Root-mean-square errors (rmse) were calculated for the inphase component (Fig. 5a) to find the smallest difference between
this dataset and individual forward models. This is shown for the best
fit, for the lower limit of uncertainties and for the upper limit. The
bulk platelet-layer conductivity is, in this example, 1000 mS m 1
with a difference of 250 mS m 1 to the lower and 200 mS m 1 to the
upper limit.

1017–1340 mS m 1 (Fig. 7, best fit). The mean of these
values resulted in a bulk platelet-layer conductivity of
1154 mS m 1 (Fig. 7, solid black line). The mean value of
the lower uncertainty limit was 883 mS m 1 and of the upper
uncertainty limit 1425 mS m 1 , which resulted in an overall
uncertainty of �271 mS m 1 . We observed highest bulk
platelet-layer conductivity at ATKA24, the site with a thicker
sea ice and platelet layer (1.89 + 2.24 m) than at ATKA11.
Here we assume that an internal conductive layer was
located in the platelet layer.
We observed a frequency dependence of the bulk
platelet-layer conductivity (Fig. 8), where higher frequencies
tended to result in higher conductivities, even though upper
layers may be, in general, more consolidated. Whether the
reason for this relationship is a calibration error or
insufficient description of the layering by the forward
models is not known.

Fig. 8. Bulk platelet-layer conductivities. The results obtained at the
different sites are averaged and shown for the individual
frequencies. The conductivities and the corresponding standard
deviations are shown for the best fit, and the lower and upper limit
of uncertainties.
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Ice-volume fraction of platelet layer
The next step was to convert the layer conductivity to
porosity. We used Archie’s law (Eqn (3)), where the brine
conductivity, �b , is the conductivity of the liquid phase in
the platelet layer. To a first-order approximation, �b can be
described by the conductivity of the sea-water column
below.
In eight down- and two upward CTD casts, the water in
the platelet layer appeared to be much fresher than the sea
water (1800 vs 2690 mS m 1 ), but we interpret these low
values as an interaction between ice platelets and the
conductivity sensor. We assumed cementation factors, m,
between 1.5 and 2.5. Applying these parameters to different
brine conductivities, �b , and bulk platelet-layer conductivities, �, with lower and upper limits of uncertainties, we
found a range of ice-volume fractions (1 �, where � is
porosity; Table 4).
The resulting ice-volume fractions were in the range
0.16–0.26 for sea-water conductivities �b = 1800 mS m 1 ,
which we considered to be spuriously low. For regular sea
water of �b = 2690 mS m 1 the ice-volume fractions were in
the range 0.29–0.43. Accounting for the lower and upper
uncertainty limits, ice-volume fractions for spuriously low
brine conductivity, �b , were 0.09–0.38, and for sea-water
brine conductivity they were 0.22–0.52. The ice-volume
fraction was equally influenced by the choice of cementation factor, m, and brine conductivity, �b .

DISCUSSION
We have shown that, for given thicknesses of solid sea ice
and the platelet layer, it is possible to use multi-frequency
EM induction soundings to resolve the bulk platelet-layer
conductivity within an uncertainty range of 271 mS m 1 .
The uncertainty is mainly governed by the inter-variability
between calibrations, rather than by the instrumental noise
of the GEM-2. Consequently, the uncertainties of the
calibration coefficients can be reduced significantly with
proper calibrations. As stated above, we are able to resolve
with GEM-2 data a solid sea-ice layer of 3 m with an
accuracy of 0.1 m, based on calculated uncertainties.
Reducing the uncertainty by 50% will allow us to resolve
solid sea ice of up to 4.20 m at an accuracy of 0.1 m.
ATKA03 with its 2.69 m solid sea ice and 4.21 m platelet
layer could not be resolved by the set-up used. Theoretical
calculations, however, showed that it would be possible to
resolve these layers with frequencies up to 18 330 Hz by
further reducing the uncertainties.
During our first operations of the GEM-2 at Atka Bay fast
ice, we tested different frequency configurations in order to
evaluate its potential (Table 1). Frequencies of 1530, 5310,
18 330, 63 030 and 93 090 Hz showed promising results, as
the various frequencies are sensitive to different depths,
while a frequency as low as 450 Hz was too noisy. In
general, lower frequencies are more sensitive to deeper
structures, and higher frequencies to the shallower sea ice.
With the two highest frequencies, we obtained sea-ice
conductivities similar to those from independent results of
sea-ice cores. This can be very useful for other studies,
especially for a non-destructive determination of sea-ice
properties (e.g. Haas and others, 2008). Although first-year
sea ice is generally more electrically conductive than thick
sea ice, the sea-ice conductivities from forward-model fitting
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Table 4. Ice-volume fractions of the platelet layer assuming different
values for cementation factor, m, conductivities of interstitial water
in the platelet layer, �b , and bulk platelet-layer conductivities, �, of
the lower uncertainty limit (883 mS m 1 ), the best fit (1154 mS m 1 )
and the upper uncertainty limit (1425 mS m 1 )
�b (mS m–1):

1800

� (mS m–1):

883

1154

1425

883

1154

1425

m = 1.5
m = 2.0
m = 2.5

0.38
0.30
0.25

0.26
0.20
0.16

0.14
0.11
0.09

0.52
0.43
0.36

0.43
0.35
0.29

0.35
0.27
0.22

2690

at ATKA11 were with 200 mS m 1 unexpectedly high. At
this site the freeboards were close to zero, and a slushy
snow/ice interface was observed after the snow was
removed, which probably influenced the GEM-2 recordings.
For further GEM-2 studies, where an absolute calibration
is desired, we strongly suggest calculating calibration
coefficients and uncertainties for all the individual frequencies. Nevertheless, the instrument can still be used in a
traditional way for single-frequency sea-ice thickness
retrievals, similar to an EM-31, where an exponential fit to
calibration data at a single frequency is used to directly
determine the sea-ice thickness (e.g. Haas and others,
1997). The advantages of the GEM-2 over the EM-31 are the
different sounding depths, due to several frequencies, and
recording of in-phase and quadrature. The two components
provide independent measurements at a single frequency
and thereby reduce the ambiguity of the recorded signal,
which is important for the determination of the calibration
coefficients. The in-phase component of the EM-31 is often
at saturation, and the apparent conductivity is calculated
with the quadrature component. In general, the in-phase
component is more sensitive to deeper structures than the
quadrature component.
Correcting the Atka Bay data with the calibration
coefficients revealed that an additional phase shift had to
be applied. This is possibly linked to the fundamentally
different temperature regimes at the calibration sites, where
the mean calibration coefficients were obtained. Slightly
different frequency configurations had only a minor
influence. This highlights the importance of careful calibration measurements for future field campaigns. We
measured environmental temperatures during all our surveys, but could not see a strong temperature dependence of
individual measurements, although the instrument was in
temperature equilibrium with its surroundings.
While the uncertainty associated with the GEM-2 data
mainly affects the estimation of platelet-layer conductivity,
the subsequent conversion to ice-volume fraction strongly
depends on physical assumptions of pore and ice-platelet
shapes. For example, we assume that the pore-water is
connected, which would generally indicate a low value for
the cementation factor, m, in Archie’s law (Glover, 2009). A
lower value indicates spherical pores and grains (Salem and
Chilingarian, 1999), but this is not the case for individual
disk-shaped ice platelets within the platelet layer. Using thin
sections for sea-ice cores from Atka Bay, Hoppmann and
others (2015) found randomly oriented ice platelets (which
agrees with recent findings of Gough and others, 2012). This
factor might again result in a lower value of m, due to less
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angularity. However, to date, no studies exist that describe
the cementation factor, m, for the platelet layer using
independent measurements. Instead, we calculated a brine
platelet-layer conductivity with a range of values, 1.5–2.5,
normally observed in sandstones (Glover and others, 1997).
In general, we get better agreement with results from recent
studies (Gough and others, 2012; Hoppmann and others,
2015) with higher cementation factors or lower brine
conductivities.
The brine conductivity, �b , measured by CTD casts
creates an additional uncertainty. Hoppmann and others
(2015) showed that the platelet layer was already thinning
when the GEM-2 surveys were conducted (November
2012–January 2013), due to the inflow of warm water
masses. Hence, the brine conductivity may have decreased
due to ice melt in late December. Nevertheless, these melt
rates and the associated freshening do not explain the low
conductivities (�1800 mS m 1 ) recorded. Also, the bulk
platelet-layer conductivity at ATKA11 on 27 December
(Fig. 7) did not decrease compared with earlier calibrations.
Apart from the physical assumptions of the platelet layer
and the conversion of conductivities to ice-volume fraction,
we assumed the ideal case of two layers, which are level
within the footprint of the sensor. We tried to compensate
for this effect by measuring sea-ice thickness in the footprint
range of the instrument through several drillholes. This
assumption most likely does not hold for thicker sea ice and
platelet layers, where sub-ice topographies or internal layers
may be present more often.
With frequencies more sensitive to the solid sea-ice layer
and the significant extension of the frequency range to lower
values, we are confident that we can resolve both plateletlayer thickness and conductivity using a geophysical
inversion scheme. The result of the inversion might be that
a two-layer case is not sufficient; instead it may be necessary
to have several platelet layers to explain the apparent
relationship (Fig. 8) between bulk platelet-layer conductivity
and frequency. However, data inversion is only possible
when the bias of the bucking coil is included in inversion
algorithms.

CONCLUSION
This study is a step towards sub-sea-ice platelet-layer volume
estimation of Antarctic fast ice with EM induction sounding.
We used the multi-frequency ground-based instrument
GEM-2, operated at frequencies of 450–93 090 Hz. We
compared measurements at sites of known sea-ice and
platelet-layer thicknesses at Atka Bay with two-layered
forward models, deriving a mean bulk platelet-layer conductivity of 1154 � 271 mS m 1 . Assuming a range of
cementation factors for the platelet layer, we obtained icevolume fractions of 0.29–0.43, while values of 0:25 � 0:06
and 0:25 � 0:1 have recently been found by other methods
(Gough and others, 2012; Hoppmann and others, 2015).
Using the quadrature component of higher frequencies,
63 030 and 93 090 Hz, we were able to estimate conductivities of the solid sea-ice layer. Accurate calibrations are
required to reduce the uncertainties of multi-frequency EM
measurements to make them useful for the determination of
the platelet-layer volume. Comparisons of calibration data
and forward models revealed that it is crucial to include the
signal response of the bucking coil in the theoretical
calculations. In general, multi-frequency soundings are
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superior to single-frequency soundings and may also
improve sea-ice thickness retrieval over deformed and
porous sea ice that has similar macroscale properties to the
platelet layer in Antarctica. Our results provide elemental
physical constraints for the layer conductivities and icevolume fractions. As we continue this work, we intend to
conduct a joint analysis of all frequencies using a geophysical inversion to retrieve platelet-layer thickness and
conductivities simultaneously. Multi-frequency EM induction sounding will enable us to survey ice-platelet volume
below the Antarctic near-coastal sea ice on a much larger
scale than by direct measurements through drillholes. Our
method can also be applied to data from multi-frequency
airborne sensors, which have recently been developed
(Pfaffhuber and others, 2012).
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ABSTRACT
The porosity of sea ice is a fundamental physical parameter that governs the mechanical strength of sea
ice and the mobility of gases and nutrients for biological processes and biogeochemical cycles in the sea ice
layer. Except from few coring sites little is known on
the spatial distribution of the sea ice porosity and the
variability of different sea ice types. But an efficient
and non-destructive method to measure this property
is currently missing. Sea ice porosity is however linked
to the bulk electrical conductivity of sea ice, a parameter routinely used to discriminate between sea ice and
seawater below by electromagnetic (EM) induction sensors. Here we evaluate the prospect of porosity retrieval
of sea ice by means of bulk conductivity estimates using
1D multi-frequency EM inversion schemes. We focused
on two inversion algorithms, a smoothness-constrained
inversion and a Marquardt-Levenberg inversion, which
we modified for the nonlinear signal bias caused by
a passive bucking coil operated in such a highly conductive environment. Using synthetic modeling studies, 1D inversion algorithms and multiple frequencies,
we show that we can resolve the sea ice conductivity
within ± 0.01 S/m. Using standard assumptions for the
conductivity-porosity relation of sea ice, we are able to
estimate porosity with a uncertainty of ± 1.2 % which
enables fast and non-destructive surveys of the internal
state of the sea ice cover.
∗ Alfred-Wegener-Institut Helmholtz-Zentrum für Polar- und
Meeresforschung, Bussestrasse 24, 27570 Bremerhaven, Germany
† Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John’s, NL A1B 3X5,
Canada
‡ Uppsala University, Department of Earth Sciences, Villavägen 16,
SE-752 36 Uppsala, Sweden
§ ETH Zurich, Institute of Geophysics, Sonnegstrasse 5, 8092 Zurich,
Switzerland

INTRODUCTION
Along with the shrinking of the sea ice extent (Stroeve
et al., 2012; Comiso and Hall, 2014) Arctic sea ice is
thinning (Lindsay and Zhang, 2005; Haas et al., 2008;
Kwok et al., 2009) and becoming younger (Maslanik et al.,
2011). The change towards a younger sea ice cover leads
1
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to changes in the average internal structure. For example, first-year sea ice shows higher absorption rates of
shortwave radiation than does older sea ice, leading to
a stronger internal warming and melting (Perovich et al.,
2011; Nicolaus et al., 2012). This in turn, results in an
increase of the connectivity of pores and brine channels,
which governs the exchange of gases (Gosink et al., 1976)
and nutrients (Krembs et al., 2011), as well as the mechanical strength (Kovacs, 1996). Here we develop and
present a methodology to improve the use of electromagnetic (EM) induction sounding instruments to retrieve information related to the internal structure of different sea
ice types, based on measurements of bulk electrical sea ice
conductivity, hereinafter referred to as conductivity.
A physical parameter linked to the conductivity of the
sea ice layer is its porosity (Archie, 1942). Pores of young
sea ice are usually filled with highly saline brine left from
the formation process, while in older, multi-year sea ice,
this brine is usually replaced by fresher water due to meltwater flushing (Eicken et al., 2002; Vancoppenolle et al.,
2007) or gravity drainage (Niedrauer and Martin, 1979;
Notz and Worster, 2008). This also means that older,
multi-year sea ice is electrically more resistive, while young,
porous sea ice still has a high conductivity due to brine
inclusions. Summer sea ice often shows macro-scale pores,
as brine channels are widened and connected by melt processes. These pores then contain a mix of melt water and
brine, which change the geochemistry of sea ice and the
availability of nutrients for biological processes (Thomas
and Dieckmann, 2009; Vancoppenolle et al., 2010). Mapping sea ice layer porosity by proxy measurements of sea
ice conductivity would therefore enable improved process
studies of sea ice mass balance and especially complex biogeochemical cycles at the atmosphere - sea ice - ocean interface. Information on the spatial variability, large-scale
gradients and the annual cycle of internal sea ice properties is only sparsely available (e.g. Golden et al., 2007;
Pringle et al., 2009). Current methods to obtain information on sea ice porosity are based on manual coring,
whereas the high spatial variability in the sea ice cover
calls for a rapid and non-destructive method.
The conductivity of sea ice, and in particular its large
contrast with that of the ocean, is routinely utilized for
sea ice thickness retrieval by frequency-domain electromagnetic induction sounders, which usually employ a single frequency in the range from 4 to 10 kHz. This method
is deployed from helicopters (Kovacs and Holladay, 1990;
Haas et al., 2009), aircraft (Haas et al., 2010), ship-mounted
booms (Haas, 1998; Reid et al., 2003) or directly on the sea
ice surface for high-resolution case studies (Eicken et al.,
2001; Haas, 2004; Druckenmiller et al., 2009; Weissling
et al., 2011). The retrieval algorithm assumes that sea ice
and snow can be described by a single, flat 1D layer, which
is usually the case for level sea ice, and that the effect of
sea ice and snow conductivity on the EM response is negligible compared to the contribution from the underlying
seawater. The EM response can be approximated with an

exponential relation to the distance of the sea ice-water interface of either the in-phase or quadrature (out-of-phase)
component, parameterized from calibration measurements
or 1D forward models. The inverse of the exponential
function then directly relates the EM response to the total thickness (snow and sea ice) for the given height of the
sensor above the surface layer (Kovacs and Morey, 1991).
We refer this method as EMPEX (empirical exponential),
according to Pfaffling et al. (2007). This approach has
proven to be a robust methodology for empirical sea ice
thickness retrieval, but it inherently has to neglect any
changes of the sea ice conductivity.
The assumption of a perfectly resistive, single layer of
sea ice and snow is is justified in most cases, since the influence of the sea ice conductivity of dry cold level sea ice
with typical thicknesses of 1-2 meters is small at the traditionally used frequency range (Pfaffling and Reid, 2009).
However, there are cases, where the sea ice conductivity
is a desired information for sea ice type classification and
even becomes a dominant factor, e.g. for summer melt or
the so-called sub-ice platelet layer. The latter is a layer
of loose ice crystals (ice platelets) with a bulk conductivity between those of sea ice and ocean water (Rack et al.,
2013; Hunkeler et al., 2015), may be located underneath
coastal sea ice in Antarctica. Ice platelets originate from
supercooled water in cavities below ice shelves and are a
main contributor to the local sea ice mass balance. This
special sea ice type is currently unmapped, except for sporadic manual measurements (e.g. Hoppmann et al., 2015).
Also the sea ice thickness can vary on instrument subfootprint scales, and not all sea ice structures can be sufficiently described by a 1D geometry approximation within
the footprint. The traditional 1D assumption leads to
thickness biases for deformed sea ice, partly due to the
geometric effect of sub-footprint scale thickness variability (Kovacs et al., 1995; Reid et al., 2003; Pfaffhuber et al.,
2012) and partly due to the intrusion of saline seawater
into the sea ice layer (Reid et al., 2006).
Operational needs for in-situ high-resolution sea ice surveys require a small sensor package that can be towed
by foot or snow machine. It is a particular characteristic of such surveys that measurements are taken in a
highly conductive environment given that the sensor is
usually meters above seawater. The conductivities of sea
ice layers we aim to resolve (0.01-0.2 S/m) can be 1 to
2 orders of magnitude smaller than the conductivity of
the ocean (e.g. 2.7 S/m). Distances between the sensor
and the saline ocean water can easily become smaller than
the dimensions of the sensor itself. Previous EM sea ice
studies have accounted for sea ice conductivities, such as
Pfaffling and Reid (2009), who revealed that the lower
frequency (3.68 kHz) of an airborne device is mostly sensitive to sea ice thickness, while higher frequencies (112
kHz) are needed to resolve sea ice conductivity. However,
the difference in conductivity between first-year sea ice
(0.05 S/m) and multi-year sea ice (< 0.01 S/m) could not
be resolved for sea ice thinner than 2 m. In contrast, Hol-
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laday et al. (1998) used airborne EM induction sounding
to distinguish between first and multi-year sea ice by using 30 kHz and 90 kHz. Reid et al. (2003) concluded that
it is necessary for sea ice thickness retrieval to account for
conductive sea ice.
Since empirical analytic approaches for processing singlefrequency EM data are insufficient to resolve thickness and
conductivity of even a single layer, we assess the prospect
of using 1D inversion algorithms on multi-frequency EM
data, where (i) conductivity within fixed layers and (ii)
conductivity and thickness of sea ice layers are adapted
to minimize the difference between the signal response
and forward models. In a previous study, Hunkeler et al.
(2015) performed case studies with a ground-based device
(GEM-2, Geophex Ltd.) at frequencies of 63.03 and 93.09
kHz and a coil spacing of 1.66 m, being able to resolve
sea ice conductivities in agreement with estimates from
sea ice cores. The assessment of sea ice conductivity in
the present study is based on the same small-coil instrument, where ’small coil’ refers to transmitter and receiver
coils that have small diameters compared to the distance
between them. Hence, the magnetic field generated by
the transmitter is represented by a magnetic dipole and
the measurements at the receiver coil are considered to be
point measurements of the magnetic field (Farquharson,
2000). Processing routines of data from such small-coil
instruments in highly conductive environments cannot be
based on existing algorithms because of a nonlinear signal
bias introduced by the passive bucking coil of the instrument. This coil is used to null the primary field at the
receiver location and effectively acts as a second receiver.
In low conductivity environments, the contribution of this
second receiver can safely be approximated by a linear factor and the correction is often integrated in the sensor calibration. However, the contribution of the bucking coils
significantly depends on the subsurface conductivity itself
(Fitterman, 1998) and needs to be taken into account in
the forward model and inversion scheme.
In this study, we use two modified geophysical inversion
algorithms that specifically include the bucking coil. We
use synthetic data and specific instrumental noise characteristics to run inversions for different thickness and conductivity scenarios as a proof-of-concept for the application to actual field data. We analyze the sensitivity of
the inversion results and their success in resolving sea ice
thickness and conductivity simultaneously. Finally, the
porosity and its uncertainty is estimated from conductivity retrievals.

METHODS
We first describe principles behind multiple frequencies
and passive EM bucking, then review two inversion algorithms with integrated contribution of the bucking coil
correction for a small-coil EM instrument.

3

Multi-frequency measurements with smallcoil systems
The quasi-static near-field zone (Spies and Frischknecht,
1991) is defined by the transmitter-receiver distance xRx
being much smaller than the quasi-static plane-wave skin
depth δ which is defined as
r
2
,
(1)
δ=
ωµσ
where ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2πf ), µ is the magnetic permeability of free space (µ = 4π10−7 H/m) and σ
is the conductivity. In the near-field zone using the same
transmitter-receiver geometry, measurements at multiple
frequencies do not add information over a single-frequency
measurement, unless the conductivity shows frequency dependence. To increase the sounding depth, the transmitterreceiver distance has to be increased or the coil orientation
has to be changed. The quasi-static transition zone corresponds to measurements with xRx ∼ δ. Compared to measurements in the near-field zone, the sounding depth increases additionally with decreasing frequency (Spies and
Frischknecht, 1991). This results in additional information being retrieved using different frequencies.
The lower frequencies considered in our study, i.e. f1 =1.53
and f2 =5.31 kHz, represent measurements in the nearfield zone. For instance, for measurements at frequency f1 ,
the skin depths in seawater (conductivity of 2.7 S/m) and
sea ice of 0.2 S/m are δ = 7.8 m and δ = 28.8 m, respectively. Both skin depths are significantly larger than the
transmitter-receiver separation of 1.66 m. However, measurements at higher frequencies, i.e. f3 =18.33, f4 =63.03
and f5 =93.09 kHz are effectively in the transition zone.
For frequency f5 , δ = 1.0 m and δ = 3.6 m for seawater
and sea ice with a conductivity of 0.2 S/m, respectively.
This suggests that in highly conductive sea ice environments, soundings can be carried out by varying frequency
even at transmitter-receiver separations as small as 1.66
m. Moreover, in our case of a moderately conductive layer
being underlain by a highly conductive layer, resolution
of layer parameters is generally much better than in the
opposite case of a highly conductive layer being underlain
by a moderately conductive layer (Spies and Frischknecht,
1991).

Passive EM bucking
Current EM induction instruments operate at single to
multiple discrete frequencies. A typical EM instrument
consists of three coils (Figure 1): transmitter coil (Tx),
bucking coil (Bx) and receiver coil (Rx). The transmitter
coil generates a primary magnetic field, inducing a secondary magnetic field in a conductive subsurface. The
signal strength of this secondary field depends, amongst
other things, on the distance from the instrument to a
body and its conductivity. During a survey, the receiver
coil records the superposition of the primary and secondary magnetic fields minus the bucking field.
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tsyn = 0-10 m,
σsyn = 0.01-0.2 S/m
Sea ice

Sea ice

Seawater

Seawater

infinite,
2.7 S/m

b)
Tx

Bx

Rx

xRx = 1.660 m
xBx = 1.035 m

Frequencies:
1.53, 5.31,
18.33, 63.03,
93.09 kHz

Figure 1: Diagrammatic sketch of multi-frequency EM device on level sea ice. In a) two exemplary stations with
different sea ice thicknesses are shown. Synthetic data
were calculated by assuming level sea ice thicknesses tsyn
from 0-10 m in increments of 0.1 m and conductivities σsyn
of 0.01, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20 S/m. In b) the internal
coil configuration and frequencies used for calculation of
synthetic data are shown, xRx and xBx are the distances
from the transmitter (Tx) to the receiver (Rx) and bucking coil (Bx), respectively. The bucking coil is used to
null the primary field at the receiver location. Algorithms
needed to be modified for a nonlinear bucking bias arising
from measurements in highly conductive regimes.
The purpose of a bucking coil is to null the primary field
at the receiver, which also avoids receiver saturation, and
increases the dynamic range of the instrument (Won et al.,
2003). It is connected in series and in opposite polarity to
the receiver coil and technically acts as a second receiver.
In free space the bucking coil measures the same absolute
primary field signal as does the receiver coil when the
following relation according to Won et al. (2003) is valid:
ABx nBx
ARx nRx
=
,
x3Rx
x3Bx

(2)

where xBx is the distance between Tx and Bx, xRx is the
distance between Tx and Rx and A and n are the area and
number of turns of the respective coil. Typically xBx and
xRx are in the order of 1-4 m, e.g., one particular commercial realization has xBx = 1.035 m and xRx = 1.66 m,
and accommodates simultaneous operation of 0.3-96 kHz.
The bucking coil, which is assumed to be linearly sensitive
to the conductive subsurface, compensates internally for
the primary field at the receiver location. However, in the
seawater environment, the response of the bucking coil to
the secondary field is nonlinear, leading to an overcorrection of the receiver signal depending on the conductivity
structure of the subsurface (Fitterman, 1998). Hunkeler
et al. (2015) accounted for this so-called bucking bias by
modifying forward modeled data according to
d = dRx − dBx = (IRx + iQRx ) − (IBx + iQBx ),

(3)

where d is the signal response at the receiver (dRx ) and
bucking coil (dBx ) location. These signals can also be expressed as a complex number with real (in-phase I) and

imaginary parts (quadrature Q), where I and Q are dimensionless and are measured in ppm (parts per million).
An alternative
p representation of the signal is by its amplitude A = I 2 + Q2 and phase ϕ = arctan(Q/I). Hunkeler et al. (2015) achieved a satisfying agreement between
field data and corrected forward modeled data by applying coefficients obtained from calibration experiments. In
this study, we build upon these findings to implement
the bucking coil directly into two different inversion algorithms.

Inverse modeling
The aim of an inversion algorithm is to find a plausible
model (usually the simplest) which adequately fits the
observed data within the data uncertainty (Farquharson
et al., 2003). The process consists of two components:
forward modeling and inversion. Forward modeling generates the data of a specific model; inversion automatically
changes the model to reduce the misfit between measured
and forward modeled data (Menke, 1989). We tested two
inversion algorithms to resolve synthetic data of homogeneous sea ice for different thicknesses and conductivities.
Forward modeling and inversion calculations were performed in 1D. We stitched the 1D inversion results of individual stations, which results in a 2D impression. With
the first algorithm (EM1DFM, Farquharson (2000); Farquharson et al. (2003)), we only inverted for the conductivity within fixed layers of 0.1 m thickness, using vertical
smoothing between layers. We call this inversion algorithm throughout the manuscript smoothness-constrained
inversion. Since a vertical conductivity smoothing is not
ideal in the case of a sharp sea ice/seawater interface, we
applied a second algorithm, the Marquardt-Levenberg inversion (Jupp and Vozoff, 1975; Lines and Treitel, 1984).
With only two distinct instead of many individual layers,
and with sea ice thickness as an additional free parameter, this scheme may better reflect reality. In our study we
used the Marquardt-Levenberg inversion algorithm from
EMILIA (Electro Magnetic Inversion with Least Intricate
Algorithms, Kalscheuer et al. (2010, 2012); Grab (2012)).
Smoothness-constrained inversion (EM1DFM)
The inversion problem is ill-posed and nonlinear. Therefore we derived at each iteration n a linearized approximation by searching for a change in the conductivity model
which minimize the cost function
Φn = φnd + β n φnm ,

(4)

where φd is the data misfit, β is the trade-off parameter
and φm is the model-structure component (Farquharson
et al., 2003). The data misfit φd is calculated according
to Farquharson et al. (2003) by the l2 -norm
φnd = kWd (dn − dsyn )k2 ,

(5)

where dsyn are the synthetic EM data. dn are the forwardmodeled data for the model mn of the nth iteration, where
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n

d is defined as the non-linear forward operator F[m ].
By accounting for the bucking bias, dsyn and dn need
to be modified according to Equation 3. Wd is a diagonal weighting matrix. For the bucking coil quantification (experiment 1, see below), Wd includes the reciprocal value of one percent of the synthetic data. For
the synthetic modeling studies (experiments 2-4, see below), Wd includes the reciprocal standard deviations of
the data, which were calculated from 30 minutes of freeair recordings of noise at each frequency for both in-phase
and quadrature components (Hunkeler et al., 2015).
The model-structure component in Equation 4 is defined by
φnm = αs kWs mn k2 + αz kWz mn k2 ,

(6)

where m is the model vector of the logarithms of the layer
conductivities and αs (= 0.05) and αz (= 1) are scaling
coefficients. The diagonal matrix Ws contains elements
which are equal to the square roots of the individual layer
thicknesses (= 0.1 m). The matrix Wz is a first-order
finite-difference operator. The rows are scaled by the reciprocals of the square roots of half the distance between
the centers of two layers (Farquharson et al., 2003). The
left term in Equation 6 quantifies the deviation from a reference model of 1 S/m and the right term the roughness
of the model. Since αs is significantly smaller than αz , the
right term dominates the model-structure component.
The trade-off parameter β (Equation 4) is a parameter
which determines the balance between the data misfit and
the model-structure component and is responsible to fit
the observed data closely, whereas the constructed model
should be as simple as possible (Farquharson et al., 2003).
The noise is well known and therefore we adjusted β with a
univariate search until the misfit φd matches a pre-defined
target misfit in every iteration n. This is the maximum of
the number of calculated responses Nd =10 (in-phase and
quadrature for the five frequencies), or equal to 0.5φdn−1 ,
in order to allow only small changes in model structure at
each iteration (discrepancy principle, Farquharson, 2000).
In case the target misfit cannot be reached, the inversion
algorithm searches for the smallest misfit.
The new model mn is calculated from the previous
model mn−1 by
mn = mn−1 + υδmn ,

(7)

where δm is the model update step and υ is the step
length, which is halved when the cost function (Equation
4) does not immediately decrease. To find the model update step δm, Equation 4 is differentiated with respect
to δm, set equal to zero and solved by a least-square approach for δm (Paige and Saunders, 1982; Farquharson
et al., 2003). By doing so, the forward modeled data dn
in Equation 5 are approximated in the derivation of the
inversion algorithm by
dn ≈ dn−1 + Jn−1 δmn ,

(8)

5

where J is the Jacobian matrix of sensitivities (Farquharson and Oldenburg, 1996). J consists of the partial derivatives of the data with respect to the model parameters
(logarithms of conductivities, σ) for the j th layer and ith
station:
∂dBx,i
∂dRx,i
n
−
,
(9)
Jij
=
∂logσjn
∂logσjn
where d is the signal response at the receiver coil (dRx ) and
bucking coil (dBx ) locations. These sensitivities quantify
how the forward modeled data are affected by changing
the conductivity of each layer (Farquharson and Oldenburg, 1993). The second term in Equation 9 is not required if the bucking coil modification is to be ignored.
To evaluate the compatibility of the new model mn with
the field data, the full forward response dn = F[mn ] is
then used to calculate φd (not approximation in Equation 8). The convergence of the inversion algorithm is
determined using two convergence criteria according to
Gill et al. (1981) and Farquharson (2000).
To assess how well synthetic data for a constructed
model fit the measured data, we calculated the root-mean
square error (RMSE)
r
1
φd .
(10)
RMSE =
Nd
An inversion with RMSE close to 1 is considered reliable
without fitting too much to noise (Kalscheuer et al., 2013).
Marquardt-Levenberg inversion (EMILIA)
The Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm of EMILIA was recently modified to account for the bucking-coil bias by
implementation of Equations 3 and 9 (Kaufmann, 2014).
The cost function Φ is similar to Equation 4. The quantity
φd is defined in a similar manner to Equation 5 (more below). The quantity β governs the magnitude of the damping and specifies the confidence in the previous model
(damping factor). The quantity φm is now defined as
φnm = k(mn − mn−1 )k2

(11)

for the nth iteration. Since the difference between the new
model mn and the previous model mn−1 is limited, the
inversion result is influenced by the starting model. The
starting model is the first assumed subsurface model with
defined thicknesses and conductivities of sea ice and underlying seawater, which is adapted during the inversion
process. The RMSE is calculated according to Equation
10, where for RMSE > 1 a line search is performed for β
and the model is adapted accordingly (Kalscheuer et al.,
2013). In order to improve sea ice thickness results from
the Marquardt-Levenberg inversion, we weighted the data
misfit φdw according to Kalscheuer et al. (2013):
φndw = k

Wd (dn − dsyn ) 2
k ,
w

(12)

where the weight factor w, obtained from normalized synthetic data of one frequency and one component, decreases
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exponentially for different stations, but is kept constant as
the iterations proceed. Small values of w were assigned to
stations of thick sea ice to increase their weights. The misfit φdw is normalized by the sum of the squared weight factor w2 to achieve the intended weighted RMSE (RMSEw )
of 1
s
w2
φdw ,
(13)
RMSEw =
Nd
where φdw is the weighted data misfit and Nd the number
of calculated responses.

Most-squares inversion
For sensitivity calculations, we applied to some of our 2layer Marquardt-Levenberg inversions a model error and
resolution analysis. This method is based on the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) of the sensitivity matrix (Kalscheuer and Pedersen, 2007). Since the
effective number of model parameters is two (conductivity σ and thickness t of sea ice), the truncation level of
the TSVD was set to two in the analyses of these models. Due to the very limited number of model parameters,
both layer parameters are perfectly resolved. Hence, in
assessing how well the layer parameters are constrained,
only the model parameter uncertainties need to be further
considered.
To partly account for the non-linearity of the inversion
problem, we computed error estimates for the final inversion models using most-squares inversion (Jackson, 1976;
Meju and Hutton, 1992; Meju, 1994). A most-squares inversion is an iterative method that determines, starting
from the least-squares inversion results, bounding model
values which are representative of the variability of the
model parameters. The goal is to assess the stability of
model parameters (Meju and Hutton, 1992). Owing to
the logarithmic transformation of model parameters dur−
+
ing inversion, the most-squares errors 1/fM
SQ and fM SQ
−
+
correspond to parameter ranges σ/fM SQ , . . . , fM SQ ·σ and
−
+
t/fM
SQ , . . . , fM SQ · t of layer conductivities and thicknesses, respectively. Hence, a model parameter is well
constrained with most-squares errors close to 1.

Synthetic data
To test the inversion algorithms, we used synthetic datasets
for the in-phase and quadrature components, calculated
by a 1D forward model using the implementation of Anderson (1979). We calculated two different types of synthetic datasets: (i) neglecting (dsyn =dRx ); and (ii) accounting (dsyn =dRx -dBx ) for the bucking coil correction
according to Equation 3. One dataset includes 101 stations, where the sea ice was increased from 0 to 10 m from
one station to the next in increments of 0.1 m. These
true thicknesses are hereinafter referred to as tsyn . Two
exemplary stations are illustrated in Figure 1a, where a
snow layer was neglected. We used typical conductivities σsyn of different sea ice types between 0.01 and 0.2

S/m (Hunkeler et al., 2015) and a homogeneous half-space
conductivity of 2.7 S/m, representing seawater. Inphase
and quadrature responses were calculated at frequencies
of 1.53, 5.31, 18.33, 63.03 and 93.09 kHz, a setup also used
during surveys on sea ice (Hunkeler et al., 2015). For this
proof-of-concept of the bucking coil implementation we
did not account for any noise of the instrument (experiment 1). To simulate realistic data, we added Gaussian
noise (corresponding to one standard deviation) to the
in-phase and quadrature components, based on the freeair response for the respective frequencies (experiments
2-4). The assumed standard deviations between 125 and
204 ppm were calculated in an earlier study by Hunkeler
et al. (2015), where higher frequencies showed higher instrumental noise. The synthetic data from the implementation of Anderson (1979) were compared to data forward
modeled by the inversion algorithms considered here. The
datasets computed by all three programs differed only by
a few ppm, which is well within the noise level of the instrument.
RESULTS
We applied the two inversion algorithms to synthetic data.
We first identify the impact of the bucking coil on the
performance of the EM1DFM inversion (experiment 1).
We then investigate whether multi-layered, MarquardtLevenberg inversions are able to reliably reproduce tsyn
and σsyn (experiments 2-4).

Experiment 1: Influence of bucking coil
We used two synthetic datasets, with and without bucking bias, and two versions of EM1DFM, ignoring and considering the bucking bias. We tested the following three
scenarios: (i) bucking bias neither in the data nor considered in EM1DFM, (ii) bucking bias in the data but not
considered in EM1DFM, and (iii) bucking bias in the data
and considered in EM1DFM. For all calculations we used
σsyn = 0.1 S/m, a seawater conductivity of 2.7 S/m, and
tsyn of 0-10 m. For the starting model, we assigned to all
stations 1 m thick sea ice with conductivities of 0.05 S/m
and 2.7 S/m to the underlying sea water. We allowed a
maximum of 40 iterations and set the uncertainties in Wd
to one percent of the synthetic data.
For the first scenario, the RMSE (Equation 10) was, for
most inversions, close to one and RMSE > 2 was found
for only three stations (Figure 2a). Although the level
of agreement between inversion results and the synthetic
data was generally good, an accurate determination of
sea ice thickness from these stations was difficult, because
conductivities varied little between vertically adjacent layers, resulting in a smooth conductivity transition between
sea ice and seawater. This transition zone from sea ice
to seawater conductivities was small for thinner sea ice
(tsyn < 4 m, white steps in Figures 2a-c), but widened
towards thicker sea ice (3 m for tsyn = 10 m). Apart from
this variable transition zone, σsyn of 0.1 S/m (yellow in
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In a second experiment, we used synthetic data with added
Gaussian noise and with σsyn of 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2
S/m. For each σsyn we calculated the EM response for
thicknesses tsyn of 0 to 10 m. The starting model contained for each station 3 m of 0.05 S/m (sea ice) and an
underlying homogeneous half-space of 2.7 S/m (seawater).
The data uncertainty was set to the standard deviation of
the noise and a maximum of 40 iterations were allowed.
At all stations, the algorithm stopped before 40 iterations,
because convergence to the target misfit was reached, convergence to a minimum was reached, or no suitable model
update step was found.
The results of the four scenarios generally showed a
good agreement with the synthetic data (Figure 3). The
number of stations for which the target misfit could not
be achieved were 3, 19, 31 and 29 for σsyn of 0.01, 0.05, 0.1
and 0.2 S/m, respectively. For all inversions, the first two
stations with tsyn of 0 and 0.1 m showed high RMSE values (> 2). Nevertheless, for stations with RMSE < 2, sea
ice thickness was reasonably resolved for all four scenarios, but the transition zone between sea ice and seawater
conductivity became broader for higher σsyn . At station
30 with 3 m thick sea ice for example, the zone was for
σsyn = 0.01 S/m only 0.5 m (Figure 3a), whereas for σsyn
= 0.2 S/m it was 1 m wide (Figure 3d). The resulting
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Figure 2a) and seawater conductivity of 2.7 S/m (blue in
Figure 2a) were reasonably reproduced.
We used for the second scenario the same setup as for
the first scenario, and included the bucking bias in the
synthetic data (Equation 3, Figure 2b), but not in the inversion algorithm. The algorithm completely failed to reproduce the data for tsyn < 0.5 m, where high RMSE values indicated that the target misfit was often not achieved.
For tsyn between 0.5 and 1 m, the algorithm added an additional conductive layer close to the surface. Between 0.5
and 10 m, the transition zone was approximately 1 m too
deep compared to tsyn . σsyn of 0.1 S/m was only rarely
reproduced, with sea ice conductivity in individual fixed
layers being either too high (approximately 0.3 S/m, red
in Figure 2b) or too low (close to 0 S/m, white in Figure
2b). For tsyn > 5 m, the algorithm added a conductive
layer in the middle of the too resistive sea ice.
For the third scenario, we used the modified synthetic
data from the second scenario together with the modified
EM1DFM inversion algorithm (Equations 3 and 9). The
results (Figure 2c) showed a substantial improvement over
the second scenario (Figure 2b), where the RMSE and the
resolved sea ice thickness and conductivity were comparable to those from the first scenario. For tsyn < 0.5 m,
conductivities similar to the underlying seawater indicate
that σsyn could not be resolved.
For all further experiments, we included the bucking
coil in the synthetic data and inversions.

7

3
1
Station

Conductivity (S/m)

Figure 2: Influence of the bucking bias on sea ice thickness
and conductivity retrieval (experiment 1). Each station
represents a smoothness-constrained 1D inversion result
(EM1DFM). The bucking-coil modification was applied
to a) neither synthetic data nor inversion (scenario s1); b)
only synthetic data (scenario s2); c) synthetic data and inversion (scenario s3). The colored regions show the resulting conductivities, from which we infer the sea ice thickness. σsyn of 0.1 S/m, seawater conductivity of 2.7 S/m
and tsyn (white steps) were reproduced best for scenarios
s1 and s3. Below each scenario the RMSE is shown for all
stations. The target misfit was reached when RMSE = 1.
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sea ice conductivity was also more uniform for low σsyn
(Figure 3a), compared to the patchy conductivity results
from higher σsyn (Figure 3d). However, the sea ice conductivities were clearly distinguishable for the individual
scenarios and can be resolved well within 0.05 S/m using
EM1DFM.
For each of the four scenarios we obtained after the last
iteration ten Jacobian matrices of sensitivities (Equation
9) from the five frequencies and both components (inphase and quadrature). Each Jacobian matrix includes
entries at every station in each layer for the respective
scenario. In order to provide a quantified reliability estimate, we normalized all entries of the Jacobian matrices
by the respective forward modeled data d, which were
obtained after the last iteration. From the calculated normalized Jacobian matrices we selected for each layer the
maximum of the ten entries. Here we show for each scenario the resulting 0.5%, 1% and 2% contour lines, along
with the four resulting reliability areas (shaded areas in
Figure 3). Small values of normalized Jacobian matrices
indicate that a change in the conductivity barely affects
the forward modeled data (Farquharson and Oldenburg,
1993), hence we trust regions with high sensitivities most.

Experiment 3: Marquardt-Levenberg inversion and most-squares inversion
We inverted the same synthetic data used in the second
experiment (including Gaussian noise) by the MarquardtLevenberg algorithm. The data uncertainty was again set
to the standard deviation of the noise, and we used a starting model for each station of 0.05 S/m for the upper 3 m
(sea ice) and 2.7 S/m for the homogeneous half-space below (seawater). The latter was fixed during this inversion
since seawater conductivity is usually known and can be
determined with tight bounds by sampling through boreholes. In the Eastern Weddell Sea, for example, the seawater conductivity ranged from 2.686 to 2.718 S/m over
a time period of roughly three months (Hunkeler et al.,
2015) and is usually assumed to be constant during a survey period. Tests showed that the Marquardt-Levenberg
inversion performed considerably worse when allowing for
a free seawater conductivity. Therefore only sea-ice thickness t and sea-ice conductivity σ were allowed to vary
during a maximum of 300 iterations.
After the maximum of iterations was reached, t was for
tsyn < 5 m well resolved for all four scenarios (Figure
4). The RMSE was generally higher for thicker sea ice
compared to thinner sea ice in all scenarios. Most stations
with a high RMSE were found for sea ice conductivity
σsyn of 0.2 S/m, where approximately half of the stations
contained a RMSE > 1 (Figure 4d). The lowest values of
RMSE and accurately recovered t (for tsyn < 7 m) were
found for the inversions with σsyn = 0.05 S/m, which is
also the conductivity defined in the starting model (Figure
4b).
To quantify these findings, we compared the inversion

results (plus results with σsyn = 0.15 S/m) to tsyn (Figure
5a, scenarios s1-s5). The best resolved sea ice thickness
t was found, as stated before, for σsyn = 0.05 S/m (s2).
However, t was generally reasonable reproduced for all
scenarios tsyn < 5 m.
For comparison to resulting sea ice thickness t, we calculated thicknesses with the EMPEX approach. For the
latter, we used the 5310 Hz in-phase forward responses,
added Gaussian noise and fitted a single-exponential curve
through the data (in-phase response vs. sea ice thickness).
This curve fit represents the exponential function which
is normally calculated from calibration measurements in
the field. We used the in-phase component because it is
more sensitive to deeper structures, and is monotonically
decreasing with thickness in contrast to the quadrature
component. The noise of the data was larger than the
changes of the exponential function for thick sea ice with
low signal responses. Hence, large sea ice thicknesses were
poorly constrained. Because the exponential function was
not approaching zero, a corresponding sea ice thickness
could not always be found for low signal responses and
sea ice > 8 m (Figure 5b).
In general, sea ice thickness t was underestimated with
the Marquardt-Levenberg inversion, but overestimated with
the calculated exponential function. With both methods
reliable results were found for sea ice < 5 m. For thicker
sea ice, the Marquardt-Levenberg inversion depends on
σsyn , on the starting model and the weighting of the data
(more below). The sea ice thickness determination by the
exponential approach did not depend on sea ice conductivity, because we calculated the exponential fit from the
respective in-phase components.
The sea ice conductivity σ, however, could be resolved
for scenarios s1-s5 (Figure 5a). Figure 5c shows distributions of σ, where individual histograms are clearly separated. For the scenario with the best resolved sea ice
thickness t (s2), the narrowest conductivity distribution
was found (0.05 S/m in Figure 5c). For scenarios s1-s5,
the interquartile ranges of σ were within 0.01 S/m (Figure
5d).
In Table 1, we present the estimated model errors from
most-squares inversion of the Marquardt-Levenberg inversion models for stations 11 and 31 (tsyn of 1 m and 3 m)
for σsyn of 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2 S/m (cf. Figures 4 and 5a).
While the sea ice thicknesses t for station 11 were tightly
−
+
constrained with 1/fM
SQ = 0.99 and fM SQ = 1.01 for
all three cases, the sea ice conductivities σ showed more
−
+
variability with 1/fM
SQ and fM SQ varying from 0.92 to
0.99 and from 1.02 to 1.20, respectively. Similar results
−
were found for thicker sea ice (station 31) with 1/fM
SQ
+
between 0.97 and 0.99 and fM SQ between 1.01 and 1.02
−
for t. σ showed again more variability with 1/fM
SQ be+
tween 0.95 and 0.97 and fM
between
1.01
and
1.09.
SQ
These results were not unexpected, because the thickness
of a resistive layer is typically better constrained than its
conductivity from inductive EM methods (e.g. Pfaffling
and Reid, 2009). Similarly, the increase in error with in-
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Figure 3: Results of smoothness-constrained inversions (EM1DFM, experiment 2). Each station represents a 1D inversion
result. The colored regions show the resulting conductivities, from which we infer the sea ice thickness. σsyn of a) 0.01,
b) 0.05, c) 0.1, and d) 0.2 S/m, and seawater conductivity of 2.7 S/m were reproduced for all scenarios. Because of
vertical smoothing, sea ice thickness can be approximated within a transition zone, which becomes broader for higher
tsyn (white steps) and σsyn . Four reliability areas from normalized Jacobian matrices are indicated with contour areas,
below 0.5%, between 0.5 and 1%, between 1 and 2%, and above 2% which is considered to be a high sensitivity. Stations
with high RMSE (> 2) were covered by a gray bar to highlight the reliable inversion results. Highest RMSE values were
obtained for σsyn = 0.2 S/m.
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Figure 4: Results of sea ice thickness t and conductivity σ from Marquardt-Levenberg inversions (experiment 3). Each
station represents a 1D inversion result. The colored regions show the resulting conductivities σ, from which we directly
obtain the sea ice thickness t. σsyn of a) 0.01, b) 0.05, c) 0.1, and d) 0.2 S/m were reproduced for all four scenarios.
tsyn (white steps) were better reproduced for a), b) and c) compared to d). Below each scenario the RMSE is shown for
individual stations, where the RMSE increases in all scenarios with higher tsyn , which causes smaller signal responses.
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Figure 5: Validation of sea ice thickness t and conductivity σ from a) Marquardt-Levenberg inversions (experiment 3),
and b) classical single-frequency processing (EMPEX) using the in-phase 5310 Hz component. In a) and b) t is compared
to tsyn of 0-10 m. The Marquardt-Levenberg inversions underestimated t at stations of thick sea ice (tsyn > 5 m) for
all scenarios with σsyn of 0.01 (s1), 0.05 (s2), 0.10 (s3), 0.15 (s4), and 0.20 (s5) S/m. σsyn is compared to σ obtained
from the scenarios s1-s5, illustrated with histograms in c) and box plots in d). Excluding the outliers, σ can be resolved
within ± 0.01 S/m, independent from t.
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creasing thickness is consistent. σ is better constrained
for higher σsyn , whereas the most-squares errors of σ are
larger for thinner sea ice. Generally, all errors are very
low and all parameters are well constrained, because only
two model parameters are considered.

Porosity estimation

Experiment 4: Marquardt-Levenberg inversion

where σ is the bulk electrical conductivity, σb is the brine
conductivity, and m is an empirical cementation factor.
Our previous results showed that the uncertainty of σ is
0.01 S/m.
The cementation factor m depends on the connectivity
of the pores and the pore shapes which is related to the
structure of sea ice and the c-axis orientation of individual
crystals (Reid et al., 2006). The mobility of ions and the
permeability are therefore closely linked to this parameter.
With respect to sea ice, the literature suggests m between
1.55 and 2.2 (Thyssen et al., 1974; Morey et al., 1984).
Haas et al. (1997) and Worby et al. (1999) used a cementation factor of 1.75 for their calculations. Reid et al.
(2006) used values of 1.75 and 2.2, stating that the horizontal conductivity of the sea ice is overestimated with
a value of 1.75. Since this parameter is not better constrained for sea ice and also depends on sea ice types and
seasonality we used a value of 1.75.
With temperature measurements of nine first-year sea
ice cores from the winter Weddell Sea (Hunkeler et al.,
2015), we calculated the mean brine conductivity of 4.69 ±
0.91 S/m according to Stogryn and Desargant (1985). At
the same locations, Hunkeler et al. (2015) obtained from
EM measurements at 63.03 and 93.09 kHz an average bulk
conductivity of 0.06 S/m from seven experiments above
thin sea ice (< 1 m). Assuming now σb = 4.69 ± 0.91 S/m,
m = 1.75, and σ = 0.06 ± 0.01 S/m, we obtain by applying Gaussian law of error propagation a porosity of Φ
= 8.3 ± 1.2%. From the nine sea-ice cores, we calculated
according to Cox and Weeks (1983) and Leppäranta and
Manninen (1988) average brine volumes (porosities) of Φ
= 9.5 ± 5.0%. The good agreement between porosities
calculated from conductivities and direct measurements in
sea-ice cores implies, that with the obtained uncertainty
to determine the bulk conductivity from EM, a reasonable
sea-ice porosity can be estimated.

In order to quantify the effect of a priori information, we
inverted synthetic data (σsyn of 0.1 S/m and tsyn = 0-10
m) with different starting models and data weighting.
In a first step, the dataset was inverted in a similar
manner to experiments 2 and 3. We varied the starting
model (Figure 6a), by using for each station 3 m thick sea
ice, σsyn of 0.05 (s1), 0.1 (s2) and 0.2 S/m (s3) and a homogeneous half-space of 2.7 S/m. The starting model did
not have a strong influence on sea ice thickness t, where
tsyn < 6 m was reliably reproduced from all conductivities in the starting model (Figure 6a). But even after 300
iterations, the RMSE did not reach 1 (scenarios s1-s3 in
Table 2 with RMSE values of 1.74-1.87).
In a second step, we used the same starting model as
in scenarios s1-s3, but weighted the data misfit according to Equation 12. We calculated the weight factors w
by using the normalized synthetic data of the 5310 Hz
in-phase component with added Gaussian noise. Sea ice
thickness t (for tsyn > 6 m) was better resolved compared
to the results without weighting (Figure 6b), which was
also supported by the reduced RMSE values of 0.99-1.16
(scenarios s4-s6 in Table 2). For the starting models with
sea ice conductivities of 0.05 S/m and 0.1 S/m, convergence was reached after 104 and 58 iterations, respectively,
which was faster than for the other scenarios.
In a third step, we did not weight the data, but used
the sea ice thickness results from the 0.1 S/m exponential fit from Figure 5b in the starting model. In the cases
for which it was not possible during EMPEX processing
to find for low in-phase values a corresponding sea ice
thickness, we used the thickness from the previous station. This is still apparent in the results, where layered
structures are recognizable for sea ice > 9 m (Figure 6c).
But sea ice thickness t again improved for tsyn > 6 m
compared to the case in Figure 6a. RMSE values of 1.041.10 for scenarios s7-s9 were smaller than for scenarios
s1-s3 (Table 2). Sea ice thicknesses t from scenarios s7-s9
were similar and therefore did not depend much on sea ice
conductivities of the starting model (Figure 6c).
In general, sea ice thickness t was reasonably resolved
by the Marquardt-Levenberg algorithm for tsyn < 6 m,
regardless of weights and starting model. With weight
factors and results from single-frequency thickness estimates, t improved for tsyn > 6 m. Although it was not
always possible to resolve t up to 10 m, the sea ice conductivities σ were resolved within ± 0.01 S/m for all scenarios
(Figure 6d). Outliers of σ rather contained a too low than
a too high conductivity value.

We reformulated Archie’s Law (Archie, 1942) to calculate
the sea ice porosity Φ
  m1
σ
,
(14)
Φ=
σb

DISCUSSION
We have shown that 1D inversions of EM data from passively bucked small coil systems must include the nonlinear contribution of the bucking coil when working close
to a highly conductive environment. In our case of obtaining sea ice thickness and conductivity, the negligence
of this contribution would lead to grossly wrong results
for sea ice thinner than 2 m (Figure 2b), which is the
typical level sea ice thickness in the Arctic and Antarctic.
We calculated synthetic data based on a typical commercial instrument for sea ice research (Figure 1). The algorithm of including the bucking coil however will need to
be made for all frequency-domain EM sensors that utilize
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Figure 6: Influence of starting model and data weighting on sea ice thickness t and conductivity σ from MarquardtLevenberg inversions (experiment 4). In comparison to the experiments before, we used here one σsyn of 0.1 S/m, but
several starting models which refer to scenarios s1-s9. In a), b) and c) t is compared to tsyn of 0-10 m. In a) the standard
starting model was used with 3 m thick sea ice, but variable conductivities of 0.05 (s1), 0.1 (s2), 0.2 (s3) S/m, and an
underlying fixed homogeneous half-space of 2.7 S/m. In b) the same starting model was used as in a), but the data
were weighted (s4, s5, s6). In c) sea ice thickness results from EMPEX processing (0.1 S/m in Figure 5b) and sea ice
conductivities of 0.05 (s7), 0.1 (s8), 0.2 (s9) S/m were used for the starting model. t improved with data weighting and
a modified starting model obtained from EMPEX thicknesses. In d) σsyn of 0.1 S/m is compared to the resulting sea ice
conductivities σ from the individual scenarios, where σ was recovered for each scenario within ± 0.01 S/m.
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Table 1: Error estimates for sea ice conductivities σ and thicknesses t of the 2-layer Marquardt-Levenberg models for
−
+
stations 11 and 31 in Figures 4 and 5a. Error estimates 1/fM
SQ and fM SQ were computed using most-squares inversions
involving truncated singular value decomposition with a truncation level p = 2, the effective number of model parameters.
A model parameter is well constrained with most-squares errors close to 1.
Parameter σsyn = 0.05 S/m σsyn = 0.1 S/m
σsyn = 0.2 S/m
−
+
−
+
−
+
1/fM
fM
1/fM
fM
1/fM
fM
SQ
SQ
SQ
SQ
SQ
SQ
station 11
σ
0.95
1.20
0.92
1.03
0.99
1.02
t
0.99
1.01
0.99
1.01
0.99
1.01
station 31
σ
0.97
1.09
0.95
1.02
0.96
1.01
t
0.99
1.02
0.98
1.01
0.97
1.01
Table 2: Number of iterations and total RMSE of scenarios from Figure 6. The starting model contained sea ice conductivities σstart of 0.05, 0.1 or 0.2 S/m. Scenarios s1-s3: starting model with 3 m thick sea ice and underlying homogeneous
half-space of 2.7 S/m for all stations. Scenarios s4-s6: same starting model as for scenarios s1-s3, but weighted synthetic
data. Scenarios s7-s9: starting model with sea ice thicknesses from single-frequency EMPEX processing.
Scenarios s1-s3
Scenarios s4-s6
Scenarios s7-s9
σstart
RMSE iterations RMSE iterations RMSE iterations
0.05 S/m 1.74
300
0.99
104
1.04
300
0.1 S/m
1.87
300
0.99
58
1.04
300
0.2 S/m
1.80
300
1.16
300
1.10
300
ductivity as free parameters, therefore removing the need
passive-bucking in high conductive environments (Fitterfor retrieving layer interfaces from conductivity gradients
man, 1998). With the effect included, we were able to
(Figure 4). While the description of sea ice as a layer of
resolve conductivity and ultimately porosity with uncerdefined thickness with a conductivity discontinuity at the
tainty values that motivate further studies and usage of
ice-water interface is a more realistic description of unthe 1D inversions for field data. This and earlier case
deformed sea ice, internal structures such as from sea ice
studies have shown that especially a high frequency range
deformation or complex layering potentially can be betis required for the retrieval of sea ice conductivity.
ter described by EM1DFM. However, the uncertainty of
Our aim was to jointly resolve sea ice thickness t and
the interface location will be elevated by the process of
conductivity σ for a single layer with a thickness range of
vertical conductivity smoothing by EM1DFM. The choice
tsyn of 0-10 m and conductivities σsyn of 0.01-0.2 S/m.
of inversion scheme will therefore fall to the user and the
We have tested two inversion methods, a smoothnessconstrained (EM1DFM) and a Marquardt-Levenberg (EMILIA)specific application.
The best sea ice thickness results from the Marquardtinversion. In each scenario, we inverted synthetic data
Levenberg inversions were found using data weights or
with constant conductivity σsyn and the full range of phystuning the starting model using single-frequency processically feasible sea ice thicknesses tsyn , where the upper
ing results (Figure 6). Higher weights for the weaker sigrange includes extreme cases like decadal sea ice. During
nals of thicker ice does increase the convergence rate and
each iteration one β (trade-off parameter (EM1DFM) or
precision (Table 2). For real field data, we need to be caredamping factor (EMILIA)) is used for all stations simulful when weighting low signal responses, since signal noise
taneously. The alternative would be separate inversions
and instrument attitude errors may have an increased efof all stations with individual β. This approach may lead
fect. In any case, with both inversion methods tsyn < 5
to a faster convergence with fewer iterations. We however
m were reasonably resolved. The conductivities of the
chose the single β approach, since we assume that stations
starting model seemed to have little effect on the inverare not independent and we want to reduce the potential
sion results (tsyn < 5 m). The constant 3 m thick starting
for a wrong minimum of individual inversions.
probably favored the better retrieval of thin sea ice.
EM1DFM inverts for the conductivity of multiple fixed
Although the sea ice thickness is better constrained
layers; therefore the resolution of thickness depends on
than the sea ice conductivity based on the most-square
how the vertical conductivity gradient is evaluated (Figure
inversion (Table 1), it is determined by the Marquardt3). The conductivity transition zone between sea ice and
Levenberg inversion with the five used frequencies within
seawater gets broader for thicker sea ice and also depends
± 0.01 S/m no matter how well the thickness was resolved,
on σsyn , thus, subsequently increasing the uncertainty of
independent from the starting model, the weight factors
the thickness estimate. The Marquardt-Levenberg algoand σsyn (Figures 5d and 6d). Likewise sea ice conductivrithm instead uses layer thickness as well as layer con-
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ities can be reasonably well resolved for most of the fixed
layers of EM1DFM inversions, provided that RMSE < 2
(Figure 3).
We have simplified sea ice as one homogeneous layer of
prescribed thicknesses and conductivities, not accounting
for any anisotropy due to higher conductivities in vertical
brine channels (Reid et al., 2006). In nature, the simplification of level sea ice most likely applies to thermodynamically grown sea ice, which grows to a maximum
of 2.5 meters (Thomas and Dieckmann, 2009) or to the
Antarctic sub-ice platelet layer with multiple layers of different conductivities (Hunkeler et al., 2015). The sea iceocean interface or the interface between sea ice and the
platelet layer are characterized by discontinuities in the
vertical conductivity structure and by far smaller variability in the horizontal direction. To resolve such structures, lateral constraints between the models of adjacent
stations (Auken et al., 2005) are assumed to be an appropriate modification of the Marquardt-Levenberg inversion
resulting in a pseudo 2D inversion. But even pseudo 2D
inversion cannot account for sea ice deformation features,
where conductivities and sub-ice topographies vary additionally on sub-footprint scale. To account for complex
topographies of deformed sea ice, we need to include the
bucking bias in a full 2D inversion, where forward modeling responses and sensitivities are calculated in 2D.
The conversion of conductivity into porosity requires
the knowledge of two parameters in Archie’s Law (i) the
cementation factor and (ii) the brine conductivity. First,
we assume a cementation factor that is based on results
from previous sea ice field experiments. Second, we used
brine conductivities found in Antarctic winter sea ice cores.
For sea ice throughout the freezing season this parameter
is of second-order significance, since it is not assumed to
vary much. In summer, the brine contains a mixture of
saline brine and fresh water due to surface and internal
melting, yielding a higher porosity than winter or spring
sea ice (Vancoppenolle et al., 2007; Tison et al., 2008).
In such cases, we can still make assumptions about the
brine conductivity, but since we deal with higher uncertainties, the effect of porosity and brine conductivity on
the bulk sea ice conductivity might not be fully separated
in summer cases.
However, the uncertainty range of the sea ice conductivity in this idealized case is promising for retrieving porosity from actual field data. The improvement of 1D sea ice
inversions presented in this study has therefore the potential to improve biogeochemical sea ice studies (e.g Arrigo
et al., 1997) and estimations of sea ice density for satellite
altimetry retrieval of sea ice thickness (Ricker et al., 2014)
by large scale mapping of ice porosity.
CONCLUSION
Sea ice conductivity is a proxy parameter which can be
used to derive porosity, albeit systematic measurements
on scales larger than point measurements have been rare
mostly due to a lack of suitable methodology. With the
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non-destructive method of multi-frequency EM sounding,
this study aims to lay the foundation for a fast joint retrieval of sea ice thickness and porosity. We varied parameters of a synthetic dataset (thickness and conductivity) to
assess the sensitivity of different parameter combinations
in two geophysical inversion algorithms. Furthermore, we
tested the influence of the starting model and data weighting. We calculated the synthetic data for a a small-coil
system with frequencies relevant for sea ice research in
the range of 1 to 100 kHz. The existing inversion algorithms were modified for a nonlinear correction of signal
bias that is caused by passive bucking of the primary EM
field close to highly conductive environments. Only with
the integration of this sensor specific correction, were we
able to resolve sea ice conductivity with a resolution of
0.01 S/m with 1D inversion methods. This resolution is
sufficient to initiate field trials, to estimate sea ice porosity of different sea ice types, or the thickness and porosity
in multi-year cases, such as flooded snow layers or sub-ice
platelet layers near Antarctic ice shelves. Furthermore,
detailed knowledge of porosity facilitates biogeochemical
studies of sea ice, and sea ice densities estimated from
porosities yield freeboard validations of satellites measurements. Though our approach improves sea ice surveying
with EM induction sounding methods, it suffers the same
limitations caused by the use of 1D forward models for essentially 3D targets with a significant sub-footprint scale
variability. Since real world sea ice surveys are mostly
conducted along transects, we suggest to modify 2D inversions methods to resolve thickness and internal conductivity changes at sub-footprint scales. Such a method
would enable further studies of sea ice deformation, relevant for the improved estimation of sea ice volume.
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A glimpse beneath Antarctic sea ice: platelet-layer volume from
multi-frequency electromagnetic induction sounding
P. A. Hunkeler1, M. Hoppmann1, S. Hendricks1, T. Kalscheuer2, R. Gerdes1,3
volume fraction. The platelet-layer thickness is usually determined with a weighted measuring tape [Crocker , 1988],
an approach which is time-consuming and only allows for
a very limited spatial coverage. The temporal evolution
of platelet-layer thickness is obtained by repeated drill-hole
measurements, or by autonomous instrumentation at a fixed
site [Hoppmann et al., 2015a]. Although progress has been
made in estimating the ice-volume fraction using a variety
of methods [e.g. Gough et al., 2012; Hunkeler et al., 2015;
Hoppmann et al., 2015b, a], the large-scale determination of
platelet-layer properties remains a challenge due to the lack
of a suitable methodology.
A promising approach to detect platelet-layer properties
by a non-destructive method has recently been identified.
Hunkeler et al. [2015] used the response of a ground-based,
multi-frequency electromagnetic (EM) induction sounding
instrument to determine the electrical conductivity (hereinafter referred to as conductivity) of the platelet layer.
They found an average conductivity of 1.154 Sm−1 , and calculated ice-volume fractions of 0.29 - 0.43 using Archie’s Law
[Archie, 1942] with varying cementation factors.
In the present study, we build up on these investigations and present the first comprehensive, high resolution
platelet-layer thickness and -conductivity dataset recorded
on Antarctic sea ice. We applied a laterally-constrained
Marquardt-Levenberg inversion to a unique multi-frequency
EM induction sounding dataset obtained on immobile sea
ice (fast ice) attached to an ice shelf in the eastern Weddell
Sea. We tested the performance of the inversion using synthetic EM data and validated the final inversion results with
drill-hole measurements.

Ice shelves impact coastal Antarctic sea ice and the
associated ecosystem through the formation of a sub-ice
platelet layer. Despite its significance, the lack of suitable methodology impedes an Antarctic-wide quantification
of this phenomenon. In this study, we inverted a unique
multi-frequency electromagnetic (EM) induction sounding
dataset obtained on an ice-shelf influenced fast-ice regime
in the eastern Weddell Sea. In addition to consistent fastice thickness and -conductivities along > 100 km transects,
we present the first extended, high resolution platelet-layer
thickness and conductivity dataset recorded on sea ice. Icevolume fractions calculated from conductivities suggest that
a thicker platelet layer is more compacted than a loosely
attached, young platelet layer. This study implies that
multi-frequency EM is an effective approach in determining
platelet-layer volume on a larger scale. When adapted to airborne multi-frequency EM, this method provides a crucial
step towards an Antarctic-wide quantification of ocean/iceshelf interaction.

1. Introduction
Around Antarctica, accumulations of individual ice crystals (platelets) are frequently observed below sea ice adjacent or attached to ice shelves. This phenomenon, hereinafter referred to as sub-ice platelet layer, reflects basal
melt processes in nearby ice-shelf cavities and is a result
of a current pattern referred to as “ice pump” [Lewis and
Perkin, 1986]. This special sea-ice type not only modifies
the properties, mass- and energy balance of an overlying
solid sea-ice cover [Eicken and Lange, 1989; Gough et al.,
2012; Hoppmann et al., 2015b], it also acts as a habitat for
a substantial seasonal bloom of micro algae [Arrigo et al.,
1993; Günther and Dieckmann, 1999, 2001], provides a protective environment for coastal fish species [Vacchi et al.,
2000], and might also allow conclusions about processes in
the ice-shelf cavity, which are otherwise difficult to investigate. The additional buoyancy provided by the underlying
platelets modifies the sea-ice freeboard, influencing satellite
remote sensing near coastal areas in Antarctica [Rack et al.,
2013; Price et al., 2014].
The total volume of ice platelets below a sea-ice cover
is the product of the platelet-layer thickness, area and ice-

2. Methods
2.1. Field measurements
The area under investigation is the seasonal fast ice of
Atka Bay, a sheltered embayment in the front of the Ekström
Ice Shelf in the eastern Weddell Sea, Antarctica (Figure
1a,b). The fast ice at Atka Bay exhibits a several meter thick
platelet layer, which has been the subject of several investigations [Kipfstuhl , 1991; Günther and Dieckmann, 1999;
Hunkeler et al., 2015; Hoppmann et al., 2015b, a]. This region is one of the rare locations around coastal Antarctica
where year-round studies of sea ice are possible, due to the
presence of the German wintering station Neumayer III.
Sea ice at Atka Bay is characterized by a distinct seasonal
cycle: a closed sea-ice cover typically establishes between
March and May, destabilizing and breaking up between December and February [Hoppmann et al., 2015b]. Between
break-up and new formation, nearly the entire bay is free of
sea ice. The sea-ice conditions in 2012, the year this study
took place, were slightly different: during August, approximately one third of the 440 km2 fast ice area broke up during
a storm (Figure 1b, Hoppmann et al., 2015b). A continuous
sea-ice cover was re-established in the breakup area after a
large iceberg grounded in front of Atka Bay in September.
Otherwise, the sea-ice conditions were comparable to other
years: sea ice in the western part showed ridging and rafting due to predominantly easterly winds, while the eastern
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Germany
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a laterally-constrained ML inversion [Auken et al., 2005] for
field data processing, resulting in a pseudo-2D model.
Since the differences between the iterations are limited
by the algorithm, a well-chosen starting model is crucial. In
all inversions, the following starting model was used: 1) a
layer with a thickness (conductivity) of 1 m (0.05 Sm−1 ),
representing sea ice plus snow; 2) a layer with a thickness
(conductivity) of 2 m (1.15 Sm−1 ), representing the platelet
layer; 3) a homogeneous half space with a conductivity of
2.7 Sm−1 [Hunkeler et al., 2015], representing the seawater. All inversions were performed using these three layers, allowing for four free parameters: 1) sea-ice thickness
and 2) -conductivity, 3) platelet-layer thicknesses and 4) conductivity. Since the seawater conductivity is assumed
constant during the study period, this parameter was fixed
for all inversions. For each inversion, we calculated the rootmean-square error (rmse) between modeled and measured
signal response with values close to 1 being very good, indicating that a minimum was found without fitting too much
to noise [Kalscheuer et al., 2013].
2.2.1. Synthetic data and ML inversion,
To test the performance of the ML algorithm, we inverted
a set of synthetic data based on the conditions encountered
in the field. We calculated a series of 1D forward models for our standard frequency setup from the implementation of Anderson [1979], using all combinations of sea-ice
thicknesses between 0.5 - 4 m, and platelet-layer thicknesses
between 0.5 - 10 m, in increments of 0.5 m. We assigned
conductivities of sea ice, platelet layer and seawater to 0.05,
1.15 and 2.7 Sm−1 , respectively. In order to better represent real data, we added Gaussian noise corresponding to
Table 1. Summary of multi-frequency EM data across Atka
one standard deviation from a series of EM recordings in
Bay. T corresponds to the transects as indicated in Figure
free air [Hunkeler et al., 2015].
1b, the date refers to the year 2012; n is the total number
of individual stations for the respective transect; sub-T refers
In a series of experiments, we inverted a synthetic dataset
to the number of sub-transects used for an inversion; rmse is
comprising of one defined sea-ice thickness (e.g. 0.5 m) in
the root-mean-square-error threshold for the respective subcombination with increasing platelet-layers thicknesses betransect, above which an inversion result was omitted from
tween 0.5 and 10 m, in steps of 0.5 m. Each combination
further analysis; dist is the straight-line distance, and dist
of sea ice + platelet layer represents one 1D inversion. This
true is the true distance between first and last station.
T Date
n
sub-T rmse
dist (km) dist true (km) procedure was repeated for the range of sea-ice thicknesses
indicated earlier, resulting in a total of eight experiments.
1 26-Nov 6442 3
10, 10, 10 24.6
25.8
2.2.2. Most-squares inversion
2 16-Dec 6339 2
10, 10
24.6
25.4
3 20-Dec 3464 2
10, 20
13.4
13.9
For the assessment of how well our free model parameters
4 20-Dec 4588 2
20, 20
17.7
18.4
are resolved and constrained by the data, we performed 1)
5 20-Dec 3365 2
25, 20
12.9
13.5
a model error and resolution analysis and 2) most-squares
6 21-Dec 2322 1
25
9.2
9.3
inversions.
7 21-Dec 2887 1
20
10.6
11.5
We have applied first the model error and resolution analysis to ML models from synthetic data with sea-ice thicknesses of 1 m, 2.5 m and 4 m and platelet-layer thicknesses
of 1 to 9 m, based on the truncated singular value decom2.2. Geophysical inversion
position (TSVD) of the sensitivity matrix [Kalscheuer and
A geophysical inversion is an algorithm which calculates Pedersen, 2007]. Since the effective number of model paramand iteratively adjusts a model of the subsurface, until the eters is four (conductivities and thicknesses of the upper two
modeled signal response fit the measured response within its layers, i.e. of the sea ice and platelet layers), a truncation
uncertainty. Sea ice in Atka Bay represents a simple, almost
level of four was used in the analyses of these models.
1D target for geophysical inversions with three separate layTo proof the linearized error estimates from the TSVD,
ers, mainly characterized by their different conductivities:
sea ice plus snow, the platelet layer and seawater [Hunkeler we computed error estimates for the final inversion modet al., 2015]. This leads to distinct conductivity interfaces in els using most-squares inversion [e.g. Jackson, 1976; Meju
the vertical and a smooth horizontal conductivity gradient. and Hutton, 1992; Meju, 1994], partly accounting for the
To reflect these characteristics, we used a 1D Marquardt- nonlinearity of the inversion problem. Owing to the logaLevenberg (ML) inversion [Lines and Treitel , 1984] imple- rithmic transformation of model parameters during inver−
+
mented in EMILIA [Electro-Magnetic Inversion with Least sion, the most-squares uncertainties 1/fM
SQ and fM SQ corIntricate Algorithms, Kalscheuer et al., 2010, 2012; Grab, respond to parameter ranges σ/f − , . . . , f +
M SQ
M SQ · σ and
2012; Kalscheuer , 2014]. To test the performance of the
−
+
ML inversion, we inverted synthetic data. similarly to Hun- t/fM SQ , . . . , fM SQ · t of layer conductivities and thicknesses,
keler et al. [accepted]. To determine which model param- respectively.
eters are constrained well by our data, we performed a 2.2.3. Transects and laterally-constrained ML invermost-squares inversion [Jackson, 1976]. Finally, we used sion
part exhibited mainly thermodynamically grown sea ice. As
a result, sea ice in the east was generally thinner than the
deformed sea ice of the western part. Thickest and oldest
sea ice was observed in the southwestern part of Atka Bay.
Drill-hole measurements at several sites between June 2012
and February 2013 indicated that the platelet layer reached
its average maximum of around 4-5 m in December [Hoppmann et al., 2015b].
We operated a commercially available multi-frequency
EM induction instrument (GEM-2, Geophex Ltd.) on the
fast ice on four occasions between November and December 2012. The instrument was configured to simultaneously
record GPS position and EM soundings at frequencies of
1530, 5310, 18330, 63030 and 93090 Hz with a sampling
rate of 10 Hz. The instrument was mounted in a kayak and
pulled over the sea ice a few meters behind a snowmobile. In
total, we acquired approximately 118 km of multi-frequency
EM data across Atka Bay (Figure 1b, Table 1). We assume
no significant new platelet accumulation during the study
period and consequently regard all transects as a synoptic
measurement. However, Transect 1 from 26 November was
excluded from all further calculations since the frequency
setup was different (no 1530 Hz), and the same track was
repeated later in December.
Sea-ice thickness, snow depth and freeboard were measured with regular thickness tapes. Platelet-layer thickness
was determined using the metal-bar method [Crocker , 1988],
with a potential underestimation of up to 0.3 m as apparent
from simultaneous real-time video. The data were already
presented in Hoppmann et al. [2015b], and are used here for
validation.
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Figure 1. Platelet-layer thickness and conductivity below Atka Bay landfast sea ice. a) Location of Atka Bay in the
eastern Weddell Sea. b) Enlargement of red box in a), indicating the August 2012 break-up edge (dashed line), sites of
drillings (circles) and the platelet-layer thickness obtained from laterally-constrained Marquardt-Levenberg inversion of
multi-frequency EM data (colors). Background: TerraSAR-X image from 15 November 2012, provided by the German
Aerospace Agency (DLR). c) Exemplary results for sea-ice and platelet-layer thickness and -conductivity from inversions
of Transect 2 (between “1” and “2” indicated in b), along with the range of simultaneous drill-hole measurements obtained
in November (red bars) and December 2012 (black bars). d) Corresponding root-mean-square errors (rmse) of individual
stations.
The transect data were filtered to obtain a spacing of 4
m between measurements, in order to reduce the computing
time. All data were corrected using instrument-specific calibration coefficients, as calculated by Hunkeler et al. [2015].
Since we assumed correct calibrations, the uncertainties for
in-phase and quadrature recordings at all frequencies re-

duced to noise measurements in free air [Hunkeler et al.,
2015].
In Hunkeler et al. [accepted] individual 1D models were
stitched together to get a 2D impression of the inversion results along a transect. To build a laterally smooth 2D model,
horizontal smoothing of layer conductivities and thicknesses
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Figure 2. Normalized differences between synthetic data and Marquardt-Levenberg inversion results for various combinations of sea-ice (0.5-4 m) and platelet-layer (0.5-10 m) thicknesses. Results for a) sea-ice thickness, b) platelet-layer
thickness, c) sea-ice conductivity, d) platelet-layer conductivity, and e) rmse. Synthetic data were calculated with sea-ice
and platelet-layer conductivities of 0.05 Sm−1 and 1.15 Sm−1 , respectively and seawater conductivity of 2.7 Sm−1 . Red
(blue) colors indicate overestimations (underestimations) of the inversion results compared to synthetic data.
was implemented in [Kaufmann, 2014] by minimizing the
differences between layer parameters of adjacent stations.
The smoothness constraints were implemented as first-order
differences of the layer parameters. The resulting pseudo
2D model contains distinct layers, but smooth lateral variations of conductivity and thickness within each layer. Since
we expect the thicknesses of adjacent stations to vary more
than their conductivities, we weighted the penalty on conductivity variation four times that of thickness variation.
We allowed for a maximum of 100 iterations.
After the inversion, we applied a filter to the results. We
defined upper and lower conductivity thresholds at 2.7 and
0.5 Sm−1 , between which the data was considered plausible.
For platelet-layer conductivities < 0.5 Sm−1 , the algorithm
often found a wrong minimum with too small platelet-layer
conductivities in combination with too thin sea ice + snow.
Platelet-layer conductivities above those of seawater (> 2.7
Sm−1 ) are not possible, and were not considered further. In
addition, we excluded stations with a high rmse, ignoring
results which exceeded a certain threshold (Table 1). This
threshold was estimated by visual inspection, and varied
between sub-transects due to the different sea-ice/platelet
layer conditions or noise in the data.

3. Results
3.1. Inversion performance
3.1.1. Synthetic data
The differences between the inversion results and the synthetic data are shown in Figure 2, normalized to the true values. The columns correspond to the eight experiments outlined above. For most of the inversions, the rmse was close
to 1 (Figure 2e, green), but increased for thicker platelet layers. Calculated sea-ice thicknesses and conductivities (Figures 2 a and c) generally agreed well with the true values,
with thin sea ice (0.5 m) and thin platelet layers (0.5 and
1 m) being the exceptions. In these cases, the conductivity and thickness of the sea ice were overestimated. The
platelet-layer conductivity (Figure 2d) was also well recovered (± 10 %), except for thin platelet-layer thickness (0.5
and 1 m), where the conductivity was overestimated. The

platelet-layer thickness (Figure 2b) was overestimated for a
thin platelet layer (0.5 m), and underestimated for a thick
platelet layer (> 7 m). But in-between the platelet-layer
thickness was resolved within ± 10 %. Since we seldom observed sea-ice thicknesses < 0.5 m and platelet-layer thicknesses > 7 m in the field, we consider the performance of the
inversion algorithm to be very reliable. We needed between
3 (3, 3.5, 4 m sea ice) and 54 (0.5 m sea ice) iterations to
match the desired rmse of 1.
3.1.2. Most-squares inversion
Error and resolution analyses suggest that due to the limited number of model parameters, all four layer parameters are perfectly resolved. Hence, in assessing how well the
layer parameters are constrained, only the model parameter
uncertainties need to be further considered by using mostsquares inversion.
In Table 2, we present the model uncertainties of six of
the 3-layer ML inversion models (cf. Figure 2). In accordance with our expectation that the thickness of a resistive
layer is typically better constrained by inductive EM methods than its conductivity [e.g. Pfaffling and Reid , 2009],
the thicknesses ts of the sea-ice layer are more tightly con−
strained than the sea-ice conductivities σs (1/fM
SQ ≥ 0.97
−
+
and fM
SQ ≤ 1.04 for ts compared to 1/fM SQ ≥ 0.86 and
+
fM
SQ ≤ 1.21 for σs ). For the sea-ice thicknesses considered
here, the uncertainty of the thickness tp of the platelet layer
increases systematically with increasing combined thickness
−
of the sea ice and platelet layers (1/fM
SQ = 0.94 and
+
−
fM SQ = 1.19 for ts + tp = 2 m compared to 1/fM
SQ = 0.83
+
and fM
=
1.58
for
t
+
t
=
11.5
m).
This
suggests
that,
s
p
SQ
for the larger combined thicknesses, the constraints provided
by the GEM-2 data for the deeper part of the platelet layer
are limited. The uncertainty of the conductivity σp of the
platelet layer varies with the thickness of the overlying sea−
+
−
ice (1/fM
SQ ≥ 0.91 and fM SQ ≤ 1.06, 1/fM SQ ≥ 0.95 and
+
−
+
fM
≤
1.06
and
1/f
=
0.90
and
f
SQ
M SQ
M SQ = 1.12 for
ts = 1m, 2.5 m and 4 m, respectively). That σp appears to
be more tightly constrained for ts = 2.5m may result from,
that ts = 2.5m matches more favorably to the depth of investigation range of the instrument than the other values of
ts analyzed.
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Table 2. Error estimates for conductivities σ and thicknesses t of the sea ice (subscript s) and platelet (subscript p) layers of

−
+
some of the 3-layer Marquardt-Levenberg models in Figure 2. Error estimates 1/fM
SQ and fM SQ are computed using most-squares
inversions involving truncated singular value decomposition with a truncation level p = 4, the effective number of model parameters.
Error estimates were calculated for often observed sea-ice and platelet-layer thicknesses, marked in Figure 3d.

Parameter
σs
σp
ts
tp
σs
σp
ts
tp
σs
σp
ts
tp

−
+
1/fM
SQ fM SQ
1 m sea ice + 1 m platelet layer
0.92
1.04
0.91
1.06
0.97
1.04
0.94
1.19
2.5 m sea ice + 4.5 m platelet layer
0.88
1.17
0.95
1.06
0.97
1.03
0.89
1.16
2.5 m sea ice + 9 m platelet layer
0.86
1.21
0.95
1.05
0.97
1.03
0.83
1.58

3.1.3. Transects
Generally, the rmse of the field data inversions were
higher compared to the inversions of synthetic data. Highest
rmse were found for the first section of transect 5, where the
platelet layer was especially thick and a rmse threshold of 25
was used (Table 1). The lowest rmse was for each transect
found for iteration 100, the defined maximum value. Higher
rmse from field data inversion compared to synthetic data
inversion may originate from the higher number of stations.
But also systematic errors, as an incorrect calibration or the
drift of the instrument, or vibrations and jerks of the EM
instrument in the kayak behind the snowmobile may play a
role.
For transect 2, the rmse of individual stations is shown
in Figure 1d. In total, 291 of 6442 stations from transect 2
exceeded the defined thresholds of rmse (> 10) and of the
platelet-layer conductivity (< 0.5 and > 2.7 Sm−1 ). Generally, our models compare favorably to drill-hole measurements, which confirmed our confidence in the inversion results (more below).
3.2. Sea ice and platelet-layer spatial variability
All the transects were inverted for sea-ice and platelet
layer thickness and conductivity.
Figure 1b presents
the resulting platelet-layer thicknesses (tp ), overlaid on
a TerraSAR-X image from 15 November 2012, obtained
shortly before the GEM-2 transects. tp ranged between 0
and 10 m, with the lowest values (< 2 m) lying within the
August break-up area (dashed line) and the highest (7-10 m)
in the central south as well as close to the southern ice-shelf
edge. tp generally increased towards the ice-shelf edges bordering the bay in the west and south, but decreased towards
the eastern margin.
Figure 1c gives a detailed view on the inversion results
of Transect 2, which followed a regular route between the
northern sea-ice ramp (labeled “1”) and the westernmost
point, ATKA24 (labeled “2”). The combined sea-ice plus
snow thickness, ts , is plotted in positive y-direction and
ranged between 0.56 and 9.15 m. A thin sea-ice + snow
layer was found in the break-up area, whereas the largest
layer thickness was found in dynamically deformed area at
the beginning of the transect. Thick snow + sea ice between
ATKA03 and ATKA07 is the result of snow accumulation
behind an iceberg. ts was generally more homogeneous in
the thermodynamically grown eastern part of the bay compared to the deformed western part. The overall snow and
sea-ice distribution in the Atka Bay has been discussed in
detail in an earlier study [Hoppmann et al., 2015b]. The

−
+
1/fM
SQ fM SQ
1 m sea ice + 3 m platelet layer
0.91
1.02
0.99
1.01
0.99
1.01
0.96
1.09
2.5 m sea ice + 5.5 m platelet layer
0.86
1.21
0.95
1.05
0.97
1.03
0.84
1.32
4 m sea ice + 5.5 m platelet layer
0.96
1.05
0.90
1.12
0.97
1.03
0.80
1.31

bulk conductivity of sea-ice plus snow, σs , varied between
0.013 and 0.538 Sm−1 . Highest conductivities were found in
the break-up area, where flooding was observed.
The platelet-layer thickness tp is plotted in negative ydirection and ranged between 0.63 and 6.63 m. The plateletlayer conductivity σp ranged from 0.50 to 2.68 Sm−1 . The
thinnest and most conductive platelet layer was found in
the break-up area, whereas the lowest conductivities of the
platelet layer were observed in deformed areas (western part
of break-up area) and at the location of the thickest seaice and snow load. The latter finding has to be regarded
with care as it is unlikely that low conductivities exist only
where the load is high. In the western part of the bay the
platelet-layer thickness was around 1 m thicker than in the
eastern part. There was a sharp cut in platelet-layer thickness at the eastern break-up edge nearby ATKA16, whereas
platelet-layer thickness gradually increased in the deformed
western edge nearby ATKA11.
The EM-derived thickness results are in very good agreement with manual measurements obtained from drillings at
regular sites in November (range indicated by red bars in
Figure 1c) and December (black bars). The bars show the
total range, where at each site up to 5 measurements were
taken. The level of agreement between tp and the drillings
is remarkable, especially when taking into account that the
manual measurements by the metal-bar method likely underestimated the true thickness [Hoppmann et al., 2015b].
3.3. Thickness and conductivity distributions
We calculated histograms from inversion results of seaice and platelet layer conductivity and thickness, combining data of all transects. ts and tp both exhibited a broad
distribution with several modes (Figures 3a and b), with
peaks at 0.8 and 2.6 m for ts , and 0.7, 4.3 and 5.5 m for
tp . The corresponding 2D histogram shows a bimodal distribution (Figure 3d). The mode with thinner thicknesses
corresponded to the sea ice and platelet layer in the breakup area. The broader mode corresponded to thicker fast ice
and platelet layer, which may represent the thermodynamically grown sea ice overlying a platelet layer of undisturbed
accumulation. A thicker platelet layer may correspond do
rather deformed areas in the southwestern/western part of
the bay.
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where σb is the brine conductivity (seawater conductivity of
2.7 Sm−1 ), m is the cementation factor, and β is 1 minus
the porosity Φ [Archie, 1942].
The distribution of ice-volume fractions β (in Figure 3f
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As demonstrated in an earlier study [Hunkeler et al.,
2015], we converted the conductivity of the platelet layer
(σp ) to its ice-volume fraction (β) using Archie’s law
r
σp
β =1− m
,
(1)
σb

0.05

0.1

Platelet-layer ice-volume fraction

Figure 3. Probability density distributions of transects
2-7 of a) platelet-layer thickness, b) sea-ice + snow thickness, and c) platelet-layer conductivity. 2D histograms
of d) platelet-layer vs. sea-ice + snow thickness and
e) platelet-layer thickness vs. platelet-layer conductivity.
Yellow squares in d) indicating the thicknesses used for
most-squares inversions of synthetic data (Table 2). Colored lines in e) show roughly which transects the data
belong to. f) Distribution of platelet-layer ice-volume
fractions calculated from Archie’s Law assuming a cementation factor m = 3. A distinct peak of the distribution is observed at a platelet-layer ice-volume fraction of
0.27.
σp exhibited a very broad distribution with a peak at
around 1 Sm−1 (Figure 3c). The 2D histogram of σp and tp
reveals an inversely proportional dependency of tp and σp
(Figure 3e). This is plausible since a thicker platelet layer
is likely more compressed because of increased buoyancy of

Owing to its pronounced increase in conductivity with
depth, the 3-layer case of sea ice, platelet layer and seawater is an ideal target for inversions of electromagnetic induction sounding data [Spies and Frischknecht, 1991]. We
deal with clearly distinct layers and a well-defined underlying homogeneous half space (seawater). Since the conductivity exhibits abrupt changes in vertical direction, we
decided to use a Marquardt-Levenberg inversion for layer
conductivities and thicknesses. The additionally employed
lateral constraints between the layer parameters of abutting stations are well suited to mimic the smooth changes
of layer conductivities in lateral direction. Moreover, giving
more weight to lateral smoothing of conductivities than to
thickness, accounts for the possibility of abrupt changes of
layer thicknesses between abutting stations. Hence, by using laterally-constrained Marquardt-Levenberg inversion we
have a reasonable tool to process the EM induction sounding
data collected across Atka Bay.
We assumed here for three distinct, perfectly homogeneous layers, but by measuring sea-ice or platelet layer thickness in the field, we often experienced inhomogeneities in sea
ice and platelet layer, especially in the western deformed
area of Atka Bay. Interior melt of fast ice in summer [Hoppmann et al., 2015a] for example leads to an increased permeability. Once a certain permeability is reached, it may
lead to surface flooding given that the snow load on top
is high enough to suppress the ice surface below the water
level. Through this process, a highly conductive layer of
slush is formed at the surface. In the break-up area this
was observed in the field [Paul et al., 2015], but also in the
inversion results (purple sea ice in Figure 1c). Since it is
in principle possible to determine the presence of surface
flooding from EM data [Hunkeler et al., 2015], we included
an additional free layer to invert for an additional conductive
layer above sea ice. But we were not successful to resolve
for this additional layer, maybe the sea ice was already too
porous and contained also higher conductivities.
Generally, Marquardt-Levenberg inversion results of synthetic data support the sensitivity of the employed EM instrument to both sea-ice and platelet-layer conductivity and
thickness for platelet layer > 0.5 m and < 7 m (Figure 2b).
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The most-squares inversions of synthetic data were calculated for the modes in Figure 3d. The results indicate that
the platelet-layer thickness is poorly constrained for relatively thick sea ice + platelet layer (Table 2). Anyhow, the
results from transects 2 fit perfectly to drill-hole measurements of sea-ice and platelet-layer thickness.
With the breakup event in August we had a special seaice situation in the Atka Bay. This was a lucky circumstance for studying the evolution of sea ice and the underlying platelet layer with its different formation dates and
thus ages. In general, conductivity is higher for a thinner and younger platelet layer, which implies that an older
thick platelet layer is more compacted and denser than a
young thin platelet layer (Figure 3e). The conversion of
platelet-layer conductivity with Archie’s law [Archie, 1942]
to ice-volume fraction reveals a broad distribution depending on the thickness and age of the platelet layer. Hunkeler et al. [2015] used mainly calibration measurements at
ATKA11 over thin sea ice and platelet layer to calculate
platelet-layer conductivities of 1154 ± 271 Sm−1 and from
that ice-volume fractions of 0.29 (m = 2.5) to 0.43 (m =
1.5). The assumption of cementation factor m ≈ 2 might
be a reason why Hunkeler et al. [2015] retrieved higher icevolume fraction than recent studies, which found ice-volume
fractions of 0.25 ± 0.06 [Gough et al., 2012] and 0.18 ± 0.09
[Hoppmann et al., 2015a]. By using different compaction
factors m, the ice-volume fraction distribution in Figure 3f
is shifted horizontally. To obtain the best agreement with
the ice-volume fractions suggested by Gough et al. [2012]
and Hoppmann et al. [2015a], cementation factors m = 3 or
even higher may need to be considered. Jackson et al. [1978]
found a cementation factor of 1.9 for platy shell fragments
with a sphericity of 0.5. Loose platelets may be even less
spherical which would lead to a higher cementation factor.
Besides buoyancy, the compaction of the platelet layer
may depend on ocean currents and their transport and redistribution below sea ice. The spatial homogeneity of the
platelet layer over relatively large distances is an indication
of the tendency of loose crystals to redistribute over kilometer scale under the influence of currents. The thickest
platelet-layer is found in the southwestern area of the bay
(Figure 1b), where individual ice platelets may be released
from the ice-shelf cavity. However, easterly currents probably lead to an increasing platelet-layer thickness in the western part of the break-up area, whereas the break-up edge
at the eastern side is perfectly sharp. Therefore, a smaller
amount of ice platelets is released from some cavities in the
eastern part of the bay.
Hoppmann et al. [2015b] found for 2012 an average annual platelet-layer thickness of 4 m. Neglecting thin sea
ice in the break-up area, the obtained platelet-layer thicknesses from EM data with modes between 4-6 m (Figure
3a) suggest, that the platelet-layer in 2012 was even thicker.
Therefore, also the contribution of ocean/ice-shelf interaction to ice volume in this region might be even higher than
previously thought.
Our next steps involve adaption of EM induction measurements for platelet-layer retrieval to airborne devices,
since potentially a platelet layer can be found in Antarctic coastal areas underneath fast ice [Fraser et al., 2012] or
mobile sea ice close to ice shelves.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we obtained a substantial multi-frequency
EM induction sounding dataset on an Antarctic fast-ice
regime with an underlying platelet layer. We calculated
fast-ice and platelet-layer thickness and conductivity using
this unique dataset as an input for a laterally-constrained
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Marquardt-Levenberg inversion scheme. Our results provide
evidence that platelet-layer thickness retrieval is possible using a non-destructive method, significantly facilitating its
volume estimation. When applied regularly on more sites in
coastal Antarctica, this approach could be an important and
step towards a better understanding of ocean/ice-shelf/seaice interaction, without the need for extensive logistics. The
current limitation to spatial scales of up to 100 km due to
operation by snowmobiles could be overcome by an adaptation of this methodology to airborne multi-frequency EM
measurements.
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ABSTRACT
The balances between mass gain and loss of the ice sheets and of the polar sea ice have received
increased attention because of their influence on changes of Earth’s environment. In this context, investigations of snow accumulation on ice sheets and snow load on sea ice are important
topics of recent research. This short note motivates the need for such investigations. First results
addressing snow accumulation rates over Dronning Maud Land (Antarctica) and snow deposition on sea ice in Atka Bay (Dronning Maud Land) obtained from TSX images are presented.

1

Introduction

Considering the influence of climate change on the
environmental conditions in the Polar Regions (and
vice versa the effect of environmental changes in
the Polar Regions on regional and global climate),
the mass balances of ice sheets and sea ice need to
be continuously monitored. The mass balances of
the ice sheets, i. e. the difference between mass gain
by snow accumulation and mass loss by melting
processes and iceberg calving, affect, e. g., sea level
variations and the freshwater flux into the ocean
[1]. The mass balance of sea ice is reflected by variations of its extent, concentration (areal fraction of
ice per unit area), drift, deformation, and thickness
and has an impact on parameters related to climate,
such as the albedo [2]. However, monitoring strategies are complex and require elaborate measurements including the use of different satellite sensors. Here, we discuss the role of the TSX mission
in retrieving information about snow accumulation
on ice sheets and snow load on sea ice. The former
is of importance to estimate the gain of mass of the
Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets as function of
time and space, the latter plays an important role in
the retrieval of sea ice thickness using laser or radar
altimetry.
Over the ice sheets, the accumulation needs to be
known over large areas. Ground measurements

serve as calibration and validation points [3]. Satellite data from sensors with large spatial coverage
and high temporal sampling rate (such as passive
microwave radiometers) are used to interpolate between these points [4]. SAR data have been applied
on regional and local scales [5]. The radar backscattering intensity depends on the snow/firn grain size
and the thickness of the annual firn layers, besides
firn density and temperature. (Firn is a transition
stage between snow and glacial ice with densities of
400-830 kg/m3.) Since large grain sizes and thin
annual layers are characteristic for low accumulation, and small grains deposited in thicker layers are
typical for high accumulation, radar can be used to
indirectly measure accumulation rates. It is important to emphasize that the measured rates are
averages down to depths determined by the penetration of the radar waves into the firn. For a detailed
discussion of accumulation retrieval by means of
SAR see Dierking et al. [5].
For measurements of sea ice thickness using Cryosat-2 (radar altimeter data), individual radar echoes reflected from the ground are separated into
groups separating first-year and multi-year ice from
open water and thin ice. The ice freeboard (i. e. the
vertical distance between the ice surface and the
water surface) is obtained by subtracting travel
times over ice from travel times over water. The
conversion of freeboard into ice thickness is carried
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out assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. Hereto, the
average ice and water densities are needed as well
as the snow mass per unit area on the ice [6].

2

Data

In the studies presented here we concentrate on
Dronning Maud Land in Antarctica (western
boundary 20°W, eastern boundary 44°38’E). The
Atka Bay, which is a test site for studying snow on
sea ice, is located at 70°35’S 7°51’W.
The objective of our investigations on accumulation
rates on the ice sheets is to analyse whether multifrequency and multi-polarization SAR data improve
the retrieval of accumulation rates and provide additional insight into the interaction between radar
waves and firn. Besides the ASAR images mentioned in [5], we used six RS-2 (Radarsat-2) images
from January 2012 (quad-pol., five from ascending
orbit, one descending, incidence angles 30.4°-32°,
pixel size 25 m) and 18 TSX images acquired from
February to April 2013 (stripmap HH- and VVpolarization, ten from ascending orbit, eight descending, incidence angles 27.5°-33.4°, pixel size
10 m). The images were acquired over the Kottas
Traverse in Dronning Maud Land, for which in-situ
measured accumulation data are available (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 Accumulation rates along the Kottas
Traverse and adjacent test sites. Also shown are the
positions of two ASAR WSM-frames (ascending
and descending orbit) used for the analysis.

For the study dealing with snow on sea ice we analysed four TSX-ScanSAR images (HH-polarization,
incidence angles at image centre between 34.3° and
42.0°, pixel size 25 m) and eight scenes in stripmap-mode (4 HH+VV-pol., 2 HH+HV-pol., 2 HH
single-polarization, incidence angles between 20.8°
and 44.6°, pixel size 6 m). A TSX-ScanSAR scene
from Atka Bay is shown in Figure 2.

3

Results

3.1

Kottas Traverse – Land Ice

The radar backscattering characteristics of firn depend on size, shape, orientation, volume fraction,
and absorption loss of the scattering elements, and
on the absorption loss of the background medium.
In low-density firn closer to the surface of the ice
sheets, scattering originates from snow grains, and
the background medium is air. At larger depths, isolated air bubbles scatter the penetrating radar
waves, whereas ice is the host medium. The volume

Figure 3 Radar backscattering coefficients measured at X-band (HH- and VV-polarization) along
the Kottas Traverse from ascending (headings 321326°) and descending orbit (214-219°) Also shown
is the accumulation rate measured in-situ.

100 km

Atka Bay

Figure 2 Fast sea ice in Atka Bay. The larger iceberg grounded at the northern border of the Bay is
B15G. The elongated iceberg west of it is drifting.

Figure 4 Radar backscattering coefficients measured at C-band (ASAR WSM, HH-polarization)
over the Kottas Traverse from ascending (heading
344°) and descending (195°) orbit.
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scattering contribution is usually calculated assuming that the scattering particles are of spherical
shape [5]. Over the ice sheets, it is observed that the
radar backscattering coefficient depends on look
direction [7]. This azimuthal anisotropy is related to
wave-like undulations of the ice surface on scales
of decimetres to tens of metres (sastrugi). Since the
surface scattering contribution of dry snow and firn
is very low, it is assumed that also the surfaces
from former years, which are buried under the most
recent snow layers, contribute to the radar scattering.
In Figure 3, the backscattering coefficients obtained from TSX images along the Kottas-Traverse
are depicted. They reveal a small difference between HH- and VV-polarization (0-0.5 dB) and a
varying difference (0-3 dB) between ascending and
descending orbit, with small values at low accumulation rates. For comparison, the results found at Cband HH-polarization (data source: ASAR WSM
imagery) are shown in Figure 4 . At low accumulation rates, the difference between ascending and
descending orbit is between 0.5 and 3 dB, for higher rates, it varies between 3 and 5 dB. North of
about 72.1°S along the Kottas traverse, the firn regime changes from dry snow to the percolation
zone. In this regime, radar backscattering characteristics are more complex due to varying moisture
content and the formation of ice lenses, pipes and
channels in the firn volume.

72.2°S – 72.4°S
T=-22 °C

73.0°S – 73.5°S
T=-24°C

Figure 5 TSX-backscattering coefficients as a function of accumulation rate, measured along the
Kottas-Traverse (ascending orbit).

One goal of our study is to find a relationship between measured radar parameters and the accumulation rate. In this context, we discuss the results
presented in Figs. 5-7. In Figure 5, the X-band
backscattering coefficients σ0 at VV- and HHpolarization observed along the Kottas-Traverse are
plotted as functions of the accumulation rate. For
low accumulation rates (<0.05 m w.e./a) there is no
recognizable sensitivity. At mid range (accumulation rates from 0.05 to 0.15 m w.e./a), σ0reveals a

strong gradient, indicated by the green line. However, in this case the data from the profile segment
72.2-72.4°S are excluded. They indicate a much
weaker gradient. Since in dual-polarization stripmap mode of TSX, both channels are acquired coherently, we can also investigate the phase difference between the HH- and VV-polarized radar sinal. Over the Kottas Traverse, the phases are only
weakly sensitive to the accumulation (for data from
the ascending orbit even less than for descending
orbit, see Figure 6). For comparison we show the
corresponding result from RS-2 for which the
phase sensitivity is much stronger.

Figure 6 Phase difference between the HH- and the
VV-polarized channel as a function of accumulation rate, measured along the Kottas Traverse. Top:
from TSX-data (ascending and descending orbit).
Bottom: from RS-2 (ascending orbit).

3.2

Atka Bay – Sea Ice

On the fast sea ice in Atka Bay, field measurements
were carried out from November 2012 until January
2013. The data include snow thickness, depth profiles of snow temperature, density, and grain size,
and ice properties at a number of test sites distributed over the frozen bay area. Snow thickness was
highly variable (0-0.8 m). During a strong storm
event, the snow was redistributed. Melt onset started in mid December.
The goal of this study is to assess whether properties of a snow layer on sea ice can be retrieved from
radar data, and - if this is the case – under which
conditions. In this initial phase of our study we focus on analysing radar signatures acquired for dif-
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ferent surface and ice characteristics (sea ice type ,
surface roughness, snow properties). In Figure 7,
cases are shown where the effect of snow, e. g. on
the downwind side of an iceberg, can be recognized
in TSX-images. It is interesting to note that the varying snow and ice properties are not only reflected
in the radar intensity but also in the phase difference between the HH- and VV-polarized channel
and the corresponding correlation (see Figure 8).
0

σ HH-pol.

0

σ HH-pol.

1000 m

iceberg

4500 m

phase HH-VV

Figure 7 X-band backscattering coefficient at HHpolarization and phase difference HH-VV observed
on fast sea ice in Atka Bay (TSX stripmap mode).

gorithm for retrieving average accumulation rates
using SAR. Here further work is required for devising a method for pre-processing the SAR data. The
sensitivities of the backscattering coefficient to accumulation rates at like-polarization are comparable
at C- and X-band. At C-band the sensitivity at
cross-polarization is larger than at like-polarization.
The phase difference changes significantly as a
function of accumulation rate at C-band but not at
X-band. The reason for this sensitivity and the difference between C- and X-band needs to be analysed in detail. Also the differences of azimuthal
anisotropy at C- and X-band will be studied further,
taking into account the scene headings and radar
penetration depths. For the Atka Bay, spatial and
temporal variations of the TSX-backscattering signature have to be related to the snow and ice properties measured in the field. Our preliminary results
indicate that phase difference and correlation between the HH- and VV-channel might give information about snow and ice conditions that is complementary to the radar intensity patterns.
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ABSTRACT. Up to now, snow cover on Antarctic sea ice and its impact on radar backscatter,
particularly after the onset of freeze/thaw processes, are not well understood. Here we present a
combined analysis of in situ observations of snow properties from the landfast sea ice in Atka Bay,
Antarctica, and high-resolution TerraSAR-X backscatter data, for the transition from austral spring
(November 2012) to summer (January 2013). The physical changes in the seasonal snow cover during
that time are reflected in the evolution of TerraSAR-X backscatter. We are able to explain 76–93% of
the spatio-temporal variability of the TerraSAR-X backscatter signal with up to four snowpack
parameters with a root-mean-squared error of 0.87–1.62 dB, using a simple multiple linear model. Over
the complete study, and especially after the onset of early-melt processes and freeze/thaw cycles, the
majority of variability in the backscatter is influenced by changes in snow/ice interface temperature,
snow depth and top-layer grain size. This suggests it may be possible to retrieve snow physical
properties over Antarctic sea ice from X-band SAR backscatter.
KEYWORDS: remote sensing, sea ice, snow, snow metamorphosis, snow physics

INTRODUCTION
Snow on sea ice is an important factor for the sea-ice mass
and energy balance, due to its high albedo and low thermal
conductivity (Yackel and Barber, 2007). Together with sea
ice, snow plays a major role in modifying and influencing
high-latitude atmospheric, oceanic and biogeophysical
processes. Snow on sea ice accumulates and redistributes
at different rates and shows a high spatio-temporal variability. However, the number of direct observations and
measurements of snow is very limited for both polar regions
(e.g. Barber and Thomas, 1998; Massom and others, 2001;
Yackel and Barber, 2007). Understanding the relationship
between snow properties (limited point measurements) and
high-resolution spaceborne monitoring systems is desirable
(Yackel and Barber, 2007).
As noted by Barber and Thomas (1998), interactions
between the sea-ice snow cover and microwave radiation
hold the potential for developing algorithms to estimate
snow depth/snow-water equivalent, as well as snow physical properties over sea ice from satellite synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) data. Snow affects the microwave interaction
with sea ice through direct scattering based on the snow’s
physical properties (e.g. density, salinity, grain size and
shape) and through thermodynamically controlled effects on
the dielectric properties of the snow (e.g. its brine volume
and wetness). Even a very shallow dry snow layer increases
the backscatter from sea ice. However, additional dry snow
does not further alter the received backscatter signal
significantly (e.g. Kim and others, 1984; Barber and Thomas,
1998). This effect is linked to a higher ice-surface roughness
and an increase in the dielectric contrast, which again is
caused by brine wicking into the snow layer from the sea-ice
surface (Kim and others, 1984).

The backscatter signal of sea ice in general is affected by
two-way loss through the snow cover. If liquid water is
present in the snowpack, both the real and the imaginary
part of the dielectric constant increase, resulting in a higher
signal loss. This makes the measured backscatter signal less
sensitive to the underlying sea ice and boosts the surfaceand volume-scattering contribution of the snowpack to the
total signal (Kim and others, 1984; Barber and Thomas,
1998; Yackel and others, 2007).
Recent spaceborne SAR systems operate in different
bands, at swath widths 30–500 km and at different spatial
resolutions of 1–1000 m (Dierking, 2013). These systems are
widely used for sea-ice monitoring and ice-type classification (e.g. Dierking, 2010, 2013; Eriksson and others,
2010), where the snow cover can generally be neglected in
cold and dry conditions (e.g. Drinkwater and others, 1995;
Dierking, 2013).
In the Arctic, several studies have investigated the
relationship between snow physical properties and C-band
SAR backscatter. Barber and Thomas (1998) investigated the
general role of first-year sea-ice snow cover on microwave
emission and scattering under laboratory conditions. Modelled and measured results suggest that, at 5 GHz, the
volume-scattering contribution surpasses the surface-scattering contribution to the signal. This is reversed at 10 GHz,
increasing the contribution of surface-scattering to the
overall signal. The same study also found a strong influence
of both snow-grain size and thermal effects on the microwave backscatter. Barber and Nghiem (1999) continued this
work by further looking into the role of snow on the thermal
dependence of sea-ice microwave backscatter. They highlighted the importance of the snow basal layer on the
microwave backscatter and its controlling factors (e.g. snow/
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description of the study area is given by Hoppmann and
others (2015).
Compared to C-band SAR, X-band SAR is considered to
be more sensitive to the snow cover, the upper subsurface
ice layer and the onset of melt and freeze/thaw processes,
due to its shorter wavelength (higher frequency) (e.g.
Eriksson and others, 2010). We further present and discuss
the interrelationship between TSX �0 data and coincident
snow properties and evaluate the potential of X-band SAR
backscatter to gather wider-scale information on physical
and stratigraphic snow properties.

DATA AND METHODS
Field measurements
Fig. 1. Locations of all snow-pit measurements shown on a
TerraSAR-X ScanSAR image of Atka Bay, Antarctica, 23 October
2012. Yellow squares mark the positions of all recorded snow pits.
Both the main study sites (ATKA03–ATKA24) and additional snow
pits (SNOW01–SNOW04) are shown. The inset shows the location
of Atka Bay in the Weddell Sea region.

ice interface temperature, basal-layer grain size, ice-surface
roughness and brine pockets within the sea-ice frazil layer).
The temporal evolution of European Remote-sensing
Satellite (ERS) and RADARSAT C-band SAR backscatter time
series was analysed by Barber (2005), in the context of seaice and snowpack evolution from freeze-up to melt. Yackel
and others (2007) used RADARSAT data to detect changes
in the snow water equivalent of the snow cover of first-year
landfast ice. Yackel and Barber (2007) investigated the
capabilities of C-band SAR to detect the onset of Arctic seaice melt in backscatter time series and the relationship
between measured backscatter and snow albedo.
In the Antarctic, multiple studies have investigated the
influence of snow cover on SAR backscatter, with a view to
potentially retrieving snow properties over ice sheets (e.g.
Kendra and others, 1998; Zahnen and others, 2003; Nagler
and Rott, 2004; Dierking and others, 2012). However, few
investigations concerned with the microwave signature of
snow on sea ice have been conducted in the Antarctic,
compared with the Arctic. Drinkwater and others (1995)
investigated C-band backscatter of winter sea ice in the
central Weddell Sea, where the dry snow cover can normally
be neglected. Recent studies (e.g. Willmes and others, 2011)
have examined the relation between Ku-band QuikSCAT
scatterometer data and snow properties in high-backscatter
pack-ice regions. Other studies investigated C-band SAR
data and Ku-band scatterometer data for different regions in
Antarctica (e.g. Worby and others, 2008; Kern and others,
2011; Ozsoy-Cicek and others, 2011). Nevertheless, further
spatio-temporal high-resolution information about the snow
on sea ice is required to validate satellite-derived data.
In this study, we present a combined analysis of in situ
snow observations (physical/stratigraphic properties) and
high-resolution TerraSAR-X (TSX) calibrated backscatter
data (�0 (dB)), and their spatio-temporal evolution. Measurements originate from a field campaign on the landfast sea ice
(fast ice) of Atka Bay, Antarctica, between November 2012
and January 2013. Atka Bay is a �440 km2 large embayment
at the front of the Ekström Ice Shelf, Dronning Maud Land
(Fig. 1) featuring a seasonal fast-ice cover. A more detailed

The meteorological data used here (Fig. 2) combine
measurements recorded at the meteorological observatory
of the German research station Neumayer III (50 m a.s.l.)
and synoptic weather observations (König-Langlo, 2013a,b,
c,d,e,f). While there are deficiencies due to local topography and elevation differences, the meteorological conditions at Atka Bay and Neumayer III are assumed to be
comparable due to the general weather situation there. For
example, Hoppmann and others (2015) found a general
offset in 2 m air temperature of 1:05 K between the
measurements at Neumayer III and Atka Bay.
In 2012, air temperatures increased to above the freezing
point for the first time on 16 December (Fig. 2a). The onset
of early melt is particularly important for our study because
the existence of liquid water in the snowpack is expected to
have a significant influence on the received radar signal (e.g.
Yackel and Barber, 2007). The subsequent onset of freeze/
thaw cycles leads to the formation of ice lenses and icy
layers in the snowpack, as well as to the formation of
superimposed (freshwater) ice, which is especially rich in air
bubbles. These layers, in combination with the air bubbles,
act as internal scatterers (Fierz and others, 2009; Willmes
and others, 2011; Dierking, 2013).
Another important feature of our study is the occurrence
of an 8 day storm event from 5 to 12 December 2012
(Fig. 2b). Sustained snowfall and redistribution occurred
during this time, so no fieldwork was possible to monitor the
snowpack changes. Other than the storm, we only recorded
two single snowfall events during the entire study from
23 November 2012 to 7 January 2013. In general, easterly
winds predominated (bringing higher wind speeds), which is
in line with the long-term climatology for this region.
During the field campaign, we obtained snow physical
property data from a total of 41 snow pits. Each comprised
measurements of snowpack temperature and density
gradients, 2 m air temperature and snow stratigraphy (i.e.
grain-size distribution, snowpack layering and, mainly
qualitative, estimates of snow liquid-water content, hardness
and crystal type), following Fierz and others (2009). Our
measurements focused on regular sampling sites along a
�25 km long west–east transect (ATKA03–ATKA24; Fig. 1),
while additional snow-pit data were recorded sporadically
at different locations on the Atka Bay fast ice (SNOW01–
SNOW04; Fig. 1). The snow-pit locations were chosen to be
representative of the surrounding area. Quantitative measurements of liquid-water content in the snowpack were
possible only at the very end of our field campaign, due to
the late arrival of the instrument.
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Fig. 2. Meteorological measurements of (a) 2 m air temperature and (b) 10 m wind speed (solid curve) and wind direction (dots). These
datasets were recorded at Neumayer III station, �8 km southwest of Atka Bay and are presented here as 30 min averages. Additionally, the
red and blue bars indicate available TerraSAR-X swaths and snow-pit measurements acquired. Hatched areas mark days with snowfall
events. Date format is yyyy-mm-dd.

We recorded snowpack temperature profiles using a
penetration thermometer at a regular spacing. We also
determined snow density of each layer by forcing a metal
tube of known volume and weight into the snowpack,
extracting it and measuring its weight in the field with a
spring scale. Layers were distinguished by differences in
grain size, crystal type, hardness and liquid-water content.
Grain size and snow crystal type were determined visually
using a magnifying glass, following Fierz and others (2009).
Snow hardness was estimated by resistance to penetration
(Fierz and others, 2009). Liquid-water content was categorized into ‘dry’ and ‘not dry’ by visual observation and
manual probing, following Fierz and others (2009). Quantitative estimates of snow liquid-water content were recorded
using a snow fork (Sihvola and Tiuri, 1986), but this was
only possible at the very end of our field campaign, due to
the late arrival of the instrument.
Snow conditions at Atka Bay in 2012 are briefly
summarized here (they are discussed in more detail by
Hoppmann and others, 2015). ATKA03 featured no consistent snow cover, due to its location �2 km to the east of a
grounded iceberg. The snow pits near ATKA03 therefore
largely represent records from snow banks and larger snow
patches. While icebergs shelter their leeward area from
snow accumulation, ridges and icebergs increase the snow
accumulation in their close windward proximity, leading to
locally thicker snow and a more heterogeneous snowpack
stratigraphy. This influenced the snow-pit records of
ATKA07 and ATKA16. Additionally, ATKA16 was influenced by surface flooding by sea water. In a similar fashion
to icebergs, the ice-shelf edge prevents large snow
accumulations on its leeward side. This is considered to
be the primary reason for the small snow depths but relative
homogeneity in the snow cover at ATKA24. Due to the
earlier breakout of sea ice at ATKA11 (Hoppmann and
others, 2015), the ice as well as the snow cover was rather
thin and influenced by flooding and refreezing over the

course of the field campaign. ATKA21 exhibited a consistent
but thicker snowpack than ATKA24.
The ice surface roughness is also a major factor
influencing radar backscatter, depending on the horizontal
roughness scale compared to the SAR wavelength. On sea
ice with a surface roughness of comparable scale to the SAR
wavelength, specular reflection leads to relatively low
backscatter (Dierking, 2013). This circumstance was characteristic for the ice surface underlying the snow pits at
ATKA11, ATKA16, ATKA21, ATKA24 and SNOW02. In the
other pits, the ice surface was found to be rough compared
to the X-band SAR wavelength.
The number of records in each snow pit varies with snow
depth (i.e. more data points in deeper pits), existence of ice
lenses/layers (e.g. it is difficult to measure the density in a
layer of pure ice), number of layers, etc. Moreover, the
snow-pit measurements comprise numerical (e.g. grain size,
temperature profiles, snow depth, liquid-water content) and
more qualitative values (e.g. hardness, liquid-water content,
crystal type) of different nature. Consequently, difficulties
arise when comparing measurements between snow pits
and also when comparing them to the satellite observations.
Hence, we derived several numerical snowpack parameters
from our measurements (Fig. 3) in order to explain the
variations in TSX �0 . These parameters include the snow
thickness, zsnow (m), the quantitative measurements of bulk
liquid-water content in the snowpack from snow fork
measurements, LWC (vol.%), the snowpack temperature
gradient, @T/@z, not shown (K m 1 ), 2 m air temperature, Ta ,
snow-surface temperature, Ts , and snow/ice interface
temperature, Ti (K), the number of different layers, nlay , the
number of ice layers, nice , the number of layers containing
liquid water, nlwc , the grain size of the top/bottom layers,
Etop =Ebot (m), the average snowpack grain size, E, and the
weighted-average snowpack grain size, Ew (m). The latter
takes the different layer thicknesses into account. Due to the
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Fig. 3. Time series of daily averaged snowpack parameters. (a) 2 m air temperature measured at the snow-pit location (Ta , red squares), the
snow-surface temperature (Ts , grey squares) and the snow/ice interface temperature (Ti , blue squares). (b) Top-/bottom-layer grain size (Etop
and Ebot , grey/red triangles) and average/weighted-average snowpack grain size (E and Ew , green/blue triangles). (c) Snow depth (zsnow , grey
triangles) and the liquid-water content (LWC, blue triangles). (d) The numbers of layers in the snowpack (nlay , light grey), ice layers (nice , dark
grey) and layers containing liquid water (nlwc , blue). Error bars indicate minimum/maximum values on days with several measurements. The
corresponding measurement sites are shown under the bars (Fig. 1). The highlighted vertical double-dashed lines indicate large snowfall
events between measurements. The x-axis spacing is not to scale, but distorted. Date format is yyyy-mm-dd.

frequent large wind-slab layers in the snowpacks, we felt the
need to account for their very small grain sizes in an average
snow grain-size parameter. However, the effects on �0 are
small, as shown below.
For clarification, Ebot gives the grain size of the lowest
layer in the snowpack that is still snow, i.e. Ebot potentially
states values several cm above the snow/ice interface. This
was necessary due to the frequent presence of ice layers in
the bottommost part of the snowpack, which do not yield
any grain-size information. This happened especially during
the later stages of the field campaign. The density measurements (not shown) were used to calculate the bulk snowwater equivalent (SWE, not shown) for each snow pit, but
were otherwise omitted from all calculations, due to the
limited number of measurements per pit and their low
vertical resolution. The course of SWE is naturally very
similar to that of zsnow and is therefore not shown.
Due to logistical constraints, we were not able to collect
snow samples to estimate snowpack salinity for all snow-pit
measurements. Salinity is, however, a crucial parameter in
determining �0 , due to its influence on the dielectric
properties of snow and sea ice and its impact on the
penetration depth. This shortcoming represents an obstacle

for the interpretation of temporal backscatter changes.
Dierking (2013) states a typical penetration depth of 0.03–
0.15 m for X-band SAR on first-year sea ice under dry snow
conditions. Barber and others (1995) showed that the snow/
ice interface temperature influences the brine volume
fraction. This rise in brine volume fraction leads to an
increase in the dielectric constant in the sea-ice surface,
which again increases �0 . However, the snow basal layer is
also likely to have high salinity values (Massom and others,
2001), which might mask out underlying changes in the sea
ice, especially after the onset of freeze/thaw cycles and in
the presence of liquid water (Yackel and others, 2007).
Similar to the records of 2 m air temperature (Fig. 2a), the
averaged snowpack temperature values (Fig. 3a) of all snowpit measurements acquired on a given day increased
towards the freezing point, and Ta as well as Ts reached
this as early as 16 December 2012. Because of this, we
considered all measurements after 16 December 2012 as
being after the onset of early freeze/thaw processes.

Satellite measurements
TerraSAR-X is a spaceborne side-looking X-band SAR
instrument run by the German Aerospace Center (DLR).
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of the TSX backscatter (�0 ) for all available TSX swaths and polarizations (HH = black, VV = red, HV = blue).
Shown is the average �0 for a 5 pixel � 5 pixel raster of each main study site (different symbols). Error bars indicate two standard deviations.
Due to the smaller spatial coverage of the TSX StripMap mode, not all ATKA03–ATKA24 sites are covered by each swath. Additionally, the
mean local incidence angle, �i , is shown and the number of matched snow-pit measurements is given in parentheses (including match-ups
with system-noise-influenced �0 values). Values influenced by the system noise, i.e. the noise-equivalent sigma zero (NESZ), are highlighted
by the grey area at the bottom. Date format is yyyy-mm-dd.

The satellite has been operational since June 2007 in a polar
orbit at 514 km altitude and can operate in four different
imaging modes. Relevant to this study are the ScanSAR
mode (SC) in single polarization and StripMap mode (SM) in
single and dual polarization, due to their capability to
sufficiently cover Atka Bay. The swath width changes with
mode and polarization. In ScanSAR mode, a swath covers a
ground area of 150 � 100 km2 . In StripMap mode, the
coverage changes to 50 � 30 km2 (50 � 15 km2 ) in single
(dual) polarization mode (Fritz and Eineder, 2008).
A total of 13 TerraSAR-X swaths were obtained before and
during the field campaign (Table 1). Five scenes were
recorded in single HH-polarization SC mode, while four
scenes were acquired in dual-polarization SM mode in HH/
VV configuration and two in HH/HV. Additionally, two
scenes were acquired in single HH-polarization SM mode.

All TSX scenes were radiometrically calibrated using a
commercial software package (SARscape) and georeferenced
on a common pixel size of 25 m. Due to increasing pixel size
by multi-looking, the effect of speckle was reduced. The
equivalent number of looks (ENL) increased by the grade of
multi-looking, which depends on the initial pixel size (e.g.
SC: 18.5 m; SM dual: 6.6 m; and SM single: 3.3 m (Table 1)).
It is important to note that the noise-equivalent sigma zero
(NESZ) level is 19 dB. All pixel values below the NESZ are
influenced by system noise and were excluded from further
investigation as a precaution (Fig. 4).
Due to logistical constraints, the number of snow-pit
measurements directly matching a coincident TSX swath is
very low (Fig. 2). Unfortunately, the two temporal matches
between snow-pit measurements and TSX acquisitions
could not be incorporated into our analysis. The respective

Table 1. Overview of TSX data, including initial acquisition resolution, swath coverage and minimum/maximum local incidence angles
(LIA). SC/SM indicate the TerraSAR-X acquisition mode of ScanSAR/StripMap. HH/VV/HV indicate the polarization as a combination of
transmitted and received signal. Start and end time give the time of acquisition in UTC of each TSX swath. Also shown are the number of
snow-pit measurements assigned to each TSX swath
Date

Mode

Polarization

dd/mm/yy
25/06/2012
05/09/2012
23/10/2012
15/11/2012
24/11/2012
27/11/2012
01/12/2012
07/12/2012
12/12/2012
18/12/2012
23/12/2012
24/12/2012
09/01/2013

SC
SC
SC
SC
SC
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM
SM

HH
HH
HH
HH
HH
HH/VV
HH
HH/HV
HH/VV
HH/HV
HH
HH/VV
HH/VV

Initial
resolution

Coverage

Minimum LIA Maximum LIA

m

km2

°

°

18.5
18.5
18.5
18.5
18.5
6.6
3.3
6.6
6.6
6.6
3.3
6.6
6.6

150 � 100
150 � 100
150 � 100
150 � 100
150 � 100
50 � 15
50 � 30
50 � 15
50 � 15
50 � 15
50 � 30
50 � 15
50 � 15

33.18
38.47
31.84
33.23
33.20
42.63
43.42
27.42
19.85
28.43
19.84
27.43
39.62

36.55
41.56
35.60
36.60
36.26
45.03
45.94
29.51
21.95
30.85
23.13
29.55
41.58

Start time

End time

Snow pits

04:23:44
04:15:10
20:38:12
04:23:46
04:23:41
20:55:20
04:06:47
04:32:20
20:21:14
04:32:19
20:21:13
04:32:18
04:15:17

04:24:06
04:15:32
20:38:34
04:23:58
04:24:00
20:55:28
04:06:55
04:32:28
20:21:22
04:32:27
20:21:21
04:32:26
04:15:25

0
0
0
0
3
9
7
0
6
6
3
3
6
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TSX �0 value of the first coincident match was influenced by
system noise, while the second snow pit fell outside the TSX
StripMap image. We chose to extract the average TSX
backscatter values, �0 , of a 5 pixel � 5 pixel raster (i.e.
125 � 125 m2 ), along with its standard deviation at the
position of each snow-pit measurement. To link as many
snow-pit measurements as possible to the TSX backscatter
extracts, we used the TSX data from all available swaths in a
�5 day range of each snow-pit measurement. By doing so,
we were able to match at least one TSX �0 record with one
of our snow-pit measurements, despite differences in spatial
coverage of each TSX swath.
While this approach is not ideal given the synoptic-scale
atmospheric changes that can influence the snowpack
during a 5 day window, we tried to reduce the influence
of known meteorological events. Following the lack of
observational snow data during the storm, we excluded the
TSX swath of 7 December 2012 from our analysis. Also we
did not match snow-pit measurements recorded before the
second snowfall event on 17 December 2012 with TSX
swaths acquired after that snowfall event (Figs 2 and 3). This
left us with 35 match-ups, excluding those with systemnoise-influenced �0 values. The majority of these data pairs
(22) show a maximum temporal difference of 2 days. Five
cases each have a time lag of 3 or 4 days, and three cases a
time lag of 5 days.
In the following, we explore information regarding resolution, coverage, acquisition time and local incidence angle
of the TSX data (Table 1). In order to account for the wide
range of local incidence angles (LIAs) covered by the TSX
swaths (Table 1), we divided our dataset into three different
LIA classes (LIA1: LIA > 36°; LIA2: 36° � LIA > 27°; and LIA3:
LIA < 27°), so as to review similar TSX swaths together. We
chose this approach in order to examine the potential
influences on the TSX �0 signal of different snowpack
parameters on different LIAs. Due to the bipolar temporal
distribution of the TSX swaths by means of acquisition time
(early morning/late evening), no further steps were taken to
account for diurnal variations in the signal.
Correlation coefficients were calculated to analyse
relationships between individual snowpack parameters
and corresponding TSX �0 values. In addition, simple linear
regression models were fitted to the �0 values and snowpack
parameter groups to investigate the power and significance
of the correlation, as well as the significance of the
explained �0 variance. Finally, we fitted a simple multiple
linear regression model to our different datasets, to investigate its potential for maximizing the explained �0 variance
with a minimum of snowpack parameters per LIA class. Due
to the limited number of matched snow-pit and TSX-swath
measurements, the focus lies on the extracted HH-like
polarization TSX backscatter data, hereafter named �0HH .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Spatio-temporal snowpack changes
Because of the irregular temporal coverage of measurements
at the different study sites and the different initial snowpack
situation at each study site, further investigation of the
various datasets (Fig. 3) is required. The observations taken
on 23 and 26 November 2012 represent the late-winter
setting of a still relatively cold environment (Figs 2a and 3a).
At this stage, at all main study sites (ATKA03–ATKA24)
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measurements were taken once, with ATKA07/16 at the
upper end of the spectrum with regard to snow depth,
number of layers and bottom-layer grain sizes and ATKA11/
24 at the lower end.
Proceeding in time, a general increase in surface
temperature, Ts , and air temperature, Ta , was noticeable.
However, the snow/ice interface temperature, Ti , remained
fairly constant, only varying with snow depth (Fig. 3a and c).
On 16 December 2012, temperature measurements of Ta
above the freezing point and Ts at the freezing point were
recorded, followed by an increase in Ti . This led to nearisothermal snow conditions.
Between the initial conditions on 23/26 November 2012
and the end conditions on 7 January 2013, when coincident
sampling at all main study sites took place again, an average
increase and vertical equalization of the grain-size parameters occurred (Fig. 3b). This was driven by the equitemperature metamorphism processes in the snowpack
(Fierz and others, 2009). Furthermore, our few direct
measurements of liquid-water content covered the whole
spectrum between 1 and 5 vol.% on 7 January 2013. Such a
range is expected to significantly affect the received backscatter signal (e.g. Yackel and Barber, 2007). In general,
liquid water was found throughout the snow column
(Fig. 3d), with the exceptions of 23 November 2012 and
13 December 2012, when flooded slush layers occurred at
the snowpack base (ATKA11 and ATKA16).
Following the onset of freeze/thaw cycles and early melt,
the degree of snowpack stratification increased, with an
increase in the number of layers in general and in ice layers
(Fig. 3d). Note that average values are shown, which might
lead to the false impression that the degree of stratification
falls off again at the end of the field campaign.

Spatio-temporal backscatter variations
Analysing the spatio-temporal variations of the TSX backscatter (�0 ; Fig. 4), one needs to consider that not all study
sites were covered in each swath (Table 1). We consider the
HH-polarization data (Fig. 4, black) in SC and SM modes as
well as the VV-polarization data (red) and the HV crosspolarization data (blue) in SM mode. Observed differences
between the measurements at both HH and VV polarization
are fairly small, while cross-polarization yields generally
lower backscatter values. However, variations between the
study sites can be large.
In the extracted TSX backscatter values of the first four
swaths, there was an increasing spread in �0 between the
different study sites, in addition to a steady overall decrease
in �0 . In particular, ATKA21 peaks compared with the other
study sites, despite differences in �0 due to different average
LIA, �i . It should be added that the very low values of �0 for
the first few swaths are very close to or below the noise floor
of TSX, which starts influencing the received signal below a
threshold of 19 dB (worst case)/–22 dB (normal) as stated
by Fritz and Eineder (2008). However, the TSX data used in
the later analyses were generally well above this noise floor
and are unlikely to have been affected by it.
The X-band SAR microwave radiation did not significantly
interact with the present dry snowpack in the early TSX
swaths; this is consistent with the observations of Dierking
(2013) and Drinkwater and others (1995). The spatial
differences (Fig. 4) for the first four swaths are primarily
linked to localized growth conditions during sea-ice formation and differing sea-ice compositions (salinity, proportion
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of incorporated frazil ice, columnar ice and platelet ice)
which each affect the X-band SAR microwave radiation in a
different way (e.g. Dierking, 2013). The small decrease in �0
over time (on average �2 dB) is probably due to a decrease in
brine volume fraction in the snow-basal layer, as well as the
ice-surface layer, due to low winter temperatures and still
increasing ice thickness, which decreases the dielectric
constant. This was noted for C-band SAR time series (e.g.
Yackel and Barber, 2007) and also seems applicable for Xband SAR data. However, our data are not sufficient to assess
this quantitatively. The comparably high �0 values on
24 November 2012, despite the large local incidence angle,
might be correlated to the increase in temperature around
20/21 November 2012 and the subsequent drop in temperature by �10 K (Fig. 2a). Unfortunately, there are no in situ
temperature observations to verify this.
Hoppmann and others (2015) discuss the different types
of sea ice at Atka Bay and their structures. Their description
of the primary ice-formation processes can be linked to the
�0 signals (Figs 1 and 4) before the onset of melt and freeze/
thaw cycles. In areas where dynamical-growth processes
dominated, �0 is generally higher (e.g. the area around
ATKA03/07). This results from the presence of pressure
ridges that increase the surface scattering of the X-band
radiation (Eriksson and others, 2010). The highest signal is
returned from the area of second-year sea ice close to the
western ice-shelf edge. Here volume scattering is increased
by air bubble inclusions, as well as surface scattering by the
overall deformed structure of the ice. This adds up to a
higher overall signal. An area of thermodynamic growth
(ATKA21/24) generally has level ice with lower backscatter
values (e.g. Dierking, 2013).
Across all incidence angles, there is an increase in �0
over the field study. For LIA of 34–35°, there is an average
increase of 10–12 dB in �0 for all ATKA stations between
15 November 2012 and 9 January 2013. A similar, but
smaller, increase was found for swaths with an average LIA
of �29°. However, considerable spatial variability was
evident, with ATKA11 exhibiting the highest variability.
The high �0 values in the 9 January 2013 swath very
likely originate from several freeze/thaw cycles, especially
between 31 December 2012 and 5 January 2013 (Fig. 2a).
These potentially increased the amount of volume scattering, through the formation of ice layers and an increase in
grain sizes (Willmes and others, 2011). A steady increase in
snow surface and snow/ice interface temperature and grain
enlargement is seen in our measurements (Fig. 3a and b).
Also, more stratification and an increased number of ice
layers occur after the onset of freeze/thaw processes. All this
potentially raises the returned backscatter. Nothing can be
said about LIA3, due to the limited number of swaths and
measurements taken in this LIA class.
The general increase in �0 can be attributed to significant
volume scattering by the snow basal-layer grains at �1–
3 vol.% of liquid water. With increasing liquid-water
content, surface scattering further contributes to the overall
signal (Barber and others, 1994; Barber, 2005).

Relationship between backscatter and snowpack
characteristics
Here we correlate �0HH and the previously discussed snowpack parameters (Table 2; only significant correlations are
shown). The statistical parameters include the correlation
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Table 2. Summary of statistical parameters explaining the relationship between TSX backscatter �0HH and snowpack parameters (only
parameters with significant correlations are shown, � ¼ 0:95).
Presented are the correlation coefficient, R, the stability index, R2 ,
the p-value of the calculated f -test, p, the sample size, n, and the
statistical power. The results are shown per LIA class and data
subset, where ALL equals all measurements per LIA class, SDS
indicates a snow data subset of sites with zsnow < 0:6 m and EMO
corresponds to measurements after the onset of early melt
Subset

R

R2

p

n

Power

LIA1
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH

Ta
Ts
Ti
Ta
Ts
Ti
SWE
nlay

ALL
ALL
ALL
SDS
SDS
SDS
SDS
SDS

0.843
0.895
0.859
0.831
0.890
0.845
0.716
0.889

0.711
0.801
0.738
0.691
0.792
0.714
0.513
0.790

0.002
<0.001
0.001
0.011
0.003
0.008
0.046
0.003

10
10
10
8
8
8
8
8

0.906
0.971
0.930
0.763
0.892
0.794
0.517
0.890

LIA2
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH
�0HH

Ts
Ti
Etop
E
Ew
Ti
Etop
E
Ts
Ti
Etop

ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
EMO
EMO
EMO
SDS
SDS
SDS

0.506
0.771
0.677
0.504
0.493
0.760
0.847
0.772
0.620
0.881
0.665

0.256
0.594
0.458
0.254
0.243
0.577
0.717
0.596
0.385
0.776
0.442

0.023
<0.001
0.001
0.023
0.027
0.011
0.002
0.009
0.014
<0.001
0.007

20
20
20
20
20
10
10
10
15
15
15

0.632
0.989
0.927
0.628
0.605
0.753
0.913
0.777
0.711
0.998
0.796

coefficient, R, the stability index, R2 , stating the explained
variance, the p-value of the calculated f -test, p, stating the
level of significance of the regression, and the sample size, n,
as well as the statistical power. Power gives the probability
that the H0 hypothesis is rejected (i.e. there is no correlation),
where H0 is truly false (Cohen, 1988).
The results of Table 2 indicate a rather moderate
dependency of observed �0HH on the chosen snowpack
parameters. However, there is a recurring set of snowpack
parameters showing significant correlations to different
degrees for all LIA classes and most data subsets. However,
the rather low-to-moderate correlation coefficients and
stability indices, as well as the low power values, have to
be considered and are constrained by the small sample size.
For LIA3, there were not enough samples to conduct
meaningful calculations.
After visual screening and simple linear model iterations
to find the best fit, we found that subsetting the dataset to
measurements taken on snowpacks with a maximum depth
of 0.60 m reveals a significantly higher correlation between
zsnow and �0HH for all LIA classes (Fig. 5). While 0.60 m of
snow is rather thick for Antarctic sea ice, 8 out of 35 of our
snow-pit measurements featured a snow depth exceeding
this threshold, while still being representative for their
general area. However, these correlations are not necessarily significant (Table 2), given a level of significance (�) of
0.95, but exclusion of our very deep snow-pit measurements
is likely to influence the correlations of other snowpack
parameters to �0HH (e.g. the snow/ice-surface temperature
due to the X-band signal penetration depth (Table 2)).
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Table 3. Different model fits to the TSX backscatter �0HH data.
Presented are the sample size, n, the p-value of the calculated
f -test, p, the adjusted stability index, R2adj , that shows the explained
variance adjusted for the different amount of predictors, and the
predictors of �0 . Also shown is the root-mean-squared error of the
cross validation (dB; RMSE). Model fits are identified by tags based
on the LIA and data limitations, where SDS stands for snow-depth
subset and EMO means early-melt onset

Fig. 5. Scatter plot of snow depth (zsnow ) against TSX HH
backscatter (�0HH ). Shown are the snow depths and their corresponding local incidence angle (LIA) class-based �0HH values. Value
pairs above/below the 0.6 m threshold are plotted transparent/solid.
The corresponding regression lines are shown, where solid lines
correspond to the value pairs with zsnow < 0.6 m and dashed lines
are for the complete dataset.

Neglecting the scatter loss, we calculated the theoretical
penetration depths from the bulk dielectric constant for a
range of bulk snow liquid-water content and bulk snow
densities from our measurements, by solely considering the
absorption loss. This was done using the governing equations for wet snow provided by Hallikainen and Winebrenner (1992). A liquid-water content of 0.35–0.5 vol.%,
for example, led to a penetration depth at TSX X-band of
0.4–0.75 m. This might explain the increase in correlation
between �0HH and, especially, Ti . At a snow liquid-water
content of 1–3 vol.%, the theoretical penetration depth
decreases to 0.05–0.20 m. However, given the temperature
records (Fig. 2a), the high values of liquid water within the
snow are likely to be snapshots of a constantly changing
snowpack, due to thaw/refreeze cycling.
The overall most reliable results were found for the LIA2
class (Table 2), i.e. LIA 36–27°, where sufficient sample size
corresponds to the high statistical power of the significant
correlations. Snow/ice interface temperature, Ti , and toplayer grain size, Etop , showed significant correlation coefficients (p < 0:01) with high power values close to 1. This
implies (with high confidence) that the results are not based
on random noise. These numbers change slightly, depending
on the subset used. Limiting ourselves to measurements with
snow depths of <0.6 m (SDS), the correlation coefficient and
stability index for the snow/ice interface temperature, Ti ,
increase, probably due to their capturing the penetration
depth of X-band radar. For greater snow depths, the ice/snow
interface becomes invisible, due to the limited penetration
depth of X-band radar (Yackel and Barber, 2007).
We chose an approach to evaluate the amount of variance
in our TSX �0HH that can be explained by the snowpack
parameters, by using a simple multiple linear model. Each
model estimate started with all the snowpack parameters as
input. Using stepwise regression modelling, the parameter
with the highest p-value (i.e. the least significant contribution
to the overall explained variance, R2 , was removed from the
model at each iteration. After several iterations, a significant

Model fit

n

p

LIA1
LIA2
LIA3
LIA1SDS
LIA2SDS
LIA3SDS
LIA1EMO
LIA2EMO
LIA3EMO

10
20
5
8
15
4
3
10
5

0.002
<0.001
0.007
<0.001

<0.001

R2adj

Predictors

0.7595
zsnow , SWE
0.8421
zsnow , Ti , Etop
no model fit found
0.9158
Ti , SWE
0.8584
zsnow , Ti , Etop
no model fit found
no model fit found
0.9323
Ts , Ti , Etop , E
no model fit found

RMSE
1.50
1.56
1.00
1.62

0.87

model fit was achieved in most cases. The iteration stopped
when, in a subsequent step, the overall explained variance
dropped significantly and the model significance decreased.
However, no significant model fits could be found for some
LIA classes and data subsets, due to the limited sample size
(especially for the LIA3 class).
The model name tags (Table 3) correspond to the
underlying data subsets (e.g. limited to measurement sites
with zsnow < 0:6 m (SDS) or after the onset of early-melt
processes on 16 December 2012 (EMO)). Table 3 also
shows the sample size, n, the p-value of the calculated
f -test, p, and the stability index, R2adj . The latter is corrected
(adjusted) for the different amount of predictors which can
lead to an increased general stability index, R2 . All model
fits are significant and explain 76–93% (R2adj ) of their
representative observed �0HH variance.
To evaluate the quality of our model fits we chose a
cross-validation approach, due to the limited sample size.
Here the model was set up with the significant predictors
calculated from the complete sample size, n, but based on a
sample size of n 1. Iteratively, each member of the initial
sample was excluded from the set-up, and was instead
calculated by the model. The root-mean-squared error
(RMSE) between the modelled and observed �0HH values was
then calculated. The results (Table 3) vary between 0.87
and 1.62 dB (LIA2EMO and LIA2SDS, respectively). These
compare favourably with the absolute/relative radiometric
accuracy of the TSX sensor (0.6/0.3 dB; Fritz and Eineder,
2008). However, the quite high stability indices of >90%
were achieved on very small datasets with a comparably
large number of predictors.
During the cross validation, it became clear that the �0HH
signatures of certain snow-pit measurements are more
difficult to derive from the various model fits using different
predictor set-ups, i.e. excluding those snow-pit measurements drastically decreased the RMSE, compared with the
RMSE changes of the remaining iterations. An example is
ATKA11. We attribute this to the recurrent surface flooding
and refreezing that occurred during the course of our field
campaign, which cannot be explained sufficiently with the
snowpack parameters used here.
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Fig. 6. Four different multiple linear model fits (a–d) (red triangles) to the extracted �0HH values from all available snow-pit measurements in a
�5 day range (grey dots). (a) Based on all available snow-pit measurements for LIA1. (b) Limited to snow-pit measurements with
zsnow < 0:6 m for LIA1. (c, d) the same set-ups as (a, b) for LIA2. All model fits are significant (� < 0:001) and explain 76–91% (R2adj ) of the
total variance of �0HH . Date format is yyyy-mm-dd.

The significant snow parameters (Table 2) also appear as
model predictors in Table 3. Furthermore, the snow depth
and snow water equivalent are significant contributors to the
overall variance, despite showing non-significant correlations with �0HH by themselves. While there are definitive
internal correlations (e.g. between zsnow and SWE, or the
temperature parameters), they are not interchangeable
without a large drop in the stability indices.
Four representative model fits are discussed here (Fig. 6;
grey dots indicate the measured TSX �0HH values; red triangles
correspond to the modelled backscatter). Model fit LIA1
(Fig. 6a) explains 76% (R2adj ) of the �0HH variance, spans a
sample size of ten value pairs and is based on the predictors
zsnow and SWE (Table 3). Model fit LIA2 (Fig. 6c) explains
84% (R2adj ) of the �0HH variance, spans a larger sample size of
20 value pairs and is based on the predictors zsnow , Ti and
Etop . Furthermore, the overall temporal coverage of pre-meltonset conditions as well as post-melt-onset conditions is
better represented in the LIA2 than the LIA1 data. In
combination with the larger sample size, this gives higher
confidence in the general quality of the model fit to the LIA2
data. However, the dataset is too limited to further investigate
differences between the different LIA classes.
The corresponding equations for the four model fits are:
�0LIA1 ¼

18:52

�0LIA2 ¼

524:11 þ 6:42zsnow þ 1:87Ti þ 1007:44Etop ð2Þ

64:40zsnow þ 0:19SWE

ð1Þ

�0LIA1SDS ¼

261:32 þ 0:90Ti þ 0:03SWE

�0LIA2SDS ¼

474:02 þ 9:50zsnow þ 1:68Ti þ 1310:29Etop ð4Þ

ð3Þ

where �0 represents the modelled backscatter values, zsnow
is the snow depth (m), SWE is the snow water equivalent
(kg m 2 ), Ti is the snow/ice interface temperature (K) and Etop
is top-layer grain size (m).
All model fits are more sensitive to changes in grain size or
temperature parameters (large slopes) than to snow depth or
snow water equivalent (small slopes), based on Eqns (1–4).
Even small changes in grain size and temperature predictors

have a higher impact on the modelled backscatter. However,
the snow depth shows a much higher spread in our dataset
(Fig. 5) compared with the small spectrum of different toplayer grain sizes (Fig. 3b).
As stated by, for example, Yackel and Barber (2007) and
Barber (2005), the snow/ice interface temperature as it
affects the dielectric properties of the basal-snow layer
(liquid-water content and brine volume fraction) is crucial
for explaining the received radar backscatter. Although we
did not measure snow salinity, the importance of snow/ice
interface temperature is apparent in our results. Related as
they are to the liquid-water content, snow grain size and
volume are important determinants of volume scattering in
the snowpack. Both are also reflected in our results,
especially for the LIA2 class.
Because of the limited sample size, the additional
potential of VV like-polarization and HV cross-polarization
acquisitions could not be taken into account. It is expected
that this capability will improve the retrieval of the physical
properties of snow on Antarctic sea ice from X-band SAR
backscatter data, but additional measurements and further
investigation are necessary. This potential is underlined by
the spatial and temporal differences between the like/like
and like/cross-polarization TSX StripMap images (Fig. 4) for
the different study sites. We were able to show that both the
snow cover and the snow/ice interface have a strong
influence on the TSX �0HH signal. However, there are sources
of error and uncertainties, due in large part to the lack of
simultaneous daily measurements of snow physical properties and TSX swath coverage. Nonetheless, the onset of melt
processes and freeze/thaw cycles is clearly recognizable in
the X-band SAR backscatter time series.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In our study, we compared the spatio-temporal evolution of
TerraSAR-X backscatter to in situ physical properties of snow
on sea ice for a 2 month field campaign in Atka Bay from
austral winter to early summer. Multiple linear models based
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on different subsets of our data with respect to different localincidence angles, were able to explain 76–93% of the
observed TerraSAR-X HH-polarized backscatter, given a
RMSE of 0.87–1.62 dB. The different quality of the model fits,
i.e. their potential to explain a maximum percentage of the
observed TerraSAR-X HH-polarized backscatter variance,
results from the different subsets and limitations to the
dataset, such as the exclusion of dry snow measurements.
The correlation between the TerraSAR-X HH-polarized
backscatter and the snow depth increases when the dataset
is reduced to measurements in areas with a snow depth
<0.6 m, which is still a rather large amount of snow for
Antarctic sea ice. The potential to explain the variations in
single-polarization HH X-band SAR backscatter with a few
snow physical properties has not yet been presented in
comparable detail under non-laboratory conditions. The
possibility of fitting a simple multiple linear model to the
measured TerraSAR-X HH-polarized backscatter based on up
to four snowpack parameters also yields the potential to
derive snow physical properties from X-band backscatter
using an inverse approach. However, the data presented here
cannot directly be used to retrieve snow physical parameters,
particularly due to the limited sample size. Additional
measurements are necessary (e.g. snow salinity and (quantitative) snow liquid-water content, which were very limited in
our study). The addition of backscatter models, as well as
snow/sea-ice models, might be informative in future studies
and will further increase the potential of this dataset. Future
snow-pit measurements and simultaneous TerraSAR-X acquisitions, especially in StripMap dual-polarization mode,
are expected to further improve the potential for an inverse
approach. Based on the relationships and links shown in this
study, future work will necessarily focus on the development
of an inverse approach to derive snow physical properties
from X-band SAR backscatter.
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